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A rising trend in lung cancer chemotherapy involves the development of agents 

that exploit molecular targets overexpressed in tumors, with hopes of increasing 

specificity, and in turn, efficacy.  β-Lapachone (β-lap) is a novel anticancer drug whose 

mechanism of action relies on its bioactivation by the enzyme NAD(P)H:quinone 

oxidoreductase-1, NQO1, found overexpressed in NSCLC.  While promising, its low 

water solubility limits its clinical translation.  Moreovoer, a clinical formulation of the 

drug proves highly hemolytic and relatively ineffective.  Our objective was to develop β-

lapachone polymer micelles for lung cancer treatment, in hopes of targeting tumors: 1) 

pharmacokinetically, through the use of a platform that will ensure drug stability, 
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bioavailability, and targeted localized delivery; and 2) pharmacodynamically, through the 

use of an anticancer drug that is bioactivated by a tumor-specific enzyme.  We 

hypothesize that β-lapachone polymer micelles will result in a highly specific and 

effective nanotherapeutic platform for the treatment of lung cancer. 

Studies involving the clinical formulation of β-lap demonstrated that the vehicle, 

hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HPβ-CD), causes hemolysis.  The rapid dissociation of β-

lap with HPβ-CD led to short blood circulation times and rapid distribution among all 

organs.  By contrast, a micellar formulation of β-lap did not cause hemolysis, and 

displayed increased blood circulation times and relatively high and sustained 

accumulation in tumors. 

β-Lap micelles were small in size (~30 nm), possessed core-shell morphology, 

and displayed favorable release kinetics.  In vitro examination of β-lap micelle efficacy in 

cancer cell lines demonstrated an NQO1-dependent mechanism of cell death.  Upon 

translation to in vivo models of lung cancer in mice, β-lap micelles hindered tumor 

growth in subcutaneous lung tumors.  It is important to note at this time that the clinical 

formulation of β-lap displayed no antitumor effects when compared to control tumors.  

Upon examination in an orthotopic model of lung cancer in mice, β-lap micelles were 

shown to prolong animal survival.  Results from this study point toward the therapeutic 

potential of β-lap micelles for lung cancer treatment.  Future studies involve optimization 

of the basic platform, as well as adjuvant use with current therapeutic strategies, to help 

propel this technology to preclinical studies and eventual clinical use. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

 
 

1.1 Background and significance of lung cancer 

With 1.44 million new cases and over 500,000 deaths estimated in 2008, cancer 

has currently surpassed heart disease as the leading cause of mortality in the population 

85 years and younger.1  While estimated new cases of prostate and breast cancers are 

highest in their respective genders, estimated deaths from lung cancer alone account for 

roughly one third of cancer-related deaths in both males and females, highlighting the 

severity of the disease.  Fortunately, present-day incidence rates for lung cancer have 

reached a plateau for women and are on the decline for men, an encouraging result 

considering the recent increasing trend of the disease over the last several decades.  And 

while major scientific advances have led to several breakthroughs in the area of lung 

cancer imaging and diagnosis, as well as in the understanding of underlying molecular 

mechanisms of tumorigenesis, the five-year relative survival rates for lung cancer are 49, 

15, and 3% for localized, regional, and distant metastatic disease, respectively.1  In light 

of this despairing outcome, adequate treatment regimens are still lacking, with the public 

warranting more effective strategies to combat this dreadful disease. 

Lung cancer is divided histologically into two different types, with the difference 

ultimately determining the treatment regimen employed.2  Small cell lung carcinoma 

(SCLC), which constitutes 20% frequency, arises from the large airways such as the 

bronchi and is highly metastatic.3  It is the type most associated with cigarette smoking.4  

Non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) accounts for the remaining 80% frequency and 
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is further categorized into squamous cell lung carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, and large cell 

lung carcinoma.5  While all three have similar prognoses, their origins are different, with 

adenocarcinomas originating in peripheral lung tissue and squamous cell lung carcinoma 

originating from a central bronchus.  While widely associated with smoking as well, 

adenocarcinomas are the predominant form of lung cancer in patients who have never 

smoked. 

 

1.1.1 Currently available therapies and limitations 

1.1.1.1 Tissue debulking strategies: surgery, radiation therapy, and ablation 

Traditionally, NSCLC is more amenable to surgery, making resection the gold 

standard for treatment.  However, surgery is limited in the majority of cases by the 

anatomical inaccessibility of the tumor, the overall poor state of health of the patient, the 

invasiveness of the procedure, and by local recurrence of the tumor, which in lung cancer 

has been shown to occur in up to 50% of the cases.6  Radiation therapy represents another 

mainstay in lung cancer treatment, with recent advances yielding image-guided radiation 

therapy, doses that can conform to the shape of the tumor, and compensation for target 

motion.7  In spite of these developments, there is still a fine line between curative doses 

and those that prove detrimental to surrounding tissue and can cause patient side effects.8  

Ablative techniques such as radiofrequency (RF) ablation have garnered much attention 

recently as alternatives to surgery and radiotherapy because of their minimal invasiveness 

and highly localized mode of action.9  RF ablation, which involves the destruction of lung 

tumor tissue by heat, is very effective at eliminating the majority of the tumor within the 
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heat burst radius, but fails to eradicate viable malignant cells beyond the ablated 

boundary.10 

 

1.1.1.2  Chemotherapy 

There has been much focus on the discovery and development of anticancer 

drugs, to the extent that clinicians now possess a vast arsenal of potent cytotoxic agents 

ranging from those of microbial origin, such as doxorubicin, to plant-derived agents such 

as paclitaxel.11  The mechanisms of action of anticancer drugs are widely diverse as well, 

spanning from alkylating agents such as cisplatin to topoisomerase inhibitors like 

etoposide.12  Cisplatin has been shown to be an effective first line chemotherapeutic for 

the treatment of NSCLC,13 becoming a primary treatment option in combination used in 

third-generation drugs such as docetaxel, gemcitabine, paclitaxel, or irinotecan.14  If the 

patient proves non-responsive to platinum-based drug therapy, doxetaxel is considered a 

therapeutically viable second-line treatment option.15  Presently, gemcitabine, a 

nucleoside analog that replaces cytidine during replication, is also being used as a 

second-line chemotherapeutic in conjunction with other drugs such as 5-FU, a pyrimidine 

analog.16  The synergistic effect of these two drugs have led to disease control rates of up 

to 66.7%.  Recently, insights into the pathogenesis of tumors have revealed novel 

molecular targets for drugs.  As an example, it was noted that mutations in epidermal 

growth factor receptor (EGFR), specifically its overexpression, were present in NSCLC.17  

Therefore, drugs have been developed to inhibit EGFR signaling.  As examples, gefitinib 

and erlotinib, two tyrosine kinase (TK) inhibitors, showing substantial patient 

improvement in terms of stable disease rates (50% and 35%, respectively), as well as 
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alleviation of symptoms.18  Cetuximab, a monoclonal antibody that prevents ligand 

binding to the extracellular domain of EGFR, proved extremely beneficial when 

combined with cisplatin, leading to 3-year survival rates of 57%.19   

While the administration of anticancer drugs has developed into a potential 

option for the management of cancer, the strategy is not without its limitations.  A major 

disadvantage of anticancer drugs is their non-specific drug distribution given their 

inability to target tumor tissue, resulting in low tumor concentrations.  Consequently, the 

therapeutic window is very small, making drug toxicity an unavoidable factor.20  

Doxorubicin proves a perfect example to highlight this point, with high doses of the drug 

resulting in cardiac toxicity.  Another severe limitation to the use of anticancer agents is 

the acquired drug resistance by the tumor, rendering even higher doses of the drug 

ineffective.21  Last but not least, the majority, if not all anticancer drugs, prove extremely 

water insoluble due to their polycyclic nature.  While increased hydrophobicity is 

favorable for membrane permeation and efficacy, lipophilicity hinders the IV 

administration of these drugs.  Undissolved drug, administered via IV injection can form 

aggregates which are filtered rapidly to the liver and undergo metabolic degradation.22 

 

1.1.1.3  Advantages of drug delivery devices for chemotherapy 

Traditional drug administration routes (i.e. oral, intravenous) prove 

pharmacologically unsuitable for the majority of anticancer drugs.  Once introduced 

orally, the agent must navigate through the stomach to reach the intestines before 

crossing the intestinal wall into the circulation, all the while resisting enzymatic 

degradation.  Upon intravenous administration, the drug is rapidly filtered through the 
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kidney and other organs before it has time to exert its effects.23  While it would be ideal 

to modify the drug with features that would guarantee increased stability, solubility, and 

targeting to the site of action, such alterations are not always feasible.  This realization is 

the fundamental driving force behind the concept of polymeric drug delivery - to enhance 

drug function irrespective of poor innate pharmacokinetics. 

Currently, drug delivery systems continue to enable the clinical use of existing 

anticancer agents, expanding new horizons for chemotherapy by significantly augmenting 

treatment and prolonging patient life expectancy.  The advantages afforded by drug 

delivery in cancer therapy are numerous and easily appreciable: 1) therapeutic levels of 

drug are maintained within a desired range due to controlled release; 2) toxic side effects 

are minimized due to localized mode of treatment; 3) patient compliance increases due to 

less invasive treatment and less dosing frequency; 4) amount of drug needed for therapy 

is reduced; and 5) delivery of drugs with short in vivo half-lives can be facilitated.24  

Important considerations in the design of controlled delivery systems are the 

biocompatibility of the components that constitute the device and the possible toxicity 

spurred by byproducts of polymer degradation.  An example of a drug delivery device on 

the macro-scale that is presently used in the clinics is Gliadel®, a device FDA approved 

for the treatment of glioblastoma multiformae.  Following surgical excision of the tumor, 

polyanhydride polymer discs loaded with the anticancer drug carmustine are placed at the 

resection site, eliminating remnant malignant cells.25  Drug delivery strategies like 

Gliadel® are currently being used by hundreds of thousands of patients worldwide, 

catapulting the highly interdisciplinary field of drug delivery into a $20 billion a year 

enterprise.26 
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1.1.2 Adjuvant, neoadjuvant strategies, and the future trend of lung cancer care 

In light of the shortcomings demonstrated by current chemotherapeutic 

techniques, as well as with the major debulking strategies discussed above, the majority 

of these treatments are conducted in an adjuvant or neoadjuvant fashion.  As an example, 

in the case of regional disease, surgery is performed, followed by chemotherapy and 

radiation therapy.  In the case where surgery is not an option, radiation is used followed 

by chemotherapy.   In low stage lung cancer, RF ablation has been used in combination 

with radiation in an adjuvant fashion, with local control and survival rates much 

improved over either treatment alone.27  Hence, no one, single strategy is utilized as a 

potential cure-all, but rather used in complementary and safe-guard fashion.  Neoadjuvant 

therapies, such as the administration of anticancer drugs in order to reduce the size of the 

tumor prior to surgery, have also yielded positive results in cancer therapy.28   

Despite advances in individual modalities and adjuvant and neoadjuvant 

therapies, complete treatment of the tumor is presently only achieved in a low percentage 

of patients undergoing a combination of therapies.29  In response to these limitations 

stemming from current cancer treatment modalities, an intense amount of effort has been 

devoted to the development of nanotechnology platforms, including polymer-drug 

conjugates, liposomes, dendrimers, and polymer micelles, for the diagnosis and treatment 

of cancer.30  This research initiative harkens back to the concept put forth by Paul Ehrlich 

in the early 20th century, in which a “magic bullet,” a chemical substances equipped with 

high affinity for a malignancy, would provide for ideal treatment.31  Currently, 

nanocomposite drug delivery devices are being developed that are small in size and able 
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to elude nonspecific uptake by the body.  Moreover, several nanoplatforms are currently 

being functionalized with targeting ligands and controlled-release moieties that enable the 

site-specific release of drugs.  While currently applied for stalwart agents such as 

doxorubicin and paclitaxel, nanoscale drug delivery platforms, such as polymer micelles, 

will no doubt play a major role in the clinical translation of novel chemotherapeutic 

agents, adding to an already heightened cell-killing specificity. 

 

1.2 β-Lapachone: A Natural, Novel Anticancer Agent 

1.2.1 History and varied medicinal uses 

The ortho-naphthoquinone β-lapachone (β-lap, 3,4-dihydro-2,2-dimethyl-

2Hnaphtho[1 , 2-b]pyran-5,6-dione, MW = 242 Da, Figure 1.1) was initially isolated 

from the bark of the Lapacho tree (Tabebuia avellanedae), indigenous to Central and 

South America.32  Traditional lore alleged that an herbal tea made from extracts of the 

bark possessed remedial effects against a broad spectrum of illnesses ranging from ulcers 

to diabetes to cancer.  While this claim is widely unfounded, it is now well known that β-

lap possesses anti-inflammatory, antifungal, antibacterial, and antiviral therapeutic 

effects.33  In recent years, it has garnered much attention as a potent cytotoxic agent with 

proven antineoplastic activity in a variety of human tumors involved in cancers of the 

breast, colon, prostate, and lung.34 

 

1.2.2 Mechanism of action specific to tumor toxicity 

Early studies involving β-lap cytotoxicity initially placed topoisomerase-I 

inhibition as the key factor responsible for β-lap-mediated cancer cell death.35-38  It was 
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Figure 1.1.  Chemical structure of β-lap. 
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also suggested that β-lap was cell-cycle specific, a characteristic found in the majority of 

approved anticancer drugs, inducing delays at the G1 or S phase.39  However, recent 

research by Boothman and coworkers strongly suggest that the elevated expression of the 

enzyme NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase-1, NQO1, as the key determinant of β-lap 

cytotoxicity, negating previous findings regarding topoisomerase-I inhibition and cell-

cycle dependence as determinant factors in β-lap-mediated cell death.34,40-46  NQO1 is an 

ubiquitous flavoprotein (30 kDa)44 found in the majority of human tissues, whose main 

function is to detoxify reactive and toxic quinones and quinone epoxides via a two 

electron reduction,47 as well as protect against reactive oxygen species (ROS).48  More 

importantly, considerable research has shown that NQO1 is overexpressed (up to 20-fold) 

in a variety of human cancers, including those of the breast,49 colon,49 lung,50 pancreas,48 

and prostate.51  As a result, NQO1 has been identified as a vital, exploitable target in the 

treatment of cancer cells with drugs that are bioactivated by the enzyme. 

A detailed schematic of β-lap cytotoxicity in a tumor cell with elevated levels of 

NQO1 can be found in Figure 1.2A.  Upon β-lap exposure, NQO1 catalyzes a two-

electron reduction of the drug, using 1 molecule of NADPH per reaction as an electron 

donor, reducing β-lap to a hydroquinone form.44  However, this hydroquinone is unstable, 

and is spontaneously autoxidized back to the quinone form, not without first going 

through a semiquinone intermediate.  The latter process causes oxidative stress via the 

production of free radicals, which in turn initiate a redox cycle that generates superoxide.  

Superoxide then dismutate to hydrogen peroxide, ultimately generating hydroxyl radicals.  

All the while, the quinone form of the drug can undergo another round of reduction, 

resulting in a futile cycling of β-lap.  This futile cycling exhausts the NADH and NADPH 
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Figure 1.2.  (A)  Schematic of the mechanism of action of β-lap in a tumor cell with 

elevated levels of NQO1.  (B) Modular schematic of PARP-1. 
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in the cell and results in a concomitant rise in NAD+ and NADP+.44  It is important to 

note at this time that NQO1, the driving force behind the futile cycle, can be inhibited by 

such agents as dicoumarol (3–3’-methylene-bis(4-hydroxycoumarin) (Dic), which binds 

to the oxidized form of NQO1, therefore competing with NADH.  As a result, cells 

pretreated with Dic are spared from cytotoxic effects of β-lap at low doses.  It is only in 

the excess of drug that β-lap kills cells in the presence of dicoumarol, presumably via 

oxidative stress arising from the one electron reduction by cytochrome b5 reductase 

and/or cytochrome P-450 reductase.44 

Downstream, the reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated from the futile 

cycling of the drug causes ER stress resulting in release of, and a cytoplasmic rise in 

Ca2+, and more importantly for cell cytotoxicity, extensive damage to DNA.  The 

overwhelming single-stranded breaks (SSBs) that occur in DNA, in combination with 

nuclear Ca2+ accumulation, bring about poly(ADP-ribose)polymerase-1 (PARP-1) 

hyperactivation, a phenomenon observed in all NQO1+ cells to date.52,45  The main 

function of PARP-1 consists of sensing DNA damage by responding to single- and 

double-stranded breaks.  Briefly, its mechanism involves facilitating DNA repair by 

binding to these breaks, stabilizing and protecting the lesions, and converting NAD+ into 

branched poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR) units via the protein’s polymerase activity.  These 

units, in turn, are attached to nuclear acceptor proteins such as histones, ligase IV, and 

PARP-1 itself.52  When damage to the DNA becomes massive and insurmountable, 

PARP-1 is hyperactivated, leading to a rapid loss of NAD+ and ATP.  The loss of NAD+ 

and ATP causes an influx of Ca2+ from cytosolic and extracellular sources, leading to μ-

calpain activation, as well as cleavage of p53 and PARP-1.  The summation of the 
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aforementioned events, including NAD+ and ATP losses, result in a pattern of cell death 

dubbed “programmed necrosis” or “necroptosis,”53 with cell death resulting only after a 

short 2 h “bolus” exposure to the drug.  It is important to note at this time that inhibition 

of PARP-1 activity with either 3-aminobenzamide (3-AB) or 1,2-bis-(2-

aminophenoxy)ethane-N, N, N,’ ,N’ -tetraacetic acid tetra-(acetoxymethylester)) 

(BAPTA-AM) spared NQO1+ lung and breast cancer cells, respectively, from β-lap-

mediated cell death, highlighting the vital role that PARP-1 hyperactivation (which is 

dependent on ROS and Ca2+) plays in cytotoxicity.45,52   

In light of this unique mechanism of action, there are several interesting features 

of β-lap-mediated cytotoxicity worth emphasizing.  β-Lap is non-cell cycle specific and 

irreversibly kills NQO1+ cancer cells regardless of both p53 status and loss of 

proapoptotic “caspase” factors.41,43,54,55  Additionally, its mechanism of action is carried 

out in spite of caspase activation, which taken together, bypass the traditional route of 

apoptosis brought about by exposure to clinically used anticancer drugs.  Moreover, it is 

hypothesized that the antitumor efficacy of β-lap can be enhanced by manipulating key 

components and factors related to its mechanism of action.  As an example, given that 

NQO1 expression is the principal determinant of β-lap-mediated cell death, methods to 

try to elevate the levels of this protein in tumors have been explored by Park and 

coworkers.32,56  After inducing mild hyperthermia (42ºC) in FSall and A549 tumor cells 

in vitro, Park and coworkers noticed that the NQO1 levels increased after 1 h and 

remained elevated for more than 72 h.56  They were then able to show that this increase in 

temperature correlated with reduced cell survival following exposure with β-lap.  Upon 

heating of FSall tumors implanted in the hind leg of C3H mice, tumor suppression 
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resulting from an IP injection of β-lap resulted in tumor suppression.  In another study, 

the same group used ionizing radiation (IR) in combination with β-lap for tumor 

treatment.  They noticed that exposure of the cells to 2.5 Gy prior to β-lap addition 

resulted in a synergistic pattern of cell killing, a phenomenon previously observed by 

Boothman and coworkers.57  Park and coworkers were able to demonstrate that IR 

exposure of the cells resulted in an increase in NQO1 levels, which in vivo, showed a 

growth delay of FSall tumors following a 20 Gy irradiation of the tumors and an IP 

injection of β-lap.32  However, recent research by Boothman and coworkers show that 

this elevation in NQO1 is not the only reason for the synergistic cell killing potential of 

β-lap and IR, with findings pointing towards the effect that β-lap has on inhibiting DNA 

repair as an additional factor in synergy.46  This brings to light the possibility of using 

DNA break inhibitors that can synergize with β-lap as a novel avenue for therapy as well.  

And, as novel components related to the mechanism of action of β-lap become 

elucidated, several synergistic approaches may be examined in the future to enhance the 

therapeutic potential of the drug. 

 

1.2.3 β-Lap delivery strategies explored thus far 

1.2.3.1 β-lap complexation with cyclodextrins 

In spite of the immense therapeutic potential of β-lap, its low aqueous solubility 

at 0.04 mg/mL58 limits its clinical translation.  While this increased hydrophobicity is 

favorable for membrane permeation and efficacy, lipophilicity hinders the IV 

administration of drugs.  Undissolved β-lap administered IV can form aggregates, which 

in turn can form embolisms in capillaries.  Furthermore, hydrophobic drugs are filtered to 
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the liver rapidly and undergo metabolic degradation.  Research from many groups has 

shown that drug complexation with cyclodextrins (CDs) can effectively enhance the 

solubility and bioavailability of otherwise water insoluble drugs.59,60  CDs are cyclic 

oligosaccharides in the form of truncated cones consisting of a hydrophobic core and a 

hydrophilic outer surface.61,62  These oligosaccharides have the ability to form inclusion 

complexes with drug molecules (Figure 1.3), which subsequently increases the apparent 

water solubility of the drug.  CDs are differentiated mainly in the number of 

glucopyranose units (6, 7, and 8 for α, β, and γ-CD, respectively).61-63  Hydroxypropyl-β-

cyclodextrin (HPβ-CD) is obtained by treating a base-solubilized solution of β-CD with 

propylene oxide, resulting in a CD with greater solubility (~500 mg/mL vs 18.5 mg/mL 

for β-CD).  Our laboratory recently utilized CDs to solubilize β-lap in aqueous solutions, 

and we were able to determine the binding affinities of the drug with the different CDs.58  

HPβ-CD and β-CD had the highest binding affinity to β-lap (Kc = 1.1 x 103 M-1), 

followed by γ-CD and α-CD (160 M-1 and 20 M-1, respectively).  In the case of β-lap 

complexed with HPβ-CD, a 400-fold increase in drug solubility was observed (16.0 

mg/ml compared to 0.04 mg/ml), with increased β-lap solubility also arising through 

complexation with γ-, β-, and α-CD.58  Currently, a formulation of β-lap complexed with 

HPβ-CD (β-lap•HPβ-CD) is being explored in clinical trials under the name of ARQ 501.  

Findings and outcomes from these clinical trials, as well as in vivo results regarding 

pharmacokinetics, possible toxicity, and antitumor activity, will be discussed in a later 

chapter. 
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Figure 1.3.  Schematic of β-lap complexation with cyclodextrins. 
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1.2.3.2 β-lap-containing polymer millirods 

A rising trend in cancer chemotherapy involves site-specific, controlled release 

of cytotoxic agents from intratumorally-implanted biodegradable polymer depots, 

proving advantageous because tumors are exposed to therapeutic levels of the drug for a 

prolonged time periods, all the while reducing toxicity to healthy cells.64  Our laboratory 

developed a polymeric drug depot in the form of a cylindrical millirod composed of 

poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA), designed specifically for intratumoral delivery 

of anticancer agents.65-67  Direct implantation of doxorubicin-millirods has shown 

successful antitumor efficacy in rabbit VX-2 liver tumors in vivo.68   

 In light of the immense potential for cancer therapy afforded by polymer 

millirods, our laboratory set out to develop β-lap-eluting PLGA polymer millirods for site 

specific delivery (Figure 1.4).  It was found that CDs with different complexation 

affinities toward β-lap provided for an effective strategy to modulate β-lap release 

kinetics from PLGA millirods, with β-lap complexed with HPβ-CD proving to release 

drug faster than free drug and β-lap complexed with other CDs.  β-Lap-containing 

polymer millirods with modulated release kinetics were then examined in vivo for 

antitumor efficacy against prostate tumors (subcutaneous) in mice.69  Following direct 

implantation of the control and drug-containing millirods inside PC-3 tumor xenografts, 

control tumors were shown to measure 551 ± 39 mm3 after 3 days, nearly doubling 

treated tumors, which had regressed to an average size of 204 ± 12 mm3 (Figure 1.5A).  

As evident from the figure, treated tumors took nearly 11 days to reach its starting size of 

300 mm3, whereas control tumors have already surpassed the 1000 mm3 mark by this 
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Figure 1.4.  Schematic of β-lap millirod fabrication, and resulting millirod with free 

and cyclodextrin complexed β-lap. 
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Figure 1.5.  (A)  Comparison of PC-3 tumor volume after intratumoral implantation of either 

β-lap-loaded millirods or control millirods containing HPβ-CD alone.  Values are means ± 

SEM (n=10).  (B)  Kaplan-Meier curves comparing the antitumor efficacy of two different 

types of millirods as shown in (A). Open circles represent either accidental animal loss at day 

27 or animal survival at the end of the experiment. 
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time.  This delayed tumor growth achieved with the β-lap millirods translated into 

marked differences in animal survival (Figure 1.5B).  By day 25, an approximate 50% 

loss of animals was observed in the control group.  By comparison, all animals in the β-

lap millirod treatment group survived at this timepoint.  A 50% loss in survival did not 

occur in the β-lap treated group until after 35 days.69 

 β-Lapachone proves a promising new anticancer drug whose unique mechanism 

of action allows for heightened tumor specificity.  However, its low aqueous solubility 

limits its clinical translation.  While polymer millirods have been utilized to enhance 

solubilization and site-specific delivery, their main use is limited to the treatment of 

primary tumors through direct implantation of the device inside tumors.  Novel 

nanodelivery platforms can be established as injectable strategies for treating tumors that 

are not amenable to surgery or localized interventions.  Therefore, nanotherapeutics such 

as polymer micelles are required to maximize the therapeutic potential of β-lap, all the 

while reducing toxicity and increasing patient compliance. 

 

1.3 Polymer micelles as effective nanoscale cancer drug delivery devices 
 
1.3.1 Background on polymer micelles 
 

Polymer micelles represent a versatile platform whose potential to revolutionize 

chemotherapy was originally conceptualized in the 1970’s by Gros, Ringsdorf, and 

Schupp.70  These spherical, nanosized (~10-100 nm) supramolecular constructs are 

formed from the self-assembly of biocompatible amphiphilic block copolymers in 

aqueous environments.71  In water, the hydrophobic portion of the block copolymer self-

associates into a core so as to escape contact with the surrounding water, all the while 
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Figure 1.6.  Schematic of the core-shell architecture of a polymer micelle and its 
dimensions. 
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pushing the hydrophilic region into a corona that surrounds the core (Figure 1.6).  The 

resulting core-shell architecture is of paramount importance to drug delivery, because the 

hydrophobic core can act as a reservoir or cargo space for lipophilic drugs, while the 

outer shell shields the micelle from rapid clearance.72  The majority of research 

concerning micelles until now has focused on the development of novel block-forming 

polymers, and the arrangement of these into the customary di-block, tri-block, or grafted 

copolymer scheme.  While several functional aspects from the constituent blocks have 

been desired and explored (e.g. temperature or pH sensitive blocks), the primordial 

criteria for core and corona forming blocks is biocompatibility and/or biodegradability, so 

as to ensure satisfactory patient response and proper device function.  Presently, the 

prime corona-forming polymer is the water miscible and non-toxic polymer polyethylene 

glycol (PEG), usually with a molecular weight range from 2 to 15 kD.  Core-forming 

blocks typically utilized are poly(propylene oxide) (PPO), poly(DL-lactic acid) 

(PDLLA), poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL), or poly(β-amino ester).73 

Owing to their unique chemical composition, polymer micelles prove attractive 

modalities for drug delivery purposes.  Given their polycyclic nature, many anticancer 

drugs are inherently water insoluble.  As an example, paclitaxel, a highly effective 

anticancer agent that inhibits microtubule growth by binding to the β subunit of tubulin, 

has a water solubility of 0.0015 mg/mL.  While this degree of hydrophobicity is favorable 

for membrane permeation, IV administration would result in aggregation and the 

formation of embolisms, in addition to rapid filtration by the liver.22  By entrapping and 

solubilizing the anticancer agent within the hydrophobic core of the micelle, the 

solubility of the drug can be increased several orders of magnitude.  In the case of the 
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aforementioned paclitaxel, encapsulation of the hydrophobic drug within micelles 

increased the solubility from 0.0015 mg/mL to 2 mg/mL.74  Additionally, encapsulating 

the drug within the hydrophobic core affords increased drug stability by hindering 

enzymatic degradation and inactivation, enabling effective transportation of therapeutic 

nucleic acids (e.g. siRNA) and imaging agents (e.g. SPIO).  Hence, polymer micelles 

allow for the in vivo use of previously existing drugs otherwise deemed too hydrophobic 

or toxic, without having to manipulate the structure or chemical identity of the agent.  In 

addition to the hydrophobic core, the hydrophilic micellar corona plays an important role 

in micellar in vivo applications by forming a hydrating layer on the surface of the micelle 

that hinders plasma protein interactions.  In the absence of this protective brushlike 

coating that endows the micelle with ‘stealth-like’ properties, the micelle would fall 

victim to opsonization and would undergo rapid phagocytic clearance by the 

reticuloendothelial system (RES).75  A distinguishing property of polymer micelles that 

make them attractive for in vivo therapeutic purposes is their small size, which prevents 

RES uptake and subsequent accumulation in the liver and spleen.76  Additionally, the 

critical micelle concentration (CMC), or the concentration at which monomeric 

amphiphiles form micelles, is very low for amphiphilic polymers, typically on the order 

of 10-6-10-7 M, resulting in very stable constructs that do not easily dissociate in vivo.22  

All of these characteristics contribute to longer circulation times, and this longevity 

results in an increase in the bioavailability of the drug.  The long circulation times and 

small size of polymer micelles also aid in the preferential accumulation of micelles in 

tumor tissue, a result of the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR).  The EPR effect, 

also known as passive targeting, arises from the fact that tumor blood vessels are 
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unusually ‘leaky’ compared to normal blood vessels because of their ongoing angiogenic 

state.77,78   

The main thrust behind ongoing research in polymer micelles has indeed been in 

their development as drug delivery vehicles for chemotherapy, with several first 

generation micelle platforms proving successful.  Kataoka and co workers developed 

polymer micelles by conjugating doxorubicin (DOX) to a poly(ethylene glycol)–

poly(aspartic acid) block copolymer, showing impressive preclinical antitumor efficacy.79  

Their micelle formulation, currently in clinical trials under the name NK911, nearly 

tripled the half-life of doxorubicin (from 48 minutes to 2.3-2.8 hours) and reduced the 

clearance of the drug by half (from 14.4 ± 5.6 ml/(min kg) to (6.7 ± 1.1 ml/(min kg)).80  

A paclitaxel-containing polymer micelle formulation, consisting of PEG-PDLLA block 

copolymer, also showed impressive phase I clinical data when compared to a traditional 

paclitaxel formulation.81  While pharmacokinetically the two formulations proved similar 

in terms of half-lives and clearance rates, Genexol-PM demonstrated improved patient 

tolerance, with no patients suffering from hypersensitivity reactions (HSRs) and only a 

low degree of myelosuppression observed.  As a result, the maximum tolerated dose 

(MTD) of the drug was increased, which may have resulted in the favorable tumor 

response observed in two patients.   

 

1.3.2 Comparison of polymer micelles to alternate nanotherapeutic platforms 

Polymer-drug conjugates 82, dendrimers 83 and liposomes 84 represent other major 

polymer-based nanotherapeutic systems, each with different chemical structures and 

biological properties.  Among these systems, polymer-drug conjugates and liposomes 
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have a longer history of development and to this date have found the most success in the 

clinics.  For example, SMANCS, a conjugate of neocarzinostatin (NCS) and 

poly(styrene-co-maleic acid) (SMA), was developed by Maeda and coworkers in the 

1980s, and has been clinically approved for liver cancer treatment.85  The blood half-life 

of SMANCS is 10 times higher than that of NCS, that leads to enhanced tumor targeting 

via the EPR effect. Most importantly, the improved stability and tumor selectivity 

resulted in increased antitumor efficacy during hepatocellular carcinoma treatment.86  In 

light of these promising findings, other types of polymer-drug conjugates are also gaining 

prominence, with dextran-doxorubicin, PEG-camptothecin, and polyglutamate–paclitaxel 

conjugates in phase I, II, and III clinical trials.87  With regards to liposomal delivery 

systems, a doxorubicin-containing, PEGylated formulation, Doxil®, has been clinically 

approved to treat Kaposi’s sarcoma and several types of solid tumors.88  While 

dendrimers have yet to find their way into clinical use, preliminary research with 

methotrexate-containing polyamidoamine dendrimers has shown growth reduction of 

subcutaneous tumors in mice.89  Several micellar systems are currently in Phase I/II 

clinical trials for the delivery of doxorubicin (DOX) and paclitaxel.  Among these, 

Kataoka and coworkers prepared DOX micelles from a poly(ethylene glycol)–poly(L-

aspartic acid) block copolymer, resulting in significantly improved preclinical antitumor 

efficacy.79  The micelle formulation, currently in clinical trials under the name NK911, 

nearly tripled the half-life of free drug (from 48 minutes to 2.3-2.8 hours) and reduced the 

clearance of the drug.80 

Table 1.1 shows the basic structures and properties of these nanoplatforms, 

serving to highlight differences that exist among them.  Both polymer-drug conjugates 
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Table 1.1.  Summary of different nanotherapeutic technologies proposed for cancer 

therapy 
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and dendrimer systems necessitate the covalent conjugation of drug molecules to the 

carriers.90  This in turn would require the presence of functionalizable chemical groups on 

the drug molecules, limiting the generality of this approach.  In light of the high chemical 

stability of covalent bonds, specific chemical strategies (e.g. enzymatic degradation, acid-

catalyzed hydrolysis) is necessary to release the drug molecules at tumor sites.91  

Moreover, due to the small size of these systems (typically <10 nm), they can easily cross 

basement membranes in the glomeruli of kidneys and be quickly cleared, leading to much 

shortened blood half-lives.92,93 

Liposomes are vesicular nanostructures self-assembled from the phospholipid 

and cholesterol molecules that typically form cell membranes.84  As a result of their inner 

hydrophilic compartment, liposomes are more suitable for the delivery of water-soluble 

agents such as therapeutic proteins or DNAs.  Poorly soluble drugs can be entrapped 

within the hydrophobic bilayer membrane, but the loading capacity is limited due to 

membrane destabilization effects.94  Stealth liposomes, where hydrophilic polymers such 

as PEG have been conjugated on the liposomal surface, have considerably prolonged 

blood circulation times, and effective passive targeting to solid tumors through the EPR 

effect has been noted in numerous studies.95,96  However, due to intrinsic structural 

constraints, most liposomal particles are over 90 nm in diameter, which may considerably 

limit their transport in tumor tissues.  For example, Yuan and coworkers have shown 

limited liposomal penetration to only 30 μm (a few cell layers) following particle 

extravasation.97  Later studies have shown that fibril collagen is the main structural 

barrier for interstitial transport.98  Moreover, drug release from conventional liposomal 

formulations is quite limited once these particles reach the tumor target.  To overcome 
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this problem, thermo- and pH-sensitive liposomes have been explored to provide 

responsive release of drugs in hopes of improving bioavailability.99,100 

Polymeric micelles provide a unique and complementary nanoplatform to the 

above nanosystems for drug delivery applications.  The hydrophobic cores of micelles 

provide a natural carrier environment that allows easy encapsulation of poorly soluable 

anticancer drugs.  The non-covalent encapsulation strategy makes it feasible to entrap 

drugs without the requirement of reactive chemical groups.  The size of polymeric 

micelles, 10-100 nm, can be easily controlled by varying the hydrophobic block of the 

amphiphilic copolymer.101  This size range allows for evasion of renal filtration while 

allowing for increased tumor penetration compared to liposomes 102.  In the sections 

below, we will discuss strategies employed to achieve micelle multifunctionalization, 

namely active targeting, stimulated drug release, and imaging sensitivity for cancer 

applications (Figure 1.7). 

 

1.3.3 Targeted micellar systems 

First generation polymer micelles preferentially accumulate at tumor sites via 

passive targeting, relying on extravasation to tumor sites through leaky vasculature to 

elicit a therapeutic effect via controlled release of the encapsulated drug.  While mostly 

successful, as was noted in the cases of NK911 and Genexol-PM, more effective 

accumulation of micelles to specific tumor sites is warranted.  Currently, active targeting 

strategies, involving the attachment of a moiety (e.g. ligand) to the micelle surface that 

allows for binding to a specific receptor on the tumor cells, are an intense area of recent 

study.  While active targeting does not imply that the micelle will actually seek out the 
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Figure 1.7.  Multifunctional design of a micelle nanomedicine platform with cancer 

targeting, imaging, and controlled release properties. 
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tumor, the strategy has been shown to have several advantages, including increased 

accumulation at target sites as well as increased uptake into tumors via specific receptor-

ligand interactions.103  Typically, these ligands are grouped into the following classes: 

small organic molecules, peptides, carbohydrates, antibodies, and aptamers. 

 

An example of a small organic molecule utilized with much success as a 

targeting ligand in micellar drug delivery is folic acid, whose receptor is overexpressed 

(100-300 times) on a variety of tumors and has a high binding affinity to its ligand.104  

Park and coworkers functionalized DOX-containing PEG-PLGA micelles with folic acid 

and were able to show increased uptake and cytotoxicity with these micelles in KB cells 

over nonfunctionalized micelles (IC50 of 50 mM compared to 75 mM).105  Work in vivo 

showed that folate-labeled micelles caused the tumor growth rates to decrease by a factor 

of two compared to non-targeted micelles.  Further research by the same group into folate 

functionalization of micelles consisted of a folate-PEG-DOX system that self-assembled 

through hydrophobic doxorubicin association and functionalization of the hydrophobic 

portion of the PEG-PCL block with folate.106,107  The folate-PEG-DOX nanoaggregates 

showed a two-fold increase in cytotoxicity over non-targeted aggregates, as well as 

improved anti-tumor efficacy in vivo (40% decrease in tumor volume when compared to 

free drug administration), while the PEG-PCL micelles functionalized with folate on the 

hydrophobic portion also showed increased toxicity in MCF-7 and HeLa 229 cells. 

Peptides, or short molecules composed of several α-amino acids linked together, 

are also being actively explored as ligand candidates for micellar active tumor targeting.  

Recently, Bae and coworkers were able to design a polymer micelle system containing 
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the cell penetrating peptide TAT conjugated to the PEG on the surface of PEG-PLLA 

micelles.103  The overall system had an extra component that consisted of a pH-sensitive 

diblock copolymer of poly (methacryloyl sulfadimethoxine) (PSD) and PEG (PSD-b-

PEG) that served to shield the micelles and expose TAT in low pH environments.  This 

micelle system was able to internalize into cells upon exposure to low acidic 

environments, with the TAT peptide assisting in the translocation of the micelle into the 

cell and near the nucleus.  Recent work by our own laboratory has involved the use of the 

cyclic(Arg-Gly-Asp-D-Phe-Lys) (cRGD) peptide, which targets the αvβ3 integrin, a 

cellular transmembrane protein shown to greatly affect tumor growth, local invasiveness, 

and  metastatic potential, found overexpressed on the surface of angiogenic vessels and 

not readily detectable in quiescent vessels.108 

Recent research has also focused on the attachment of carbohydrate molecules 

such as galactose and lactose to micelles, with these ligands expressing high affinity to 

the asialoglycoprotein receptor (ASGPR) found overexpressed in hepatocellular 

carcinoma.109  A galactose-labeled poly(ethylene glycol)-co-poly(γ-benzyl L-glutamate) 

block copolymer was used by Cho and coworkers to fabricate micelles encapsulating 

paclitaxel, with results showing a 30% increase in micellar uptake in an ASGPR cancer 

cell line in vitro compared to a non-ASGPR cancer cell line.110  Increased binding by 

carbohydrate-labeled micelles was demonstrated by Kataoka and coworkers, who 

developed lactose-encoded PEG-PLA micelles.111  Lectin binding studies showed that 

80% functionalized lactose-encoded micelles bound in a trivalent fashion with fast 

association kinetics (ka = 3.2 x 104 M-1s-1) and slow dissociation constants (kd = 1.3 x 10-4 
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s-1), increasing the association constant by over two-fold, while decreasing the main 

dissociation constant by 145-fold compared to 20% functionalized micelles. 

Tumor-specific monoclonal antibodies, which are large, customizable molecules 

with high binding affinities, represent another potential class of targeting ligands.  

Recently, Torchilin et al. developed diacyllipid-PEG (PE-PEG) micelles conjugated with 

either an anti-cancer monoclonal antibody (mAb 2C5) or an anti-myosin mAb 2G4 

antibody to target lung cancer cells.22  mAb 2C5 micelles loaded with paclitaxel were 

able to increase drug accumulation within the tumor by four-fold after 2 h incubation 

time, an uptake that correlated directly with increased anti-tumor efficacy.  Aptamers, or 

stable, tumor-specific DNA or RNA oligonucleotides identified from screening a random 

library to individual molecular targets, are also gaining potential as targeting ligands.  

PEG-PLA micelles were recently conjugated with an RNA aptamer specific for the 

prostate specific membrane antigen (PSMA) to treat prostate tumors.112,113  After showing 

a 77-fold increase in binding versus non-labeled micelles, docetaxel was loaded in the 

micelles and their antitumor activity in LNCaP prostate cancer cells examined.  Aptamer-

encoded micelles showed 50% greater lethality in LNCaP cells than non-targeted 

micelles.  Studies in vivo consisting of intra-tumoral injections of targeted micelles into 

LNCaP xenografts in nude mice showed overall increased anti-tumor efficacy and lesser 

levels of systemic toxicity than non-targeted micelles, and more importantly, total tumor 

regression in five of the seven mice in the group. 

 

1.3.4 Stimulus-responsive micelle systems 
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While active targeting can effectively lead to an increase in micelle accumulation 

in tumors, the issue of in what fashion the drug will be released once at the site represents 

another challenge in micellar drug delivery.  In order to minimize systemic toxicity and 

improve patient morbidity, it is of paramount importance that the drug remain stably 

encapsulated and that only small amounts, if any, leach out of micelles during circulation 

and prior to uptake in tumors.  Once at the intended site, it is desirable that the drug be 

released in a manner that guarantees a rapid exposure to toxic levels of the drug, followed 

by a sustained release at these levels, ensuring drug adequate bioavailability of the drug 

and subsequent therapeutic effect.  Hence, several strategies aimed at achieving site-

specific, stimulus responsive, delivery of drugs is being explored.  These strategies, 

including pH, temperature, ultrasound and chemical sensitive release, are discussed 

below. 

 Cancer cells tend to have lower pH values (as low as 5.7) than normal tissue 

environments (pH: 7.4), due to their dependence on glycolysis for metabolism.114  

Additionally, the process of endocytosis, or the sequestration of the nanocarriers into a 

vesicles (e.g. early endosome, late endosomes, and heavily degradative lysosomes) is one 

associated with low pH values of ~5.0-5.5.  Hence, the changes in pH encountered by 

micelles upon intravenous injection provide a possible venue through which to achieve 

stimulus release of drug.  Two commonly used strategies to induce pH sensitive release 

from micelles include the use of acid-labile bonds and non-covalent strategies involving 

selective protonation of pH-sensitive components inside the micelle. 

In the first strategy, pH sensitivity arises from the formation of an acid labile 

linkage between the drug and the polymer forming the micelle, which leads to increased 
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loading but requires that the drug molecule possess functional groups that can be 

covalently modified.  Park and coworkers were able to fabricate pH sensitive micelles by 

using either a hydrazone or cis-acotinyl bond to link doxorubicin to the PLA end of PEG-

PLA micelles, with differences arising from the release of unmodified drug or modified 

drug from the hydrazone and cis-acotinyl linkages, respectively.115  Hydrazone linked 

micelles were then shown to have a five-fold greater cytotoxicity when compared with 

free drug.  Kataoka and coworkers were able to formulate micelles in a similar manner, 

where doxorubicin was conjugated to polyethylene glycol-poly(aspartic acid) (PEG-

pAsp) copolymer via a hydrazone linkage.116-118  The resulting micelles had high loadings 

of DOX (42.5%), and pH sensitive release, where only 3% of the drug was released after 

48 h in pH 7.4 compared to 25% release of drug at the same time point in a pH 

environment of 5.5.  Studies in vivo showed increased tumor accumulation, greater 

tolerance for drug, and tumor regression in 50% of the mice tested.  Finally, Frechet and 

coworkers were able to design pH sensitive micelles in which the acid-labile bond was 

used as a structural component of the micelle polymer backbone, where drug release 

occurs as a result of acid catalyzed polymer degradation.119-121  Using hydrophobic groups 

attached to the hydrophobic dendrimer ends of a PEG-dendritic polylysine or PEG-

dendritic polyester copolymer, these terminal hydrophobic trimethoxy benzyl groups 

were then linked to the dendrimer via acid-sensitive acetal linkages, yielding small 

micellar nanoparticles following self-assembly.  The amount of degradation seen at pH 

7.4 was negligible (less than 5%) after 24 h, but high levels of degradation (80-100%) 

were observed under pH 5.0 conditions for the same time period.  DOX loaded micelles 
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showed favorable size and loading and excellent pH sensitivity in their release, with a 

ten-fold increase in release rate at pH 5.0 over pH 7.4. 

 pH sensitive release from polymer micelles can also be achieved via non-

covalent strategies, whereupon an ionizable component within the micelle structure alters 

conformation upon protonation.  Kataoka and coworkers were able to design a rather 

ingenious system that relies on charge-charge interactions to build a micelle core carrying 

a positively charged zinc porphyrin dendrimer that is neutralized by the negatively 

charged residues of a PEG-poly(L-aspartic acid) copolymer.122,123  Hence, the micelles 

are stable at neutral pH, but at pH below 6 or above 8, these micelles destabilize due to 

loss of charge balance in their core.  Tang et al. devised a triblock polymer of PEG, poly 

(2-(dimethylamino) ethyl methacrylate) (DMA), and poly(2-diethylamino)ethyl acrylate 

(DEA) resulting in a system that dissolves completely in acidic solution but forms 

micelles at high pH (pH 8.0).124  Acid sensitive release of dipyridamole was observed 

with a 50% increase of drug release at pH 3.0 over that at pH 7.4.  Recently, poly(b-

aminoester) polymer has been shown to be hydrophobic at neutral pH, but can become 

fully soluble at pH below 6.1.125  Amiji and coworkers were thus able to fabricate 

paclitaxel-containing pH sensitive micelles by surrounding a hydrophobic poly(b-amino 

ester) core with a PEG corona from the pluronic copolymer F108, with in vivo results 

demonstrating improved drug deposition in the tumor over not only free drug (23-fold 

improvement) but also over non-pH sensitive pluronic PCL nanoparticles (threefold 

improvement).126,127 

 With technological advances that permit for the local elevation of temperatures at 

localized sites in the body, temperature-sensitive drug release has gained much 
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momentum in micellar drug delivery, especially in cancer therapy, where recent findings 

suggest that tumors are susceptible to hyperthermia.128  The polymer of choice for the 

formation of micelles with a temperature-sensitive corona is poly(N-

isopropylacrylamide) or pNIPAM, that has a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) 

of 32ºC.129,130  The principle rests on the fact that the micelles are stable below the LCST, 

but at higher temperatures than the LCST, the system becomes hydrophobic and 

precipitates out of solution.  With this in mind, Okano and coworkers fabricated micelles 

in which poly(butyl methacrylate) (PBMA) was used to form the hydrophobic core while 

pNIPAM was used for the thermosensitive corona.131  The resulting pNIPAM-b-PBMA 

micelles were loaded with doxorubicin and showed significant temperature-sensitive 

based release, with only 15% of the drug released after 15 h at 30ºC, compared to 90% 

drug release in the same time period at a temperature 37ºC.  Release of drug from these 

micelles could also be turned on and off by simply altering the temperature.  More 

importantly, cytotoxicity experiments showed that almost no cell death occurred at 29ºC 

(less than 5%) but greatly increased when the temperature was raised to 37ºC (65% cell 

death).  In a similar fashion, Yang et al. fabricated micelles consisting of pNIPAM 

copolymerized with dimethylacrylamide (DMMAAm) and consisting of a core of 

PLGA.132,133  Following paclitaxel loading, the micelle system showed temperature 

sensitivity over a very tight range, with a fourfold increase in paclitaxel release and 

eightfold increase in cytotoxicity at 39.5ºC over those at 37ºC. 

 While traditionally used for diagnostic purposes, ultrasound technology for 

therapeutic purposes in conditions involving strokes, osteoporosis, and cardiovascular 

disease is gaining popularity.134  Therapeutically, it is also being used to trigger drug 
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release from drug delivery depots, due to such side effects as local temperature increases, 

cavitation which increases the permeability of cell membranes, and the production of 

highly reactive free radical species which can accelerate polymer degradation.134,135  For 

purposes of ultrasound-triggered nanoscale drug delivery, pluronic (triblock polymers of 

PEG-PPO-PEG) micelles are commonly used.  As an example, Pitt and coworkers 

designed ultrasound-sensitive pluronic micelles containing the doxorubicin.136-138  

Ultrasound treatment was shown to increase the toxicity of the DOX-containing micelles 

by six-fold over the free drug.  It was proposed that micellar sequestration of the drug 

away from the cells assisted in toxicity, a sequestration that was impeded only by 

ultrasound,138,139  that was responsible for an increase in cell membrane permeability to 

DOX.  Following stabilization of these pluronic micelles with PEG-phospholipid (PEG-

DSPE), experiments in vivo showed that ultrasound was able to improve the antitumor 

efficacy of both free DOX and micelle incorporated DOX, with ultrasound delaying 

tumor growth an additional 2.6 days over micelles without ultrasound. 

 

1.3.5 Micelles for cancer imaging 

Currently, medical imaging modalities, such as magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI), computed tomography (CT), single photon emission computed tomography 

(SPECT), positron emission tomography (PET), and ultrasonography, play vital roles in 

cancer diagnosis and therapy, ultimately resulting in significant improvements in cancer 

management.  It is now well known that early and complete detection of the disease 

translates to successful patient treatment.  As an example, recent research has shown that 

5-year survival rates of up to 97% can be achieved in breast cancer patients if all tumors 
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are localized upon diagnosis.140  With regards to therapy, image-guided procedures prove 

irreplaceable in gold-standard practices such as surgery, as well as novel strategies such 

as percutaneous ablation.141,142  And while device design optimization is a current 

constant in industry as well as in academia, nano-technological advances stand to make a 

significant impact in cancer diagnosis and therapy by enhancing the ability of the 

different modalities to differentiate cancerous tissue from normal tissue.  With the 

emergence of novel contrast agents and imaging probes comes the ever-present challenge 

of having to effectively deliver these agents to the site of action.  Polymer micelles prove 

excellent candidates for the delivery of imaging agents, given their ability to solubilize 

these water-insoluble, oftentimes non-biocompatible probes.  Moreover, their ability to 

be functionalized with targeting ligands, in addition to their long blood-circulating times 

and preferential accumulation at tumor sites, can translate into accurate tumor 

localization, demarcation, as well as identification.  While at a much less advanced 

clinical stage than therapeutic micelles, micelles for cancer imaging are a rising trend 

within the field of nanomedicine, with strategies proposed for a variety of modalities 

including MRI, CT, SPECT, and the growing field of fluorescent imaging. 

Given its high spatial and temporal resolution, several micellar platforms have 

been established for use in MR imaging, and vary mainly with regards to whether a T1 or 

T2 contrast agent is used.  Presently, the most commonly used contrast agent in MR 

imaging is gadolinium (Gd), an agent that increases image contrast by shortening the T1 

relaxation time of water protons.143  Noting its inability to target specific tumors, as well 

as its short half-life, several researchers have attempted to encapsulate Gd ions within 

polymer micelles so as to increase its bioavailability and accumulation in tumors.  
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Yokoyama and coworkers developed a responsive T1 contrast agent using a mixture of 

poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(aspartic acid) (PEG-P(Asp (DTPA-Gd))) and 

poly(allylamine) (PAA).144  In micellar form, the macromolecular probe displayed low 

longitudinal relaxivity values (2.1 - 2.5 mmol-1 s-1) mainly because the Gd ions have 

limited accessibility to water protons for the relaxation process to take place. However, 

upon micellar dissociation, the relaxivity values increased to 10-11 mmol-1 s-1.  This 

phenomenon is most likely due to the presence of the Gd chelates in the aqueous 

environment, resulting in more efficient relaxation of water protons.  Recently, Li et al. 

established a Gd(III)-containing micellar system composed of a biodegradable poly(L-

glutamic acid)-b-polylactide (PG-b-PLA) block copolymer.145  In this approach, the 

Gd(III) ions were chelated to the outer surface of the shell of the micelle, via DTPA 

conjugation to the hydrophilic block.  Micelles in the study measured 229.6 nm at 

physiological pH and did not exhibit cytotoxicity at concentrations up to 100 μg/mL.  

Relaxivity results indicate that the Gd-containing micelles led to an approximate two-

times higher T1 relaxivity than the standard Gd-DTPA control utilized in the clinics.  

Last but not least, Torchilin and coworkers developed PEO–PE micelles containing Gd–

DTPA–PE and 111In-DTPA–PE for MR and scintigraphy imaging, respectively.146  The 

resulting micelles were found to be highly stable and formed particles that ranged in size 

from 10-50 nm depending on molecular weight of the hydrophilic block.  Once 

administered subcutaneously into rabbits, T1-weighted axial MR images showed that 

lymph vessels were visible as soon as 4 min after injection.  Scintigraphy studies showed 

that the 111In-labelled micelles accumulated at the popliteal lymph node and produced 
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high image contrast within seconds after injection. Gentle massaging of the injection site 

caused an increase in nodal accumulation and the thoracic duct became visible.   

Another type of contrast agent actively being explored for use in T2-weighted 

MR imaging are the class of superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) nanoparticles, proving 

to have better detection sensitivity and slower kidney clearance than Gd-based contrast 

agents.147  Our laboratory recently developed a micellar formulation composed of 

poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(ε-caprolactone) ( PEG-PCL) that contained a cluster of SPIO 

nanoparticles.148  The resulting micelles consisted of a cluster of SPIO nanoparticles 

within the hydrophobic core, with the particles ranging in size from 4, 8 and 16 nm in 

size, which in turn yielded micelles ranging in size from 75 ± 4, 97 ± 6, and 110 ± 9 nm, 

respectively.  While T1 relaxivities were found to be lower than typical hydrophilic SPIO 

formulations utilized in presently in the clinics, most likely due to the limited 

accessibility to water, T2 relaxivities were significantly larger.  It was found that the 

clustering of hydrophobic SPIO nanoparticles inside the micelle core dramatically 

increased T2 relaxivity, proving to be a function of SPIO number and diameter within the 

core.  Moreover, the micellar formulation showed detection sensitivity to nanomolar 

concentrations under MRI.  Experiments in vivo are currently underway to examine the 

feasibility of this system in a clinical setting. 

Polymer micelles for cancer imaging have also been developed for imaging 

modalities such as CT and SPECT.  In the case of the former, Torchilin et al. developed 

iodine-containing PLL-PEG polymer micelles having an average diameter of 100 nm and 

iodine content of 45% (w/w).149  Following subcutaneous injection of the formulation in 

the hind leg of rabbits, researchers were able to identify popliteal lymph nodes after 2 h.  
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Opacification of the liver and spleen were observed after IV injection of the micelles into 

rabbits, with vessels in the liver being demarcated within half an hour after injection.  

Our laboratory recently established 16% cRGD-labelled 111In containing PEG-b-PCL 

polymeric micelles for SPECT imaging.  Following in vitro calibration, the micelles 

formulation was injected into the tail vein of mice with breast tumors, SPECT-CT images 

were obtained after 24 h.  Results demonstrate that a substantial amount of 111In-

containing micelles were found distributed throughout the body after 24 h, whereas only 

a limited amount of free 111In was detected in the bladder and kidney, highlighting the 

ability of the micelles to avoid renal uptake and subsequent excretion. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning the burgeoning area of quantum dots (QD) and the 

role that fluorescent imaging plays in cancer therapy.  While lack of tissue penetration 

and possible toxicity may limit clinical translation of QDs, their in vitro and small-animal 

in vivo applications stand to make immense contributions to the field of molecular 

imaging by answering many fundamental questions regarding the underlying biology of 

tumors.  As an example, QDs are presently an invaluable visualization resource in protein 

microarrays.150  Micelles encapsulating quantum dots (CdSe, CdSe/ZnS, or 

CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS nanoparticles) have recently been developed for fluorescence imaging.  

Dubertret et al. reported quantum dot-encapsulated DSPE-PEG phospholipid micelles.151  

The resulting micelles showed no acute toxicity in vitro and in vivo.  The micelles were 

conjugated with DNA and showed efficient targeting to complimentary sequences in 

vitro, and were also used to trace lineage in tadpole for studies in embryogenesis.  Chen 

et al. prepared fluorescent micelles by encapsulating quantum dots inside siloxane 

surfactant C16H33-N+(Me)2-CH2CH2CH2-Si(OMe)3 Cl-.152  It was shown that each micelle 
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contained approximately 100 quantum dots producing an enhanced fluorescence that 

allowed for quantitative fluorescence measurements using a conventional fluorescence 

microscope.  van Tilborg and coworkers produced a bimodal imaging probe for MRI and 

fluorescence imaging by encapsulating QDs inside paramagnetic lipid micelles.153 The 

micelles were conjugated with annexin A5 for targeting of apoptotic cells, and the 

targeting efficiency was confirmed by MRI and fluorescence imaging. 

 

1.3.6 Multifunctional polymer micelles 

The unique chemistry of polymer micelles affords the possibility for 

customization of the basic platform, leading to the emergence of a new generation of 

multifunctional micelles.  This trend seeks to capitalize on innate properties of tumors, 

such as the overexpression of specific cell surface receptors and low pH environments, so 

as to enhance uptake and release of therapeutics, as well as effective targeting of imaging 

agents.  It is now believed that the most effective patient outcome can be achieved by 

merging several components all into one ‘theranostic’ entity, a highly integrated 

nanomedicine device that can diagnose, deliver targeted treatment in a controlled manner, 

and monitor response to cancer therapy.30   

Kataoka and coworkers explored the use of multifunctionality of polymer 

micelles by conjugating a targeting ligand, folate, to pH-sensitive doxorubicin-releasing 

polymer micelles composed of PEG-p(Asp-Hyd-ADR).117  In this case, the 

multifunctional platform consisting of the summation of the targeting and pH-stimulus 

parts proved more effective at treating KB cells (nearly 10-fold after a 24 h exposure) 

than the untargeted formulation.  Similarly, when folate was introduced to their pH-
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sensitive PEG-pHis DOX-containing micelles, Bae and coworkers observed three times 

more accumulation in MCF-7 tumors in vivo when compared to folate-free micelles, 

resulting in enhanced cytotoxicity.154  Recently, Zhuo et al. formulated a 

thermoresponsive polymer micelle system composed of a P(NIPAAm-co-HMAAm) 

block for controlled release of methotrexate, as well as a targeting component consisting 

of biotin conjugated to PEG (biotin-PEG-b-P(NIPAAm-co-HMAAm)).155  The authors of 

the study proposed to use a biotin-avidin system to target tumors by initially 

administering avidin-conjugated biotinylated monoclonal antibodies, and then having the 

biotinylated micelles “chase” the antibodies in a pretargeting approach.  Results show 

that methotrexate release exhibited temperature-dependent behavior and that after 

preincubation of biotin-transferrin with HeLa cells, FITC-labeled biotinylated micelles 

showed an approximate two-fold increase in cellular uptake when compared to non-

pretargeted HeLa cells.  An alternate micellar platform developed by Kennedy and 

coworkers aimed to combine delivery of doxorubicin and imaging of tumors via 

ultrasound.156  In this strategy, consisting of DOX-containing PEG-PLLA micelles and 

nanodroplets of perfluoropentane (PFP) stabilized by an outer layer of block copolymer, 

ultrasound would trigger drug release from micelles through a process called inertial 

cavitation and facilitate its entry into tumor cells by altering the cell membrane 

permeability.  Moreover, during the process of bubble coalescence into micron-sized 

structures, the resulting particles would provide a strong ultrasound contrast for 

ultrasonography.  Upon administration of the formulation (four IV injections of 3 mg/kg 

Dox encapsulated in 0.5% PEG-PLLA/2% PFP microbubbles, twice weekly), MDA-MB 

231 tumors not treated with ultrasound showed a pattern of growth similar to control 
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tumors.  On the contrary, tumors undergoing administration of the micelles and treated 

with ultrasound (30 second treatment at 3 MHz) showed significant regression.  

Additionally, within 4 hours after injection, ultrasonography revealed strong echoes 

within the center of the tumor, further demonstrating in vivo coalescing of nanobubbles. 

 In light of their many advantages, polymer micelles are rapidly emerging as 

potent nanotherapeutic constructs for cancer therapy.  Representing only a small class of 

budding nanoscale devices aimed for biomedical use, polymer micelles nonetheless stand 

to make the greatest impact in cancer care given their increased drug and imaging agent 

solubilization, longer blood-circulation times, and heightened accumulation at tumor 

sites.  While the recent translation of micellar technology to the clinics has yielded 

promising findings, improvements of the basic platform regarding enhanced site-specific 

and controlled release of drug are paramount in avoiding toxic side-effects.  As a result, 

current research in the field of micellar therapeutics is directed towards exploring the 

versatility of polymer micelles.  By having the micelle perform a myriad of tasks, 

synergizing for example its ability to deliver drugs in a targeted and controlled manner 

with tumor imaging, we have shown above that a maximal efficacy with regards to tumor 

management can be achieved (Figure 1.7).  Hence, the present-day focus of 

multifunctional nanomedicine involves the attachment of ligands with high affinity for 

receptors that we now know are overexpressed on tumors (e.g. folic acid), and/or the 

exploration of ingenious ways to release drug using the tumors own microenvironment as 

a stimulus.  However, the future of multifunctional nanomedicine depends highly on the 

evolution of the governing scientific disciplines that comprise cancer treatment.  These 

include advances in the following: 1) the identification of novel target enzymes or 
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receptors within tumors that can be exploitable for therapy (cancer biology); 2) the 

development of novel compounds that can take advantage of these molecular targets, for 

therapeutic or imaging purposes (medicinal chemistry); 3) advances in imaging devices 

and software for accurate in vivo diagnostics; and 4) the synthesis of new, multifaceted 

materials that comprise the building blocks of polymer micelles (materials science).  

When innovations in these fields can converge, capitalize, and complement one another, 

we will be that much closer to Paul Ehrlich’s vision of a “magic bullet” and one step 

closer to being able to offer personalized medicine for the treatment of cancer. 

 

1.4 Overview and organization of the thesis 

In an attempt to harness advancements in nanotechnology and give rise to a 

powerful nanomedicine platform for lung cancer therapy, this proposal aims at 

establishing β-lapachone-loaded polymeric micelles as a viable platform for the treatment 

of tumors.  Hence, the work presented herein aims to target lung tumors in two 

distinct ways: 1) pharmacokinetically through the use of polymer micelles as 

delivery vehicles that will ensure drug stability, bioavailability, and targeted 

localized delivery; and 2) pharmacodynamically through the use of an anticancer 

drug (β-lapachone) that is bioactivated by an enzyme overexpressed in NSCLC 

tumors (NQO1).  We hypothesize that achievement of the objectives outlined will result 

in the development of a nanotherapeutic system with high specificity, reduced toxicity, 

and efficacious antitumor responses. 

To achieve this end goal, the research consisted of several stages, from device 

fabrication, to characterization in vitro and in vivo, that comprise the chapters of this 
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thesis work.  Chapter 2 examines the pharmacodynamics of a currently used clinical 

formulation of β-lap (ARQ 501), and aims to establish a rationale for micellar 

encapsulation of the drug.  Chapter 3 consists of the fabrication of β-lap polymer micelles 

and their in vitro characterization regarding size, morphology, and cell killing potential.  

Chapter 4 involves the translation of the micellar technology in vivo, and its antitumor 

effect in various animal models.  Chapter 5 focuses on the development of quantum dot 

micelles for the purposes of tracking micelles in vitro, and to better understand particle 

transport and targeting of intracellular compartments.   

The work encompassed within this thesis will contribute to the development of 

polymer nanotherapeutics for the targeted and localized treatment of lung cancer.  Any 

results and knowledge obtained from this work should hopefully assist in propelling 

nanomedicine platforms towards the targeted and specific treatment of lung cancer, as 

well as other cancers with endogenous elevations of NQO1. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Pharmacological Studies of β-lap•HPβ-CD (ARQ 501): A Case for Micellar 

Encapsulation 

 

2.1 Introduction 

For most solid tumors, surgical resection remains the gold standard of therapy, 

yielding much improved patient outcomes.  However, complete excision of the disease is 

not possible in the vast majority of cases, requiring the use of adjuvant therapies such as 

chemotherapy to combat recurrence.1  Hence, in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), the 

most prevalent type of lung cancer within the population, surgery is used to eliminate the 

majority of the tumor, followed by the administration of platinum-based therapeutics.2  

Most often, platinum-based drugs are coupled with third generation agents such as 

paclitaxel, gemcitabine, and docetaxel, especially in cases where platinum-based drugs 

have proved ineffective.3  The use of these chemotherapeutics has led to increases in 1-

year survival rates, but have failed to make a significant impact on overall patient 

survival.4   

Significant advances in the understanding of underlying molecular mechanisms 

of tumorigenesis has led to the design and discovery of several drugs capable of exerting 

effects on key molecular targets essential for tumor propagation.  This should ideally 

allow for heightened antitumor specificity, and more importantly, decreased toxicity in 

healthy tissues and organs.  As an example, β-lapachone (β-lap), is a naturally occurring 

antineoplastic agent that is bioactivated by the cytosolic enzyme NAD(P)H:quinone 

oxidoreductase-1 (NQO1), a flavoprotein found overexpressed in NSCLC.  Preclinical in 
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vitro studies have shown that the drug effectively kills tumor cells in an NQO1-

dependent fashion at μM doses, sparing those cells that do not express the enzyme.5-9  

This fact, in combination with promising preclinical in vivo data,10 has warranted the 

translation of β-lap into the clinical arena. 

In order to propel the drug into the clinics, a suitable delivery vehicle was 

required that would help overcome the low solubility of β-lap (0.04 mg/mL).  

Cyclodextrins (CDs) are cyclic oligosaccharides in the form of truncated cones, 

consisting of a hydrophobic core and a hydrophilic outer surface, which can effectively 

increase the solubility of otherwise water-insoluble drugs.11-14  Following the exploration 

of several CDs with different numbers of glucopyranose units (e.g. α has 6, β has 7, and γ 

has 8), it was found that hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HPβ-CD) resulted in the greatest 

enhancement of solubility (400-fold increase).15  As a result, the efficacy of a complexed 

form of β-lap and HPβ-CD (β-lap•HPβ-CD) is currently being explored clinically in 

several different cancers, in combination with several different drugs, by Arqule, Inc. 

under the name of ARQ 501.16-19   

 A phase I trial of the drug involved a combination of ARQ 501 with docetaxel in 

patients with advanced solid tumors, where the dosing regimens consisted of 

administration of ARQ 501 for 5 consecutive days with one docetaxel infusion at day 3 at 

a dose of 50 to 100 mg/m2, or a single dose of ARQ 501 and a single infusion of docetaxel 

on day 1.19  These regimens were deemed tolerable, and 12 of the 16 patients had stable 

disease.  When used in combination with gemcitabine in a phase II clinical study, ARQ 

501, showed modest antitumor activity against pancreatic cancer.18  In this study, 20 

patients with unresectable tumors were evaluated 8 weeks after the start of a dosing 
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regimen that consisted of weekly infusions of ARQ 501 (400mg/m2) and gemcitabine 

(800 mg/m2).  Of the 20 patients, 6 showed signs of tumor reduction, with 1 patient 

showing a significant regression of 29.6% of pancreatic lesions.  However, an adverse 

side effect of ARQ 501 treatment was reported to be hemolysis, and has been found to be 

a severe limiting factor.  For example, in a phase II multi-center study where 45 patients 

with leiomyosarcoma were being treated with ARQ 501, a single infusion at 450 mg/m2 

led to extreme hemolysis, acute renal failure, and eventual treatment-related death.16  

Antitumor efficacy from this study consisted of one partial remission and three patients 

with stable disease.   

In light of findings suggesting that hemolysis is a considerable hurdle for the 

clinical progression of β-lap, our objective was to thoroughly examine the ARQ 501 

formulation in hopes of uncovering the underlying cause of this toxicity.  We also aimed 

to investigate the pharmacokinetics of β-lap•HPβ-CD for purposes of better 

understanding the modest tumor regression patterns observed in clinical trials.  

Hemolysis assays were conducted by incubating RBCs with several different 

formulations of β-lap and HPβ-CD.  Blood and tissues of mice injected with β-lap•HPβ-

CD were analyzed for β-lap concentration over time.  Results from this study suggest that 

the hemolysis observed clinically is likely the result of the cyclodextrin carrier used for β-

lap solubilization purposes.  It was found that β-lap did not cause any appreciable 

hemolysis, but did in fact convert hemoglobin to methemoglobin.  Pharmacokinetic data 

point to a rapid clearance of the drug from the bloodstream, with the highest 

accumulation over time of β-lap seen in the liver and kidneys.  Moreover, a micellar 

formulation of β-lap did not lead to any hemolysis, and significantly improved the blood 
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residence time and tumor accumulation of the drug.  Findings from this study will prove 

beneficial in determining the utility of the current clinical formulation of β-lap, and the 

possibility of alternate delivery strategies such as polymer micelles. 

 

2.2 Materials and methods 

2.2.1  Materials 

 HPβ-CD was obtained from Cyclodextrin Technologies Development, Inc. 

(CTD) (High Springs, FL) with >98% purity.  β-Lap was synthesized following a 

previously reported procedure.20  PEG5k-PLA5k block copolymer (Mn = 10,000 Da) was 

synthesized utilizing a ring-opening polymerization procedure published previously.21  

Radiolabelled block copolymer (MeO-PEG-PLA-OCOC3H3, 10kD) was synthesized by 

end capping of the terminus of the PLA block (5mCi of 3H).  All organic solvents were of 

analytical grade.  Phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) was purchased from Fisher 

Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA).  Tritium labeled acetyl chloride (3H) was purchased from 

American Radiolabeled Chemicals Inc (St. Louis, USA).  Tissue solubilizer (BTS-450) 

and scintillation cocktail (Ready Organic) were purchased from Beckman Coulter 

(Fullerton, CA).  A549 lung tumors were grown in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum, 

2 mM L-glutamine, 100 units/mL penicillin, and 100 mg/mL streptomycin at 37ºC in a 

humidified incubator with a 5% CO2-95% air atmosphere.  Cells were routinely found 

free of mycoplasma infection. 

 

2.2.2 Preparation of β-lap•HPβ-CD complexes 
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β-Lap•HPβ-CD complexes were produced by dissolving HPβ-CD (25 g) in 50 

mL of PBS.  Once the HPβ-CD was completely dissolved, a known amount of β-lap (1 g) 

was added to the HPβ-CD solution and left stirring at room temperature for 48 h.  After 

48 h, the solution was filtered through 0.45 μm nylon filters, after which the 

concentration of β-lap was determined using UV-Vis spectrophotometry (λmax = 257 nm, 

ε = 105 mL/(cm·mg β-lap) and a previously established calibration curve. 

 

2.2.3 β-lap micelle fabrication 

A film sonication procedure was utilized to fabricate β-lap micelles.22  Briefly, β-

lap and PEG-PLA (5% w/w) were dissolved in acetone and the organic solvent was 

allowed to evaporate, yielding a solid film.  Water was then added to the film and 

sonicated for 5 min.  In each case, drug-loaded polymer micelles were filtered through 

0.45 μm nylon filters to remove non-encapsulated drug aggregates in solution, and the 

micelle solution was stored immediately at 4°C to prevent premature drug release.  The 

solution of micelles was then concentrated by centrifugation at a rotational speed of 3,000 

RPM at 4°C (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5804 R) using Amicon Ultra Centrifugal Filter 

Devices (MW cutoff = 100,000 Da).  The concentration of β-lap was then determined by 

lyophilizing a known volume of solution, which was later dissolved in chloroform and 

analyzed via UV-Vis spectrophotometry with the aforementioned λmax and calibration 

curve. 

In the case where radiolabeled polymer was to be used for purposes of micelle 

distribution studies, a small amount of MeO-PEG-PLA-OCOC3H3 (1% w/w) was 
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dissolved with PEG-PLA, and β-lap micelles were prepared in a similar method as 

described above. 

 

2.2.4 Hemolysis assays 

Blood was freshly obtained from athymic female nude mice.  The blood was 

collected in a heparin-coated tube and centrifuged at 2800 RPM for 5 min, after which 

the red blood cells (RBCs) were isolated and washed three times (centrifugation at 2800 

RPM for 5 min) with PBS buffer.  After the three washings, the cells were resuspended in 

PBS and 100 μL of the RBC suspension was incubated with 900 μL of different 

concentrations of either HPβ-CD alone, β-lap•HPβ-CD, β-lap dissolved in DMSO, and β-

lap polymer micelles.  Complete hemolysis was obtained by incubating the same amount 

of erythrocytes with 0.2% Triton X-100.  Additionally, a sample consisting of RBCs 

incubated with PBS was also included as a control.  The samples were then placed in a 

New Brunswick Scientific C24 Incubator Shaker for 1 h at 37ºC, after which the samples 

were centrifuged for 1 h at 10,000 RPM.  The supernatant of all samples was then 

analyzed for hemoglobin (Hb) released via UV-Vis spectrophotmetry at a wavelength of 

576 nm, and % hemolysis was calculated based on Hb present in the 0.2% Triton X-100 

(complete hemolysis) samples.  All experiments were conducted in triplicate.  The 

percentage (%) of hemolysis was then plotted as a function of concentrations of either 

HPβ-CD or β-lap. 

 

2.2.5 Pharmacokinetic analysis of β-lap•HPβ-CD 
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Animal procedures adhered to the National Institutes of Health (NIH) guidelines 

and followed an approved protocol by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 

(IACUC) at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas.  

Pharmacokinetic studies involving blood concentration over time, as well as tissue of 

distribution of β-lap, were performed in tumor-bearing nude mice weighing 25 g.  A549 

lung cancer cells were grown to 80-90% confluence.  The cells were then harvested, 

prepared at 5 x 106 / 50 µl cell suspensions, and injected into the flanks of 6-8 week-old 

nude mice.  Tumor size was measured regularly by means of a caliper and volume 

calculated using the formula: volume (mm3) = length X width X width/2.  Animals 

containing average tumor sizes of approximately 300 mm3 were selected for 

pharmacokinetic studies.  A solution of β-lap•HPβ-CD (30 mg/Kg) was administered to 

the mice intravenously (IV).  At predetermined times, the animals were sacrificed and 

blood was harvested via cardiac puncture and placed in heparin-coated tubes.  The blood 

was then centrifuged at 2800 RPM for 5 min and the plasma collected.  Tissues, 

including the lungs, brain, spleen, liver, kidney, and heart were removed, accurately 

weighed, and placed in liquid nitrogen. 

Concentrations of β-lap in plasma and different tissues were determined using an 

LC/MS/MS method developed for the drug on an Applied Biosystems 3200 Q TRAP 

mass spectrometer coupled to a Shimadzu Prominence liquid chromatography instrument 

found in the Preclinical Pharmacology Core Laboratory at the University of Texas 

Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas.  β-Lap was easily detected as a singly charged 

species with the two best daughter ions giving comparable results.   The transitions 

monitored were 243.1 to 187.1 and 243.1 to 159.2.  Chromatography was conducted 
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using a Synergi Fusion RP column (Phenomenex, 5 micron packing 4.6 X 150 mm).  The 

following conditions were utilized:  Buffer A:  0.1% formic acid in water; Buffer B:  25% 

isopropanol in methanol + 0.1% formic acid; flow rate 0.5 ml/min; 0-5 min 100% A, 5-9 

min gradient to 100% B, 9-16 min 100% B, 16-17 min gradient to 0% B, 17-20 min 

100% A.  A Waters OASIS HLB solid phase extraction column was used to extract β-

Lap from plasma and tissue.  Briefly, tissue homogenates for both calibration curves and 

samples were prepared by adding a volume of PBS equal to 3X the weight of each tissue 

sample in grams.  Total volume was calculated as 4x tissue weight in grams.  Acetonitrile 

(200 μL) was added to 100 μL of either tissue homogenate or plasma in order to 

precipitate protein.  The sample was then vigorously vortexed and allowed to incubate at 

RT for 10 min.  PBS (700 μL) was then added to the sample and spun for 5 min at 16,000 

x g.  The resulting supernatant was then mixed with 1 mL of dH20 and passed over an 

OASIS HLB solid phase extraction column.  Total drug was eluted with methanol after 

two 5% methanol in water washes, and the sample diluted to 50% methanol with water.  

Prior to running LC/MS/MS, 0.1% formic acid was added to each sample. 

 Calibration standards covering 10,000 to 5 ng/mL were prepared in blank plasma 

and tissue homogenate and a curve was fit to the data.  Blank plasma or tissue was also 

included and established the limit of detection (LOD) as between 50-1600 (calculated 

mass area) for the 243.1 to 187.1 transition, which was used for all subsequent analysis.  

This represents a number 3-fold above that seen for blank plasma or tissue.  The lower 

limit of quantitation (LLOQ) is 5 ng/ml for all tissues except brain, where it was found to 

be 10 ng/ml.  Experiments were conducted in triplicate and data were analyzed assuming 

compartmental pharmacokinetics. 
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2.2.6  Pharmacokinetic analysis of β-lap micelles 

 Experiments involving radioactive materials were approved by the Radiation 

Safety Committee at UT Southwestern Medical Center.  Pharmacokinetic studies 

regarding blood concentration over time, as well as tissue distribution of β-lap micelles, 

were performed in tumor-bearing nude mice weighing 25 g.  A549 lung cancer cells were 

harvested, prepared, and injected as described in the previous section.  β-Lap micelles 

containing 1% tritium (3H)-labelled PEG-PLA were injected into the mice via the tail 

vein.  Blood was collected from the ocular vein at 1 min, 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 6 h, 10 h, 

and 24 h after injection.  Plasma was isolated from blood samples by centrifugation at 

3000 RPM for 5 min.  The plasma was then mixed with a tissue solubilizer (1 mL, BTS-

450) at RT for 5 hrs followed by the addition of a liquid scintillation cocktail (10 mL, 

Ready Organic™) for 12 hrs.  Radioactive isotope amounts in the samples were then 

measured by a Beckman LS 6000 IC liquid scintillation counter.  Biodistribution studies 

of β-lap micelles in tissues and organs were conducted at 2 h and 24 h timepoints.  At 

these timepoints, animals were sacrificed, organs were harvested, weighed, and 

suspended in dH2O, and were subsequently homogenized.  Tissue solubilizer (1 mL) was 

then added to an amount of tissue, followed by 30% hydrogen peroxide (100 μL), liquid 

scintillation cocktail (10 mL), and acetic acid (70 μL).  Amounts of radioactive isotope in 

the tissues were then measured by a liquid scintillation counter.  Radioactive isotope 

quantities were estimated using a predetermined calibration curve of the tritium-labeled 

β-lap micelle solution, and results were presented as percentage (%) of initial dose in 
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tissues.  All experiments were conducted in triplicate and data were analyzed assuming 

compartmental pharmacokinetics. 

 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Hemolysis resulting from ARQ 501 

Figure 2.1 depicts the percentage (%) of hemolysis as a result of different 

formulations of β-lap and HPβ-CD.  As can be observed from the figure, β-lap•HPβ-CD 

(ARQ 501) indeed causes hemolysis.  At a low β-lap concentration of 0.5 mg/mL, ARQ 

501 resulted in a 38 ± 2% hemolysis.  With increases in concentration, % hemolysis due 

to β-lap•HPβ-CD increased only slightly, reaching levels of 47 ± 1% and 52 ± 2% at β-

lap concentrations of 1.0 and 1.5 mg/mL, respectively.  However, incubation of RBCs 

with β-lap dissolved in DMSO did not result in any perceivable hemolysis, reaching a 

maximum hemolysis at 7 ± 2% at a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL.  When HPβ-CD alone, 

at a low concentration of 5 mg/mL, was incubated with RBCs, a small % hemolysis was 

observed (6 ± 1%).  However, at higher concentrations of HPβ-CD, substantial hemolysis 

occurred.  At a concentration of 10 mg/mL, HPβ-CD led to 43 ± 4% hemolysis.  At even 

higher concentrations of 17 and 50 mg/mL, the resulting hemolysis from HPβ-CD was 92 

± 4% and 94 ± 1%, respectively.  By contrast, β-lap-containing PEG-PLA micelles were 

not shown to cause any noticeable hemolysis at comparable β-lap concentrations. 

 

2.3.2 Interaction of β-lap with RBCs 

The effect of β-lap on hemoglobin (Hb), the major component of RBCs, can be 

found in Figure 2.2.  As can be observed from Figure 2.2A, the characteristic λmax of 
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Figure 2.1.  Percent (%) hemolysis as a result of β-lap in different formulations, 

including complexed with HPβ-CD, dissolved in DMSO, and in micellar form.  The 

top x-axis represents the concentration of HPβ-CD with which RBCs were incubated 

and the bottom x-axis represents the corresponding β-lap concentration. 
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hemoglobin at 415 nm is visible in samples that were incubated with 0.2% Triton X-100.  

The Hb λmax can also be seen in samples treated with a high concentration (50 mg/mL) of 

HPβ-CD.  However, in samples where hemolysis occurred as a result of co-incubation of 

RBCs with β-lap•HPβ-CD, the λmax of Hb at 415 nm has been blue-shifted to a lower 

wavelength of 408 nm.  This change in λmax of hemoglobin was not apparent in β-lap 

micelle samples given their inability to cause lysis and release Hb. 

Figure 2.2B depicts wavelength scans of hemoglobin at higher wavelength 

values.  In samples where hemolysis has occurred as a result of 0.2% Triton X-100 

treatment, two λmax of hemoglobin can be observed at 541 nm and 576 nm.  These two 

characteristic peaks are also apparent in samples where hemolysis was induced by 

incubation with HPβ-CD.  In samples treated with β-lap•HPβ-CD, the 576 nm peak is 

apparent, but not the peak at 541 nm, given the absorbance of β-lap at lower wavelengths.  

However, a new Hb prominent peak can be observed at a wavelength of 628 nm in β-

lap•HPβ-CD treated samples.  This peak is absent in Triton and HPβ-CD treated samples, 

as well as in β-lap-containing PEG-PLA micelles, indicating an interaction between the 

drug and hemoglobin. 

 

2.3.3 Pharmacokinetic analysis of β-lap•HPβ-CD 

Figure 2.3A shows the blood concentration of β-lap over time.  As can be seen 

from the figure, β-lap, when complexed with HPβ-CD, is very short lived in the blood.  

The short phase half-life, t1/2,α, of ARQ 501 is approximately 3 min, while the elimination 

phase (long) half-life, t1/2,β, is 24 min.  The drug is almost completely cleared from the 

blood after 2 h, with the blood clearance found to be 13575 mL h-1 Kg-1.  Taken together, 
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Figure 2.2.  Examination of β-lap interaction with hemoglobin (Hb).  (A)  UV-Vis 

wavelength scans in the range of 350 nm to 500 nm showing the λmax of Hb at 415 nm.  

(B)  UV-Vis wavelength scans in the range of 500 nm to 700 nm showing 

characteristic λmax of Hb at 541 nm and 576 nm. 

 

A 
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the mean residence time (MRT), or the average time the drug remains in the blood, is 

very short, equating to 26 min. 

Figure 2.3B shows the tissue distribution of β-lap in different tissues and organs 

of the mouse, including liver, kidney, spleen, lung, brain, heart, and tumor.  At a time of 

5 min after the injection, β-lap was found to distribute almost immediately and evenly 

among all of the major organs.  Levels of β-lap were found to be at or above 10 μg/g in 

all tissues within 5 min after injection, including the liver, kidney, spleen, and lungs.  

Surprisingly, there was a high accumulation of β-lap in the brain and heart early after 

drug administration.  Levels of β-lap in the tumor, however, were found to be much lower 

than that compared to other organs, at a value of 1 μg/g.  At a timepoint of 30 min after 

administration, the levels of β-lap in the liver remain high and above 10 μg/g, while the 

β-lap amount in all other tissues and organs has fallen to levels slightly above 1 μg/g.  At 

this timepoint, there is still a particularly even distribution of the drug among the 

different organs, with levels still surprisingly high in organs such as the brain and heart.  

It is important to note that the levels of β-lap in the tumor have only decreased slightly 

relative to amounts in other organs.  At a timepoint of 2 h postinjection, the amount of β-

lap in the liver has remained relatively unchanged when compared to the early 

timepoints, representing the organ with most accumulation of β-lap over time.  All the 

while, levels of β-lap have drastically fallen compared to early timepoints, with the 

concentrations hovering at a value of 0.1 μg/g, still significantly above the detection limit 

of 5 ng/g.  Amounts of β-lap in the brain and heart are still heavily apparent at the 2 h 

timepoint despite the decreasing trend.  It is important to note that the levels of β-lap in 

the tumor have fallen off drastically as well in the tumor. 
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Figure 2.3.  Pharmacokinetic analysis of β-lap•HPβ-CD (single administration of 30 

mg/Kg) in mice bearing A549 subcutaneous lung tumors.  (A)  Blood-concentration 

over time curve of β-lap.  (B)  Tissue distribution of β-lap among various organs of 

the body at specific timepoints after administration.  All experiments were conducted 

in triplicate (n = 3).  Error bars represent standard deviation. 
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2.3.4 Pharmacokinetic analysis of β-lap micelles 

The pharmacokinetics of β-lap micelles were examined in tumor-bearing mice, 

the results of which comprise Figure 2.4A.  As can be seen from Figure 2.4A, the blood 

concentration of β-lap micelles over time is rather prolonged over a 24 h time span, with 

a short phase half-life of 2 h, and an elimination half-life of 28 h.  β-Lap micelles had a 

much slower clearance rate from the blood, approximately 2 mL h-1 Kg-1, and a long 

mean residence time (MRT) of 39 h.  After 24 h, roughly 20% of the initial dose of β-lap 

micelles was still found in the blood stream (data not shown). 

The tissue distribution of β-lap micelles at 2 and 24 h after administration is 

shown in Figure 2.4B, where micelle accumulation was examined in organs including the 

liver, spleen, lungs, heart, kidneys, muscle, brain, and tumor.  Following injection, the 

largest accumulation of β-lap micelles after 2h can be seen in the spleen, with 

approximately 5.8% of the injected dose (ID) per gram of the organ (% ID/g), or 

approximately 1.6% of the injected dose.  β-Lap micelles were also seen to accumulate in 

the liver and kidneys, but to a lesser extent as compared to the spleen, with 3.4% ID/g 

(7.7% ID) and 1.1% ID/g, respectively.  In contrast, β-lap micelles were seen to 

accumulate in organs including the heart, lungs, and muscle in seemingly negligible 

amounts 2h after injection, with the brain showing almost no accumulation of micelles.  

Conversely, tumors were shown to amass a fair amount of β-lap micelles comparatively 2 

h following injection, reaching levels of ~1.5% ID/g.  This value of micellar uptake 

appears to remain constant for prolonged times, as 1.6% ID/g of β-lap micelles were 

observed in the tumor after 24 h.  Micelle accumulation appears to decrease slightly over 

time in organs such as the lungs, heart, and kidney 24 h after injection.  In contrast, β-lap 
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Figure 2.4.  Pharmacokinetic analysis of β-lap PEG-PLA polymer micelles (single 

administration of 40 mg/Kg) in mice.  (A)  Concentration of polymer in blood over time curve 

of β-lap.  (B)  Tissue distribution of β-lap micelles among various organs of the body at 

specific timepoints after administration.  All experiments were conducted in triplicate.  Error 

bars represent standard error (n = 3 for all organs except tumors, where n = 6). 
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micelle amounts in liver were shown to be higher after 24 h when compared to the 2 h 

timepoint.  Likewise, β-lap micelles were shown to collect to a greater degree in the 

spleen 24 h after injection (8.9% ID/g) when compared to the 2 h timepoint.  

 

2.4  Discussion 

2.4.1  HPβ-CD is a highly hemolytic solubilization vehicle 

 Currently, cyclodextrins are extensively used as solubilizers for a variety of drugs 

for an equally broad range of conditions and diseases.  As an example, Hohl and 

coworkers showed that complexation of camptothecin with several different CDs 

increased the solubility and stability of the drug.23  Previously, we demonstrated a 400-

fold increase in the aqueous solubility of β-lap through complexation of the drug with 

HPβ-CD,15 which in turn increased the feasibility of using the drug in clinics.  In various 

clinical trials, however, it was found that a formulation of β-lap•HPβ-CD resulted in 

substantial patient hemolysis, proving a fatal factor in one trial.16  This toxic side effect of 

the drug formulation prevents dose-escalation, as well as increases in dosing frequency, 

and may well lead to discontinuation of the clinical translation of β-lap.  In an attempt to 

uncover the cause for β-lap-induced hemolysis, it was found that β-lap•HPβ-CD was 

approximately 50% hemolytic, but that this hemolysis resulted from the delivery vehicle 

HPβ-CD and not the drug.  When incubated alone with RBCs at concentrations necessary 

to solubilize β-lap, it was found that HPβ-CD caused nearly complete hemolysis (Figure 

2.1), similar to RBCs undergoing lysis with 0.2% Triton X-100.  On the contrary, β-lap, 

when dissolved in DMSO, showed no appreciable signs of hemolysis. 
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 It is now well known that the different cyclodextrins, including α, β, and γ, as 

well as modified forms of these, cause hemolysis.24-27  The order of hemolytic activity, as 

reported by Uekama et al., is γ-CD < α-CD < β-CD.25  Stella and coworkers were able to 

show that a 30 min incubation of rabbit RBCs with HPβ-CD at a concentration of 10 mM 

(equivalent to 14 mg/mL) yielded near complete hemolysis,27 corroborating findings from 

this study.  Results from several labs indicate that the mechanism by which CDs cause 

hemolysis involves interactions with membrane components, including cholesterol and 

phospholipid sequestration.25  Briefly, CDs bring about shape changes in erythrocytes, 

progressing from biconcave discocytes to monoconcave stomatocytes to round 

spherocytes.26  Hemolysis occurs following these transformations, with the exception 

being β-CD, which induces hemolysis prior to conversion to stomatocytes.  In the process 

of these morphological changes, cyclodextrins remove phospholipids, cholesterol, and 

proteins from erythrocytes.  The removal of cholesterol increases membrane fluidity, 

which in turn leads to membrane invagination and eventual cell lysis.27  In light of the 

hemolytic effects of CDs, research in the field is focused on the modification of CDs to 

reduce their interactions with RBCs.  For example, Uekama and coworkers were able to 

significantly hinder the hemolytic effects of heptakis(2,6-di-O-methyl)-β-cyclodextrin 

(DM-β-CyD) by introducing acetyl groups to the hydroxyl groups at the 3-position of the 

glucose units.24  Hence, at 100 mM of CD concentration, a concentration where 100% 

hemolysis occurs for all CDs, the modified form of DM-β-CyD was shown to cause no 

perceivable hemolysis. 

 

2.4.2 β-lap oxidation of hemoglobin and potential anemia 
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While the hemolysis observed as a result of incubation with β-lap•HPβ-CD can 

be attributed to the solubilization vehicle used, β-lap was shown to interact with RBCs, 

specifically hemoglobin, through oxidation of the iron component of Hb (Fe2+ to Fe3+).  

During UV-Vis scans of lysed cells treated with β-lap•HPβ-CD, two separate phenomena 

become apparent.  The first consisted of an Hb characteristic λmax shift from 415 nm to 

408 nm.  The second consisted of the appearance of a new Hb peak at 628 nm in samples 

where hemolysis occurred as a result of incubation with β-lap•HPβ-CD.  Work by 

Matsuda and coworkers elucidated, through a series of studies involving slab optical 

waveguide (SOWG) spectroscopy, the adsorption and reduction processes of 

hemoglobin.28  In this study, a peak shift to about 406 nm led the researchers to conclude 

that the adsorbed hemoglobin was actually an oxidized form of hemoglobin known as 

methemoglobin (metHb), a ferric (Fe3+) form of the protein.  The emergence of a new 

peak at 628 nm is also a telltale sign that is highly indicative of the presence of 

methemoglobin, as corroborated by Baseman and coworkers29 as well as Tromberg et 

al.30  The precise mechanism by which β-lap converts the ferrous form of hemoglobin to 

methemoglobin has not been thoroughly examined, but the belief involves metabolism of 

the drug by enzymes located in RBCs.31  It is now well known that β-lap is metabolized 

into at least 6 distinct metabolites upon incubation with RBCs.32  More importantly, the 

fact that RBCs contain cytochrome P450-like activity may hint at the fact that the drug is 

reduced in RBCs, whereby oxygen radicals are produced that can convert hemoglobin to 

methemoglobin.   

 Methemoglobinemia is a naturally occurring condition that results from the 

oxidation of the ferrous component of hemoglobin.  The effects of methemoglobinemia 
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include abnormal oxygen affinity and a decreased ability to carry oxygen, with the end 

result being tissue hypoxia.30  A number of different pathways exist to reduce 

methemoglobin back to hemoglobin enzymatically.28  Methylene blue can be used to 

reduce methemoglobin back to its physiologically active state.30  Nevertheless, 

methemoglobinemia is a serious condition that warrants attention, specifically when 

designing a drug delivery vehicle for an agent such as β-lap. 

 Clinically, methemoglobinemia manifests itself depending on the degree of 

severity.  For mild methemoglobinemia, symptoms include skin discoloration, headaches, 

and dyspnea or difficulty breathing.33  In the most severe cases, methemoglobinemia 

results in tachypnea, acidosis, seizures, and death.34  Following injection of ARQ 501 into 

mice at doses close to and above the maximum tolerated dose (MTD), the mice react in a 

severe form to the drug, and we believe that this reaction may be brought about by 

methemoglobinemia.  The reaction of the mice to ARQ 501 includes heavy and difficult 

breathing, fatigue, and eventual seizures.  It is also believed that β-lap toxicity may stem 

from complications involving ischemia-reperfusion.  β-Lap-induced cell death is very 

similar to cell death arising from ischemia-reperfusion, in that ROS cause DNA breaks 

that surpass a certain threshold, leading to PARP-1 hyperactivation, a known cellular 

response to ischemia-reperfusion.5  This condition may also explain the symptoms 

observed in mice following β-lap administration, although a more thorough investigation 

is warranted.  It is important to note at this time that the polymer micelles involved in this 

study are designed to entrap β-lap within its hydrophobic core, thereby preventing its 

interaction with blood components, and should prevent methemoglobinemia and other 

side-effects brought about by the drug. 
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2.4.3 β-lap•HPβ-CD is rapidly cleared from blood and distributes evenly among 

organs 

Once injected intravenously, β-lap•HPβ-CD was found to be very short-lived in 

the blood, with a long phase half-life of approximately 24 minutes and a clearance of 

roughly 14 L h-1 Kg-1, agreeing well with previously reported data concerning 

cyclodextrin pharmacokinetics.35,36  Lerk and coworkers studied the pharmacokinetics of 

β-CD and HPβ-CD in the rat, and found that the half-life of HPβ-CD was approximately 

23 min.35  Jin et al. found that baicalein complexed with HPβ-CD was cleared extremely 

fast, with concentrations dropping to barely detectable levels 30 min after injection.36  

Previous work in our laboratory showed that the binding constant of β-lap with HPβ-CD 

is 1.1 x 10-3 M-1.15  The relatively weak binding affinity may result in fast β-lap 

dissociation from HPβ-CD upon IV injection.  Taken together, the very short blood half-

lives indicate a very fast distribution of the drug into the different organs of the mouse, 

which was shown in the present study with β-lap, where the drug evenly distributed in the 

organs in a matter of minutes following injection.  Meijer and coworkers were able to 

show that two model drugs, naproxen and flurbiprofen, distributed relatively evenly 

among the liver, kidney, and spleen 10 min after injection.37  The implications for very 

rapid elimination of the drug from the blood and equally rapid distribution into the organs 

are detrimental to therapy for two reasons.  Firstly, the drug does not have enough time to 

accumulate at the tumor site and exert its effects.  This was shown herein, where tumor 

concentrations of β-lap were much lower than those of other organs.  Secondly, the rapid 

distribution of drug into organs has the potential to lead to substantial toxicity in healthy 
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tissues and organs.  Results from this study show that β-lap accumulated in all organs, 

including the brain and heart, within minutes after administration. 

Research by Meijer and coworkers,37 as well as Gibaud et al.,38 have attempted to 

shed light on the in vivo disposition of cyclodextrin-complexed drugs.  Both groups were 

able to show that cyclodextrin complexation indeed changed the pharmacokinetics of the 

drug, with concentrations proving higher in all organs as compared to free drug alone.  

However, the difference is not immensely significant, leading to the conclusion that upon 

IV administration, only a small amount of drug remains in the complexed form.  Upon 

injection, HPβ-CD and plasma proteins compete for drug binding, as does cholesterol and 

drug for HPβ-CD.  Therefore, in vivo fate of complexed drugs depends more on 

complexation efficiency and the affinity of the drug for plasma proteins.  Increases in 

organ concentrations may be due to the ability of CDs to shuttle drugs to biological 

membranes more efficiently than plasma proteins.37 

 

2.4.4 β-lap micelles display prolonged blood residence and distribute to specific 

organs 

Currently, nanocomposite materials such as polymer-drug conjugates,39 

liposomes,40 and polymer micelles,41 are emerging as powerful nanomedicine platforms.  

Polymer micelles are supramolecular core-shell structures that prove highly advantageous 

for drug delivery purposes given their ability to encapsulate hydrophobic anticancer 

agents within a small-sized (10-100 nm) and stable structure.  Moreover, the presence of 

polyethylene glycol (PEG) on their exterior corona, as well as their small size, proves 

beneficial with regards to enhancing the carrier’s pharmacokinetics.  PEG on the surface 
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of micelles hinders recognition and subsequent uptake by macrophages of the 

reticuloendothelial system (RES) and prevents micellar aggregation.42  Additionally, their 

small size range allows them to evade filtration by the kidneys, all the while avoiding 

uptake by macrophages that attempt to engulf larger, foreign particles in the 

bloodstream.43  Last but not least, the small size of polymer micelles should contribute to 

their preferential accumulation in tumors through the enhanced permeability and 

retention (EPR) effect.44 

In this study, β-lap polymer micelles were shown to be long-lived in the 

bloodstream, with an elimination phase half-life of 28 h.  Moreover, 20% of the injected 

dose was still present in blood stream 24 h after injection.  This agrees fairly well with 

similar studies concerning micelle pharmacokinetics.  Kataoka and coworkers, while 

examining the pharmacokinetics of poly(ethylene glycol)–poly(D,L-lactide) PEG-

PDLLA, were able to show that 25% of the injected micelles were found in blood 24 h 

after injection.  The authors also reported a long half-life, t1/2,β, of approximately 19 h.  

The long mean residence times of micelles in the blood is very beneficial for therapeutic 

purposes, given that micelles will be able to circulate for longer periods of time, all the 

while increasing the possibility of extravasating to tumor sites in multiple passes. 

It is well known that the reticuloendothelial system is part of the immune system 

and consists of monocytes and macrophages in the spleen, and Kupffer cells of the liver.  

In this study, β-lap polymer micelles were shown to accumulate mostly in the 

aforementioned organs, with data agreeing well with previous findings concerning 

micellar distribution following IV injection.  Kataoka and coworkers have thoroughly 

investigated the pharmacokinetics of micelles in several studies, examining a wide array 
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of drugs and block copolymers.45-47  In the aforementioned system consisting of PEG-

PDLLA block copolymer, Kataoka et al. showed accumulation of the micelles in the liver 

and spleen at low %ID values of 6-8% and 0.8-1%, respectively.47  These values are very 

close to the %ID observed in this study, which were 7-8% and 1-2% for liver and spleen, 

respectively.  The reason for the low percentage of initial dose in these organs is most 

likely due to the small size of β-lap micelles, which were shown to be approximately 30 

nm in diameter (Chapter 3), akin to the size of those used in Kataoka’s PEG-PDLLA 

study.  It has been shown that micelles with diameters larger than 100 nm result in an 

increase in liver and spleen accumulation, reaching values of 20-40%.47  Moreover, the 

reduced uptake of micelles in these organs also serves to corroborate the core-shell 

morphology of the β-lap polymer micelles, where the hydrophobic PLA core is shielded 

by an outer corona of PEG, effectively minimizing opsonization by the complement 

system of the RES.  It is important to note at this time that in another study, where 

cisplatin was incorporated into poly-(ethylene glycol)-poly(glutamic acid) block 

copolymers, Kataoka and coworkers showed that the accumulation of micelles in these 

two organs gradually increased from 3 min to 24 h, mirroring our own findings.46  This is 

most likely due to the prolonged blood residence time of the resulting β-lap polymer 

micelles. 

Of immense importance to the field of micellar drug delivery is the potential for 

accumulation of micelles in organs where toxicity may arise.  In this study, it was shown 

that micelles did not accumulate to a large degree in the heart, lungs, or muscle, and was 

negligible in the brain.  The minimal uptake of micelles in the brain is expected however, 

given that the size of the micelles is too large to pass through the blood brain barrier. 
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The extent at which β-lap micelles accumulate in tumors is of immense 

importance to the eventual clinical translation of β-lap therapeutics.  In this study, we 

showed a comparatively higher accumulation of β-lap micelles in tumors.  This high 

collection of micelles within the tumor is most likely due to the enhanced permeability 

and retention (EPR) effect observed in tumors.  It is now well known that the EPR effect, 

also known as passive targeting, arises from the fact that tumor blood vessels are 

unusually ‘leaky’ when compared to normal blood vessels because of their ongoing 

angiogenic state.48,49  It has been shown that fenestrations in tumor vasculature can be as 

big as 550 nm,50 which should allow for extravasation and accumulation of the 30 nm-

sized β-lap micelles.  Moreover, this amassing of micelles within the tumor seemed 

constant over a 24 h time course, increasing only slightly.  The slight increase in micelle 

collection in the tumor at the 24 h timepoint may be a result of the increased blood 

residence time of the micelles.  The constant values of the micelles within the tumor 

agree well with findings suggesting that the lymphatic drainage of tumor tissue is 

impaired.51  Hence, β-lap micelles can reside in the tumor tissue for longer times, 

undergoing a slower elimination rate than would normally occur in organs such as the 

lungs and kidney.  Taken together, these data suggest that β-lap micelles would 

effectively extravasate to tumors, accumulate to a greater extent over time, and remain 

within the tumor for prolonged times, all the while exerting antitumor effects through 

drug release. 

 

2.5 Conclusions 
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Results from this study serve to shed light on the potentially fatal toxic side 

effects from a clinical formulation of β-lap, ARQ 501.  We have shown that the delivery 

vehicle, and not the drug, is the major cause of hemolysis.  However, it was shown that β-

lap oxidizes the ferrous form of hemoglobin, bringing about a conversion to 

methemoglobin.  Pharmacokinetically, complexation of the drug led to a rapid blood 

clearance of the drug, as well as a high and equal distribution of the drug to the different 

organs of the body.  Conversely, incorporation of β-lap within polymer micelles 

increased the blood residence time of the drug and led to heightened accumulation within 

the tumor, all the while avoiding uptake in vital organs. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Development and Characterization of β-Lapachone Micelle Nanotherapeutics 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Presently, the development of integrated cancer nanomedicine, which consists of 

drugs that exploit cancer-specific molecular targets combined with effective carriers for 

tumor-targeted drug delivery, has shown significant promise in expanding therapeutic 

indices for chemotherapy.  β-Lapachone (β-lap) (Figure 3.1A) is a novel, plant-derived 

anticancer drug whose cytotoxic effect is significantly enhanced by NAD(P)H:quinone 

oxidoreductase 1 (NQO1), a flavoprotein found overexpressed (up to 20-fold) in a variety 

of human cancers, including those of the lung,1 prostate,2 pancreas,3 and breast.4  Upon 

administration of β-lap, NQO1 induces a futile cycling of β-lap that depletes the cell of 

NAD(P)H and leads to the generation of DNA damaging hydroxyl radicals.5  

Additionally, β-lap treatment leads to an NQO1-dependent rise in cytosolic Ca2+ that 

results in the loss of mitochondrial membrane potential, ATP depletion, unique substrate 

proteolysis, DNA fragmentation, and cell apoptosis.6  The mechanism of action is 

independent of caspases, p53 status, and cell cycle stage.7  Given its central role in β-lap-

mediated lethality, NQO1 is a vital, exploitable target for the treatment of cancer cells 

that overexpress this enzyme. 

While β-lap proves to be a very promising agent from a pharmacodynamic 

standpoint, several factors hinder conventional intravenous administration for preclinical 

evaluation and clinical translation.  Firstly, its non-specific distribution can lead to low 

tumor concentrations and systemic toxicity.8  Moreover, its polycyclic nature makes it 
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 Figure 3.1.  (A)  Chemical structure of β-lap (MW = 242 Da).  (B)  Schematic of a β-

lap-containing polymer micelle and constituent components. 
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highly hydrophobic, with an aqueous solubility of 0.04 mg/mL.9  Prior work by our 

laboratory focused on attempts to increase the aqueous solubility of β-lap through its 

complexation with hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HPβ-CD).  However, the fast 

dissociation of β-lap and cyclodextrin makes the drug susceptible to aggregation and 

rapid clearance, suggesting for the use of an effective nanotherapeutic delivery vehicle 

that can efficiently solubilize the drug and deliver it to solid tumors. 

Polymer micelles are spherical, nanosized (10-100 nm) supramolecular 

constructs that are garnering significant attention as a versatile drug delivery platform for 

cancer therapy.10-12  Polymer micelles have a unique core-shell structure as a result of the 

self-assembly of amphiphilic block copolymers in aqueous environments (Figure 3.1B).  

The hydrophobic core acts as a solubilizing reservoir for water insoluble drugs, such as β-

lap, providing protection from enzymatic degradation and inactivation.13  The hydrophilic 

micellar corona, in turn, forms a hydrating layer on the surface of the micelle that hinders 

plasma protein adsorption and subsequent rapid phagocytic clearance by the 

reticuloendothelial system (RES).14  Additionally, small micellar size, along with low 

critical micelle concentrations (CMCs), result in long-circulating, stable constructs that 

do not easily dissociate in vivo,15 and contribute to the preferential accumulation of 

micelles in tumor tissue through the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) 

effect.16,17  

To exploit these numerous advantages of polymer micelles, our objective was to 

develop β-lap-containing micelles for an NQO1-specific therapy.  In this study, we report 

the development of a film sonication method to fabricate β-lap micelles with relatively 

high loading of the drug, adequate micelle size, core-shell formation, and favorable 
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release characteristics.  Using three different cancer cell lines, β-lap micelle treatment 

showed a substantial increase in cytotoxicity in NQO1+ cells over NQO1- cells, 

highlighting the system as a potential treatment strategy against NQO1-overexpressing 

tumors. 

 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Materials 

β-Lap was synthesized following a previously reported procedure.18  PEG5k-

PLA5k block copolymer (Mn = 10,000 Da) was synthesized utilizing a ring-opening 

polymerization procedure published previously.19  Poly(D,L-lactide) (PLA) (Mn = 27,344 

Da) was purchased from Birmingham Polymers (Pelham, AL).  All organic solvents were 

of analytical grade.  H596 non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) cells, DU-145 

prostate, and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells, were grown in DMEM with 10% fetal 

bovine serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 units/mL penicillin, and 100 mg/mL streptomycin 

at 37ºC in a humidified incubator with a 5% CO2-95% air atmosphere.  All cells were 

routinely found free of mycoplasma infection. 

 

3.2.2 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis 

DSC measurements of the solid-state solubility of β-lap in PLA were performed 

using a Shimadzu Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC-60, Columbia, USA) with 

samples under a nitrogen atmosphere.  The procedure was adapted from a method 

published by Panyam et al.20 and previously utilized by our laboratory to determine the 

solid-state solubility of β-lap in poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA).21  Briefly, 
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known quantities of β-lap (13 mg) and PLA (27.8 mg) were separately dissolved in 

acetone.  Different amounts of drug were mixed with polymer, and transferred to 

aluminum pans.  The solvent was then evaporated, and pans were crimped and weighed.  

Samples were heated to 180°C at a rate of 10°C/min.  The heats of melting of β-lap were 

obtained using the peak integration calculation method provided by the DSC software.  

The solid-state solubility value of β-lap was determined by plotting enthalpy values as a 

function of the percentage of β-lap loading.  The X-intercept resulting from a linear 

regression of the data represents the solid state solubility value of β-lap in PLA. 

 

3.2.3 β-Lap micelle fabrication 

Three distinct micelle preparation methods (dialysis, solvent evaporation, film 

sonication) were used to encapsulate β-lap within PEG-PLA micelles.  In the dialysis 

method, the drug and polymer were dissolved in acetone, placed within a dialysis bag 

(MW cutoff = 2,000 Da), and dialyzed against water overnight at 4ºC.  The solvent 

evaporation method consisted of dissolving β-lap and PEG-PLA in acetone and adding 

the mixture dropwise to water under sonication by a Fisher Scientific Sonic 

Dismembrator 60 (Hampton, NH) with an output power of 0.010 W, after which the 

solvent was allowed to evaporate overnight.  Finally, the film sonication procedure 

involved the dissolution of β-lap and PEG-PLA in acetone and evaporation of the 

solvent, yielding a solid film.  Water was then added to the film and sonicated for 5 min.  

In each case, drug-loaded polymer micelles were filtered through 0.45 μm nylon filters to 
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remove non-encapsulated drug aggregates in solution, and all micelle preparations above 

were stored immediately at 4°C to hinder premature drug release. 

Drug loading was determined by centrifuging 0.5 mL of micelle solution at a 

rotational speed of 2,000 RPM for 30 minutes at 4°C (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5804 R) 

using Amicon Ultra Centrifugal Filter Devices (MW cutoff = 100,000 Da).  Absorbance 

of β-lap in the resulting supernatant was measured (λmax = 257.2 nm, ε = 105 mL/(cm·mg 

β-lap) using a Perkin Elmer Lambda 20 UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (Fremont, CA).  

Micelle solutions were then lyophilized overnight and the resulting freeze-dried powder 

was accurately weighed, dissolved in chloroform, and analyzed via UV-Vis 

spectrophotometry to provide the total amount of β-lap (free and micelle encapsulated).  

Loading efficiency and density of β-lap were then determined utilizing the following set 

of equations: 

    
 100

system in lap-of amount initial
micellesinlap-amountefficiencyloadingdrug % ×

β
β

=  (1) 

   
 100

lap- free -micelles of amount
micelles in lap-amountdensity loading drug % ×

β
β

=  (2) 

 
 Micelle fabrication experiments were conducted in triplicate and following data 

tabulation, statistical analyses between different groups were performed using a Student’s 

two-tailed t-test (P < 0.05). 

 

3.2.4 β-Lap micelle characterization 

3.2.4.1 Size characterization 
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 Following fabrication, micelle size was determined using a Viscotek Dynamic 

Light Scattering (DLS) instrument (Houston, TX).  Scattered light was detected at a 90º 

angle.  Data was obtained from 10 measurements of 5 s duration and averaged utilizing 

the instrumental software to determine micelle size and size distribution. 

β-Lap micelle size was corroborated via transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) with images obtained using a JEOL 1200 EX.  Formvar coated-copper grids were 

glow discharged using a Vacuum Coating Unit.  A glow discharged grid was allowed to 

float on a small drop of the micelle solution for 2 min, after which the excess liquid was 

removed by blotting the grid against a filter paper.  The grid was then treated with 2% 

PTA solution for 30 s after being treated with the micelle solution.  All TEM images of 

β-lap micelles were obtained at an accelerating voltage of 80 kV. 

 

3.2.4.2 Core-shell morphology and drug encapsulation 

Micelles were analyzed by 1H-NMR to verify core-shell architecture.  β-Lap-

loaded PEG-PLA micelles were prepared using the film sonication technique at 10% w/w 

theoretical drug loading.  Following micelle fabrication and filtration, the micelle 

solution was split among two Amicon Ultra Centrifugal Filter Devices (MW cutoff = 

100,000 Da) and concentrated by centrifugation at a speed of 2,000 RPM at 4ºC to 

minimize premature drug loss.  Micelles were then washed with water to remove free 

drug.  Once the absorbance of both supernatants was well below a value of 0.1, micelles 

were freeze-dried.  One batch of micelles was resuspended in D2O, while another batch 

was dissolved in deuterated chloroform.  The two samples were then analyzed utilizing a 

400-MHz Varian NMR spectrometer (Palo Alto, CA) and the resulting spectra were 
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compared to spectra obtained from β-lap dissolved in D2O and PEG-PLA dissolved in 

chloroform.   

 

3.2.4.3 Examination of β-lap release from micelles 

Release studies of β-lap-containing PEG-PLA micelles were performed to 

examine β-lap release kinetics.  Approximately 100 mg of β-lap-loaded polymer micelles 

were prepared utilizing the film sonication technique at a theoretical loading of 10% w/w.  

After micelle fabrication, the amount of loaded drug and micelles was determined, and 

equal amounts of micelles were aliquoted among Spectrum Float-A-Lyzer dialysis 

devices with a molecular weight cutoff of 100,000 Da.  Release studies were conducted 

in triplicate in PBS at a pH of 7.4.  At predetermined times, the buffer solution (12 mL) 

was removed and replaced with an equal amount of fresh buffer solution.  The amount of 

β-lap released from micelles was determined by measuring the absorbance of the 

supernatant at 257.2 nm via UV-Vis spectrophotometry. 

 

3.2.4.4 Modeling of β-lap release kinetics from micelles 

Theoretical models were developed to simulate the drug release profiles from 

polymer micelles.  Previous work has shown that drug release from a micelle core occurs 

in two successive stages: early release that can be well described by a Higuchi dissolution 

model (Equations 3 and 4) and late release that is well approximated by Fickian diffusion 

(Equation 5):22 
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where M(t) is the mass of drug released at time t and M(∞) is the amount of drug released 

as time approaches infinity.  The Higuchi model approximates drug release as a steadily 

moving front of dissolving drug moving inward from the periphery of the micelle core, 

where the drug is contained.23  This model has five parameters: the radius of the micelle 

core, a0; the distance of the moving front from the center of the core at time t, a’; the 

initial micelle drug loading, c0; the solubility of drug in solution, cs; and the diffusivity of 

the drug in the micelle core, Dh.  Later drug release was shown to be correctly 

approximated by Fickian diffusion out of a sphere, which has three parameters: the 

fraction of the drug released at infinite time, p0; the radius of the micelle core, a0; and the 

diffusivity of drug in the micelle core, Df.24,25  β-Lap solubility and micelle loading were 

known: cs = 0.04 mg/mL and c0 = 8.68 mg/mL.  The radius of gyration of the 5 kD PEG 

corona (6.16 nm) was subtracted from the hydrodynamic micelle radius (14.6 nm) to 

determine the size of the micelle core, a0 = 8.44 nm, as reported previously.22  The drug 

released by 360 hours was used as the drug released at infinite time, p0.  Estimates of the 

two remaining unknowns, the rates of ß-lap diffusion, Dh and Df, were then calculated 
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using non-linear least squares parameter estimation (Matlab 7.1).  Dh and Df were 

estimated using release data from 0-18 and 18-360 hours, respectively. 

 

3.2.5 Cytotoxicity of β-lap micelles in vitro 

Relative survival assays based on DNA content were performed in three different 

cancer cell lines with isogenic expression (or inhibition of enzyme activities with 

dicoumarol) of NQO1 as previously described.5  H596 non-small cell lung cancer and 

MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells contain homozygous *2 NQO1 polymorphisms and 

thereby lack NQO1 expression.  Isogenic NQO1+ counterparts were generated and 

characterized for β-lap free drug responses as described.5,26  In contrast, DU-145 human 

prostate cancer cells endogenously over-express NQO1, and its enzyme activity can be 

blocked by coadministration of dicoumarol, mimicking an NQO1-deficient cell.  Briefly, 

NQO1+ or NQO1- H596 and MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded (10,000 cells/well) into 

each well of 48-well plates.  DU-145 cells were seeded similarly.  On the following day, 

media were removed, and media containing predetermined doses of free β-lap drug or β-

lap micelles (prepared via the film sonication method) were added for 2 h.  For DU-145 

cells, dicoumarol at a concentration of 40 μM was coadministered to cells to inhibit 

NQO1.  After 2 h exposures, media were then removed, control growth media added, and 

cells were allowed to grow for an additional 7 days.  DNA content was determined by 

DNA fluorescence Hoescht dye 33258, using an adaptation of the method of Labarca and 

Paigen.27  Samples were read in a Perkin Elmer HTS 7000 Bio Assay Reader (Waltham, 

MA) and data were expressed as means ± SE relative growth and graphed as 

treated/control (T/C) values from six wells per treatment. 
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3.2.6 DNA damage and cell death assays 

Distinct biological assays were conducted in NQO1+ and NQO1- H596 cells to 

corroborate the mechanism of action of β-lap-mediated cell death via micellar drug 

delivery versus responses known for free drug.7,26,28,29  The first consisted of reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) analyses.  Following β-lap micelle exposure to cells, ROS 

formation was ascertained using the conversion of non-fluorescent 5, 6-Chloromethyl-

2V, 7V-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (CM-H2DCFDA) to its fluorescent 

derivative (DCF) by flow cytometry (FC-500 flow cytometer, Beckman Coulter 

Electronics, Miami, FL) as described.30 

 DNA damage analyses, or alkaline comet assays, were also performed.  DNA 

lesions, including DNA single and double strand breaks (SSBs, DSBs, respectively), as 

well as DNA base damage, were assessed in single cells treated with β-lap micelles using 

alkaline comet assays as previously described.28,31  Slides were stained with SYBR-green 

and visualized using a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-E fluorescence microscope (Melville, NY), 

after which digital photomicrographs were taken. 

Lastly, nucleotide analyses were conducted, where changes in intracellular 

nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) levels were measured in cells after β-lap 

micelle exposure as described.28  Intracellular NAD+ levels were expressed as percentage 

of treated divided by control (%T/C). 

 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Solubility of β-lap in PLA polymer 
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In order to gain insight into interactions between β-lap and the core-forming 

material (i.e. PLA), solid-state solubility studies were performed using DSC.  Values of 

ΔHm (J/g) were plotted as a function of β-lap loading percentage (Figure 3.2A).  The X-

intercept, provided by linear regression of the data, yields the solid-state solubility of β-

lap in PLA at 31%.  The dissolution behavior of β-lap within PLA helps to explain 

discrepancies in drug loading among the different micelle fabrication procedures.  Close 

inspection of images of β-lap/PEG5k-PLA5k films at different loading percentages 

illustrate the dissolution of drug within the polymer (Fig. 3.2B).  At levels below the 

solid-state solubility value, the drug and polymer appear as a continuous film.  However, 

at higher loading percentages (20%), where relative β-lap to PLA density is 40%, β-lap 

crystals appeared in the film, indicative of drug loading above the solubility threshold of 

β-lap in PLA core. 

 

3.3.2 Effect of different micelle fabrication methods on drug loading 

Several different micelle fabrication techniques were examined with the purpose 

of generating β-lap micelles with an adequate size, yield, and drug loading density and 

efficiency.  Table 1 depicts the size, yield, and loading values obtained from the three 

different fabrication methods.  As shown in the table, from an initial 10% theoretical 

loading, the dialysis method produced micelles with an extremely low drug loading at 

0.02 ± 0.01%, as well as a poor loading efficiency (0.08 ± 0.04%) and micelle yield (36.3 

± 3.40%).  The solvent evaporation procedure provided a marked improvement in β-lap 

loading over the dialysis method, with a loading percentage of 0.39 ± 0.05%, but with a 

low loading efficiency of 4.12 ± 0.64%.  Conversely, the film sonication method 
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Figure 3.2.  Solid state solubility studies of β-lap in PLA polymer.  Figure 2A depicts 

β-lap melting enthalpy (ΔHm) as a function of β-lap loading percentage.  The X-

intercept indicates the solubility limit of β-lap in PLA.  Figure 2B represents images 

of β-lap and PLA films at different loading percentages for qualitative comparison. 
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produced the highest β-lap loading of micelles among all three fabrication methods, with 

a 4.7 ± 1.0% drug loading at a theoretical loading of 10%, a loading efficiency of 41.9 ± 

5.6%, and a high micelle yield of 85.3 ± 6.7%.  With a subsequent increase in theoretical 

drug loading to 20%, β-lap loading in micelles increased to 6.5 ± 1.0%.  Meanwhile, a 

lowered loading efficiency to 32.9 ± 5.9% was observed at this composition.  Taken 

together, these data highlight the effectiveness of the film sonication method at producing 

higher loaded β-lap micelles over other micelle fabrication methods, with differences in 

loading percentage values being statistically significant (P < 0.05). 

 

3.3.3 Examination of β-lap crystal formation 

During the course of experimentation, a phenomenon associated with 

crystallization of β-lap was observed (Figure 3.3) and is worth mentioning.  As can be 

seen from Figure 3.3A, upon heating of the drug to temperatures equivalent to 68ºC, the 

aqueous solubility of β-lap was increased.  Therefore, initially the drug existed in a 

solubilized state, and DLS recordings of the sample registered only micelle within 

solution.  However, upon cooling of the sample to RT, crystals with approximate 

dimensions of 250 μm in length and 3 μm (Figure 3.3B) in diameter began to appear in 

solution and precipitated to the bottom of the DLS cuvette following sample cooling.  

Work is currently underway to examine the tolerability of these crystals in vivo, and their 

therapeutic potential remains to be determined, but certainly opens an alternate avenue of 

therapy.  For the subsequent characterization and animal studies, these crystals were 

removed as part of the filtering process and only β-lap micelles were used for therapeutic 
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Figure 3.3.  (A) DLS size measurements of a sample of micelles in which 

crystallization of β-lap can be observed to occur over time as a function of 

temperature.  (B) A representative micrograph of β-lap crystals in solution.  The scale 

bar represents 50 μm. 
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evaluations.  

 

3.3.4 β-Lap micelle characterization 

Drug-loaded micelle size was determined utilizing dynamic light scattering 

(DLS) for each of the fabrication methods examined (Table 1).  The three different 

methods all produced micelles of an adequate size (e.g. 10-100 nm), with the dialysis and 

solvent evaporation procedures yielding micelle sizes of 23.3 ± 1.2 nm and 17.3 ± 0.2 

nm, respectively.  The film sonication procedure produced micelles with a slightly greater 

average diameter (29.6 ± 1.5 nm), possibly due to the increased loading of the drug 

within the micelle core.32  Transmission electron microscopy examination of the β-lap 

micelles corroborates the size findings, showing micelles that measure ~30 nm in 

diameter and which are highly monodisperse (Figure 3.4).  The TEM findings also serve 

to highlight the spherical nature of the micelles. 

Encapsulation of β-lap inside micelle cores was demonstrated by comparing 1H-

NMR spectra of micelle samples in deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) and deuterated water 

(D2O) (Figure 3.5).  In CDCl3, prominent resonance peaks of β-lap were observed in 

addition to those of PLA and PEG blocks, indicating that the micelle contains both 

copolymer and β-lap.  In contrast, only the PEG resonance peaks were detected in D2O, 

while both the PLA and β-lap resonance peaks were absent.  The micelle shells consisting 

of PEG blocks were well solvated in D2O and therefore showed clear 1H-NMR signal.  In 

contrast, when β-lap was encapsulated inside micelle cores, resonance peaks of PLA 

blocks and β-lap were not observed due to their insufficient chain motion in D2O, 

demonstrating the core-shell structure of β-lap-loaded micelles. 
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Figure 3.4.  TEM image of β-lap micelles. 
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Figure 3.5.  1H NMR spectra of β-lap-loaded PEG-PLA micelles in (A) deuterated 

chloroform (CDCl3) and (B) deuterated water (D2O).  Figure insets represent 

magnifications of the aromatic protons from β-lap. 
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The release kinetics of β-lap from PEG-PLA polymer micelles were examined in 

vitro (Figure 3.6).  As can be seen from the figure, the time for 50% of drug release (t1/2) 

is 18 h, with the majority of the drug (~75%) being released over the course of 4 days.  

Simulated model drug release is shown along with experimentally measured cumulative 

release data.  The Higuchi based model 23 output was successfully fit to the experimental 

measurements from 0-18 hours. Dh had an estimated value of 4.2 x 10-17 cm2/s (95% 

confidence interval: 4.0-4.4 x 10-17 cm2/s).  After 18 hours, the Fickian 24,25 diffusion 

approximation begins to fit the data and continues to fit the data until the end of the 

study.  For the Fick approximation, the value of diffusion, Df, is 2.3 x 10-19 cm2/s (95% 

confidence interval: 2.0-2.5 x 10-19 cm2/s), almost 200 times slower than drug transport 

for the first 18 hours.  The quality of the model fits and low error of the parameter 

estimates indicate that both models well approximate the drug release data at different 

times of drug release.   However, the diffusion rates at each stage of drug release differed 

considerably, suggesting that two different processes may be taking place.  In the first 18 

hours, drug release occurs relatively quickly through a Higuchi-like mechanism.  Drug 

released in this period of time could be precipitated in and around the micelle core but 

may have good access to the surrounding aqueous environment through micelle surface.  

However, diffusion after 18 hours is dramatically slower, which may reflect drug that has 

less access to the surrounding hydrophilic corona.  This fraction of the drug loading could 

be entrapped in or even dissolved in dense solid regions of the hydrophobic core, where 

polymer entanglement serves as a much greater impediment to drug transport. 

 

3.3.5 Mechanism of action of cell death induced by β-lap micelles 
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Figure 3.6.  β-Lap release profiles in vitro from PEG-PLA polymer micelles in PBS 

at pH 7.4 and 37ºC.  The error bars were calculated as standard deviation from 

triplicate samples. 
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Growth assays were performed to examine the mechanism of action of β-lap 

micelles on NQO1-overexpressing tumor cells compared to NQO1-null tumor cells.  

NQO1- cells also serve to mimic normal tissues that are NQO1 deficient.  Figure 3.7 

depicts relative survival curves (%T/C) in vitro of three different tumor cell lines (lung, 

prostate, and breast) treated with free β-lap and β-lap micelles at different drug doses.  

Results show that after a 2 h incubation with β-lap micelles, a significant increase in 

cytotoxicity can be observed in NQO1+ over NQO1- cells in all three cell lines.  In H596 

cells, a 26% loss in survival in NQO1+ cells following 5 μM β-lap micelle administration 

was noted, and at 10 μM an approximate 85% loss in survival was observed.  Values for 

β-lap micelles were consistently less cytotoxic than for free drug exposures.  β-Lap 

micelle cytotoxicity was equal to that of free β-lap drug administration at 10 μM, with the 

difference in cytotoxicities at smaller doses attributed to a delay in drug release from the 

micelles.  Finally, while free β-lap leads to an approximate 25% loss in survival in 

NQO1- cells at a 15 μM dose, β-lap micelles have minimal toxicity in NQO1- cells (~7% 

loss in survival at 20 μM dose). 

The same pattern of cell cytotoxicity for the NQO1+ cells and survival in the 

NQO1- cells was evident in human prostate and breast cancer cells.  In DU-145 and 

MDA-MB-231 cells, β-lap micelles kill more than 50% of NQO1+ cells at a dose of 6 

μM.  At further dose increases, β-lap micelle cytotoxicity approached that of free β-lap.  

NQO1- cells were resistant to β-lap micelles.  In DU-145 cells, there was less than a 10% 

loss in cell survival after coadministration of dicoumarol (NQO1 inhibitor) with β-lap 

micelles.  Similarly, NQO1- MDA-MB-231 cells were resistant to β-lap micelles.  

Importantly drug-free micelles were shown to have no cytotoxic effect on tumor cells 
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Figure 3.7.  Long-term, relative survival assays of (A) H596 lung, (B) DU-145 prostate, and 
(C) MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells treated with β-lap at indicated doses for 2 h.  To the 
right of the figure are corresponding NQO1 enzyme expression assays extracted from Refs. 34 
(lung), 35 (prostate), and unpublished data pertaining to Patra, B et al. (breast).  In the figures, 
the following symbols pertain to the corresponding treatment groups: 
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 (data not shown).  To the right of each of the relative survival assays are NQO1 enzyme 

assays33-35 that correspond to the specific tumor line examined, serving to highlight the 

presence of NQO1 in the cells and the dependence of cell death on its expression. 

In attempts to elucidate whether the unique mechanism of action of β-lap was 

preserved through micellar delivery of the drug, several key biological assays were 

performed in H596 cells to identify vital components of β-lap-mediated cell death in 

NSCLC, as reported by Bey et al.26  Figure 3.8 shows the results of the three biological 

assays (ROS analysis, comet assays, and NAD loss) conducted to examine vital 

characteristics of β-lap-induced cell death.  Administration of β-lap micelles at a dose of 

10 μM leads to oxidative stress in NQO1+ cells in a manner identical to that of free β-lap 

drug administration.  In contrast, β-lap-induced oxidative stress was absent in NQO1- 

cells.  In the NQO1- cells, no DNA damage was evident after exposure with free β-lap 

drug or β-lap micelles.  However, in the NQO1+ cells, extensive comet tail formation can 

be observed, indicating DNA damage.  Lastly, Figure 3.8C shows NAD loss associated 

with β-lap micelle administration to H596 cells at the 10 μM dose.  As can be observed 

from the figure, no NAD loss occurs in the NQO1- cells, while an exponential decrease 

in NAD is observed with increasing dose in micelle delivered β-lap.  Taken together, 

these results serve to show that the unique mechanism of action of β-lap is preserved 

through micellar delivery. 

 

3.4  Discussion 

The objective of the present study was to develop polymer micelles that can 

effectively encapsulate β-lap with adequate loading density and minimal loss of drug and 
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Figure 3.8.  Cell death and DNA damage assays conducted in NQO1+ and NQO1- H596 

NSCLC cells at a dose of 10 μM of free β-lap or β-lap containing micelles.  (A) Induction of 

ROS in H596 cells incubated for 20 minutes with CM-H2DCFDA and then treated with the 

dose and assessed at the times indicated.   (B) Alkaline comet assays of H596 following a 2 h 

exposure. Vehicle alone (DMSO), micelles alone, and H2O2 (for NQO1 independent DNA 

damage) served as controls.  (C) Nucleotide loss following exposure and assessed at the times 

indicated. 
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polymer.  Of the three methods examined in this study, film sonication yielded micelles 

with the highest loading density and loading efficiency.  The dialysis method has been 

shown to be effective in cases where the encapsulated agent is very water insoluble.  

Despite the low water solubility (0.04 mg/mL) of β-lap, this value is still much higher 

compared to agents such as paclitaxel (0.34 μg/mL).36  Hence, the majority of β-lap can 

still be lost to the surrounding aqueous medium during dialysis, leaving only a very 

minimal amount (0.02 ± 0.01%) within the micelles.  The solvent evaporation technique 

is another widely used method for micelle formation, and we have successfully formed 

PEG-PLA polymer micelles with high doxorubicin loading.37  However, this method also 

proved inefficient at loading β-lap within micelles (loading density = 0.39 ± 0.05%), 

mainly because of the crystallization behavior of β-lap.  Both the dialysis and solvent 

evaporation methods have slow processes of micellar formation, requiring time for 

organic solvent to exchange with an aqueous environment or evaporate organic solvent, 

respectively.  In contrast, β-lap crystallization is a faster kinetic process, which can result 

in the loss of the majority of drug to crystal formation.   

The film sonication method proved effective at achieving higher drug loading 

density within micelles.  This increased loading can be best explained by the formation of 

a molecular level mixture between β-lap and PLA.  During the film formation process, β-

lap dissolves within the PLA core at a solid-state solubility of 31% (Figure 3.2A).  At 

values below this limit, β-lap forms a homogeneous molecular-level mixture with the 

PLA matrix. The dissolution of drug within the polymer matrix prevents β-lap from 

crystallizing during micelle formation, leading to higher drug loading density within the 

micelles.  Similar phenomenon was observed previously by Panyam et al. where an 
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increase in drug loading correlated with increases in solid-state solubility.20   While the 

film sonication method led to a significant increase in drug loading density, the loading 

efficiency was only approximately 40%.  We hypothesize that β-lap mixed with PEG 

chains in the film may not be efficiently loaded inside the micelle core upon sonication.  

One possible strategy to overcome this limitation is to use longer core forming blocks as 

demonstrated by Allen et al.,38 or the addition of PLA within the film.   

The film sonication method leads to micelles with an increased amount of β-lap 

encapsulated within the core (4.7 ± 1.0% to 6.5 ± 1.0%).  Additionally, the hydrodynamic 

diameter of the micelles (29.6 ± 1.5 nm) as measured by DLS and TEM also proves 

adequate for future in vivo delivery applications.  Micelles of similar diameters (e.g. 

SP1049C and Genexol) have shown prolonged blood circulation times and increased 

maximum tolerated toxicity during clinical trials.39  1H NMR studies clearly 

demonstrated the core-shell structure of the polymer micelles produced by the film 

sonication procedure.  The results indicate that the drug is encapsulated within the PLA 

micelle core and the micelle surface is stabilized with a mobile PEG corona.  Such a 

core-shell structure has the potential advantage in the protection of the drug from 

enzymatic degradation while the PEG layer hinders plasma protein adsorptions and 

particle aggregation. Structural characterization from 1H NMR serves to confirm the 

formation of a highly effective drug carrier that ensures drug stability and long 

circulation times. 

In vitro growth inhibition assays demonstrate that β-lap micelles effectively kill a 

variety of tumor cells overexpressing NQO1 while sparing NQO1- cells.  Close 

examination shows that micelle-delivered β-lap is less toxic to both NQO1+ and NQO1- 
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cells compared to the free drug (Figure 3.5).  Several reasons may explain this 

discrepancy.  Firstly, the actual intracellular concentration of β-lap may be smaller in 

cells incubated with β-lap micelles than those with free drug.  This is possible since most 

anticancer agents are lipophilic (as well as hydrophobic) and can easily cross cell 

membranes.  PEG-stabilized nanoparticles are typically internalized through fluidic phase 

endocytosis,14 and PEG shielding can effectively reduce cell uptake, leading to a smaller 

drug concentration inside the cells.  Secondly, after cell internalization, micelle-delivered 

β-lap may not be immediately available due to micelle encapsulation.  In vitro drug 

release studies showed the value of t1/2 is 18 hrs (Figure 3.4).  This delayed drug 

availability may also contribute to a lesser cytotoxicity as shown in both NQO1+ and 

NQO1- cells.  Despite reduced in vitro toxicity, the value of β-lap micelles will likely 

reside in the increased drug solubility and improved pharmacokinetics over free drug 

during in vivo applications.  In polymer-drug conjugate systems developed by Li et al.40 

and Ulbrich et al.41 for the delivery of paclitaxel and doxorubicin respectively, the 

conjugated drugs showed less in vitro cytotoxicity compared to the free drugs, however, 

their antitumor efficacy responses were considerably higher due to increased 

accumulation in tumors.  

Comprehensive biological studies show that the unique mechanism of action of 

β-lap, as shown previously by Bey et al.26 is preserved through micellar drug delivery.  In 

NQO1-overexpressing tumor cells incubated with �-lap micelles, reactive oxygen 

species (ROS) was generated (Figure 3.6A) as a result of NQO1-dependent futile cycling 

of the β-lap and subsequent depletion of NAD(P)H from the cell (Figure 3.6C).  

Accumulation of ROS such as hydroxyl radicals causes massive DNA damages as shown 
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in comet assay for β-lap micelles as well as the free drug (Figure 3.6B).  This NQO1-

specific cytotoxicity combined with micellar drug delivery bodes well for in vivo 

translation of the platform, where upon administration, β-lap micelles will accumulate in 

tumor tissue through passive targeting and release β-lap, which will only be bioactivated 

in the presence of high levels of NQO1.  Concurrently, normal healthy tissues will be 

spared from the cytotoxic effect of β-lap due to lack of NQO1 expression and reduced 

micelle uptake.   

 

3.5 Conclusions 

In summary, we have successfully developed β-lap-PEG-PLA polymer micelles 

with adequate loading density, optimal size, core-shell structure, and diffusion-based 

release kinetics.  Upon administration to NQO1+ and NQO1- cells, we were able to show 

an NQO1-dependent cytotoxicity that resembles that of free drug administration, where 

NQO1+ cells are effectively killed and NQO1- cells are spared.  Future studies will focus 

on the preclinical evaluation of these micelles in NQO1-overexpressing animal tumor 

models. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
In vivo examination of β-lap micelle efficacy in lung tumor models 

 
 

4.1 Introduction 

With adequate treatment regimens to combat lung cancer still lacking, a new 

trend in chemotherapeutics aims at identifying exploitable molecular targets unique to 

lung cancer cells so as to design tumor-specific drugs.  These agents would be able to 

therapeutically target only cancer cells, all the while sparing normal, healthy tissues and 

organs.  This principle has guided the development of drugs such as gefitinib and 

erlotinib, two tyrosine kinase (TK) inhibitors,1 as well as cetuximab, a monoclonal 

antibody that prevents ligand binding to the extracellular domain of epidermal growth 

factor receptor.2 

β-Lapachone (β-lap) is a novel, naturally existing anticancer agent whose 

mechanism of action is highly dependent on the enzyme NAD(P)H:quinone 

oxidoreductase-1 (NQO1), a flavoprotein found overexpressed in NSCLC.3  In the 

presence of the enzyme, β-lap undergoes a futile cycling, which leads to depletion of 

NADH and NADPH from the cell, resulting in the generation of reactive oxygen species 

(ROS).4  The ROS then produces single-stranded breaks (SSBs) in the DNA, and Ca2+ 

release from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER).   DNA lesions, in combination with Ca2+, 

causes the repair enzyme poly(ADP-ribose)polymerase-1 (PARP-1) to become 

hyperactivated.5  It is this hyperactivation that exhausts the NAD+ and ATP supplies of 

the cell, resulting in a pattern of cell death called “programmed necrosis” or 

“necroptosis.”6  In light of its unique mechanism of action, it is expected that β-lap would 

only lead to cell death in tumor tissues overexpressing NQO1, sparing tissues and organs 
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with endogenous or low levels of the enzyme.  This principle has been shown in vitro, 

where NQO1-overexpressing breast,7 prostate,8 and lung cancer5 cells were killed at low 

μM doses (2-5 μM) of the drug, while NQO1 non-expressing cells were unaffected at 

these doses. 

In an attempt to translate β-lap to the clinic, Arqule Inc. examined a formulation 

of β-lap complexed with hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HPβ-CD) (β-lap•HPβ-CD, ARQ 

501) in a variety of cancers, ranging from pancreatic9 to leiomyosarcoma.10  In all the 

trials, patient morbidity due to ARQ 501 presented itself in the form of hemolysis, 

proving fatal in one patient in the latter trial.  After examining β-lap-induced hemolysis, 

our laboratory was able to show that the vehicle, HPβ-CD, was responsible for the 

condition, with the drug itself causing no perceivable hemolysis (Chapter 2).  The blood 

half-life of the formulation was also found to be 24 min, with the drug shown to 

distribute evenly among all organs, including the brain and heart.  The short half-life, as 

well as the rapid and uniform distribution of the drug, appear to explain the limited 

efficacy of the formulation, necessitating the use of an alternate carrier for a more 

targeted and efficacious antitumor response. 

Polymer micelles are emerging as powerful drug delivery vehicles with immense 

potential for cancer therapeutics.  These spherical, nanosized (~10-100 nm) 

supramolecular constructs are formed from the self-assembly of biocompatible 

amphiphilic block copolymers in aqueous environments.11  The core-shell architecture of 

polymer micelles is beneficial for drug delivery, because the hydrophobic core can act as 

a reservoir or cargo space that shields away lipophilic drugs, while the outer shell 

provides a hydrating layer that hinders plasma protein interactions that would otherwise 
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lead to rapid particle clearance.12  Additionally, the small size of micelles hinders RES 

uptake and subsequent accumulation in the liver and spleen.13  Moreover, the critical 

micelle concentration (CMC), or the concentration at which monomeric amphiphiles 

form micelles, is very low for amphiphilic polymers, typically on the order of 10-6-10-7 

M, resulting in very stable constructs that do not easily dissociate in vivo.14  Taken 

together, polymer micelles have longer circulation times, which in turn aids in the 

preferential accumulation of micelles in tumor tissue, a result of the enhanced 

permeability and retention (EPR) effect.15,16   

 Previously, we developed β-lap PEG-PLA polymer micelles for lung cancer 

therapy (Chapter 3).17  We were able to fabricate β-lap micelles with small size (30 nm), 

core-shell morphology, and favorable release kinetics.  In addition, β-lap micelles 

demonstrated an NQO1-dependent mechanism of action against a wide array of tumors 

upon a 2 h exposure in vitro.  Last but not least, findings indicate that β-lap micelles were 

long-circulating in the bloodstream (t1/2 = 28 ± 3 h) and preferentially accumulated in 

tumors for prolonged periods of time. 

Given their potential to provide for a safe and efficacious vehicle for the delivery 

of β-lap, our objective was to examine the in vivo antitumor efficacy of the β-lap micelle 

platform.  We hypothesize that β-lap micelles will provide for an efficacious 

nanotherapeutic platform for the treatment of lung tumors, given their ability to 

pharmacokinetically and pharmacodynamically target tumors overexpressing NQO1.  To 

examine this, two different lung tumor xenografts were used, which included a 

subcutaneous A549 lung tumor and a tail vein orthotopic Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC) 

model.  Micelles were administered either intratumorally (IT) or intravenously (IV) in the 
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case of subcutaneous models, and intravenously in the case of orthotopic models.  Results 

from this study show that β-lap micelles were effective at suppressing tumor growth over 

time in subcutaneous models, and were able to prolong animal survival in an aggressive 

orthotopic model.  Minimal weight loss as a result of the formulation also proves the 

tolerability of the formulation.  These preclinical findings are essential for the eventual 

development and clinical translation of β-lap micelles for use as a nanotherapeutic 

treatment option for lung cancer.   

 

4.2 Materials and methods 

4.2.1 Materials 

β-Lap was synthesized following a previously reported procedure.18  PEG5k-

PLA5k block copolymer (Mn = 10,000 Da) was synthesized utilizing a ring-opening 

polymerization procedure published previously.19  All organic solvents were of analytical 

grade.  Isoflurane was obtained from Webster Veterinary (Sterling, MA).  D-Luciferin 

was obtained from Gold Bio Technology Inc. (St. Louis, MO).  A549 lung tumors and 

Lewis lung carcinoma (LLC) cells were grown in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 

mM L-glutamine, 100 units/mL penicillin, and 100 mg/mL streptomycin at 37ºC in a 

humidified incubator with a 5% CO2-95% air atmosphere.  Cells were routinely found 

free of mycoplasma infection. 

 

4.2.2 Preparation β-lap•HPβ-CD complexes 

β-Lap•HPβ-CD complexes were produced by dissolving HPβ-CD (25 g) in 50 

mL of PBS.  Once the HPβ-CD was completely dissolved, a known amount of β-lap (1 g) 
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was added to the HPβ-CD solution and left stirring at room temperature for 48 h.  After 

48 h, the solution was filtered through 0.45 μm nylon filters, after which the 

concentration of β-lap was determined using UV-Vis spectrophotometry (λmax = 257 nm, 

ε = 105 mL/(cm·mg β-lap) and a previously established calibration curve. 

 

4.2.3 β-Lap micelle fabrication 

β-Lap micelles were produced using a film sonication procedure.17  Briefly, β-lap 

and PEG-PLA (5% w/w) were dissolved in acetone and the organic solvent was allowed 

to evaporate, yielding a solid film.  Water was then added to the film and sonicated for 5 

min.  In each case, drug-loaded polymer micelles were filtered through 0.45 μm nylon 

filters to remove non-encapsulated drug aggregates in solution, and the micelle solution 

was stored immediately at 4°C to hinder premature drug release.  The solution of micelles 

was then concentrated by centrifugation at a rotational speed of 3,000 RPM at 4°C 

(Eppendorf Centrifuge 5804 R) using Amicon Ultra Centrifugal Filter Devices (MW 

cutoff = 100,000 Da).  The concentration of β-lap was then determined by lyophilizing a 

known volume of solution, which was later dissolved in chloroform and analyzed via 

UV-Vis spectrophotometry with a previously established calibration curve. 

 

4.2.4 Establishment and treatment of subcutaneous A549 lung tumors in mice 

Animal procedures adhered to the National Institutes of Health (NIH) guidelines 

and followed an approved protocol by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 

(IACUC) at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas.  Efficacy 

studies were performed in tumor-bearing nude (Nu/Nu) female mice weighing 
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approximately 25 g.  A549 lung cancer cells were grown to 80-90% confluence.  The 

cells were then harvested, prepared at 5 x 106 / 50 µl cell suspensions, and injected into 

the flanks of 6-8 week-old nude mice.  Tumor size was measured regularly by means of a 

caliper and volume calculated using the formula: volume (mm3) = length X width X 

width/2.  Animals were monitored over time and those containing adequate tumor size 

range were used in a study to examine the efficacy of β-lap•HPβ-CD against A549 

subcutaneous lung tumors, the results of which were compared to control micelles in 

tumors with a starting range of 100-200 mm3.  Intratumoral (IT) efficacy studies of β-lap 

micelles were conducted in tumors with slightly larger tumors (ranging from 400-500 

mm3) given the fact that solution had to be injected directly into the tumor.  Tumors for 

intravenous (IV) studies examining the efficacy of β-lap micelles compared to control 

(blank) micelle treatment groups ranged from 200-400 mm3. 

 For intravenous studies conducted with β-lap•HPβ-CD, a 30 mg/Kg or a 60 

mg/Kg solution were injected into the tail vein of the mice (n = 10) every other day 

(e.o.d.) over the course of 9 days.  The size of tumors was monitored over the course of 

treatment by means of a caliper, and tumor volume was calculated as described 

previously.  For intratumoral treatment of subcutaneous tumors, mice were anesthetized 

via isoflurane inhalation, and a β-lap micelle solution or control micelle solution (20 μL, 

2 mg/Kg) was injected directly into the tumor every other day over the course of 13 days.  

The size of tumors (n = 6) was monitored over the course of treatment as described 

previously.  Intravenous treatment of subcutaneous A549 tumors (n = 4) consisted of 

injecting a 40 mg/Kg solution of β-lap micelles into the tail vein of mice every other day 

over the course of 13 days.  The size of tumors was monitored as described previously. 
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 Animal weight loss experiments were conducted in mice, where β-lap micelles 

(40 mg/Kg) were injected intravenously in a regimen consisting of every other day 

treatments over the course of 13 days.  The weights of mice (n = 3) were recorded and 

compared to mice receiving control (blank) micelles in a similar fashion and regimen. 

 

4.2.5 Establishment and treatment of orthotopic lung tumors in mice 

A lung orthotopic tumor model was used to examine the efficacy of β-lap 

micelles.  Briefly, 16 female Nu/Nu mice (25 g) were injected IV with a suspension 

containing 5 x 105 Lewis lung carcinoma cells.  Mice were randomly assigned into either 

one of two groups (n = 8 in each group) consisting of a β-lap micelle or control (blank) 

micelle treatment group.  Animals were monitored every other day using 

bioluminescence imaging (BLI) for signs of tumor growth.  The animals were placed 

under anesthesia via isoflurane inhalation, and were administered 2.5 mg of D-luciferin 

subcutaneously.  After 5 min, bioluminescent images of animals were obtained by 

placing the mice within a Xenogen Vivovision IVIS Lumina, and imaged for 1 min.  

Relative light intensity units (RLU) ranging from 75,000 to 3.0 x 105 was used as a 

marker for tumor presence in the lungs (Figure 4.1).  Day 0 was designated as the day of 

initial detection of the disease, and the day prior to the start of treatment.  On the 

following day, a 40 mg/Kg solution of β-lap micelles was administered via the tail vein, 

and this regimen was repeated five times over the course of 9 days.  Animals were 

monitored every day for survival.  While BLI can be used as a method to monitor the 

presence of disease, it cannot reliably used as an indicator of tumor efficacy in the case of 

LLC tumors as shown in Figure 4.1B.  As can be seen in the figure, an animal undergoing 
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Figure 4.1.  (A)  Representative image of Lewis lung carcinoma orthotopic model in a nude 

mouse at stage of initial treatment (Day 0).  (B)  Time progression (5 d) of mice undergoing 

treatment (40 mg/Kg β-lap micelles).  (C)  Time progression (5 d) of control mice (blank 

micelles). 

A 

B 

C 
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β-lap micelle treatment that is responding favorably to the treatment in terms of animal 

survival (survived 13 d prior to initial detection of disease), has failed to show a decrease 

or disappearance in BLI intensity.  By comparison, a control mouse showing similar 

intensity of BLI, has only survived 6 d prior to initial detection of disease.   

 

 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 β-Lap•HPβ-CD treatment of subcutaneous lung tumors 

Figure 4.2 constitutes the antitumor response of A549 subcutaneous lung tumors 

treated with β-lap•HPβ-CD.  As can be seen from the figure, tumors in all groups began 

at roughly the same size (100 mm3) and remained at this same size for the entire duration 

of treatment (day 9).  It is important to note at this time that only 1 mouse out of the 

initial 5 in the 60 mg/Kg group survived past the 4th day of treatment, with all animals in 

this group dying as a result of the formulation.  Moreover, the sizes of both tumors were 

comparable in size, with the 30 mg/Kg treatment group measuring 115 ± 13 mm3 and the 

control groups measuring 124 ± 12 mm3.  After day 9, tumors in all groups began to grow 

at the same rate and remained relatively at equal sizes.  As an example, 26 days after the 

start of the initial treatment, the average size of tumors in the control and 30 mg/Kg 

group were equal, measuring 314 ± 53 mm3 and 314 ± 45 mm3 in treatment and control 

groups, respectively.  It was not until after day 35, where tumors in the control and 30 

mg/Kg treated group were approximately 486 mm3 in size that a separation between the 

two groups occurred.  After day 35, β-lap•HPβ-CD treated tumors (30 mg/Kg) grew to 

sizes greater than those in the control group, and this trend remained until completion of 
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Figure 4.2.  Efficacy of intravenous injection of β-lap•HPβ-CD in subcutaneous A549 

lung tumors.  β-Lap•HPβ-CD solution (30 mg/Kg) were administered via the tail vein 

e.o.d. for the duration of 9 days, as indicated by the arrows.  Error bars indicate 

standard error (n = 10). 
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animal monitoring.  At day 58, β-lap treated tumors (30 mg/Kg) measured 916 ± 222 

mm3, while control tumors measured 651 ± 113 mm3 in size.  It is important to note at 

this time that no statistical difference between the two groups was found throughout the 

duration of the study.  While the tumor size of the lone survivor in the 60 mg/Kg β-

lap•HPβ-CD group grew at the same rate as control and 30 mg/Kg treated tumors, this 

finding fails to shed light on the efficacy of β-lap•HPβ-CD at higher doses, due to the 

reduced number of animals.  It does, however, prove that higher doses of β-lap•HPβ-CD 

(ARQ 501) result in substantial toxicity and death, with 60 mg/Kg proving to be very 

close to the maximum tolerated dose of the drug. 

 

4.3.2 β-Lap micelle efficacy in subcutaneous A549 lung tumors 

The efficacy of β-lap micelles was examined in subcutaneous A549 lung tumors 

via two routes of administration, which included intratumoral and intravenous injection.  

The results of injections of β-lap micelles directly into the tumor can be found in Figure 

4.3.  As can be observed from the figure, β-lap micelle administration directly into the 

tumor resulted in initial decrease in tumor volume over the first few days of treatment.  

The starting size of the tumors in the treatment group was approximately 485 mm3.  At 

day 7, the average size of tumors had decreased to 433 ± 77 mm3.  The size of treated 

tumors did not grow to the initial average until 13 days after the start of treatment, when 

the average size was found to be 442 ± 58 mm3.  After this last treatment day, the tumor 

began to grow once more, reaching a size of 574 ± 97 mm3 on day 36.  It is important to 

note at this time that tumors were not affected by administration of control micelles.  The 

tumors grew from a starting volume of 452 ± 106 mm3 to 629 ± 138 mm3 over the first 13 
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Figure 4.3.  Intratumoral (IT) efficacy of β-lap micelles in subcutaneous A549 lung 

tumors.  β-Lap micelles were injected intratumorally e.o.d. for the duration of 13 

days, as indicated by the arrows.  Error bars indicate standard error (n = 6).  Asterisk 

marks over error bars indicate differences in tumor volume averages that were 

significant (p = 0.05). 
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days of treatment, reaching a size of 894 ± 185 mm3 by day 36.  Tumors volumes in both 

groups appear to plateau at later timepoints, likely the result of necrosis stemming from 

repeated perforation of the tumor and subsequent injection of solution. 

The efficacy of β-lap micelles was also examined following intravenous 

administration (Figure 4.4A).  The average starting size of tumors in the treatment group 

was found to be 297 ± 55 mm3.  For the first 9 days of treatment, growth of the tumors 

seemed subdued, reaching an average size of 361 ± 85 mm3 at this timepoint.  By 

comparison, control tumors grew from a starting size of 385 ± 62 mm3 to an average size 

of 550 ± 76 mm3 at day 9.  At day 18, tumors in the control group have continued to grow 

and have reached an average size of 744 ± 63 mm3 while β-lap micelle treated tumor 

sizes averaged 405 ± 75 mm3 at this time.  It is important to note that from this point 

forward, difference in tumor sizes between the treatment and control groups were found 

to be statistically significant (p ≤ 0.05) throughout the course of the study.  This is due to 

the fact that the growth of treated tumors has been significantly hampered, with the 

average size hovering around the 400 mm3 mark.  As an example, at day 50, treated 

tumors measured an average of 368 ± 90 mm3.  This is in stark contrast to control tumors, 

which have reached average values of 880 ± 95 mm3.  By day 77, treated tumors have 

regressed to an average size of 255 ± 25 mm3, while control tumors reached 1349 ± 301 

mm3. 

In a separate experiment, animal weight of mice was monitored in mice receiving 

40 mg/Kg of β-lap micelles and compared to those receiving control (blank) micelles 

(Figure 4.4B).  As is evident from the figure, animal weight between the treated and 

control groups did not vary significantly from one another, with minimal weight loss 
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Figure 4.4.  (A)  Efficacy of β-lap micelles in subcutaneous A549 lung tumors.  β-Lap 

micelles (40 mg/Kg) were injected intravenously e.o.d. for the duration of 13 days, as 

indicated by the arrows in the figure.  Error bars represent standard error (n = 4), and 

the asterisk indicates data points in which statistical significance (p = 0.05) is 

achieved.  (B) Weight change over time of mice treated with 40 mg/Kg of β-lap 

micelles and control micelles.  Error bars represent stand error (n = 3) 

A 

B 
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occurring in any of the two groups.  

 

4.3.3 β-lap micelle treatment of orthotopic lung tumors 

The efficacy of β-lap micelles was examined in a pulmonary model using Lewis 

lung carcinoma cells, with results shown in the form of an animal Kaplan-Meier survival 

curve in Figure 4.5.  In the figure, Day 0 represents the day that tumor was found at 

detectable levels in mice through the use of bioluminescence imaging (Figure 4.1).  As 

can be seen from the data, 50% of control animals died from the disease at day 6.  At this 

same timepoint in the treated animals, 75% of the animals were still surviving.  

Moreover, 50% of the deaths in the treated group were not found to occur until day 9.  

All of the animals in the control group expired on day 7, one week after initial detection 

of the disease.  While animal survival in the treated group appeared to steadily decline 

past the 7 day timepoint, 100% of animal deaths did not occur until day 17.  This 

represents a 10 day prolongation of survival when compared to control animals.   

 

4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 β-lap•HPβ-CD proved ineffective at inhibiting tumor growth 

β-Lapachone is a novel anticancer agent whose mechanism of action relies on the 

presence of a particular enzyme, NQO1, found overexpressed in several cancers, 

specifically lung cancer.  This unique cell killing effect has been well-documented in 

vitro, where NQO1-overexpressing cells were effectively killed at μM doses of the drug, 

while NQO1-nonexpressing cells were spared.5,7  Despite this specific tumor targeting, 

delivery strategies are required to not only solubilize the drug, but protect it from 
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Figure 4.5.  Kaplan-Meier curve displaying % of animal survival over time for nude 

mice with lung orthotopic Lewis lung carcinoma treated with β-lap micelles.  Micelle 

solutions were administered e.o.d. for the duration of 9 days, if permitting.  

Experiments were conducted with n = 8 in each group. 
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enzymatic degradation and rapid clearance from the blood.  A formulation of β-lap, β-

lap•HPβ-CD (ARQ 501), is currently undergoing various phases of clinical trials, but 

toxicity in the form of hemolysis and modest antitumor results have hindered its 

widespread use.  Previously, we demonstrated that the delivery vehicle, HPβ-CD, was the 

causal factor for hemolysis, and that complexation with cyclodextrins led to non-specific 

and rapid distribution of the drug to all organs.  We also demonstrated that β-lap was 

rapidly cleared from the bloodstream, and that tumor levels of the drug were low when 

compared to other organs (Chapter 2).  Taken together, these findings suggested a low 

antitumor efficacy of the formulation, which was demonstrated herein.  As shown, 

tumors treated with an IV injection of β-lap•HPβ-CD failed to induce growth inhibition, 

with tumors exhibiting the same growth kinetics as controls (Figure 4.2).  These findings 

are highly analogous to other in vivo results regarding drug complexation with HPβ-CD.  

Cullen and coworkers demonstrated that a systemic administration of β-lap•HPβ-CD did 

not have a significant antitumor effect when compared to vehicle alone controls.20  Cinatl 

et al. showed that a higher dose of a cyclodextrin formulation of the anticancer drug 

aphidicolin was necessitated to bring about the same effect as a low dose of a 

nanoparticle (liposomal) formulation of the drug.21  Last but not least, Aggarwal and 

colleagues highlighted the disadvantages associated with paclitaxel cyclodextrin 

formulations in vivo, stating that precipitation of the drug out of the complex upon blood 

dilution was a major deterrent to the clinical use of the formulation.22 

 

4.4.2 β-Lap micelles prove effective at hindering tumor growth and prolonging 

survival 
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In view of the shortcomings associated with cyclodextrins, an alternate drug 

delivery platform was required to fully harness the antitumor effects of β-lap.  We 

previously showed the effective encapsulation of β-lap within PEG-PLA polymer 

micelles.17  These micelles exhibited small size (~30 nm), core-shell morphology, and 

favorable release kinetics.  Moreover, in vitro experiments showed the preservation of 

NQO1-dependent cell toxicity.  When examined in vivo, pharmacokinetic findings 

foreshadowed favorable antitumor activity, with long blood circulation times (t1/2 = 28 h) 

and adequate micelle accumulation and residence in tumors (Chapter 2).  As 

hypothesized, β-lap micelles proved effective at inhibiting tumor growth in vivo.  An 

intratumoral injection of β-lap micelles was found to suppress tumor growth when 

compared to control tumors, and these findings agree well with similar published studies.  

Lavasanifar and coworkers were able to show that an intratumoral injection of 

cucurbitacin I-containing poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(alpha-benzyl carboxylate 

epsilon-caprolactone) (PEO-b-PBCL) micelles resulted in regression of B16.F10 mouse 

melanoma tumors.23  And while the chemistry and design of polymer micelles favors its 

use as a systemic platform for drug delivery, especially in the case of lung tumors, it is 

important to note the work by Goldberg and coworkers concerning intratumoral injection 

of chemotherapeutics in lung cancer.24-26  Termed “endobronchial intratumoral 

chemotherapy,” their approach involves the use of a flexible bronchoscope to deliver 

anticancer drugs directly into tumor tissue by means of a needle-catheter.24  The 

advantages include site-specific delivery, high intratumoral drug concentrations, and 

reduced toxic side effects.  Through the use of this technique, the authors found an initial 

shrinkage of tumors after the injection of cisplatin, which paved the way for resection and 
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resulted in 3-year survival rates of 65%.24  In light of these findings, it is possible to 

consider the intratumoral injection of β-lap micelles as a viable option for lung cancer 

therapy. 

As shown in this study, β-lap micelles are highly effective as a systemic 

chemotherapeutic platform for the treatment of lung cancer.  When administered IV, β-

lap micelles were able to inhibit tumor growth over a prolonged period of time when 

compared to control tumors (Figure 4.4A).  When an orthotopic model was examined, β-

lap micelles were shown to prolong animal survival in an otherwise very aggressive 

tumor model.  These results are akin to those found by Kataoka and coworkers, where a 

micellar formulation of cisplatin-containing poly-(ethylene glycol)-poly(glutamic acid) 

block copolymers was shown to lead to tumor regression against Lewis lung carcinoma 

in mice.27  In contrast, no effect on tumor growth was observed with free cisplatin 

administration, which mirrors our own findings from this study.  Cho and coworkers 

were able to show that adriamycin-containing poly(γ-benzyl L-glutamate)/poly(ethylene 

oxide) polymer micelles, administered 4 times for 6 days, showed significant tumor 

growth suppression to control tumors.28  Last but not least, Matsumura et al. developed 

poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(glutamic acid) block copolymer micelles that encapsulate 7-

Ethyl-10-hydroxy-camptothecin (SN-38), an active metabolite of irinotecan 

hydrochloride (CPT-11).29  In vivo antitumor studies showed that a micellar formulation 

of the drug was significantly more effective at suppressing subcutaneous tumor growth 

than free drug controls. 

The heightened anitumor efficacy of β-lap micelles is most likely the result of the 

improved pharmacokinetics of the drug.  Where β-lap•HPβ-CD is very short-lived in the 
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blood (t1/2 = 24 min), β-lap micelles have a much higher mean residence time and half-

life (t1/2 = 28 h).  The increased circulation time of the micelles increases the chances of 

the micelles extravasating into the tumor through the enhanced permeability and retention 

(EPR) effect.  Indeed, previous findings showed that micelles accumulated in A549 

subcutaneous lung tumors to a relatively large degree (Chapter 2).  In a study by Bey et 

al., it was shown in vitro that the A549 lung tumors that were implanted subcutaneously 

into the flanks of mice in the studies carried out herein expressed endogenous levels of 

NQO1 activity of 3 ± 0.03 μmol•min-1•μg-1.5  These high levels of NQO1 will have 

contributed to the efficacy observed in vivo, as the micelles localized and remained 

within the tumor, releasing drug that could be bioactivated by NQO1.  In the case of 

orthtopic lung tumors, this effect of micelle accumulation may be further enhanced given 

the high vascularity of the lungs.  In addition, the impaired lymphatic drainage of tumors 

means that micelles will remain within tumors for longer times without being eliminated, 

hence increasing exposure of the tumors to high levels of the drug.  It is also important to 

note that Kataoka and coworkers also observed minimal weight loss with cisplatin 

micelles,27 which also agrees with our own findings in this study.  Previously, it was 

found that β-lap micelles accumulated most in organs such as the liver, spleen, and 

kidneys (Chapter 2), and hence, toxicity to these organs is expected, especially in light of 

their increasing accumulation over time.  However, Alink and coworkers showed that in 

mice, the endogenous levels of NQO1 in organs of nude mice, including the liver, kidney, 

and lungs, were low, and agreed fairly well with findings by other researchers.30  While 

we have yet to examine NQO1 levels in the organs of the mice, these findings may shed 

light on the minimal toxicity observed in mice throughout the study.  Regardless of 
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NQO1 levels in mice, it is now well known that the levels of NQO1 in organs of humans 

is very low,3 which in turn should result in low levels of toxicity from the drug.  Taken 

together, the findings of this study highlight the importance of a drug delivery vehicle 

capable of enhancing the pharmacokinetics of the encapsulated drug. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

Efficacy in vivo findings from this study show that β-lap micelles are effective 

against different animal models of lung cancer.  In contrast to a cyclodextrin formulation 

of β-lap, which was not effective at all against a subcutaneous model of A549 lung 

cancer, β-lap micelles were able to significantly hinder tumor growth over a prolonged 

period of time.  Moreover, β-lap micelles at a 40 mg/Kg dose were found to be tolerable, 

and resulted in minimal and insignificant animal weight loss.  When examined in 

orthotopic tumors, β-lap micelles were shown to prolong survival in an otherwise 

aggressive animal tumor model.  Results from this study highlight the in vivo therapeutic 

potential of β-lap micelles and comprise promising preclinical data for the eventual 

translation of β-lapachone for lung cancer treatment. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Summary and Future Work 

 

5.1  Summary of the project 

Currently, lung cancer accounts for 15% of estimated new cancer cases in 2008 

and is expected to result in 30% of cancer mortalities.1  With five-year relative survival 

rates as low as 3% for distant disease, the prognosis for the disease remains extremely 

bleak, with patients warranting more effective treatment strategies to combat the disease.  

The gold standard for lung cancer therapy involves surgical excision, followed by the 

adjuvant use of platinum-based therapeutics.2  However, many patients prove 

unresponsive to this therapy, and/or suffer from adverse effects to the treatment.3  Hence, 

a recent trend in cancer chemotherapy involves the development of anticancer agents 

whose mechanism of action is dependent on unique molecular targets found 

overexpressed in tumors. 

β-Lapachone is a novel anticancer drug whose mechanism of action is 

bioactivated by  the enzyme NQO1, found overexpressed in lung tumors.  Our objective 

was to develop polymer micelles that could effectively encapsulate β-lap in order to 

target lung tumors in two distinct ways: 1) pharmacokinetically by using a delivery 

vehicle that ensures tumor accumulation and drug stability; and 2) pharmacodynamically 

through the use of a drug whose mechanism of action relies on its interaction with an 

overexpressed enzyme in tumors.  Hence, in Chapter 2 of the present work, we made a 

case for micellar encapsulation of β-lap, showing that an existing clinical formulation of 

the drug, β-lap•HPβ-CD, proved too toxic for administration.  β-Lap•HPβ-CD, or ARQ 
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501, was shown to cause patient hemolysis due to the delivery vehicle, HPβ-CD, used for 

solubilization.  Moreover, β-lap was shown to be very short lived in the blood, and was 

shown to distribute uniformly to all organs, with low uptake in tumors.  In contrast, a 

micellar formulation of β-lap resulted in increased blood residence times, and showed 

heightened and sustained accumulation in the tumor, with minimal uptake in organs such 

as the brain and heart. 

In Chapter 3 of this thesis, we thoroughly characterized the β-lap micelle 

platform, showing that micelles were indeed small in size (30 nm), possessed core-shell 

morphology, and displayed favorable release kinetics.  Moreover, β-lap micelles killed 

NQO1-overexpressing tumors in an NQO1-dependent fashion, all the while sparing cells 

with no NQO1-expression, or whose expression had been knocked down.  In chapter 4 of 

this work, we demonstrated the in vivo efficacy of β-lap micelles in different models of 

lung cancer, including subcutaneous and orthotopic models.  In subcutaneous A549 

tumors, β-lap micelles were shown to hinder tumor growth compared to controls, both in 

intratumoral and intravenous administration regimens.  It is important to note that β-

lap•HPβ-CD failed to result in tumor treatment in A549 subcutaneous lung tumors.  In 

orthotopic models, β-lap micelles were shown to prolong animal survival in an otherwise 

aggressive cell line.  Last but not least, minimal weight loss in the β-lap micelle treated 

mice served to highlight the tolerability of the formulation and its reduced toxicity. 

Taken together, results from this study demonstrate the potential of β-lap micelle 

nanotherapeutics for lung cancer treatment. 

 

5.2  Future directions 
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A comprehensive and in-depth validation of the β-lap micelle nanotherapeutic 

platform remains the immediate future direction of the current project.  Further 

examination of the strategy in alternate preclinical models, including higher order 

species, is required prior to the eventual clinical translation of the technology.  However, 

several improvements can be incorporated into the basic platform so as to enhance the 

antitumor efficacy of β-lap micelle nanotherapeutics.  These include, among others, 

micellar functionalization with targeting ligands and the combination of synergistic and 

adjuvant therapies, and are discussed below. 

 

5.2.1 Synergy of β-lap micelles with ionizing radiation (IR) and DNA repair inhibitors 

Currently, radiation therapy is a powerful therapeutic option for the treatment of 

several cancers, including lung cancer, where advancements have been aimed at 

compensating for motion artifacts and accurate localization of all tumor nodules.4  

However, the ever-present dilemma in radiation therapy involves the administration of a 

sufficient dose to kill tumors, all the while sparing healthy tissue.  An active area of 

research involves the synergy of IR with several chemotherapeutics, with the ultimate 

goal consisting of the minimization of the required dose of radiation therapy needed to 

bring about therapeutic benefit. 

It has been shown previously that IR synergizes with β-lapachone.5-7  Park and 

coworkers showed that exposure of FSall tumors to 2.5 Gy prior to treatment with β-lap 

led to a synergistic pattern of cell killing,6 mirroring results from studies conducted by 

Boothman and coworkers.5  Park et al. concluded that IR led to an increase in NQO1 

within the cells, which in turn resulted in synergy.  However, recently it has been 
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postulated by Boothman and coworkers that the synergy observed by β-lap treatment and 

IR is the result of the inhibition of DNA repair brought about by β-lap-mediated 

hyperactivation of PARP-1.  This has also been supported by Song et al. who states that 

synergy is the result of upregulation of NQO1, in addition to reduced ability to repair 

DNA.7  In light of this overwhelming evidence for synergy, β-lap micelles could be used 

in a combinatorial fashion with IR.  In this strategy, the synergy between the two 

modalities would mean that sublethal or subtoxic doses would be administered to the 

patients, significantly reducing morbidity and side effects. 

As mentioned previously, the inability of the cell to repair the extensive DNA 

damage brought about by β-lap leads to the eventual demise of the cell.  Hence, it is 

expected that any agents that could assist in DNA damage overwhelming DNA repair 

would greatly enhance the therapeutic efficacy of β-lap.  In this strategy, β-lap micelles 

could be administered to the patient concomitantly with DNA repair inhibitors to 

potentiate the cytotoxic effect of β-lap-induced reactive oxygen species generation.  Co-

encapsulation within the micelle of β-lap and DNA repair inhibitors, such as Nu7026, is a 

viable possibility.8   

 

5.2.2 Exploration of micelles containing prodrugs of β-lap 

Recently, prodrug formulations of β-lap (mono(arylimino) derivatives) were 

developed, which were shown to convert to β-lap through spontaneous hydrolytic 

reaction.9  The rates of hydrolysis were shown to be highly dependent on the strength of 

the electron-withdrawing substituent groups on the molecule, as well as the pH of the 

solution.  Therefore, micelles containing prodrugs of β-lap would release their contents 
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preferentially in tumor tissue, where the pH has been shown to be as low as 6.10  In 

contrast, little release would occur in environments such as the blood, where the pH has 

been found to be 7.4.  This pH-sensitive release would in turn reduce the possible toxic 

side effects that can arise from β-lap, by having the micelle only release its contents at the 

intended site of action.  These prodrugs were also shown to be less water soluble than the 

parent drug, which has been shown to enhance their loading within micelles.  Taken 

together the incorporation of these prodrugs within micelles stand to have a significant 

impact in β-lapachone therapeutics by increasing even more the specificity of therapy. 

 

5.2.3 Functionalization of β-lap micelles 

A recent trend in polymer micelle therapeutics involves the functionalization of 

micelles with targeting ligands for enhanced tumor specificity and imaging moieties for 

tracking purposes.11   

Currently, active targeting strategies, where a targeting moiety is attached to the 

micelle surface that allows for binding to a specific receptor on the tumor cells are an 

active area of research.  Advatages to this strategy include the increased accumulation at 

target sites as well as increased uptake into tumors via specific receptor-ligand 

interactions.12  Hence, β-lap micelles could be fashioned with folic acid in order to target 

a receptor which has been shown to be expressed on the surface of tumors up to 100-300 

times over normal tissue.13  Our laboratory has also recently established polymer micelles 

functionalized with the cyclic(Arg-Gly-Asp-D-Phe-Lys) (cRGD) peptide, which targets 

the αvβ3 integrin, a cellular transmembrane protein found overexpressed on the surface of 

angiogenic vessels and not readily detectable in quiescent vessels.14  Results from in vitro 
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micellar studies show enhanced cellular uptake, and subsequently, increased cell-killing 

potential.15,16 

In addition to targeting ligands, imaging agents may be incorporated within the 

platform in order to track micelles and image treatment progression.  Our laboratory has 

also recently established polymer micelles encapsulating superparamagnetic iron oxide 

(SPIO) nanoparticles for T2-weighted MR imaging.15  Incorporation of this imaging 

agent would not only enable clinicians to localize tumors for combinatorial therapy (i.e. 

ionizing radiation, surgery), but would allow them to visualize β-lap micelle therapy and 

extent of treatment. 

In light of these strategies for β-lap micelles, there remains great excitement over 

the future of this potential therapy for lung cancer, with special focus on possible 

improvements in patient outcomes. 
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APPENDIX A 

Quantum Dot (QD) Polymer Micelles for In vitro Tracking 

 

A.1   Introduction 

Recently, optical imaging modalities such as fluorescent imaging represent a 

rising trend, given their cost-effectiveness, rapidity, and ease of use, with present-day 

advances proving promising in significantly broadening our understanding of tumor 

biology.  Fluorescent imaging relies on the excitation of markers such as fluorescent 

proteins and dyes for light emission from labeled cells.  Quantum dots (QDs) have 

garnered much attention as emerging fluorescent markers with the potential to image 

tumor processes in vivo.  Quantum dots (QDs) are nanosized (~2-10 nm in diameter) 

semiconductor crystals, composed of a CdSe or CdTe core encased by an inert protective 

shell, that fluoresce brightly when excited.1  QDs are fluorescently activated by absorbing 

a photon of light, which creates an electron-hole pair, or exciton.  The exciton 

recombines, and a lower-energy photon is emitted, the energy of which is determined by 

the size of the quantum dot. 

Current fluorophores have numerous disadvantages, chief among them 

photobleaching and narrow excitation.  Conversely, QDs are brighter and more resistant 

to photobleaching.  Whereas organic fluorophores lose >90% of their fluorescence signal 

within one minute, QDs are fluorescently very stable for more than 30 minutes under the 

same experimental conditions, allowing for crisp images.2  Waggoner et al. were able to 

show that QDs coated with an amphiphilic poly(acrylic acid) polymer were fluorescent in 

vivo for at least 4 months.3  QDs also have quantum yields of up to 80%, a value which is 
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unaffected through biomolecule conjugation.4 Quantum dots are also fluorescently 

tunable to a desired narrow emission spectrum because the emission wavelength is 

dependent on quantum dot size, with smaller quantum dots emitting blue and larger QDs 

emitting red.   

 The fact that they are customizable, along with their long-term stability and 

brightness, make QDs ideal for small-animal biomedical imaging, with 

immunofluorescence studies showing that it is possible to detect single QDs over long 

periods of time.  For biological applications, quantum dots are often coated with a 

polymer shell such as n-poly(ethylene glycol) phosphatidylethanolamine (PEG-PE)5 so as 

to avoid adsorption and aggregation, and are functionalized with a ligand such as EGF.6  

Bruchez and coworkers were able to show that QDs conjugated to immunoglobulin G 

(IgG) and streptavidin were able to target the breast cancer cell surface receptor Her2, 

cytoskeleton components, and nuclear antigens.7  Jain et al. was able to use multiphoton 

microscopy techniques to track quantum dots in mice in vivo, and was able to 

differentiate between tumor vasculature, perivascular cells, and cell matrix.8  Finally, Nie 

and coworkers developed bioconjugated QD probes for in vivo mouse imaging.9  

Quantum dots were encapsulated within a polymer coating consisting of tri-n-

octylphosphine (TOPO) and an amphiphilic block copolymer, with subsequent linking to 

PEG, and the researchers noticed that the optical properties of the construct did not 

change.  They then conjugated a prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) 

monoclonal antibody to the modified QD and demonstrated active targeting to prostate 

cancer cell lines in mice in vivo.   
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 Given their superior optical properties such as increased brightness, tunable 

wavelength emission, and resistance to photobleaching, as well as their functionalization 

capabilities, QDs are an exciting platform for in vitro and cancer imaging in small 

animals.  Therefore, our objective was to develop quantum dot-containing polymer 

micelles for purposes of micellar tracking (Figure A.1).  The longterm goal involves 

utilizing QD micelles to provide for accurate localization of target tissues in vivo, which 

in turn should also lead to an effective evaluation of proposed therapy.  To achieve this, 

QDs were incorporated into PEG-PLA using a solvent evaporation procedure for 

micellization.  The QD micelles were then characterized for size via dynamic light 

scattering (DLS) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), morphology by TEM, 

and fluorescence intensity.  Their uptake in SLK tumor cells were also evaluated using 

confocal laser scanning microscopy.  Results show that QDs were successfully 

incorporated into PEG-PLA micelles, encapsulated into micelles in a clustered form and 

were small in size.  QD micelles were also shown to retain their high fluorescence 

intensity.  Last but not least, QD micelles were shown to incorporate into SLK cells after 

cellular incubation.  Findings from this study represent a major step toward the 

development of QD micellar technology for in vitro and small animal imaging of cancer. 

 

A.2 Materials and Methods 

A.2.1 Materials 

PEG5k-PLA5k block copolymer (Mn = 10,000 Da) was synthesized utilizing a 

ring-opening polymerization procedure published previously.10  Quantum dots emitting at 

576 nm, named YCS, were generously provided by Dr. Fanqing “Frank” Chen at the 
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Figure A.1.  Schematic of a QD micelle, including constituent components. 
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Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.  All organic solvents were of analytical grade 

and were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO).  SLK cells were 

cultured in DMEM medium with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37ºC in 5% CO2 

atmosphere. 

 

A.2.2 QD encapsulation within micelles 

The QDs obtained, coated with tri-octylphosphine oxide (TOPO) and in a 

solution of 1-butanol, were first precipitated.  Briefly, a small volume of QDs (100 μL) 

were added to 1 mL of hexane, after which, 3 mL of ethanol were added under vortex.  

Following centrifugation at 4350 RPM for 10 minutes at room temperature, the 

supernatant was removed and the QDs dried under vacuum for 1 h.  The QDs were then 

resuspended in THF. 

QD micelles were prepared using a previously established solvent evaporation 

procedure.11  A small volume of QDs (100 μL) was added to a solution of PEG-PLA 

dissolved in THF (8 mg/mL).  The solution of polymer and QDs was then added 

dropwise to 5 mL of water under sonication (60 Sonic Dismembrator, Fisher Scientific), 

after which, the THF was allowed to evaporate overnight.  Following evaporation, the 

micelle solution was filtered using a 0.45 μm nylon filter and stored under 4ºC 

conditions. 

 

A.2.3 Transmission electron microscopy and size analysis with DLS 

QD encapsulation and size was determined via transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) with images obtained using a JEOL 1200 EX.  Formvar coated-copper grids were 
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glow discharged using a Vacuum Coating Unit.  For each micelle sample, a glow 

discharged grid was allowed to float on a small drop of the micelle solution for 2 min, 

after which the excess liquid was removed by blotting the grid against a filter paper.  For 

negative stained images, the grid was treated with 2% PTA solution for 30 s after being 

treated with the micelle solution.  All TEM images of QD-micelles were obtained at an 

accelerating voltage of 80 kV. 

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to determine the size of quantum dot 

encapsulated micelles.  Briefly, 0.5 mL of sample was placed within a Viscotek Dynamic 

Light Scattering instrument so as to determine micelle size, with scattered light detected 

at a 90º angle and collected on an autocorrelator.  Data was obtained from 10 

measurements of 5 s duration and averaged utilizing the instrumental software to 

determine particle size and size distribution.   

 

A.2.4 Fluorescence characterization of QD micelles 

Fluorescence analysis of QD micelles was conducted using a Perkin Elmer LS 45 

Luminescence Spectrometer.  Approximately 2 mL of the sample was placed in a cuvette 

and analyzed at an excitation wavelength of 350 nm from 300 to 700 nm.  Peak 

information such as λmax was obtained using instrumental software. 

 

A.2.5 In vitro tumor cell uptake of QD micelles 

Uptake of QD micelles was examined in SLK cells, an endothelial tumor cell line 

derived from human Kaposi’s sarcoma.  Cells were seeded onto 35 mm MatTek glass 

bottom microwell dishes at a seeding density of 125,000 cells/well (Ashland, MA).  After 
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24 h, the cells were incubated with various concentrations of QD-containing micelles 

(100 µg/g of media) for a duration of 72 h.  Following incubation, the media was 

removed, and the cells were washed 3X with PBS.  Cells were then imaged for QD 

micelle uptake using a Nikon Eclipse TE-2000 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope 

(CLSM) (Melville, NY).  The excitation wavelength chosen was 404 nm and the 

emission wavelength was 595 nm.  The experiment was also conducted in control cells 

that were not incubated with QD micelles in attempts to negate autofluorescence effects. 

 

A.3 Results 

A.3.1  Morphology and size analysis of QD micelles 

 Bright-field transmission electron microscopy (TEM) highlights the morphology 

of QD micelles (Figure A.2).  As can be seen from the figure, QDs were successfully 

incorporated within PEG-PLA micelles.  Given that the polymer does not significantly 

attenuate electron beams, QD micelles are shown as clusters of QD particles.  Indeed in 

the figure, the QDs, which measure approximately 5 nm, are shown to be closely packed 

in large numbers within the hydrophobic compartment of polymer micelles.  The size of 

QD micelles, as ascertained from TEM microscopy, is approximately 40 nm, which 

agrees fairly well with dynamic light scattering results, demonstrating that QD micelles 

were 38 ± 6 nm in diameter. 

 

A.3.2  Fluorescence analysis of QD micelles 

The fluorescence intensity of QDs within micelles was examined and is 

demonstrated in Figure A.3.  As can be observed from the figure, the YCS QDs emit at a 
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Figure A.2.  Transmission electron microscopy image of QD polymer micelles.  A 

2% PTA counterstain was used for contrast enhancement. 
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Figure A.3.  Fluorescence spectra of QD micelles prior to and following 

micellization. 
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wavelength of 576 nm when excited in hexane at a wavelength of 350 nm.  Upon 

encapsulation within polymer micelles, QDs retain their fluorescence, albeit, with a slight 

decrease in intensity as compared to an equivalent concentration of QDs in hexane.  This 

decrease corresponds to an approximate 1.5-fold decrease in fluorescence, and no 

significant quenching following micellization appears to be taking place. 

 

A.3.3.  Confocal microscopy examination of QD micelles in vitro 

 Figure A.4 depicts confocal laser scanning microscopy images of SLK cells 

incubated with QD micelles and compared to control micelles.  As can be seen from the 

image, QD micelles were shown to accumulate within SLK cells 72 h after initial 

incubation.  While minimal information can be ascertained regarding intracellular 

localization of the QD micelles, it is known that the micelles distribute to the cytoplasm 

and are not found within the nucleus of the cell, as seen in Figure A.4F.  In contrast, no 

fluorescence was detected in control cells, demonstrating that the fluorescence detected in 

the QD-incubated cells is not due to cellular autofluorescence. 

 

A.4  Discussion 

 Currently, quantum dots represent a powerful tool within the realm of molecular 

imaging given their tunable emission wavelengths, resistance to bleaching, and immense 

brightness.12  While the clinical use of QDs is not presently feasible, given the limited 

tissue penetration of external light sources, their utility in in vitro assays, ex vivo tissue 

analysis, and small animal imaging is of great biological significance.  Technological 

advancements have made it possible for the functionalization of QDs with ligands with 
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Figure A.4.  Confocal laser scanning microscopy of control SLK cells (A-C) and 

SLK cells incubated with QD micelles (D-F).  (A) and (D) represent differential 

interference contrast (DIC) images, while (B) and (E) represent fluorescence 

micrographs.  (C) and (F) are merged images of DIC and fluorescence for the 

respective cells.  The magnification is 60X and the λex and λem are 404 nm and 595 

nm, respectively. 
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high affinity for receptors on cells,13 as well as for their use in proteomics and 

genomics,14 allowing for a greater insight and understanding of novel molecular targets in 

tumors and underlying processes of tumorigenesis.  Our objective in this study was to 

encapsulate quantum dots within micelles for purposes of in vitro tracking of therapeutic 

micelles.  The ultimate end goal is the use of QD micelle technology to gain a better 

understanding of processes including: 1) uptake pathways regarding micelles following 

exposure to cells; 2) intracellular distribution of micelles following internalization; and 3) 

fate of micelles over time.  Moreover, QD micelles may be used in subcutaneous models 

in small animals to gain a better understanding of in vivo micellar tumor targeting 

specificity and efficiency.  Therefore, work outlined previously proves an important step 

in the eventual achievement of these goals. 

 Herein, we demonstrated that quantum dots are effectively incorporated within 

the hydrophobic core of PEG-PLA polymer micelles.  Similar to previous findings by our 

laboratory concerning super paramagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) nanoparticles,15,16 quantum 

dots were shown to form a cluster within the micelle core (Figure A.2).  This result is 

expected if we take into account the hydrophobic nature of the QDs, as well as their 

similar sizes to SPIOs (~4 nm).  As in the case of SPIOs, the original properties of the 

QD nanoparticles are also retained upon micellization, resulting in micelles with 

fluorescence.  However, there appears to be a slight decrease in fluorescence intensity 

upon micellization.  This result is in contrast to our findings regarding SPIO micellar 

encapsulation, wherein an increased MRI relaxivity (i.e. enhanced contrast) was 

observed.15  Conversely, this data agrees extremely well with a previous publication by 

Chen and coworkers, who were able to show that upon clustering of QDs within C16H33-
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N+(Me)2-CH2CH2CH2-Si(OMe)3 Cl- micelles, an approximate 2-fold decrease in signal 

intensity was observed.  The reason for this phenomenon appears to be caused by 

potential Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) effects that occur between the QDs 

within the micelles.  This is substantiated by the fact that FRET is found to occur when 

the Förster radius (i.e. the radius at which energy transfer is 50% efficient) is 8 nm.17  In 

other words, if two quantum dots are within a close enough proximity to each other 

within the core of the micelle, FRET is seen to occur and the intensity of fluorescence is 

quenched.  In spite of this finding, QD micelles retained a considerable fluorescence 

signal for imaging purposes. 

 In this study, cells were incubated with quantum dot micelles for purposes of 

micellar tracking.  As observed in Figure A.4, QD micelles were internalized by SLK 

tumors and were found to distribute in the cytoplasm, with no intensity observed in the 

nucleus.  While preliminary with regards to the end goal of the project, these findings 

open several avenues of future research.  As an example, QD micelles could be fashioned 

with targeting ligands to examine intricacies in different internalization pathways.  It is 

also possible to combine QD micelles with the use of dyes for specific cytoplasmic 

organelles to examine the cellular localization of micelles after internalization.  Last but 

not least, different colored quantum dots can be equipped with and without targeting 

ligands to examine differences in in vivo tumor targeting in subcutaneous mouse models 

using intravital microscopy.  Results from these future studies should shed significant 

light on micellar therapeutics and provide necessary information for micellar 

optimization. 
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A.5  Conclusion 

 Findings from this study serve to highlight the feasibility and potential of QD 

micelle platforms for use in cancer imaging.  We have shown that the encapsulation of 

quantum dots within polymer micelles occurs in a clustered form and that fluorescence 

intensity is preserved.  Moreover, incubation of tumors with QD micelles showed 

cytoplasmic accumulation of the micelles.  Results from this study can be potentially 

used towards the development of QD micelles for in vitro micellar tracking purposes 

following the addition of targeting ligands, as well as for small animal imaging studies. 
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Abstract 

β-Lapachone (β-lap) is a novel anticancer agent with selectivity against 

prostate cancer cells over-expressing the NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase-1 

(NQO1) enzyme.  Lack of solubility and an efficient drug delivery strategy limits 

this compound in clinical applications. In this study, we report the development of 

β-lap-containing polymer implants (millirods) for direct implantation into prostate 

tumors, with the hypothesis that the combination of a tumor-specific anticancer 

agent, β-lap, with localized and site-specific release of the agent will enhance 

antitumor efficacy. Survival assays show that β-lap kills three different prostate 

cancer cell lines in an NQO1-dependent fashion, highlighting the unique 

mechanism of action of the drug and its potential use in targeted therapy.  Results 

demonstrate that upon incorporation of solid-state inclusion complexes of β-lap 

with hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HPβ-CD) into poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) 

(PLGA) millirods, an initial burst of β-lap followed by a sustained release of the 

drug was observed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) at 37ºC up to 30 

days.  β-Lap release kinetics in vivo showed sustained release of β-lap (~0.4 

mg/kg/day) comparable to that observed in vitro.  Antitumor efficacy studies in 

PC-3 prostate tumor xenografts in athymic nude mice demonstrated significant 

inhibition of tumor growth by β-lap millirods compared to controls (p <0.0001, 

n=10/group). Kaplan-Meier survival curves showed that mice treated with β-lap 

millirods survived nearly two-fold longer than controls, without observable 

systemic toxicity, as indicated by negligible weight loss and normal histology of 

liver and kidney tissues.  These results demonstrate the outstanding potential and 

therapeutic value of β-lap for the treatment of prostate tumors. 
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Introduction 

The incidence of prostate cancer in the US is the highest of all estimated 

new cancer cases in males, nearly doubling that of lung cancer, and is the second 

leading cause of cancer-related deaths in men in 2007 (1).  Novel strategies in the 

diagnosis and therapy of prostate cancer have resulted in increased survival, but 

have failed to significantly impact mortality rates, particularly in advanced stage 

tumors. Currently, the gold standard for prostate cancer therapy is radical 

prostatectomy, which depending on Gleason score, can result in increases in 

mortality of 7% (Gleason score 2-4) or 60% (Gleason score 8-10) (2).  While 

prostate surgery is efficacious in low-stage tumors, the procedure has notable 

side-effects, including high rates of incontinence and impotence.  In light of the 

invasiveness of the procedure, alternate strategies have been explored to treat the 

disease, while aiming to preserve quality of life.  Radiofrequency ablation, 

cryoablation, and brachytherapy have shown promise in treating prostate cancer, 

but local recurrence of tumor remains a significant problem (3).  Several 

chemotherapeutic agents, such as docetaxel, are viable treatment options for 

prostate cancer, but suffer from drug resistance and poor delivery to the tumor 

site, with high levels of systemic toxicity frequently observed (4).  Hence, the 

development of targeted strategies that can exclusively kill prostate cancer cells in 

a tumor- and site-specific manner should yield increased efficacy, reducing 

normal tissue toxicity and improving quality of life. 

β-Lapachone (β-lap) is a novel, 1,2-orthonaphthoquinone originally 

derived from the bark of the lapacho tree in South America. It possess a wide 

range of activities including antifungal, antiviral, antitrypanosomal, and antitumor 

properties (5).  Recent studies have shown that the mechanism of action of β-lap 

is highly specific and depends on expression of NAD(P)H:quinone 

oxidoreductase-1 (NQO1). NQO1 is a flavoprotein found overexpressed up to 20-

fold compared to normal adjacent tissue in a variety of tumors, including those of 
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the pancreas (6), lung (7), breast (8) and prostate (9).  NQO1 induces a futile 

cycling of drug that exhausts NAD(P)H from the cell, leading to a substantial 

amount of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that causes DNA damage (7).  A 

concomitant rise in endoplasmic reticulum-derived cytosolic Ca2+ results in 

PARP1 hyperactivation, NAD+/ATP depletion, followed by unique apoptotic 

substrate proteolysis, DNA fragmentation, and cell death (10).  This unique 

mechanism of action of β-lap sets it apart from traditional chemotherapeutic 

agents, in that it kills cells independent of caspases, p53 status, and cell cycle 

stage (11).  In light of its heightened antitumor activity in cells overexpressing 

NQO1, β-lap is a powerful agent capable of offering tumor-selective cell killing.  

Despite the unique mechanism of action of β-lap, its low solubility in 

water (0.038 mg/ml or 0.16 mM) (12) hinders its clinical translation through 

traditional routes such as intravenous administration (13).  Moreover, the lack of 

site-specificity following IV injection may result not only in low tumor 

concentrations, but possible toxicity as well.  Recently, several biodegradable 

polymer depot devices have been developed with the hope of achieving 

intratumoral, controlled release of anticancer drugs.  This strategy proves 

advantageous, since therapeutic levels of a desired anticancer agent are 

maintained for prolonged periods of time (14). In this way, an ‘inside-out’ 

approach to tumor treatment is achieved while reducing systemic side effects.  

Given these potential advantages, several implantable polymer-drug depot devices 

have been developed for use in a wide variety of cancers.  Gliadel®, a carmustine 

(BCNU)-containing polymer implant, was approved by the FDA in 1996 for the 

treatment of glioblastoma multiforme (15-18).  Recent research by Qiao and 

coworkers has led to the development of 5-fluorouracil (5-FU)-releasing silicone 

implants, capable of zero-order drug release for 24 weeks in vitro (19).  Work by 

our own laboratory has resulted in the fabrication of cylindrical, poly(D,L-lactide-
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co-glycolide) (PLGA) polymer implants (millirods) for the intratumoral treatment 

of liver cancers, releasing such drugs as carboplatin and doxorubicin (20-22).  

Upon incorporation of the latter drug within millirods, the antitumor efficacy in 

vivo was evidenced by decreased tumor sizes 4 and 8 days after millirod 

implantation in VX2 liver tumors in rabbits (23). In the same study, intratumoral 

doxorubicin distribution was shown to be high within the tumor core, with 

penetration distances of 2.8 ± 0.5 and 1.3 ± 0.4 mm at days 4 and 8, respectively. 

Based on this concept, we produced several polymer millirod formulations 

containing β-lap complexed with different cyclodextrins (CDs) to achieve 

variable release kinetics (24).  Depending on the cyclodextrin utilized, as well as 

the presence or lack of excipient molecules in the millirod, release of drug could 

be modulated between fast and sustained release kinetics.  For example, when 

complexed with hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HPβ-CD), release of β-lap 

showed burst release kinetics (~80% release after 2 days), while the drug alone 

released in a more sustained manner (~9% after 22 days).  The goal of our current 

study was to examine the in vivo antitumor efficacy of a β-lap millirod 

formulation possessing optimal release profiles, with the hypothesis that β-lap-

containing polymer millirods will provide an efficacious response in prostate 

tumor-bearing mice.  HPβ-CD was used to form an inclusion complex with β-lap 

to achieve an initial burst release of drug from PLGA millirods, while free, non-

complexed drug was incorporated to provide a prolonged release.  PLGA 

millirods were directly implanted inside PC-3 tumor xenografts and in vivo drug 

release, antitumor efficacy, and systemic toxicity were examined over time. The 

significantly improved antitumor response highlights the unique advantage of 

integrating a novel therapeutic agent (β-lap) with enabling drug delivery 

technology (polymer millirods) to achieve tumor- and site-specific treatment of 

human prostate cancers. 
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Materials and methods 

Materials.  Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (lactide:glycolide=50/50, MW 

50,000 Da, inherent viscosity 0.65 dl/g) was purchased from Birmingham 

Polymers, Inc. (Birmingham, AL). β-Lap was synthesized following a previously 

published procedure (25). HPβ-CD was obtained from Cyclodextrin Technologies 

Development, Inc. (High Springs, FL) with >98% purity.  Glucose anhydrous was 

obtained from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). Dicoumarol (Dic), an NQO1 

inhibitor, was purchased from Sigma (Dallas, TX).  

Cell culture. DU-145, PC-3, and LNCaP human prostate cancer cells 

were originally obtained from Dr. George Wilding (University of Wisconsin-

Madison). DU-145 and PC-3 cells were grown in GIBCO™ RPMI Medium 1640 

(1X) (Invitrogen) with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and LNCaP cells were grown 

in Dulbecco’s minimal essential medium (DMEM) with 10% FBS. All media 

contained 2 mM/L L-glutamine, penicillin (100 units/ml) and streptomycine (100 

mg/mL). Cells were cultured at 37 oC in a 5% CO2, 95% air humidified 

atmosphere and were free of mycoplasma contamination.  

Immunoblotting of NQO1 expression.  Western blots were prepared 

using standard methods.  Briefly, cultured cells or xenograft tissues were 

harvested for detection of NQO1 expression levels. Cells were washed in ice-cold 

PBS buffer and lysed in loading buffer (62.5 mM Tris, pH 6.8, 6 M urea, 10% 

glycerol, 2% SDS, 0.003% bromophenol blue, 5% 2-mercaptoehanol).  Samples 

were then sonicated with a Fisher Scientific Sonic Dismembrator (model 550), fit 

with a microtip probe, and boiled for 5 min before being stored at -20oC for future 

analyses.  Western blots were first incubated with PBS containing 0.2% Tween 20 

and 5% milk for 1 h to prevent nonspecific binding. An anti-human NQO1 

antibody was kindly provided by Dr. David Ross (University of Colorado Health 
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Science Center, Denver, CO) and used at a 1:5,000 dilution at 4 oC overnight. α-

Tubulin or GAPDH was used as a loading control. The blots were developed with 

enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL) substrate (Amesham, Arlington Heights, IL), 

and exposed using Fuji X-ray film. 

NQO1 enzyme assays.  Cells were harvested by trypsinization (0.25% 

trypsin and 1mM EDTA), washed twice in ice-cold PBS, and resuspended in PBS 

containing 10 mg/ml aprotinin. Cell suspensions were sonicated four times on ice 

using a 10 s pulse followed by centrifugation at 14,000g for 20 min to get S9 

supernatants. Enzymatic reactions contained 77 µM cytochrome c (Sigma) and 

0.14% bovine serum albumin in Tris-HCl buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5). NQO1 activity 

was measured using NADH (200 µM) as an immediate electron donor and 

menadione (10 µM) as an intermediate electron acceptor. A 40 µM dicoumarol 

dose was used to block NQO1 activity, and each experiment was conducted in 

triplicate. Enzymatic activities were calculated as nmol cytochrome c 

reduced/min/mg protein, based on the initial rate of change in OD (absorbance) at 

550 nm.  

Relative survival assays.  Cell survival was examined using a DNA assay 

as described (9). Briefly, cells were seeded at 5 x 103 per well in a 48-well plate 

and allowed to attach overnight.  Cells were then treated for 2 h with various β-

lap concentrations, alone or in conjunction with 40 µM dicoumarol, followed by 

replenishment with drug-free medium and were allowed to grow for 5-7 days until 

control cells grew to 100% confluence. DNA content was then determined by 

Hoescht dye staining and fluorescence detection using a Perkin-Elmer plate reader 

(Boston, MA). Reported results are means ± standard error (SE) from at least 

three experiments performed in triplicate.   

Preparation of β-lap⋅HPβ−CD inclusion complexes.  Following a 

previously published procedure (12), 25 g of HPβ-CD were weighed and 
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dissolved in 50 mL of PBS (pH 7.4). After complete dissolution, approximately 1 

g of β-lap was added to the HPβ-CD solution. The solution was covered and 

allowed to stir at room temperature for 3 days, after which the contents were 

filtered using a 0.45 µm nylon filter, yielding a solution of β-lap⋅HPβ−CD 

complex. The solution was then lyophilized and the resulting solid powder ground 

using a mortar and pestle.    

Fabrication of polymer millirods. Polymer millirods were produced 

using a previously established compression-heat molding procedure (21). The 

composition of the millirods was modified to achieve the desired drug release 

profile. Briefly, millirod components (31% β-lap⋅HPβ-CD complex, 19% free β-

lap, and 50% PLGA) were weighed separately, placed in a mortar, and well mixed 

utilizing a pestle.  Control millirods were composed of 26% HPβ-CD and 74% 

PLGA.  The contents were then placed into a Teflon tube (1.6 mm I.D.) within a 

stainless steel mold.  The mold was then placed in an oven (Fisher Model 282A) 

at 90ºC for 2 h with a compression pressure of 4.6 MPa.  The resulting cylindrical 

millirods, with a diameter of 1.6 mm, were cut to a length of 4 mm for subsequent 

studies (Figure 1). 

In vitro drug release studies. β-Lap-loaded PLGA millirods (n = 3) were 

placed in a glass scintillation vial that contained 5 mL of PBS (pH 7.4) at 37ºC. 

Sample vials were placed in an orbital shaker (C24 model, New Brunswick 

Scientific) with a rotating speed of 150 rpm. At various time points, the millirods 

were removed from the solution and placed into a new scintillation vial containing 

5 mL of fresh buffer at 37 ºC.  The concentration of released β-lap was measured 

using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer Lambda 20 model) at the 

maximum absorption wavelength of the drug (λmax = 257.2 nm).   

Characterization of in vivo release of β-lap from polymer millirods.  

Drug release studies in vivo were conducted by intratumorally implanting β-lap 
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millirods into PC-3 xenograft-bearing athymic nude mice.  At different time 

points, mice were sacrificed and millirods retrieved.  Millirods were dissolved in 

acetonitrile to recover the remaining drug.  Drug solutions were then passed 

through 100 μm filters and analyzed by HPLC using a ZORBAX C-18 column 

(150 x 4.6 mm, 5.0 mm) with a mobile phase consisting of 70% acetonitrile and 

30% 25 mM ammonium formate buffer at pH 7.0. 

Subcutaneous xenograft animal models and anti-tumor efficacy study.  

All animal procedures were approved by the UT Southwestern IACUC 

committee.  PC-3 cells were grown to 80-90% confluence. Cells were then 

harvested, prepared at 5 x 106 / 50 µl cell suspensions, and injected into the flanks 

of 6-8 week-old athymic mice (Charles River Labs). Tumor size was measured 

regularly with a caliper and volume calculated using the formula: volume (mm3) = 

length X width X width/2. When tumor sizes reached about 300 mm3, β-lap 

loaded (2.6mg) or control millirods measuring 4 mm in length were implanted 

intratumorally using a 13-gauge trochar. Tumor sizes were measured every other 

day after millirod implantation.  Mice were sacrificed when tumors reached 2 cm3 

or 10% of body weight. After sacrifice, tumor, liver, and kidney tissues were 

removed and sent for histological examination. Portions of tumor tissues were 

also frozen in liquid nitrogen for immunoblotting.  

Histological staining.  Tumor, liver, and kidney tissues were harvested at 

desired time points and fixed in a 10% formalin solution overnight.  Standard 

paraffin embedding and processing was performed by the Department of 

Pathology, UT Southwestern Medical Center.  Briefly, paraffin-embedded tissues 

were sectioned 5 µm in thickness and baked overnight at 37°C. Hematoxylin and 

eosin (H&E) staining was conducted and histology images were taken using a 

Nikon E400 microscope and Nikon coolpix 4500 camera.  
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Statistical analysis.  Tumor growth profiles in two tested groups were 

analyzed using a mixed model approach. Log-rank tests were applied to survival 

analysis (Kaplan-Meier curve). P values <0.05 were considered significant. All 

statistical analyses were performed using SAS 9.1.3 Service Pack 3.  

 

Results 

β-Lap killed prostate cancer cells in an NQO1-dependent manner. As 

mentioned previously, NQO1 has been found to be highly elevated in multiple 

types of tumors, including prostate cancers (5). Immunoblotting and enzymatic 

methods were used to confirm and quantify NQO1 expression levels in three 

different prostate cancer cell lines including DU145, PC-3 and LNCaP (Figure 

2A; Table 1).  The data demonstrate that DU145 cells naturally have a higher 

NQO1 expression level and activity (556 ± 18 nmol cytochrome c 

reduced/min/mg protein) when compared to PC-3 cells (108 ± 17 nmol 

cytochrome c reduced/min/mg protein). LNCaP cells do not express NQO1, even 

though they have a wild-type NQO1 gene (26). In a previous study, we 

established an isogenic LNCaP system in which cells expressed or lacked NQO1 

expression by an NQO1-bearing retrovirus or vector only, respectively (5). 

LNCaP NQO1+ cells showed similar NQO1 activity (108 ± 21 nmol cytochrome 

c reduced/min/mg protein) as PC-3 cells after selection.  

Following examination of NQO1 levels in human prostate tumors, relative 

survival assays of the three cell lines after exposure to β-lap were conducted to 

determine cytotoxicity (Figure 2B).  After a 2 h exposure of β-lap at a dose of 2 

μM, the relative survival of DU145 and LNCaP NQO1+ cells remained 

essentially unaffected (<10% lethality).  However, the same exposure time and 

dose in PC-3 cells led to a >50% decrease in survival.  An increase in dose to 4 

μM of β-lap led to a >95% lethality of both DU145 and PC-3 cells.  By 
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comparison, only a 30% lethality of LNCaP NQO1+ cells was achieved at this 

same dose, and it was not until a dose of 6 μM of β-lap that a >80% lethality of 

LNCaP cells was achieved.  It is important to note at this time that dicoumarol, an 

NQO1 inhibitor administered at a dose of 40 µM, effectively rescued DU145 and 

PC-3 cells from β-lap-induced cell death, confirming the NQO1-dependent cell 

killing mechanism of β-lap.  Examination of dicoumarol administered to DU145 

and PC-3 cells, as well as NQO1- LNCaP cells, showed that >95% of cells in all 

three cell lines were able to survive a 6 μM dose, with increasing doses (e.g. 8 μM 

and 10 μM) resulting in greater lethality for the 2 h exposure time.  However, at 

20 μM, there was no distinction with regard to lethality between NQO1-

expressing and NQO1-null cells for LNCaP, as well as the failure of dicoumarol 

to rescue DU145 and PC-3 cells, suggesting that other NQO1-independent 

mechanisms might be involved in β-lap cytotoxicity at supralethal doses. The 

LD50 values of the three cell lines following a 2 h exposure of ß-lap can be found 

in Table 1. 

Incorporation of free β-lap together with β-lap.HPβ-CD complex into 

millirods led to an initial burst followed by sustained release of β-lap.  

Polymer millirods for the purposes of intratumoral delivery of β-lap to prostate 

tumors were produced and the release kinetics of the drug in vitro examined.  

Given the fact that a 2 h exposure of the drug results in irreversible cell death, an 

initial burst of the drug was desired to rapidly achieve therapeutic levels, followed 

by a sustained release over a prolonged period of time.  As shown in Figure 3, a 

burst release of ~0.4 mg occurs within the first 12 h, due predominantly to the 

presence of β-lap complexed with HPβ-CD, which has been shown previously to 

enhance drug release (24). After this time, release of drug decreased over time, 

with an approximate release rate of 0.05 mg of drug/day for the next 3 days.  By 

the sixth day, 0.6 mg of drug was released from the millirod, and the release rate 
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for the subsequent 4 days was 0.01 mg of drug/day.  By day 23, the release of the 

drug from the millirod is 0.7 mg, highlighting the sustained release of drug due 

most likely to the fraction of free drug remaining as a molecular dissolution in the 

PLGA polymer (24). 

The inset in Figure 3 serves to demonstrate similarities of β-lap release 

kinetics in an in vitro setting compared to in vivo release in PC-3 tumor 

xenografts within 48 h after millirod implantation.  After 6 h in vivo, a burst dose 

of 0.3 mg of the drug has been released from the millirod, compared to an 

approximate 0.2 mg released in the in vitro experiment.  At the transition point 

between burst and sustained release (12 h), 0.47 mg of drug has been released 

from implanted millirods compared to 0.39 mg for in vitro millirods.  After 1 day, 

the drug amount released in vitro is 0.44 mg, compared to 0.58 mg in vivo, 

eventually rising to 0.5 mg and 0.72 mg, respectively, after 2 days.  Although 

release of drug in vivo is slightly greater than release in vitro, this difference is not 

statistically significant at all timepoints. 

Intratumoral delivery of β-lap-loaded millirods led to significant 

antitumor efficacy. In order to examine antitumor effects, β-lap-containing 

millirods were implanted into subcutaneous PC-3 xenografts located on the flanks 

of athymic nude mice. Tumor sizes were measured every other day and compared 

with tumors containing control (blank) millirods.  The average tumor size at the 

beginning of the study was approximately 300 mm3 (Figure 4A).  Within 3 days 

following implantation, the control tumors nearly doubled in size to an average 

volume of 551 ± 39 mm3, while treated tumors regressed to a size of 204 ± 12 

mm3.  This pattern of tumor regression quickly becomes one of tumor size 

maintenance and delayed growth, a pattern that contrasts considerably with the 

continued and uninhibited growth in control tumors.  At day 11, the average size 

of the control tumors surpassed 1000 mm3 (1039 ± 92 mm3), while β-lap-treated 
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tumors have yet to grow back to their original size of 300 mm3 (282 ± 31 mm3).  

It is important to note that it took 25 days for tumors in the treatment group to 

surpass the 1000 mm3 mark. This highlights the delayed tumor growth achieved 

with implantation of β-lap-loaded millirods.  After 13 days, the treated tumors 

have surpassed their initial size and measured an average of 371 ± 54 mm3, while 

control tumors measured 1130 ± 98 mm3. After day 17, the tumors treated with β-

lap millirods began to grow at a similar rate as control tumors, as evidenced by 

comparable growth rates (51.1 mm3/day for control tumors and 55.6 mm3/day for 

treatment tumors).  In spite of tumor regrowth, statistical analyses at each time 

point demonstrated significant tumor volume differences (P-value < 0.01) 

between treated and control groups.  Mixed model statistical analyses showed a 

more pronounced difference (p-value < 0.0001) in total tumor growth behavior 

between these two groups.   

In an attempt to establish possible toxicity resulting from the proposed 

strategy, animal weights were recorded over the duration of the study (Figure 4B).  

As can be seen from the figure, the weights in both control and treated groups 

remain highly similar throughout the course of the experiment, with the average 

weight being 25 g.  No statistical difference was found between the average 

weights of the two groups, indicating no difference in toxicity between mice 

treated with β-lap millirods and mice with control millirods.  While there appears 

to be no difference in systemic toxic side effects, the two groups possess 

differences in animal survival, as evidenced by the Kaplan-Meier survival curve 

in Figure 4C.  The rapid growth of subcutaneous tumors in mice with control 

millirods led to animal loss at earlier timepoints compared to mice in the treated 

group.  An approximate 50% loss in animals was observed after 25 days in the 

control group.  By comparison, all the animals in the β-lap millirod treatment 

group survived at this timepoint, and a 50% loss in survival did not occur until 
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after 35 days.  At 35 days, all animals in the control group were lost, while a small 

fraction of mice in the treatment group survived past 40 days. A Log-rank test of 

the Kaplan-Meier survival curve indicates that there is a significant delay for the 

tumor in the treatment group to reach the size for sacrifice when compared to 

control tumors (P-value = 0.0024). 

Histological examination of tumor tissues following treatment with β-

lap millirods confirmed significant antitumor response. To determine whether 

or not PC-3 tumor xenografts maintained NQO1 expression, a key target for 

achieving cancer specificity by β-lap-loaded PLGA millirods in vivo, xenograft 

tissues were harvested and immunoblotting was conducted to measure NQO1 

levels (Figure 5A). The results indicate that high NQO1 expression levels were 

preserved following subcutaneous implantation and growth in the flanks of mice, 

and that these levels were comparable to PC-3 cells harvested in vitro.  

Histological examination of tumor tissues explanted from mice 6 days 

after millirod implantation shed insight into the mechanism of treatment afforded 

by β-lap-loaded millirods.  As shown in Figure 5B, the area immediately adjacent 

to control millirods contained numerous viable tumor cells in H&E stained 

sections, easily identifiable by clusters of dark staining nuclei.  Magnification of 

this implant boundary (Figure 5D) showed tumor cells that have large nuclei, 

irregular in shape and size, and undergoing mitosis. These observations served to 

corroborate the presence of viable tumor cells in this area.  At regions farther 

away from the implant, a typical patchy necrotic area (region labeled *), due to 

fast proliferation rates in high-grade tumors, can also be observed.  In contrast, β-

lap-treated tumors (Figure 5C) showed a pronounced area of coagulative necrosis 

in the region surrounding the β-lap millirod implant.  Easily discernible from the 

image is a sharp demarcation line between necrosis and dark staining cells at 

distances away from the implant.  A higher magnification image of this zone 
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(Figure 5E) shows the presence of a large number of inflammatory cells, mostly 

neutrophils and lymphocytes, whose incidence is caused mainly by tumor 

treatment.  Immediately adjacent to the inflammatory cells are viable tumor cells 

(again evidenced by large nuclei, irregular shape, and mitotic state), that become 

more and more pronounced at distances farther away from the treatment radius.  

As in control tumors, an area of patchy necrosis at distances farther away from the 

implant can also be observed, interspersed with viable cells, necrotic cells, 

apoptotic cells, and inflammatory cells.  

In order to further evaluate possible systemic side-effects of β-lap-loaded 

millirods, we performed histological examination of liver and kidney tissues 1 

month after millirod implantation (Figure 6).  H&E staining of the tissues did not 

show any pathological changes in either tissue after β-lap treatment compared to 

those with control millirods.  The absence of tissue damage or cell abnormalities 

in the liver and kidney strongly suggest that there were no noticeable signs of 

systemic toxicity brought about by millirod-delivered β-lap. 

 

Discussion 

The objective of the present study was to evaluate the in vivo antitumor 

efficacy of β-lap, a novel and unique anticancer drug, delivered intratumorally via 

a polymer depot. Currently, 10-15 year survival rates for patients with primary 

prostate cancer are 65% after surgery (27), and 67-87% after brachytherapy (28). 

Invasiveness of the surgical procedure and high local recurrence rates provide the 

motivation for the search for efficacious alternative and supplemental therapies. 

Docetaxel is a frequently used drug for chemotherapy of prostate cancer that 

offers moderate success, but results in high systemic toxicity (4, 29).  Moreover, 

human prostate tumors are inherently resistant to many other clinically used 

drugs, given the fact that loss of androgen dependence and tumor suppressor 
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genes (e.g. p53) are important factors in prostate cancer progression (30-32). 

Additionally, these tumors are commonly disregulated with regard to calcium 

homeostasis (33), and lack caspases that mediate apoptosis (34). To overcome the 

shortcomings of current treatments, a novel agent is required that can offer an 

effective prostate tumor-specific treatment while sparing normal cells. The unique 

mechanism of action of β-lap, involving its bioactivation through the NQO1 

enzyme, makes it an ideal agent for the treatment of tumors that overexpress this 

enzyme, such as prostate cancer.  Results from cell culture studies demonstrate 

that a short exposure of β-lap for 2 h causes irreversible cell death, contrasting 

tremendously with other known anticancer drugs, where a prolonged drug 

exposure time may be required to elicit cytotoxicity. 

In light of the aforementioned data, it would be expected that an 

intravenous administration of β-lap would prove a highly effective treatment 

modality for prostate cancer.  However, results from this study also show that 

high-dose administration of the drug led to significant toxicity of NQO1-

nonexpressing prostate cancer cells.  Indeed, prior research showed significant 

antitumor response in pancreatic cancer xenografts after systemic administration 

of β-lap, but caused mortality at high therapeutic doses (6). Additionally, β-lap 

administration at different time points was only able to bring about a minor delay 

in tumor growth, and was unable to produce long-term tumor regression.  Thus, 

treatment with β-lap warrants an effective delivery vehicle that can offer site-

specific and sustained administration of the drug. 

Matrix-based drug delivery devices represent a rising trend in cancer 

chemotherapy yielding advantages such as: 1) exposure of tumors to therapeutic 

levels of the drug for a prolonged time; 2) reduction of toxicity to healthy cells; 

and 3) potential tailoring of release kinetics for design of the most efficacious 

delivery regimen.  Several implant strategies have been explored for intratumoral 
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treatment of cancers.  For example, Gliadel® wafers, consisting of BCNU 

incorporated into a 1,3-bis-(p-carboxyphenoxy)propane and sebacic acid polymer 

matrix, have been shown to result in a 27% reduction in risk of mortality from 

malignant glioma (35).  Moreover, Wientjes et al. developed a doxorubicin-

releasing poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLG) implant for the treatment of prostate 

tumors, demonstrating feasibility for in vivo use as well as low systemic 

concentrations of the drug after implantation into the prostate of beagle dogs (36).  

Recently, we reported β-lap-loaded millirods with tailorable release kinetics 

depending on inclusion of excipient molecules (e.g. glucose) or complexation 

with different cyclodextin complexes (e.g. α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD) (24).  We 

were able to demonstrate that β-lap complexation with HPβ-CD allowed for faster 

release of β-lap from the millirods, in part due to the increase in drug solubility 

from 0.038 mg/mL to 16 mg/mL.  On the other hand, free drug showed the 

slowest release due to the formation of a molecular-level mixture with the PLGA 

polymer and the lack of excipient molecules in the polymer matrix. 

Based on the fact that a 2 h exposure of β-lap leads to irreversible cell 

death, we designed a polymer millirod that featured a burst release of the drug 

within a short time period so as to achieve an elevated, therapeutic dose of the 

drug, followed by a sustained release of the drug over a prolonged period of time.  

This was achieved by incorporating both complexed and free drug within the 

millirod, with the complexed form of the drug providing a burst release of the 

drug (~0.4 mg released within the first 12 h) and the free form providing a 

sustained release of the drug (release rate of 0.01 mg of drug/day).  The burst 

release would lead to an elevation of the drug concentration within tumors and 

quickly exert tumor cell killing effects, while the sustained release would 

maintain the drug concentration inside the tumor. Data show that in vivo burst 
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release kinetics of β-lap correlated very closely with release in vitro, with no 

statistical difference between the two conditions.   

To evaluate antitumor efficacy and systemic toxicity, β-lap-loaded 

polymer millirods were implanted into PC-3 prostate tumor xenografts (∼ 300 

mm3). Results from this study showed significant tumor regression and delayed 

growth after intratumoral implantation of the β-lap millirods.  Moreover, survival 

of animals treated with β-lap millirods was significantly increased compared with 

untreated mice.  Minimal, if any, systemic toxicity was observed, as evidenced by 

the lack of weight loss and normal appearing histology of major organs (e.g. liver, 

kidney).  Taken together, this data serves to highlight the potential of utilizing 

intratumoral delivery of β-lap via polymer millirods as a viable treatment option 

for prostate cancer. 

Results from this study showed tumor recurrence as a potential limitation 

of the current treatment.  Tumor regrowth was found 2 weeks after millirod 

implantation (Figure 4A), which is likely due to viable cancer cells in the region 

adjacent to the treatment area (Figure 5B-E). To overcome this limitation, it may 

be necessary to combine the current treatment with another therapeutic modality, 

in an adjuvant or neoadjuvant fashion.  For example, patients may undergo 

radiation therapy or a minimally invasive ablative technique (cryotherapy or 

radiofrequency ablation), followed by the implantation of a β-lap-containing 

polymer millirod in order to maximize therapeutic potential.  Previously, our 

laboratory demonstrated that the combination of radiofrequency ablation of VX2 

liver tumors followed by the intratumoral implantation of a doxorubicin-

containing millirod resulted in increased efficacy as compared to millirod 

implants alone (37).  The selective killing feature of β-lap makes it more 

appealing than other drugs due to its tumor selectivity and reduced toxicity in 

tissues that do not express NQO1. Furthermore, previous studies have shown that 
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β-lap functions as a radiosensitizer, with in vitro studies demonstrating that a low 

dose of β-lap together with a low dose of IR leads to synergistic cell death (38).  

Therefore, β-lap millirods may be implanted initially, followed by low-dose 

ionizing radiation (IR) in order to provide synergy between the two treatment 

modalities and enhance antitumor efficacy. The combination can be achieved by 

applying either external beam or co-implantation of low dose irradiation materials 

such as brachyseeds together with β-lap millirods. All in all, several viable 

combination strategies exist that can potentially maximize the therapeutic 

outcome of intratumoral β-lap implants. 

 

Conclusion 

β-Lap-containing polymer millirods represent an exciting therapeutic 

option for the targeted treatment of prostate tumors that overexpress the enzyme 

NQO1.  By combining a novel drug, β-lap, whose mechanism of action is 

enhanced by an enzyme overexpressed in prostate tumors, with a local polymer 

delivery device capable of controlled-release, we were able to demonstrate 

significantly improved antitumor efficacy.  Moreover, results from this study 

demonstrate minimal systemic toxicity and prolonged animal survival.  Work is 

currently in progress to further maximize treatment efficacy by combining the 

therapy with existing radiotherapy strategies. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of complexation and incorporation of β-lap and β-lap•HPβ-

CD complex into PLGA millirods.  

Figure 2.  β-Lap killed human prostate cancer cells in an NQO1-dependent 

mechanism. (A) NQO1 protein expression levels in various human prostate 

cancer cell lines. LNCaP cells have an NQO1 polymorphism and are NQO1-

deficient. Cells were transfected with NQO1 creating an isogenic NQO1+/- 

system. (B) Relative survival assays of three different cell lines exposed to either 

β-lap alone or β-lap and a 40 µM dose of dicoumarol (Dic) for 2h at indicated 

doses.  Error bars represent standard error mean (SEM) from six replicates.   

Figure 3.  Cumulative amount of β-lap released from PLGA millirods was plotted 

as a function of time. The figure inset depicts the cumulative β-lap released in 

vitro as compared to in vivo following millirod implantation into PC-3 tumor 

xenografts within 48 h.  Values are mean ± SEM (n=3). 

Figure 4.  Intratumoral delivery of β-lap using polymer millirods as a vehicle 

significantly enhanced antitumor efficacy in PC-3 tumor xenograft models. (A) 

Comparison of tumor volume after intratumoral implantation of either β-lap-

loaded millirods or control millirods containing HPβ-CD alone.  Values are 

means ± SEM (n=10).  (B) Animal weight data over time in both control and 

treatment groups. Values are means ± SEM (n=10).  (C) Kaplan-Meier curves 

comparing the antitumor efficacy of two different types of millirods as shown in 

(A). Open circle represents either accidentally animal loss at day 27 or animal 

survival at the end of the experiment.   

Figure 5. Histological examination (H&E) of PC-3 tumor xenograft sections after 

millirod implantation confirmed significant anti-tumor effects of β-lap in vivo.  

(A) Western blot demonstrating NQO1 expression in explanted PC-3 xenografts.  

Cell lysate of parental LNCaP cells (NQO1-) was used as negative control.  (B) A 

cross section of tumor treated with HPβ-CD-loaded millirod (4x magnification). 
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Circled ‘R’ represents the millirod implantation site, while * serves to show areas 

of patchy necrosis.  (C) A cross section (4x magnification) of a tumor xenograft 6 

days after implantation of β-lap-loaded millirod. (D) and (E) represent increased 

magnifications (40x) of (B) and (C) respectively. 

Figure 6. Histological examination (H&E, 40X magnification) of liver and 

kidney tissues further corroborated negligible systemic toxicity observed with 

implant-delivered β-lap. (A) and (B) represent liver tissues while (C) and (D) 

represent kidney tissue. (A) and (C) are labeled as blank and refer to samples 

from control groups, while (B) and (D) represent tissues from experiments 

involving β-lap-loaded millirods. 
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Table 1. NQO1 enzymatic activity and LD50 of β-lap ± Dic in three different 

prostate cancer cell lines 
 

β-Lap exposure LD50 (μM, 2 h) 
Cell Lines 

NQO1 level (nmol 
cytochrome c 

reduced/min/mg 
protein) 

Dicoumarol (-) Dicoumarol 
(+) 

DU145 556 ± 18 3.0 ± 0.1 9.1 ± 0.6 

LNCaP 
NQO1+ 108 ± 21 2.7 ± 0.9 > 20 

LNCaP 
NQO1- 2.4 ± 0.1 11.8 ± 1.7 ND 

PC-3 107 ± 17 1.5 ± 0.1 20.0 ± 4.4 
* Values are mean ± SEM; n = 6 per group.  
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Abstract Radiofrequency ablation has emerged as a

minimally invasive option for liver cancer treatment, but

local tumor recurrence is common. To eliminate residual

tumor cells in the ablated tumor, biodegradable polymer

millirods have been designed for local drug (e.g., doxoru-

bicin) delivery. A limitation of this method has been the

extent of drug penetration into the tumor (\5 mm), espe-

cially in the peripheral tumor rim where thermal ablation is

less effective. To provide drug concentration above the

therapeutic level as needed throughout a large tumor,

implant strategies with multiple millirods were devised

using a computational model. This dynamic, 3-D mass

balance model of drug distribution in tissue was used to

simulate the consequences of various numbers of implants

in different locations. Experimental testing of model pre-

dictions was performed in a rabbit VX2 carcinoma model.

This study demonstrates the value of multiple implants to

provide therapeutic drug levels in large ablated tumors.

Keywords Biodegradable implant � Liver cancer �
Radiofrequency (RF) ablation � Mathematical model �
Drug transport simulation

1 Introduction

Radiofrequency (RF) ablation has emerged as a viable

alternative to surgery for the treatment of hepatocellular

carcinoma (HCC) and colorectal metastases to the liver

(CRM) [1, 25]. While its ease of use and minimally invasive

nature have allowed this treatment modality to reach the

forefront of ablative cancer treatments, tumor recurrence has

been significant, particularly when RF ablation is applied

percutaneously [2, 4, 10]. To address this limitation, bio-

degradable polymer implants were designed to release

chemotherapeutic drugs into tumors after RF ablation. These

polymer implants in the form of millirods have been tested in

normal liver tissue [20, 23] as well as in experimental liver

tumors in rabbits [28, 29]. Despite promising in vivo results,

the clinical use of millirods may be limited by the inability to

deliver a drug to distal regions of the remnant tumor. While

ablation increases the extent of drug penetration into the

tumor, therapeutic concentrations of drug are only found

within 5 mm of the implant surface [29]. Unfortunately, this

distance may be inadequate to treat HCC or CRM, which are

often greater than 2 cm in diameter [6, 26]. Therefore, a

polymer millirod treatment strategy should be developed

that can deliver drugs to targeted regions and thus be

applicable to clinically encountered tumors.

Multiple polymer millirods can be implanted within a

tumor to increase the volume in which the drug concen-

tration is above the therapeutic level. This approach has a

number of potential advantages. First, multiple implants

can increase the total amount of drug delivered to the

tumor without a large increase in systemic drug exposure.

Second, multiple implants in a single tumor can decrease

the average distance between implants and the target tissue

at the ablated periphery, where the risk for recurrence is

highest.
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Previous work suggests that using multiple polymer

millirods in a single tumor is a feasible treatment strategy.

In an attempt to more thoroughly eradicate the tumor,

most hepatic lesions are treated by ‘‘overlapping’’ zones

of ablation applied via minimally invasive, laparoscopic

or open procedures [1, 24]. In each of these cases, an

implant could be inserted after each RF application to

achieve a favorable geometric distribution of implants.

Other cancer treatments have also adopted the multiple

implant approach. For example, prostate cancer treatment

with brachytherapy has embraced geometric distribution

of implants, using the placement of multiple radioactive

seeds to deliver ionizing radiation to tumors [8]. In this

treatment, seed placement is planned by an experienced

medical physicist, but considerable effort has been

directed towards designing software to predict radiation

coverage and speed treatment design [14]. Intratumoral

treatment designs have also used multiple drug containing

implants to optimize the spread of drug within the treated

region. For treating gliomas, up to 8 BCNU-impregnated

polyanhydride implants (Gliadel� wafers) are placed into

the resection cavity after surgery [9]. Clinical trials have

used up to 5 stereotactic injections per patient of 5-fluo-

rouracil (5-FU)-containing microspheres into brain tumors

[15, 16]. One recent report on the placement of multiple

doxorubicin implants into dog prostates indicated that

multiple implants could be highly effective in locally

delivering chemotherapy to potential tumors [17]. These

precedents suggest that placing multiple polymer milli-

rods in a single tumor is a feasible and potentially

effective strategy.

Although a multiple implant scheme is likely to improve

drug distribution throughout a tumor, the ideal treatment

approach and degree of benefit provided are not known.

Simulation of drug distribution in tumors using a mathe-

matical model of drug transport can be effective in the

assessment of multiple implants. Results from model

simulations can be used to predict drug exposure

throughout the tumor, analogous to using computational

tools to plan tumor radiation doses during prostate brach-

ytherapy [12, 31]. A major advantage of using model

simulation is that drug exposures can be rapidly evaluated

and can minimize costly animal experiments. Based on

predicted drug concentrations, simulated implant configu-

rations can be compared based on predicted treatment

efficacy. Additionally, model simulations can be used to

evaluate drug exposures in different regions of the ablated

tumor, especially near the tumor periphery where the

thermal dose may not be sufficient to cause cell death [7].

In this study, we report the development of a multiple

implant strategy for treating RF ablated tumors. A three-

dimensional (3-D) model of drug transport in tissue was

developed to simulate local drug concentrations in ablated

liver tissue and liver tumors. Comparisons were made

between millirod treatments using center, peripheral, and

combined arrangements of 1–6 doxorubicin containing

polymer implants. Experiments with a liver tumor model in

rabbits were used to determine the extent to which simu-

lation results were valid. To our knowledge, this paper

describes the first use of RF ablation combined with mul-

tiple chemotherapy implants to treat experimental tumors.

Additionally, the use of the drug transport model provides

new insight into predicting drug distribution after a mul-

timodal treatment that can be used to design future

treatments.

2 Methods

2.1 Drug transport model

The dynamic distribution of drug concentrations was sim-

ulated for two tissue conditions: (1) normal liver tissue

with an ablated central core (Fig. 1a) and (2) normal tissue

surrounding a tumor with an ablated central core (Fig. 1b).

For these tissue conditions, one or more polymer millirods

were placed in various arrangements. From each polymer

millirod, doxorubicin (DOX) diffused into tissue according

to a dynamic, 3-D transport model. In tumor tissue, DOX

can be bound, i.e., coupled to molecules in the cell which

prevent its diffusion, and unbound, i.e., free to move by

convection or diffusion. Measurement of DOX concentra-

tions in murine tumors has demonstrated DOX bound to

intracellular molecules such as DNA can account for as

much as 95% of total DOX [13]. Modeling free and bound

DOX transport requires two transport equations. However,

when the binding rate is rapid, the local free and bound

DOX are nearly in equilibrium so that only one equation of

total DOX concentration is sufficient to describe the drug

distribution dynamics in tissue [5]. Furthermore, DOX

transport in ablated livers can be adequately modeled

without including a convection term [19]. Under these

conditions, the governing equation for total DOX concen-

tration C is:

oC

ot
¼ Dr2C � cC ð1Þ

where D is the apparent diffusion rate coefficient (m2 s-1)

and c is the apparent rate coefficient of elimination (s-1) by

perfusion and metabolism. Initially, no drug is in the tissue:

t ¼ 0 : C ¼ 0 ð2Þ

At the implant (im) surface, the drug concentration was

assumed to vary with time and was linearly interpolated

from experimental measurements from single implants

placed in tumors and ablated tumors [29]:
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r ¼ Rim : Cim ¼ f ðtÞ ð3Þ

This boundary condition, f(t), is a constant plateau for the

first 4 days, after which the concentration slowly decreases

between days 4 and 8. This boundary condition is similar to

previously published experimental measurements from rat

livers [19]. Far enough into the non-ablated normal liver

(nl), the drug concentration was assumed negligible

because of the elimination process:

r ¼ Rnl : Cnl ¼ 0 ð4Þ

For condition (A) with normal tissue, the drug

concentration and flux were assumed continuous at the

boundary between the ablated normal liver (al) and non-

ablated liver (nl):

r ¼ Ral : Cal ¼ Cnl; DrCal ¼ DrCnl ð5Þ

For condition (B) with a tumor surrounded by normal

tissue, the drug concentration and flux were assumed

continuous at the boundary between the ablated tumor core

(at) and non-ablated tumor (nt):

r ¼ Rat : Cat ¼ Cnt; DrCat ¼ DrCnt ð6Þ

and at the boundary between the non-ablated tumor (nt)

and surrounding normal liver (nl):

r ¼ Rnt : Cnt ¼ Cnl; DrCnt ¼ DrCnl ð7Þ

2.2 Simulation strategy

This model was used to simulate the dynamics of doxo-

rubicin concentration distributions in tissue from implanted

polymer millirods over 8 days based on finite-element code

COMSOL 3.3 (Burlington, MA) with Cartesian coordi-

nates. All geometries were meshed using the fine adaptive

mesh setting within COMSOL, which provided a spatial

resolution of \0.1 cm within regions of geometric com-

plexity. Further decreases in mesh size had a negligible

effect on the simulation outcomes.

For tissue condition (A) without a tumor, we assumed a

spherical ablated region, Rim B r B Ral = 0.9 cm, sur-

rounded by normal liver tissue, Ral \ r B Rnl = 4 cm.

Under this condition, simulations were performed to

emulate placement of implants in an ablated rabbit liver for

model validation. For condition (B), we assumed a spherical

tumor with an ablated tumor core, Rim B r B Rat = 0.9 cm;

a non-ablated tumor rim, Rat B r B Rnt = 1.0 cm, and

surrounding region of normal liver tissue, Rnt \ r B Rnl

= 4 cm. This condition, which corresponded to an incom-

pletely ablated tumor with a peripheral rim of viable tumor,

was used to predict drug concentration distributions in sce-

narios with various, multiple implant tumor placements

(Fig. 2). Two scenarios used either a short (8 mm) or long

(16 mm) millirod implanted centrally; four scenarios used

only short millirods peripherally implanted; four scenarios

used short millirods peripherally implanted and a long mil-

lirod centrally implanted. All peripheral implants were

placed 7 mm from the center of the ablated region. Short and

long implants contained 3.4 and 6.8 mg of doxorubicin,

respectively, which resulted in total doxorubicin doses in

these scenarios ranging from 3.4 to 23.6 mg. This compared

well to the recommended intravenously administered ther-

apeutic dose of doxorubicin, which was 7.9–14.8 mg for

rabbits [27]. All simulated doses were well below the esti-

mated lethal dose (LD50) of 63.3 mg [3].

2.3 Diffusion and elimination parameter values

Model parameters were chosen based on previous estimates

made from experimental doxorubicin distributions in

ablated rat liver and ablated rabbit tumors [19, 30].

Parameter values are listed in Table 1. The doxorubicin

diffusion and elimination rate coefficients could be con-

sidered constant under certain conditions and as functions

of position and time under other conditions. In non-ablated

r=Rim

r=Ral

r=Rnl

r=Rim

r=Rat

r=Rnt

r=Rnl

a

b

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of regions around the polymer

implant assumed in simulating drug distribution in tissue: (a) normal

liver with an ablated core; and (b) liver with a partially ablated tumor.

The radii of the implant (im), ablated liver tissue (al), non-ablated

liver (nl), ablated tumor (at), and non-ablated tumor (nt) are indicated

by the arrows. The dark region at the periphery of ablated tumor is

considered to have greater risk of tumor recurrence because of lower

heat exposure. Distances not to scale
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and ablated normal liver tissue as well as non-ablated

tumor, these coefficients have constant values. In ablated

tumor regions, diffusion and elimination rate coefficients

had to be considered as functions of position or time in

order to simulate available data. Previous studies suggested

that the DOX diffusion rate coefficient D in ablated tumors

depends on position: higher in the central ablation region

and lower in the outer region as indicated by histology

[30]. For this study, the diffusion rate coefficient in ablated

tumor (Rim B r B Rat) was expressed as a function of

position (r):

Rim� r� aRat : D ¼ Dat;

aRat\r�Rat : D ¼ Dat �
r � aRat

Rat � aRat

� �
Dat � Dnt½ � ð8Þ

where a = 0.47 was chosen so that the diffusion rate

coefficient was constant within a central region of the

ablated tumor (Dat) and decreased linearly to the value in

non-ablated tumor (Dnt). Previous estimates of doxorubicin

diffusion in ablated tumors required coeffcients that varied

as a function of position and were greater near the centrally

placed ablation probe, where temperature distributions are

likely higher. This theory has been substantiated by

histological findings in the ablated tissues [30]. In the

ablated tumor, the elimination rate coefficient was

expressed as a function of time c ¼ catðtÞ :

0� t� t1 : catðtÞ ¼ 0; t1� t� t2 : catðtÞ ¼
t � t1

t1

� �
catðt2Þ

ð9Þ

For comparison to experimental results, t1 = 4 days and

t2 = 8 days. The elimination rate coefficient is expected to

be negligible for the first 4 days after an ablation that

destroys tumor and vascular cells, abolishing both metab-

olism and perfusion. Between days 4 and 8, tissue and

vascular cells develop as inflammation is resolved in the

ablated region [30].

2.4 Evaluation of simulated drug treatments

The presumed efficacy of treatments was related to drug

(doxorubicin) concentration [DOX] distribution. Several

measures were computed for comparison. For these cal-

culations, the tumor was divided into two regions: an inner

core (75% of tumor volume) and an outer risk volume

(25% of tumor volume). Average drug concentrations were

Fig. 2 Multiple implant configurations for simulating drug distribu-

tion in tissue with a 2.0 cm diameter tumor (denoted by the outer
sphere) with a 1.8 cm diameter ablated tumor core (denoted by the

inner sphere). Single central implant with different lengths: (a) 8 mm;

(f) 16 mm. Two to five peripheral 8-mm long implants (b–e).

Peripheral 8-mm long implants and a central 16-mm long implant

(g–j). Total doxorubicin doses are shown below each design

Table 1 Simulation parameter values

Parameter Abbreviation Value

Diffusion, non-ablated livera Dnl 6.7 9 10-11 m2 s-1

Diffusion, ablated livera Dal 1.1 9 10-11 m2 s-1

Diffusion, non-ablated tumorb Dnt 5.0 9 10-11 m2 s-1

Diffusion, ablated tumor centerb Dat 8.8 9 10-11 m2 s-1

Elimination, non-ablated livera cnl 9.6 9 10-4 s-1

Elimination, non-ablated tumora cnt 0.6 9 10-4 s-1

Elimination, ablated tumor

(day 0)b
cat(day 0) 0 s-1

Elimination, ablated tumor

(day 8)b
cat(day 8) 0.6 9 10-4 s-1

a Qian et al. [19]
b Weinberg et al. [30]
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calculated for the whole tumor volume or risk volume over

time (t2 = 8 days). Treatments were further compared by

calculating the fractions of whole tumor and risk volume

for which drug concentrations were greater than a thera-

peutic target concentration, [DOX*] = 12.8 lg/g, or two

times the therapeutic value of doxorubicin in VX2 tumor

[21, 22]. Two times the therapeutic concentration was

chosen to provide a safety margin above which most cells

could be assumed to be killed by the drug.

2.5 Manufacture of polymer implants

Doxorubicin-containing millirods were fabricated by

combining 65% poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA)

microspheres, 13.5% doxorubicin, and 21.5% NaCl (w/w)

using a previously published compression-heat molding

procedure [18]. The mixture was blended with a mortar and

pestle, packed into a Teflon tube (1.6 mm inside diameter),

and compressed with steel plungers (1.6 mm outside

diameter) at 90�C for 2 h. Final implants were cylindrical

with an approximate diameter of 1.6 mm and length of

8.0 mm.

2.6 Animal model and treatment

All animal experiments were approved by the Institutional

Animal Care and Use Committee at Case Western Reserve

University and followed all applicable guidelines. One

multiple implant scenario selected from the simulated

scenarios was tested both in ablated liver tissue and ablated

liver tumors. To test in ablated liver, the abdomens of New

Zealand White rabbits (n = 2) were opened just below the

sternum. The liver was gently exposed and lifted, and a

17-G, 1 cm exposed tip ablation probe (Radionics,

Burlington, MA) was inserted into the middle lobe of the

liver. Tissue in contact with the tip was heated to a tem-

perature of 90�C, as measured by a thermocouple sensor in

the ablation probe, for 9 min. After ablation, polymer

millirods were inserted into the ablated region in the pat-

tern selected. If necessary, implants were secured in place

by covering the puncture with resorbable gelatin foam and

suturing it in place with a 6-0 monocryl suture. The

abdomen was then closed.

A combined treatment of rabbit liver tumors with RF

ablation and doxorubicin millirods was performed based on

a modification of a previous technique [29]. VX2 carci-

nomas (n = 2) were implanted in the liver and were

allowed to grow for 28 days until they reached an

approximate diameter of 2.0 cm. After 28 days, the abdo-

men was reopened, and a 17-G ablation probe with a 2-cm

exposed tip (Radionics) was placed into the center of the

tumor. The tissue was heated and maintained at a tem-

perature of 90�C for 9 min to ablate a sphere with a

diameter of approximately 1.8 cm in the center of the

tumor. After ablation, DOX-containing millirods were

placed into the ablated tumor. In each of the groups, one of

the rabbits was euthanized at each time point, 4 and 8 days

after ablation.

2.7 Tumor evaluation

Tumors were removed from the surrounding liver tissue

and sliced in half parallel to the front surface of the liver.

One half of the tumor was fixed in formalin solution and

the other half of the tumor was frozen at -20�C. Frozen

liver sections 100 lm thick were sliced from each section

using a cryostat microtome (Leica CM3050S) and then

scanned with a fluorescent imager (Molecular Dynamics

Fluorimager SI). The fluorescence value of ablated tissue

background was subtracted using a background subtraction

algorithm. The net fluorescence intensity (NFI) was

empirically related to [DOX] (lg/g), NFI = 194�[DOX]0.67

[28]. The fixed tissue was embedded in paraffin, sliced, and

stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) or Masson’s

trichrome (MTC). Histology slides were subsequently used

to identify the location of each tissue region in the DOX

concentration maps.

3 Results

3.1 Simulated drug distributions using multiple

implants

To quantify the advantage of multiple implants over a

single implant in treating incompletely ablated tumors, a

comparison was made between using one central implant

and four peripheral implants. These scenarios correspond

to the configurations shown in Fig. 2a and d, respectively.

Doxorubicin (DOX) concentration distributions determined

from model simulations for the two scenarios at 4 and

8 days after implantation are shown in Fig. 3. On day 4,

DOX concentrations in the ablated tissue were high in both

scenarios (Fig. 3a, b). However, the doxorubicin concen-

tration [DOX] of the non-ablated tumor rim, or risk

volume, was higher in the multiple implant case. This

pattern continued to day 8, when it was more evident

because of decreasing [DOX] in the single implant case

(Fig. 3c, d). Over the 8 day period, the average [DOX] in

the whole tumor was 119 lg/g using 1 implant and 290 lg/

g using 4 peripheral implants. In the risk volume, average

[DOX] over 8 days was 16.9 and 99.3 lg/g, respectively,

for the two scenarios. Much of this advantage was expec-

ted, as the total DOX dose had been increased by a multiple

of 4. However, the risk volume exposure increased roughly

sixfold, indicating that repositioning the implants offered
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more than a dose dependent increase in drug delivery to the

periphery. On day 4, the [DOX] was above the therapeutic

threshold concentration ([DOX*]) in 100% of the risk

volume with 4 implants, but only in 78% of the risk volume

with a single implant.

3.2 Comparison of multiple implant configurations

Multiple implant strategies were quantitatively compared

using measures of average [DOX] in the whole tumor and

the risk volume (Figs. 4a, b). The average [DOX]

increased almost linearly with total DOX dose, which

depended primarily on the number of implants rather than

implant configuration. In the risk volume, however,

average [DOX] depended on the implant distribution in

the tumor. For the same DOX dose, the average [DOX] in

the risk volume from peripheral configurations was

approximately 20 lg/g above the average [DOX] from

peripheral + center configurations with equivalent

dosage.

Implant configurations were also compared based on

the duration for which 100% of the risk volume had

[DOX] above [DOX*] (Fig. 4c, d). Center only configu-

rations never reached the [DOX*] for 100% of the risk

volume, nor did the peripheral configuration with only 2

millirods. All other configurations with total DOX dose

C10 mg achieved [DOX*] for 100% of the risk volume

and the duration of [DOX] C [DOX*] in 100% of the risk

volume increased with DOX dose. No significant differ-

ence was seen between peripheral and peripheral + center

treatment strategies. Configurations were also compared

based on the time required for [DOX] to reach [DOX*] in

100% of the risk volume. Shorter times are more desir-

able because the cells around the periphery have had less

time to recover from the heat exposure and may have a

decreased tolerance to DOX. More implants decreased the

time required for [DOX] C [DOX*] in 100% of the risk

volume. At high doses of DOX, the peripheral + center

strategy offered an advantage, primarily because it

decreased the elapsed time until drug was delivered to the

poles of the tumor. Otherwise, all treatments for which

[DOX] C [DOX*] in 100% of the risk volume did so in

11–68 h. Configurations with equivalent total DOX doses

did have some qualitative treatment differences. As

expected, the peripheral implants provided [DOX] C [-

DOX*] over much of the tumor equator, but relatively

less at the poles of the tumor. The advantage of the

peripheral + center strategy was [DOX] C [DOX*]

Fig. 3 Simulated drug

concentration distributions in

tissue with 2.0 cm diameter

tumor and 1.8 cm ablated tumor

core on day 4 (a, b) and day 8

(c, d). Single implant in the

center (a, c). Four implants

spaced around the periphery

(b, d)
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around much of the poles of the tumor rather than at

lateral regions of the tumor surface.

3.3 Multiple implant treatment of ablated liver

In an in vivo experiment, normal rabbit livers were

implanted after thermal ablation with 4 peripheral polymer

millirods with DOX (Fig. 2d). A comparison of [DOX]

predicted from the model simulation and measured from

experimental data is shown in Fig. 5. From model simu-

lation, [DOX] was high in the tissue surrounding the

implants on day 4. The distribution of DOX continued

throughout the ablated region, particularly toward the

center of the ablated region by day 8. A similar trend was

observed in the experimental data, but the observed [DOX]

was markedly higher than predicted. Median [DOX] in the

ablated region was almost three times higher from exper-

imental data as compared to simulated data. However, the

model accurately predicted that [DOX] C [DOX*] in more

than 98% of the ablated tissue at days 4 and 8. From

experimental data, the drug penetration distance, i.e. the

distance from the ablation center at which [DOX] \
[DOX*], was 8.5 mm on day 4 and 9.5 mm on day 8. A

summary of [DOX] information is compiled in Table 2.

3.4 Multiple implant treatment of liver with ablated

tumor

In an in vivo experiment, VX2 liver tumors in rabbits were

thermally ablated and implanted with 4 peripheral polymer

millirods with DOX (Fig. 2d). Although the model simula-

tion tumor size was 2 cm in diameter, tumors were

approximately 2.5 cm and had a cystic core when treated.

Distribution of [DOX] from model simulations and experi-

mental slices are shown in Fig. 6. Measured [DOX]

distributions (Fig. 6b, d) were more irregular in experi-

mental tumors than in the simulated spheres, reflecting the

underlying asymmetry and inhomogeneity of the liver

tumors. [DOX] could not be measured in the center of the

tumor because of the cystic core of the tumor, but at the

periphery of the ablated tumor [DOX] distributions appeared

similar in simulation and experimental data. A quantitative

summary of [DOX] in the tumors is given in Table 2. With

respect to [DOX] C [DOX*] in the non-ablated tumor rim,

the experimental data were similar to model predictions. On

day 4, however, [DOX*] was attained in 87% of this region

instead of the predicted 100%. Median [DOX] was also

similar between model predictions and experimental mea-

surements. For the non-ablated tumor rim on day 4, the
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Fig. 4 Characteristics of simulated drug distribution with central

implant, peripheral implants, or peripheral + central implants as a

function of total DOX dose. Average doxorubicin concentration

[DOX] over 8 days in (a) the entire tumor or (b) outer tumor rim (risk

volume). (c) Simulated duration for which [DOX] C 12.8 lg/g in

entire risk volume. (d) Time after implantation at which

[DOX] C 12.8 lg/g in entire risk volume
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median model predicted [DOX] = 140 lg/g was higher

than the experimentally measured median [DOX] = 79 lg/

g. However, there was considerable overlap between the

middle 50% of the points. On day 8, the model predicted

median concentration [DOX] = 20 lg/g, which corre-

sponded to the experimentally measured median

[DOX] = 26 lg/g. Overall, the experimental values for

[DOX] in the non-ablated tumor rim were close to the model-

predicted values. Both experimental and model simulated

regions in which [DOX] C [DOX*] exhibited the same

trend: peaking on day 4 and decreasing slightly by day 8.

4 Discussion

4.1 Computational model

From drug-containing polymer millirods implanted in tis-

sue after thermal ablation, drug enters surrounding tissue

and produces concentration distribution patterns that

depend on the location of the implants. Especially with

several implanted millirods, prediction of spatial distribu-

tion dynamics of the drug concentration requires a

mathematical model and computer simulation. Simulations

Fig. 5 Simulated drug

distribution in ablated normal

tissue compared to DOX

distribution in images of ablated

normal liver from in vivo rabbit

experiments with four

peripheral implants (located at

white asterisks). Ablated

regions are within white dashed
lines. Thermal ablation source

located at white dots. Model

simulated DOX distributions on

day 4 (a) and day 8 (c). DOX

distributions from experimental

images on day 4 (b) and day 8

(d). Fixation or preservation

artifact in experimental images

arose from fracture of brittle

ablated tissue during slicing.

Scale bars are 5 mm

Table 2 Doxorubicin coverage of simulated and experimental tissues

Model Experimental

Day 4 Day 8 Day 4 Day 8

Ablated liver model (Condition A)

Area of ablated liver (mm3) 254 254 155 186

Ablated liver over [DOX*] (%) 98.3% 98.8% 98.0% 98.3%

[DOX] in ablated liver (lg/g)a 205 (117–430) 295 (192–398) 590 (166–1311) 1008 (361–1796)

Ablated tumor model (Condition B)

Area of ablated tumor (mm3) 254 254 343 418

Area of non-ablated tumor (mm3) 60 60 195 90

Non-ablated tumor over [DOX*] (%) 100% 61% 87% 65%

[DOX] in non-ablated tumor (lg/g)a 140 (78–232) 20 (8–56) 79 (30–173) 26 (7–87)

a Values shown are the median concentration. Brackets contain the 25th and 75th percentiles
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were obtained using a commercial code (COMSOL 3.3)

that implements a finite-element method (FEM). This code

was used to deal with the complexity of asymmetric

placements of multiple implants and a wide range of

inputs, boundary conditions, and tissue properties. Fur-

thermore, this code was able to deal with diffusion and

elimination rate coefficients that vary with time and loca-

tion in tissue. This computational model could be used in

the future to simulate complex treatment scenarios based

on imaging data.

The boundary conditions in this study are based on the

assumptions that the rate of drug release measured experi-

mentally from a single implant would be uniform on all

surfaces of the implant and that they would be the same for

each of the multiple implants placed asymmetrically within a

tumor. As a practical matter, the variation of these boundary

conditions from implant to implant is probably of second-

order importance relative to the spatial variability of tissue

properties.

4.2 Simulation of drug distributions in ablated tissue

Model simulation of drug distributions using multiple

implants provided a basis for quantifying the expected

effects on tumor recurrence. In the peripheral rim of the

ablated tumor (i.e., risk volume), the risk of tumor

recurrence is higher because it may be exposed to

sublethal heating during ablation [11]. As shown in

Fig. 3, peripheral implants can significantly increase the

drug concentration in the risk volume. However, differ-

ent central and peripheral implant configurations can

result in different levels of therapeutic drug levels in the

entire tumor and in the risk volume and the time at

which these levels are reached (Fig. 4). In general, the

therapeutic level was reached more quickly and over a

greater tumor volume with more implants that have a

greater total dose. Within the ablated tumor, where the

rate of drug diffusion is relatively quick and the rate of

elimination is relatively low, different configurations are

less important than the total drug dose in determining

drug levels over the entire tumor volume. Peripheral

implants, however, can lead to higher drug concentration

in the risk volume, but this requires multiple implants in

appropriate locations.

4.3 Central and peripheral implant configurations

Using peripheral implants either with or without a central

implant allowed the drug concentration to reach therapeutic

levels throughout the entire tumor, a finding which was not

seen with a single central implant (Fig. 4). With a central

implant, much of the drug dose was delivered to the core of

the ablated region tumor instead of the risk volume.

Increasing the total drug dose to achieve therapeutic drug

Fig. 6 Simulated drug

distribution in ablated tumor

tissue compared to DOX

distribution in images of ablated

tumor liver from in vivo rabbit

experiments with four

peripheral implants. The outer

extent of the ablated regions is

within white dashed lines and

the outer extent of the non-

ablated tumor is within white
dotted lines. Model simulated

DOX distributions on day 4 (a)

and day 8 (c). DOX

distributions from experimental

images on day 4 (b) and day 8

(d). Central portion of ablated

tumor is not visible in

experimental images because of

extensive necrosis. Scale bars
are 5 mm
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levels can potentially have systemic side effects. Appro-

priate placement of peripheral implants can reach

therapeutic levels more quickly and in more of the risk

volume without a central implant even with the same total

drug dose (Fig. 4b, d). The accuracy of model simulations

must be tested by comparison to data from in vivo

experiments.

4.4 Comparison of simulated and in vivo drug

distributions

Of the simulated configuration of multiple implants, four

peripheral implants produced therapeutic drug levels in the

entire tumor over a relatively short time period. Comparable

in vivo experimental studies were performed with four

implants in ablated rabbit livers, either normal or with

tumors. In normal ablated liver, [DOX] from experimental

images was much higher than simulated drug concentra-

tions in the central ablated region (Fig. 5). One reason for

the lower simulated drug concentration is that model

parameter values were taken from studies with ablated rat

liver [19], which may differ from ablated rabbit liver

because different tissue types have different vascularity and

density. Additionally, the assumed drug concentration at the

implant boundary was taken from a single implant placed in

a small ablated tumor [29], which may inadequately rep-

resent boundary drug concentrations with multiple implants

in close proximity. Nevertheless, model simulation of the

overall trend in average drug concentration corresponds

to that observed experimentally. Moreover, the model

predicted that 98% of the ablated region would reach

therapeutic target concentrations in accord with estimates

from experimental [DOX] images.

Model predictions of [DOX] distribution in ablated liver

tumors were compared to experimental [DOX] measure-

ments from ablated VX2 liver tumors in rabbits (Fig. 6).

Experimental tumors were larger than anticipated and had a

necrotic center from which no [DOX] data was available

(Fig. 6b, d). Furthermore, since the location of the thermal

ablation source could not be located from the experimental

images, the relative locations of the experimental implant

could only be estimated. However, at the periphery of the

ablated tumors, particularly in the non-ablated rim, [DOX]

was well above the therapeutic [DOX*]. Average [DOX]

and the fraction of the area where [DOX] was above the

therapeutic [DOX*] from model predictions were in

agreement with corresponding measures from experimental

images. Whereas simulated [DOX] values exceeded

[DOX*] over the entire tumor on day 4, experimental

[DOX] measurements exceeded [DOX*] in 87% of the

tumor rim. Factors that could explain this disparity include

the heterogeneity of the experimental tumor tissue or var-

iability in the size and shape of the tumor and the ablated

regions. Despite the difference, the average drug concen-

tration values in the non-ablated tumor overlapped

considerably between simulated and experimental data

(Table 2). On day 8, coverage of the non-ablated tumor

correlated much more closely between the model and

experimental data, which have values of 61 and 65%,

respectively. Overall, for tumor areas[5 cm2 in the central

cross section, [DOX] surpassed [DOX*] in a large fraction

of the tumor rim on both days. The success of achieving

this therapeutic drug level with polymer millirods in such a

large tumor is a major step toward the use of these implants

in practical clinical situations.

5 Conclusion

Simulation of drug concentration distribution in ablated

tissue from multiple implants can be successful in predicting

optimal implant strategies that can be tested experimentally.

The combination of model simulations with a small set of

animal experiments is much more efficient in determining an

optimal implant strategy for treating large tumors than a

much larger set of animal experiments alone.
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Diblock copolymers of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and poly(3-caprolactone) (PCL) bearing a tumor-
targeting ligand, folate, were self-assembled into micelles. Superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO)
nanoparticles and an anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX) were coencapsulated within the micelles less
than 100 nm in diameters. These SPIO–DOX-loaded micelles were superparamagnetic at room tem-
perature, but turned ferrimagnetic at 10 K, consistent with magnetic properties of primary SPIO
nanoparticles. Cell culture experiments demonstrated the potential of these polymeric micelles as an
effective dual targeting nanoplatform for the delivery of anticancer drugs. Folate attachment to micelles
resulted in the recognition of the micelles by tumor cells over-expressing folate receptors, leading to
facilitation in cellular uptake of micelles, and the transport efficiency of the SPIO-loaded and folate-
functionalized micelles into the tumor cells can be further enhanced by applying an external magnetic
field to the cells.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Over the past decades, polymeric micelles have drawn consid-
erable interests because of their great potential in anticancer drug
delivery and diagnostic imaging applications [1–4]. These nano-
sized particles, formed from the self-assembly of amphiphilic block
copolymers, provide a unique core–shell architecture wherein the
hydrophobic core serves as a natural carrier environment for hy-
drophobic drugs or imaging agents while the hydrophilic shell
enables particle stabilization in aqueous solutions [5–7]. Despite of
their numerous advantages such as drug solubilization and pro-
longed blood circulation, micelles lack the ability to achieve high
targeting efficiency at tumor sites. Moreover, insufficient cell up-
take further decreases the therapeutic efficacy of the administered
drug, and nonspecific accumulation in healthy tissues leads to se-
rious side effects and limits the dosage that can be administered.
Hence, studies involving means to further improve the tumor
specificity of micelles in therapeutic and diagnostic applications are
a growing trend in micellar research. A well-known strategy to
: þ86 20 84112245.
i).

All rights reserved.
achieve active tumor targeting is to encode the micellar outer layer
with specific ligands that can recognize molecular signatures on the
cancer cell surface. Targeting ligands that can serve such a purpose
include folic acid, peptides such as cyclic (Arg-Gly-Asp-D-Phe-Lys)
(cRGD), transferrin and monoclonal antibodies [8–11]. However, in
order for the nanoparticles to be able to recognize cell surface re-
ceptors, they need to be directed to tumor sites in the first place.
Therefore, an external targeting strategy, such as a guided magnetic
field, which can hold the micelles in and/or effectively drive the
micelles into tumor tissues is expected to improve drug delivery
efficiency. Pioneering work in the area of external magnetic field-
aided drug delivery dates back to the late 1970s, when Widder et al.
developed the first magnetic microsphere as a drug carrier and
used an external magnetic field to guide the drug/carrier to the
targeted site [12,13]. Following this groundbreaking work, research
on tumor targeted chemotherapy with magnetic nanoparticles
has increased considerably over the past two decades [14–17].
Despite various advances, major success in drug targeting has been
limited when compared to the application of magnetic particles as
diagnostic contrast agents in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
[18–20]. Further development and testing of novel magnetic
carriers are necessary to achieve the therapeutic potential of
magnetic targeting. Although regarded as a promising class of drug
delivery vehicles, polymeric micelles combining dual magnetic and

mailto:shuaixt@mail.sysu.edu.cn
www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00323861
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/polymer
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molecular targeting functions to tumor tissues and associated cells
have rarely been exploited.

In this article, we describe dual targeting micelles that contain
a molecular targeting ligand on the micelle surface as well as
a cluster of superparamagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) nanoparticles in
the cores for magnetic targeting. Micelles based on copolymers of
poly(3-caprolactone) (PCL) and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) bearing
folate on the PEG distal ends, denoted as folate–PEG–PCL, were
used to encapsulate the anticancer drug doxorubicin (DOX) and
SPIO, after which cell culture experiments were conducted as
a proof of concept to demonstrate their potential as a dual targeting
system that can transport anticancer drugs to tumor cells
effectively.
2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

Phenyl ether (99%), benzyl ether (99%), 1,2-hexadecanediol
(97%), oleic acid (99%), oleylamine (>70%) and iron(III) acetyl-
acetonate were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich and used without
further purification. Doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX) was sup-
plied by Shenzhen Main Luck Pharmaceutical Inc., Shenzhen,
China, and was used as-received. MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-
yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) was purchased from
Sigma–Aldrich. RPMI-1640 medium, Dulbecco’s phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS), and 0.25% trypsin were purchased from
Gibco BRL. All other chemicals used in experiments were of
analytical grade, and used without further purification. A KB cell
line derived from human oral cavity squamous carcinoma was
obtained from the center of experimental animal, Sun Yat-sen
University.
2.2. Synthesis of copolymers and Fe3O4 nanoparticles

The targeting and non-targeting copolymers, folate–PEG–PCL
and allyl-PEG–PCL, were synthesized via multistep synthesis as
described in our recent publication [21]. Fe3O4 nanoparticles (SPIO)
were synthesized according to a reported method [22]. Briefly,
iron(III) acetylacetonate (2 mmol), 1,2-hexadecanediol (10 mmol),
oleic acid (6 mmol), oleylamine (6 mmol), and benzyl ether (20 mL)
were mixed and magnetically stirred under a flow of nitrogen. The
mixture was heated to 200 �C for 2 h and then, under a blanket of
nitrogen, heated to reflux (300 �C) for 1 h. The black-colored mix-
ture was cooled to room temperature by removing the heat source.
The product, 6 nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles, was then precipitated with
ethanol, centrifuged (6000 rpm, 10 min) to remove the solvent, and
re-dispersed into hexane. A black-brown hexane dispersion of 6 nm
Fe3O4 nanoparticles was then produced.
2.3. Preparation of SPIO–DOX-loaded micelles

SPIO and DOX-encapsulated micelles were prepared via the di-
alysis method. Briefly, 10 mg of folate–PEG–PCL, 2 mg of doxoru-
bicin hydrochloride, triethylamine (1.3 mL), and SPIO (1.5 mg) were
dissolved in a mixed solvent consisting of THF (1 mL) and DMSO
(1 mL). The above solution was slowly added into 5 mL of deionized
water under sonication using an UP 50H Dismembrator (Hielscher,
Germany) and then dialyzed against deionized water for 2 days to
allow the formation of SPIO–DOX-loaded micelles and to remove
organic solvents and unencapsulated DOX dissolved in aqueous
solution (Mw cut-off: 14,000 Da). Afterwards, the micelle solution
was removed from the dialysis bag and filtered through a 0.22 mm
membrane to remove large aggregates.
2.4. Micelle size and morphology

Micelles obtained were characterized with photon correlation
spectroscopy, performed at 25 �C on a BI-200 SM dynamic laser
scattering system from Brookhaven Instruments. Scattered light
was detected at a 90� angle and collected on an autocorrelator.
Sizes given are the means of five runs� standard deviation. Sam-
ples for transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-2010HR,
Japan) analysis were prepared by drying a dispersion of the parti-
cles on a copper grid coated with amorphous carbon. Subsequently,
a small drop of phosphotungstic acid (PTA) solution (2 wt.% in
water) was added to the copper grid, and after 30 s the grid was
blotted with filter paper for TEM observation.

2.5. Determination of DOX and SPIO-loading contents

The DOX-loading content (DLC), defined as the weight per-
centage of DOX in micelles, was quantified by UV–vis analysis using
a Unico UV-2000 UV–vis spectrophotometer. First, DOX–SPIO-
loaded micelle solutions were lyophilized to yield the solid micelle
samples. Then the dried micelle samples were weighed and re-
dissolved in a mixture of chloroform and DMSO (1:1, v/v). After the
insoluble SPIO particles were removed from the solution by mag-
netic field-guided accumulation, the absorbance of DOX at 480 nm
was measured to determine drug content in the solution using
a previously established calibration curve. The loading density of
SPIO inside polymeric micelles was determined using a polarized
Zeeman Atomic Absorption Spectrophtotometer (Model: Z-2000
series). Briefly, the freeze-dried micelles were weighed and then
added into 1 M HCl solution to allow the disaggregation of micelles
and complete dissolution of SPIO crystals. Iron concentration was
determined at the specific Fe absorption wavelength (248.3 nm)
based on a previously established calibration curve. SPIO loading
density was calculated as the ratio of iron oxide over the total
weight of micelles.

2.6. Release of DOX from micelles

Freeze-dried micelle samples were resuspended in PBS (pH 7.4)
or sodium acetate buffered solution (pH 5.0) and then transferred
into a dialysis bag (Mw cut-off: 14,000 Da). The bag was placed into
the same buffered solution (25 mL). The release study was per-
formed at 37 �C in a Shanghai Yiheng Scientific DKZ incubator
shaker. At selected time intervals, solution outside of the dialysis
bag was removed for UV–vis analysis and replaced with fresh buffer
solution. DOX concentration was calculated based on the absor-
bance intensity of DOX at 480 nm. In the assessment of drug release
behavior, the cumulative amount of released drug was calculated,
and the percentages of drug released from micelles were plotted
against time. Release of free DOX (initial DOX concentration in di-
alysis bag: 40 mg/mL) from the dialysis bag at different pHs was
performed as controls following the same procedure as described
above.

2.7. Magnetic properties of SPIO–DOX-micelles

The magnetization data of SPIO and SPIO–DOX-loaded micelles
were determined using a MPMS XL-7 Quantum Design SQUID
magnetometer at 10 K and 300 K. Temperature control is achieved
by the components within the Temperature Control Module (TCM)
under the active control of the Model 1822 Controller and the
control system software. The applied magnetic field was varied
from 2�104 Oe to �2�104 Oe in order to generate hysteresis
loops. The magnetic responsiveness of SPIO nanoparticles and
SPIO–DOX-micelles in solution was tested by simply placing
a magnet near the glass vial. A cylindrical sintered N-35 Nd–Fe–B
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magnet purchased from Ningbo permanent magnetics Co., Ltd
(China) (Dimension: d¼ 18 mm, h¼ 15 mm; field strength:
z0.42 T) was used.

2.8. Dual targeting study

KB cells were seeded at 5�105 cells/well in 60 mm petri dish
and maintained in 4 mL of RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with
10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS). After incubation for
24 h in a humidified incubator (37 �C, 5% CO2) at 37 �C, a pre-
determined amount of micelles in PBS was added into each dish to
adjust for a DOX concentration of 5 mg/mL. To evaluate the in-
fluence of magnetic field on cell uptake of micelles, a cylindrical
sintered N-35 Nd–Fe–B magnet (Dimension: d¼ 18 mm,
h¼ 15 mm; field strength: z0.42 T) was placed against the outer
bottom wall of the petri dish at different distances (i.e. 0 cm, 1 cm
and 2 cm, respectively) to vary the magnetic field strength applied
to the cells. For the Prussian blue staining experiment, cells were
incubated and then washed twice with PBS, fixed by adding 2 mL of
4% paraformaldehyde-containing PBS fixative solution for 30 min.
Media in the dish were replaced with the same but fresh para-
formaldehyde-containing PBS. Each dish received a 2.5 mL of a 2:1
(v/v) mixture of 2% potassium ferrocyanide(II) trihydrate and 2%
HCl solutions, after which cells were incubated for 20 min at 37 �C.
Cells were then washed three times with PBS, and the Prussian blue
staining result and DOX fluorescence were assessed on a Nikon
TE2000-U inverted fluorescence microscope. For the flow cytom-
etry analysis, cells were incubated with 2 mL of RPMI-1640 me-
dium (DOX concentration: 5 mg/mL). Afterwards, cells were washed
with PBS, trypsinized, centrifuged, resuspended in 1 mL of PBS, and
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analyzed via flow cytometry. For the control experiment in which
free folate was added to compete with the folate-functionalized
micelles, KB cells were first incubated with free folate (10 mM) for
1 h, and then co-incubated with folate-functionalized micelles for
0.5 h.
2.9. In vitro cytotoxicity against KB cells

KB cells were seeded onto 24-well plates with a seeding density
of 10,000 cells per well, maintained in 1 mL RPMI-1640 medium
supplemented with 10% inactivated FBS, and incubated for 1 day at
37 �C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2. Cells were then
incubated in 1 mL RPMI-1640 medium containing DOX-loaded
micelles (DOX concentration: 2.5 mg/mL) for 3 days. A 0.415 T
magnetic field was applied to cells throughout the course of cell
incubation. In control experiments, micelles loaded with SPIO alone
were added to the culture media, and the cells were then incubated
for 4 days. Afterwards, cells were washed twice with PBS, and in-
cubated for 4 h in 1 mL RPMI-1640 medium containing 100 mL MTT
(5 mg/mL in PBS). The precipitate was dissolved in 750 mL DMSO
and analyzed on a BIO-RAD microplate reader.
A

50 nm

B

Fig. 1. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of (A) 6 nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles; se
scattering (DLS) histogram (D) of SPIO–DOX-loaded magnetic micelle based on folate–PEG–P
(A) shows the SAED pattern acquired from 6 nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles. As an example, one m
2.10. Statistical analysis

All data were repeated three times in experiments and are
reported as mean values with standard deviations. Statistical
analysis was carried out using Student’s t-test. Differences were
considered statistically significant when p< 0.05.
3. Results and discussion

Amphiphilic block copolymers, folate–PEG–PCL (Mn¼ 5.1 kDa,
Mn(PEG)¼ 2.9 kDa, Mn(PCL)¼ 0.87 kDa) and allyl-PEG–PCL
(Mn¼ 3.8 kDa, Mn(PEG)¼ 2.9 kDa, Mn (PCL)¼ 0.87 kDa), were used
for micelle fabrication. They were synthesized by multi-step
chemical reactions as shown in Scheme 1. The polymer structure
has been characterized and the molecular weight was determined
by Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) in our recent publication
[21]. GPC measurement indicated that the Mn of folate–PEG–PCL is
5.1 kDa. Hydrophobic SPIO nanoparticles, measuring w6 nm in
diameter, were synthesized with precise control of particle di-
ameter (Fig. 1A). The selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
pattern (inset in Fig. 1A) indicates that the particle composition is
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magnetite (Fe3O4) [4]. SPIO and anticancer drug DOX were jointly
loaded into the targeting micelles, as shown in Scheme 2. The
loading contents of SPIO and DOX in the micelles are summarized
in Table 1. TEM image (Fig. 1C) of DOX and SPIO-loaded micelles
shows that they are uniform in shape and size distribution, and
SPIO particles were successfully encapsulated into micelles.
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements showed that the
mean diameters were 29� 2 nm and 30� 2 nm for blank micelles
(i.e. SPIO and DOX-free micelles), and 71�1 nm and 75� 3 nm for
SPIO and DOX-loaded micelles. The SPIO and DOX-loaded micelles
showed a significant increase in size, mainly due to SPIO loading
[23]. The SAED pattern of these magnetic micelles shows no dif-
ference from that of the 6 nm SPIO nanoparticles (Fig. 1B), in-
dicating that SPIO nanoparticle has not changed its crystalline
structure during the encapsulation process. Magnetization mea-
surements also provided evidence that the SPIO nanoparticle en-
capsulated in micelles maintained its crystalline structure (Fig. 2).
Both SPIO and micelles are superparamagnetic at room tempera-
ture, and the saturation magnetization (83.5Fe emu/g) of the mag-
netic micelles is slightly higher than that of SPIO (78.1Fe emu/g). At
10 K, both SPIO and SPIO-loaded micelles displayed ferromagnetic
properties with a coercivity of 244 Oe for SPIO and 120 Oe for SPIO–
DOX-micelles.

Release of DOX from SPIO–DOX-loaded micelles was pH-
dependent, and loading of the SPIO nanoparticles within micelle
core did not lead to an obvious change in the DOX-release profile. In
control experiments, free DOX quickly diffused out of the dialysis
bag at both pHs 7.4 and 5.0. The release of free DOX was completed
in 3 h. As shown in Fig. 3, DOX release in the two media revealed
a biphasic release pattern consisting of an initial burst release fol-
lowed by a sustained and slow release over a prolonged time of up
to several weeks. Within 2 weeks, SPIO loading did not obviously
affect the release profile of DOX at pH 5. However, for time points
after 15 days, faster DOX release occurs from SPIO–DOX-micelles
compared to DOX-micelles. At pH 7.4, DOX release was relatively
slow for both formulations, with less than 10 wt.% of DOX released
Scheme 2. Formation of SPIO–DOX-encapsulated micelles.

Table 1
Micelle size, SPIO and DOX loading densities

Micelle
formulation

Micelle diameter (nm) SPIO loading
(wt.%)

DOX loading
(wt.%)

Allyl-PEG–PCL SPIO–DOX-free micelle 30� 2.0 – –
SPIO-free micelle 33� 1.0 – 2.5� 0.1
SPIO–DOX-micelle 71� 1.0 12.2� 2.4 2.7� 0.3

Folate–PEG–PCL SPIO–DOX-free micelle 29� 2.0 – –
SPIO-free micelle 30� 1.0 – 3.0� 0.1
SPIO–DOX-micelle 75� 3.0 10.2� 2.1 2.8� 0.2

Fig. 2. Hysteresis loops of SPIO–DOX-micelle based on allyl-PEG–PCL (A) and 6 nm
Fe3O4 nanoparticles (B) measured at 300 K and 10 K. The two insets in the figure show
the local magnification.
in 5 days, and only 18 wt.% of DOX released after 35 days for both
micellar formulations. DOX release at pH 5.0 was much faster than
that at pH 7.4 from both formulations, with the difference in release
being statistically significant. More than 30 wt.% and 70 wt.% of
DOX was released in 5 and 35 days, respectively. It is likely due to
the re-protonation of the amino group of DOX and faster degra-
dation of micelle core at lower pH, and this type of faster release of
DOX in acidic conditions was also observed by Kataoka and
coworkers with the DOX-loaded polymeric micelles [2b]. This
observed pH-dependent DOX release behavior is hypothesized to
potentiate drug release from micelles once the micelles enter
the tumor cells via endocytosis and are trapped within acidic
endosomal compartments.

The magnetic responsiveness of SPIO nanoparticles and SPIO–
DOX-micelles in solution was visualized by a simple experiment in
which a 0.42 T magnet was placed near the glass vials (Fig. 4). Both
SPIO nanoparticles in hexane and SPIO–DOX-micelles in water
deposited notably on the wall adjacent to the magnet within 30 s.
These observations provide direct evidence that SPIO–DOX-mi-
celles, like SPIO nanoparticles, possess prompt responsiveness to an
external magnetic field. In addition, we can easily deduce that DOX
and SPIO were coencapsulated successfully into the micelle core
based on the fact that the SPIO–DOX-micelle solution became
transparent and colorless due to the magnetically induced sepa-
ration of micelles from solution. Magnetic micro-devices such as
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magnetic nanotubes and silica coated nanoparticles have demon-
strated potential in magnetic-field assisted bio-separation and cell
sorting in addition to specific targeting applications [24,25]. Our
experiments served to highlight the potential of using an easy and
effective way to direct drug-loaded nanoparticles from a solution to
the targeted locations under an external magnetic field. In partic-
ular, the magnetic micelles developed herein are highly sensitive to
external magnetic field and thus have potential as a magnetically
guided nanoplatform for drug delivery.

As a proof of concept, we designed simple in vitro cell culture
experiments to test the dual magnetic and folate targeting effects of
SPIO–DOX-loaded micelles. The experimental design is shown in
Fig. 5. A commercially available 0.42 T Nd–Fe–B magnet was placed
against the outer bottom surface of the petri dish, and the large
black circle shows the position of the magnet. Cells in two locations
within the petri dish, referred to as circle 1 and 2 areas, were in-
vestigated regarding DOX fluorescent intensity and Prussian blue
staining. Circle 1 is within the black circle showing the magnet
position and thus is in the strongest magnetic field, while the
magnetic field applied to circle 2 is much weaker. As visualized
under microscopy, both Prussian blue and DOX fluorescence in-
tensities indicate that cells located inside circle 1 have taken up
considerably more folate-functionalized and SPIO–DOX-loaded
micelles than cells located inside circle 2 after 3 h incubation (see
Fig. 5A vs B for Prussian blue, and C vs D for fluorescence images). To
evaluate the effect of magnetic field strength on cell uptake, we
vertically positioned the magnet at different distances from the
dish bottom at 0 cm, 1 cm, and 2 cm. The magnetic field strengths
applied to the cells in circle 1 in three magnet positions are 4150 G,
1280 G and 450 G, respectively, as measured with a LakeShore 421
gaussmeter. We incubated the cells with folate-encoded and folate-
free SPIO–DOX-loaded micelles in the presence of the external
magnetic field to further compare the magnetic and molecular
targeting effects. After 0.5 h cell incubation time with micelle-
containing media in varied magnetic field strengths, DOX fluores-
cence of cells was analyzed with inverted fluorescence microscopy
and flow cytometry to investigate the cell uptake level of micelles.
Fig. 6A and B shows the DOX fluorescence images and quantitative
fluorescence intensity of cells from circle 1. Two major findings
were observed: first, a strong magnetic field has a considerable
magnetic field. Micelles based on folate–PEG–PCL.
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Fig. 5. Micrographs of SPIO–DOX-loaded micelles based on folate–PEG–PCL after 3 h incubation in an external magnetic field. (A) and (B) refer to the Prussian blue staining of cells
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influence on the cell uptake of the magnetic micelles. The relative
fluorescence intensity of cells as determined by flow cytometry
decreased 84% and 92%, respectively, for folate-encoded and folate-
free micelles when the magnetic field strength was decreased to
0 G from 4150 G. At high magnetic field strength (i.e. 4150 G), the
magnetic targeting effect is more apparent than that from folate
targeting. In comparison, at the weaker magnetic field strength
(450 G), data show no obvious magnetic-induced targeting effect
on the cell uptake of micelles. Hence, we conclude from this ex-
periment that the strong external magnetic field can effectively
increase the local concentration of micelles in media near the in-
vestigated cells. Additionally, folate-mediated cell targeting be-
came much more evident when the external magnetic field was
weakened. As shown in Fig. 6B, folate targeting in a 4150 G mag-
netic field led to a 1.2-fold increase in DOX fluorescence in cells,
while the same targeting resulted in an increase by a factor of 2.3
and 2.4 in 450 G and 0 G magnetic fields, respectively. Similar re-
sults can be observed via fluorescence microscopy analysis as well
(Fig. 6A). The fluorescence disparity between the samples demon-
strated the dynamic interplay of magnetic targeting vs biological
targeting via folate under different experimental conditions. In the
ligand competing assay at 0 G magnetic field, cell uptake of tar-
geting micelle dropped back to almost the same level of folate-free
micelle when large amount of free folate (10 mM) was present in
the cell culture medium.

The potential of these Fe3O4-loaded and folate-encoded micelles
as a novel drug delivery platform was further demonstrated by the
MTT cytotoxicity assay. Two groups of experimental controls,
micelles without DOX and SPIO loaded inside as well as micelles
loaded with SPIO alone, did not show significant cell growth
inhibition, indicating minimal cell cytotoxicity of DOX-free micelles.
The cytotoxicity of four DOX-loaded micelles with or without
magnetic responsiveness was compared in order to further verify
the dual targeting effect. The external magnetic field strength ap-
plied to cells during the course of cell incubation was set to 4150 G.
As shown in Fig. 7, after 3 days cell incubation in the given magnetic
field, four micelles exhibited significantly different cytotoxicities in
KB cells. Although magnetic targeting resulted in an ideal cell
growth inhibition even for the non-folate magnetic micelle, the best
outcome (i.e. 9� 3% cell viability) was achieved with folate-enco-
ded and Fe3O4-loaded micelles. Furthermore, in the two micelles
without Fe3O4 loading, folate targeting showed increased cytotoxic
effects, with cell viabilities consisting of 77�2% and 57� 3% for the
folate-free and the folate-encoded micelles, respectively (p< 0.05).
It is noteworthy that as a whole, these two DOX-encapsulated
micelle formulations without magnetic responsiveness were much
less effective in cell growth inhibition. These MTT cytotoxicity data
are in agreement with results obtained in the cell uptake study, and
revealed once more the dual targeting effect of Fe3O4-loaded and
folate-encoded micelles to target cells in the presence of a strong
external magnetic field. In the dual targeting strategy, the external
magnetic field will first guide the accumulation of micelles to tumor
tissues after which a targeting ligand would allow for binding to the
cell membrane receptors to facilitate micelle uptake inside tumor
cells. Animal experiments are currently in progress to evaluate the
efficacy of this dual targeting micelle in vivo.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, we report a novel dual targeting strategy to max-
imize drug delivery efficacy to tumor cells. A nanoscale, micellar
carrier from a block copolymer, folate–PEG–PCL, has been de-
veloped to encapsulate superparamagnetic Fe3O4 and to deliver an
anticancer drug, doxorubicin. These micelles demonstrate the po-
tential to achieve dual tumor targeting (i.e. magnetic field-guided
and ligand-directed targeting) of micelles to tumor cells. The dual
targeting strategy opens up several opportunities for enhancing
drug delivery efficiency and cancer specificity during
chemotherapy.
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Abstract: To overcome multidrug resistance (MDR) exist-
ing in tumor chemotherapy, polymeric micelles encoded
with folic acid on the micelle surface were prepared with
the encapsulation of a potent MDR modulator, FG020326.
The micelles were fabricated from diblock copolymers of
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and biodegradable poly(e-cap-
rolactone) (PCL) with folate attached to the distal ends of
PEG chains. The folate-conjugated copolymers, folate-PEG-
PCL, were synthesized by multistep chemical reactions.
First, allyl-terminated copolymer (allyl-PEG-PCL) was syn-
thesized through a ring-opening polymerization of e-capro-
lactone in bulk employing monoallyl-PEG as a macroinitia-
tor. Second, the allyl terminal groups of copolymers were
converted into primary amino groups by a radical addition
reaction, followed by conjugation of the carboxylic group
of folic acid. In vitro studies at 378C demonstrated that

FG020326 release from micelles at pH 5.0 was faster than
that at pH 7.4. Cytotoxicity studies with MTT assays indi-
cated that folate-functionalized and FG020326-loaded mi-
celles resensitized the cells approximately five times more
than their folate-free counterparts (p < 0.01) in human
KBv200 cells treated with vincristine (VCR). The in vitro
Rhodamine 123 efflux experiment using MDR KBv200 cells
revealed that when cells were pretreated with folate-
attached and FG020326-loaded micelles, the P-glycoprotein
(P-gp) drug efflux function was significantly inhibited.
� 2007 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Biomed Mater Res 86A:
48–60, 2008

Key words: multidrug resistance; polymeric micelles; poly
(ethylene glycol)-poly(e-caprolactone); folate functionaliza-
tion; tumor targeting

INTRODUCTION

The resistance of cancer cells to multiple structur-
ally unrelated chemotherapeutic drugs termed ‘‘mul-
tidrug resistance (MDR)’’ has been recognized as a
major cause of failure in human cancer chemother-
apy. It is well known that various mechanisms are
involved in drug resistance in cancer, chief among
them the classical efflux mechanism associated with
the function of P-glycoprotein (P-gp). P-gp is an
ABC transporter and a plasma membrane glycopro-
tein encoded by the human MDR1 gene, which acts
as a drug efflux pump that extrudes a wide range of

structurally and mechanistically different chemother-
apeutic drugs out of cancer cells.1–3 The mechanism
of action of various drugs, including vinca alkaloids,
anthracyclines, epipodophyllotoxins, taxanes and
other natural products, have been reported to be
affected by classical MDR.1 Hence, a common way
to circumvent P-gp-based MDR is to use MDR mod-
ulators that inhibit P-gp-mediated drug efflux,
resulting in resensitization of MDR cancer cells to
treatment with chemotherapeutic agents when coad-
ministered with MDR modulators.4 Recently, several
effective MDR modulators have been reported
including verapamil, quinidine, PSC833, etc.5 One of
the authors (LF) of the present work and coworkers
have demonstrated that the small molecular FG-
020326, an imidazole derivative (E)-methyl 3-(4-(4,5-
bis(4-(isopropyl(methyl)amino)phenyl)-1H-imidazol-
2-yl)phenyl)acrylate as shown in Figure 1, can
significantly inhibit the function of P-gp, and conse-
quently increase the intracellular accumulation and
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efficacy of vincristine (VCR), a commonly used anti-
cancer agent. Notably, FG020326 increased the sensi-
tivity of KBv200 cells to VCR by *52-fold.6,7

Despite remarkable promise for concomitant deliv-
ery of FG020326 and anticancer drugs, the low water
solubility of the unprotonated FG020326 remains a
problem for traditional in vivo administration. More-
over, the implementation of P-gp inhibition in cancer
treatment with MDR modulators has faced two
major obstacles. Firstly, it is often associated with
exacerbated toxicity of anticancer drugs because this
approach may also block the excretory functions of
P-gp expressed in healthy tissues, and thus mark-
edly reduces clearance of anticancer agents from
these sites.8 Secondly, MDR modulators, even if
soluble in physiological aqueous media, undergo
quick renal clearance following in vivo administra-
tion, resulting in short blood retention that prevents
tumors from receiving therapeutic concentrations.

Several studies over the past decade have exten-
sively documented the advantages of polymeric
micelles as anticancer drug carriers, specifically their
ability to overcome limitations stemming from toxic-
ity, and agent solubilization and long circulation
time.9,10 Polymer micelles consist of a hydrophobic
core that acts as a carrier compartment that accom-
modates hydrophobic agents, and the soluble shell
consists of a brush-like protective corona that stabil-
izes the nanoparticles in aqueous solution. Upon
encapsulation within the micelles, solubility limits
for hydrophobic drugs can be exceeded.11 Until
now, most reported micelle systems have focused on
the delivery of hydrophobic anticancer drugs, with
examples including micelles based on PEGylated
polyesters such as poly(ethylene glycol)-b-poly(D,L-

lactide) (PEG-PLA) and poly(ethylene glycol)-b-
poly(e-caprolactone) (PEG-PCL), which have been
reported for the delivery of doxorubicin and pacli-
taxel.12,13 Owing to their nanoscaled dimension,
these micellar particles are also expected to escape
the quick kidney excretion. Despite several advan-
tages, a significant challenge for micelle delivery
systems is how to achieve high targeting efficiency
at the tumor sites and associated cells. One strategy,
adopted by many researchers is the functionalization
of the micelles with a ligand that can selectively
bind to a specific receptor over-expressed on the cell
surface (i.e. active targeting). However, only a hand-
ful of reports have dealt with the modification of
micelles with an active targeting ligand, specifically
PEG-PCL micelles, in this fashion. Among them, a
cyclic pentapeptide, cRGDfK, which is specific to the
avb3 receptor, was demonstrated to significantly
enhance the uptake of micelles by SLK tumor endo-
thelial cells.14 Furthermore, Lee and coworkers
showed that PEG-PCL micelles, with folate acid con-
jugated to the PCL block, demonstrated a folate-
directed targeting of micelles to MCF-7 cells and
HeLa 229 cells for the delivery of doxorubicin.15

The purpose of the present work is to propose a
novel, tumor-targeted polymeric micelle platform for
the delivery of FG020326. Until now, only passive
targeting of P-gp inhibitor Cyclosporin A (CsA) by
PEO-b-PCL micelles has been reported by Lavasani-
far et al.16,17 We propose micelle particles fabricated
from the biodegradable copolymer poly(ethylene
glycol)-b-poly(e-caprolactone) (PEG-PCL) containing
FG020326 and functionalized with folate on their
surface layer to target tumor cells possessing an
over-expression of folate receptors on the cellular
membrane. In contrast to the strategy by Lee and
coworkers in which folate was conjugated to the
PCL block, we attached folate to the PEG distal ends
in the present work in hopes that the targeting
ligand would have a better chance of being pre-
sented out of the surface layer of micelles for a fur-
ther enhancement of targeting effect of the folate-
bearing PEG-PCL micelles. In the present work,
copolymers for fabrication of targeting micelles were
synthesized via multistep, sequential syntheses of
allyl-PEG-PCL by anionic reaction, NH2-PEG-PCL by
radical addition reaction in water with potassium
persulfate (K2S2O8) as a catalyst, and folate-PEG-PCL
by conjugation of folic acid. FG020326 loading and
its in vitro release were investigated. Efficient cell
internalization of FG020326-loaded targeting micelles
was demonstrated using a Rhodamine 123 efflux
assay. As hypothesized, FG020326 transported with
folate-bearing micelles rather than folate-free mic-
elles remarkably resensitized MDR KBv200 cells to
VCR as demonstrated by cell culture experiments.
Taking into consideration the fact that folate recep-

Figure 1. Schematic formation of FG020326-encapsulated
micelle by adding THF solution containing FG020326 and
copolymer to water under sonication, followed by evapo-
ration of THF. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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tors are known to over-express in various types of
tumors, including ovarian, lung, colorectal, renal,
breast cancers, and non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas,18 we
expect that this novel platform of folate-directed
delivery of MDR modulators is of great potential for
cancer treatment purposes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

e-Caprolactone (e-CL, from Sigma-Aldrich) and allyl
alcohol (from Guangzhou Chemical Reagent Factory,
China) were both purified by vacuum distillation over cal-
cium hydride (CaH2). Tetrahydrofuran (THF, from Sigma-
Aldrich) was dried by refluxing over a sodium-potassium
alloy and distilled under dry argon. 18-Crown-6 (from
Sigma-Aldrich) was vacuum-dried overnight at 468C. 2-
Aminoethanethiol hydrochloride, folic acid, N-hydroxysuc-
cinimide (NHS), naphthalene, potassium persulfate
(K2S2O8), dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC), azobisisobutyr-
onitrile (AIBN) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and
used as received. Ethylene oxide (EO, purity 99%) stored
inside a gas tank were obtained from Foshan Kedi Gas
Chemical Industry (China) and used as received. All or-
ganic solvents are of analytic grade. Phosphate-buffered
solutions (PBS, pH 7.4 and 5) were prepared in our labora-
tory. Potassium naphthalide solution was prepared by add-
ing potassium into an anhydrous THF solution of naphtha-
lene and then stirring the mixture at room temperature for
1 h under dry argon, just prior to use. FG020326 was syn-
thesized according to a previously published procedure in
the literature.19,20 VCR was purchased from ShenZhen
Main Luck Pharmaceuticals, China. MTT (3-(4,5-dime-
thylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) was pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich. Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium (DMEM) and RPMI-1640 were purchased from
Gibco BRL (USA). KBv200 is a human epidermoid carcinoma
MDR cell line with high expression of P-gp as well as folate
receptors on the cell membrane. KBv200 cells were cultured
with RPMI-1640 culture medium containing 10% FBS at
378C in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air plus 5% CO2.

Synthesis of allyl-terminated diblock copolymer of
PCL and PEG (allyl-PEG-PCL)

The copolymer was synthesized by sequential anionic
ring-opening polymerization of EO and e-CL in one pot
using potassium alkoxide as an initiator. THF solution
(4 mL) of potassium naphthalide was allowed to mix with
0.5-mL allyl alcohol, and then the mixture was stirred for
15 min into a flame-dried reaction flask equipped with a
magnetic stirring bar and two capillary gas inlets for EO
and argon, respectively. Subsequently, 20 mL anhydrous
THF and 1.5 g 18-crown-6 predissolved in 5-mL anhydrous
THF in another flamed flask were then transferred into the
first reaction flask under argon. After stirring for another
15 min, the mixture was cooled with a salted ice-water bath

of �58C. A precalculated amount of dry EO was slowly
blown and condensed into the reaction mixture. After-
wards, the EO polymerization was conducted at 08C for 24
h and then at room temperature for 3 days to ensure a thor-
ough conversion of EO. In the second step, a predesigned
amount of e-CL was injected into the reaction flask under
argon protection and then polymerized at room tempera-
ture for 48 h. The polymerization was finally quenched by
adding a small amount of acetic acid. The crude copolymer
collected by precipitation in hexane was redissolved in
dichloromethane and added to ten-fold diethyl ether under
vigorous stirring. A white powder was sequentially isolated
by filtration and washed with hexane and diethyl ether.

Conversion of allyl-PEG-PCL into NH2-PEG-PCL

This procedure was carried out by a radical addition
reaction of 2-aminoethanethiol hydrochloride, which was
modified based on a previously reported method by
Kataoka and coworkers for converting allyl-PEG into NH2-
PEG.21 The reaction was conducted in an aqueous micelle
solution, which was prepared by slowly adding a THF solu-
tion (2 mL) of allyl-PEG-PCL (0.5 g) into distilled water
(20 mL) under stirring, and then allowing evaporation of
THF and formation of micelles as previously reported.22

The micelle solution was first bubbled with nitrogen for 1 h
to remove oxygen, and then K2S2O8 (0.8 molar equivalent of
allyl-PEG-PCL)and 2-aminoethanethiol hydrochloride (10-
fold molar equivalent of allyl-PEG-PCL) were added into
the above solution. Subsequently, the micelle solution was
sealed in a nitrogen atmosphere and stirred for 5 h at 528C.
Unreacted 2-aminoethanethiol hydrochloride and K2S2O8

were removed by dialysis against water for 24 h at room
temperature (MW cut-off: 8000 Da). Lithium hydroxide so-
lution (1M) was then added in a dropwise fashion into the
micelle solution to adjust the pH from 7.4 to 9.4, which con-
verts the terminal amine salt into primary amino groups.
The obtained micelle solution was immediately freeze-
dried. After lyophilization, the micelle powder was redis-
solved in THF, filtered across a 220-nm pore-size membrane
to remove lithium chloride and unreacted lithium hydrox-
ide, and finally precipitated into hexane to recover pure co-
polymer (yield > 78%). Conversion rate of allyl- to NH2-
was calculated based on the analysis of NMR spectra of
allyl-PEG-PCL and NH2-PEG-PCL, as shown in Figure 2.
Integral values of absorption peaks ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘h’’ in Figure
2(a), ‘‘d’’ and ‘‘h’’ in Figure 2(b) (denoted as Ia–2a, Ih–2a, Id–2b,
and Ih–2b, respectively) were used for the calculation. The
conversion rate of allyl-PEG-PCL into NH2-PEG-PCL was
calculated as (Id–2b/Ih–2b)/(Ia–2a/Ih–2a).

Preparation of folate-conjugated copolymer
(folate-PEG-PCL)

Folate was first activated with NHS according to a pre-
viously published procedure.23 Briefly, folic acid (1 g) dis-
solved in anhydrous DMSO (30 mL) was reacted overnight
with NHS (0.9 g) in the presence of DCC (0.5 g) under ar-
gon at room temperature, and the major byproduct, 1,3-
dicyclohexylurea (DCU), was removed by filtration. Subse-
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quently, the above activated folate solution (3 mL) was
added to a DMSO solution (5 mL) containing NH2-PEG-
PCL (0.4 g) and triethylamine (0.05 mL). The reaction was
performed at room temperature for 10 h under argon. The
resulting solution was centrifuged and filtered. The filtrate
thus obtained was dialyzed against water for 24 h (MW
cut-off: 1000 Da). The aqueous solution inside the dialysis
bag was then freeze-dried. The powdery sample was redis-
solved in THF (3 mL), and the filtrate was added dropwise
to distilled water under stirring. After overnight evapora-
tion of THF, the resultant micelle solution was dialyzed
against water for 5 days to completely remove unreacted
folic acid and any residual THF. The micelle solution was
finally freeze-dried to yield a solid powder (yield > 82%).
To evaluate the conversion rate of NH2-PEG-PCL into fo-
late-PEG-PCL, copolymer was dissolved in DMSO and
folate absorbance at 363 nm was measured by a Unico
UV-2000 UV–Vis spectrophotometer to quantify the folate
mass content in the sample. Absorbance of folate at 363
nm in DMSO with various concentrations was measured
to generate a calibration curve.

Characterization of copolymers

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were
recorded on a Varian 300-MHz NMR spectrometer in deu-
terated water (D2O), chloroform (CDCl3), or DMSO de-
pending on sample solubility at room temperature. Gel
permeation chromatography (GPC) was employed to
determine molecular weight and molecular weight distri-
bution. GPC analysis was carried out using a SHODEX1

7.8 mm 3 300 mm column with chloroform as an eluent (1
mL/min) and polystyrene standards for column calibra-
tion. Twenty microliter samples were injected with a
microsyringe, and the eluent was analyzed with a differen-
tial refractive index (RI) detector Waters 2414 from Waters
(USA). High performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC)

was performed in pH 7.4 PBS using an Agilent(HP)1100
chromatographic instrument to analyze the content of free
folate in the folate-conjugated copolymer samples. Folate
solutions with various concentrations were first analyzed
with HPLC to generate a calibration curve. The total folate
amount in each sample was determined by measuring the
absorbance of folate at 363 nm in DMSO with a Unico UV-
2000 UV–Vis spectrophotometer.

Determination of critical micellization
concentration

The critical micellization concentration (CMC) of folate-
targeted copolymers was determined by fluorescence
measurements using pyrene as an extrinsic probe, as pre-
viously reported.24 The fluorescence spectra of pyrene
were measured at varying polymer concentrations using a
Shimadzu RF-5301PC fluorescence spectrometer (Japan) at
258C. The excitation wavelength was adjusted to 339 nm,
and the detection of fluorescence was performed at 375
and 385 nm, which correspond to the wavelength of the
(0,0) band and the (0,2) band of pyrene fluorescence,
respectively. CMC was measured from the onset of a rise
in the intensity ratio of peaks at 385 nm to peaks at
375 nm in the fluorescence spectra of pyrene plotted versus
the logarithm of polymer concentration.

Preparation of FG020326-loaded micelles

Polymeric micelles containing FG020326 were prepared
as follows: 10 mg of copolymer (allyl-PEG-PCL or folate-
PEG-PCL) and 2 mg of FG020326 were codissolved in
2-mL THF in a glass vial. The solution was then added to
pure water (20 mL) under sonication using a UP 50H Dis-
membrator (Hielscher, Germany). THF was allowed to
slowly evaporate overnight, leading to the formation of
micelles (Fig. 1). Residual THF was completely removed
by vacuum evaporation at room temperature with a rotary
evaporator. The micelle solution, concentrated to 5 mL,
was filtered with a syringe filter (pore size: 0.22 lm) to
eliminate polymer and FG020326 aggregates, and then dia-
lyzed against pure water for 24 h to remove unencapsu-
lated FG020326 (MW cut-off: 8000 Da). The micelles thus
obtained were characterized with photon correlation spec-
troscopy, which was performed at 258C on a BI-200 SM
dynamic laser scattering system from Brookhaven Instru-
ments. Scattered light was detected at 908 and collected on
an autocorrelator. For each sample, data obtained from
five measurements were averaged to yield the size and
size distribution. The polymer concentration in size mea-
surement studies was *10�3 mg/mL. Solid micelle sam-
ples for NMR, GPC and UV–Vis experiments were
obtained by lyophilization of micelle solutions.

Determination of drug-loading content

The drug-loading content (DLC) was defined as the
weight percentage of FG020326 in the micelle. DLC was
quantified by determining the absorbance at 411.5 nm

Figure 2. 1H NMR spectra of allyl-PEG3k-PCL1k (a) and
NH2-PEG3k-PCL1k (b) in CDCl3. The expanded peak ‘‘e’’
at *4.2 ppm indicates the successful synthesis of block co-
polymer.
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using a Unico UV-2000 UV–Vis spectrophotometer. The
freeze-dried micelle samples were redissolved in THF for
the UV–Vis measurement. FG020326 solutions of various
concentrations in THF were prepared, and the absorbance
at 411.5 nm was measured to generate a calibration curve
for the DLC calculations for various micelles. The extinc-
tion coefficient of FG020326 at THF is e411.5 ¼ 1.67 3 104 M�1

cm�1. The drug-loading content was calculated using the
following equation:

DLC ¼ Amount of FG020326 in micelle ðmgÞ
Amount of FG020326� loaded micelle ðmgÞ 3 100

In vitro release of FG020326 from micelles

Freeze-dried micelle samples (10 mg each) were resus-
pended in PBS (pH 7.4 or 5) and transferred into a dialysis
bag (MW cut-off: 8000 Da). The bag was placed into
25 mL PBS (pH 7.4 or 5). The release study was performed
at 378C in a Shanghai Yiheng Scientific DKZ incubator
shaker. At selected time intervals, solution outside the di-
alysis bag was removed for UV–Vis analysis and replaced
with fresh buffer solution. FG020326 concentration was cal-
culated based on the absorbance intensity of FG020326 at
411.5 nm. In the assessment of drug release behavior, the
cumulative amount of the released drug was calculated,
and the percentages of drug released from each micelle
were plotted against time. Release of free drug from the
dialysis bag at both pHs were performed as control follow-
ing the same procedure as described above.

MTT cytotoxicity assay

The inhibition of cell growth was evaluated by the MTT
method using triplicate assays. Human epidermoid carci-
noma cell lines KBv200 cells were harvested during loga-
rithmic growth phase, seeded in 96-well plates at 0.3 3
104 cells/well, and then adjusted to a final volume of
170 lL with RPMI-1640 culture medium containing 10%
FBS. After 24 h incubation, the cells were incubated with
culture media containing VCR and FG020326-free or
FG020326-loaded micelles at predesigned concentrations in
each well. FG020326 concentration in FG020326-containing
media, i.e. media containing either free FG020326 or FG-
020326-loaded micelle, was set to 2 lmol/L. Cell incuba-
tion with VCR and copolymers below the CMC was also
performed as control. VCR and micelle at various gradient
concentrations in the culture media were obtained by
media dilution. After 72 h, 10 lL of MTT solution (5 mg/
mL in 0.9% NaCl saline) was added to each well and the
incubation was continued for an additional 4 h in a 378C
incubator containing 5% CO2, allowing the viable cells to
reduce the yellow MTT into dark-blue formazan crystals,
which were then dissolved in 100 lL of DMSO. The ab-
sorbance in individual wells was determined at 540 and
655 nm by a microplate reader (BIO-RAD). The VCR con-
centration required to inhibit cell growth by 50% (IC50)
was calculated from the cytotoxicity curves (Bliss’s soft-
ware). Free FG020326 in its protonated form was also

tested as a control. The MDR reversal effect was assessed
by quantifying the VCR IC50 values with or without the
presence of FG020326 in the culture media.

Rhodamine 123 efflux studies

KBv200 cells were exposed for 2 h to media containing
one of the following: blank micelles, copolymers below the
CMC, FG020326-loaded micelles, and free FG020326. In a
control experiment, KBv200 cells were first incubated with
free folate (10 mM) for 1 h, and then coincubated with fo-
late-functionalized and FG020326-loaded micelles for 2 h.
FG020326 concentration in media containing FG020326-
loaded micelles or free FG020326 was 2 lmol/L. The cells
were collected and washed once and then resuspended in
1 mL RPMI-1640 at the concentration of 1 3 105 cells/mL.
The cells were then loaded with 5 lg/mL of Rhodamine
123 for 30 min at 378C. After one wash with dye-free
RPMI-1640, cells were allowed to efflux the dye for 10 min
in dye-free RPMI 1640 at 378C. The cells were then washed
out and suspended in 1 mL RPMI 1640, after which flow
cytometric analysis was carried out using a FACScan flow
cytometer to evaluate the MDR strength of KBv200 cells.

Statisistical analysis

The experimental data were measured as mean values
with standard deviations. Statistical analysis was carried
out using the Student’s t-test. Differences were considered
statistically significant with p < 0.05.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Syntheses of block copolymers

Synthesis of allyl-terminated PEG using allyl alk-
oxide as an initiator during anionic polymerization
of EO, and subsequent conversion of allyl groups to
primary amino groups by radical addition reaction
of 2-aminoethanethiol hydrochloride, has been re-
ported earlier by Kataoka and coworkers.21 Using a
similar approach, we synthesized primary amino
group-capped PEG-PCL for folate conjugation. The
synthetic route for the targeting copolymer, folate-
PEG-PCL, as shown in Scheme 1, outlines three
major reaction steps involved in the synthesis.
The synthesis of allyl-terminated diblock copolymer
(allyl-PEG-PCL) by stepwise anionic ring-opening
polymerization of EO and e-CL was performed in a
well controlled manner regarding the copolymer mo-
lecular weight as well as the length of individual
blocks. To carry out the conversion of allyl groups of
copolymers into primary amino groups, we first
attempted the radical addition reaction of 2-aminoe-
thanethiol hydrochloride with copolymer in DMF at
708C using AIBN as an initiator, according to the
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method reported by Kataka et al. for the conversion
of allyl-ended PEG into PEG mono-amine. However,
the loss of PCL blocks of copolymers was noted
under such reaction conditions for neat PEG, which
is likely due to the susceptibility of the PCL carbonyl
group to a nucleophilic attack of 2-aminoethanethiol
hydrochloride at the elevated temperature 708C.
Indeed, the primary amino groups, even if proto-
nated, have been reported to show some nucleo-
philic activity.25 Therefore, we modified the reaction
conditions of the above radical addition reaction,
which allowed us to achieve complete allyl conver-
sion while avoiding loss of integrity of PCL blocks.
The major difference between our procedure and
Kataoka’s is that, in the present work, the radical
addition of thiol groups to the allyl double bonds
was performed at a lower temperature (508C) in an
aqueous micelle solution, in which the PCL blocks
are insoluble and thus well protected, rather than in
an organic phase that may dissolve both PEG and
PCL, and as a result, water-soluble K2S2O8 rather
than AIBN was used as an initiator. After the radical
addition reaction, 1M lithium hydroxide solution
was added dropwise to deprotonate the terminal
amine chloride salt into the primary amino group.
After freeze-drying of the micelle solution, micelle
powder was dissolved in THF and filtered to remove

lithium chloride and unreacted lithium hydroxide.
About 100% conversion of allyl to amino group has
been obtained for both allyl-PEG3k-PCL1k and allyl-
PEG3k-PCL2k. There is no evidence in the GPC and
NMR measurements that the above process caused
PCL cleavage (Table I). Finally, folic acid was acti-
vated and then conjugated to the PEG distal ends of
copolymers. Although folic acid possesses a- and g-
carboxylic acid groups, which could both be acti-
vated by NHS, the g-carboxylic acid group has
much higher reactivity.26,27 Therefore, copolymers
conjugating folate through the g-carboxylic acid reac-
tion should be produced predominantly. We ob-
tained a conversion rate of 82.2% for folate-PEG3k-
PCL1k, and 81.5% for folate-PEG3k-PCL2k respec-
tively from their NH2-PEG-PCL intermediates.

Spectroscopic methods were employed to charac-
terize diblock intermediates (i.e., allyl- and NH2-ter-
minated copolymers) and folate-PEG-PCLs. As
shown in Figures 2 and 3, the copolymer structures
were confirmed by 1H NMR measurements in which
the characteristic resonances of both PCL and allyl-
ended PEG were observed, indicating the coexis-
tence of both blocks in the purified samples. Nota-
bly, the 1H NMR absorption around 4.2 ppm in Fig-
ure 2, i.e., the triplet peak ‘‘e,’’ strongly demonstrated
the linkage structure between PCL and PEG blocks,
complying with the expected copolymer structure in
Scheme 1. By comparing the integrals of characteris-
tic peaks of PEG blocks (e.g., the singlet of
��OCH2�� at 3.65 ppm) and PCL blocks (e.g., the tri-
plet of ��C(¼¼O)��CH2�� at 2.25 ppm) with that of
characteristic peaks of the terminal allyl groups (e.g.,
the multiplet of CH2¼¼CH�� at 4.90 ppm) in the 1H
NMR spectrum, the length of PEG and PCL blocks
was calculated and reported as molecular weights in
Table I.

GPC measurements also demonstrated the suc-
cessful synthesis of the diblock copolymer by reveal-
ing a unimodal molecular weight distribution in the
GPC chromatograms (data not shown). Only a negli-

Scheme 1. Synthetic approach to folate-PEG-PCL.

TABLE I
Characteristics of the Prepared Block Copolymers

Code Polymer Mn
a Mn

b Mw/Mn
a

1 Allyl-PEG3k-OH 2943 NA 1.106
2 Allyl-PEG3k-PCL1k 3808 3724 1.097

NH2-PEG3k-PCL1k 4018 3870 1.215
Folate-PEG3k-PCL1k 5090 NA 1.261

3 Allyl-PEG3k-PCL2k 5125 5047 1.092
NH2-PEG3k-PCL2k 5224 5026 1.132
Folate-PEG3k-PCL2k 6079 NA 1.271

NA: data not available.
aDetermined by GPC with RI detector.
bCalculated based on 1H NMR spectra. The GPC-deter-

mined molecular weight of PEG block, 2943, was used for
calculation.
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gible increase in molecular weight of copolymer
upon radical addition process was detected (Table I).
By comparison, folate conjugation induced an in-
crease in the copolymer molecular weight in GPC
measurements (about 800–1000), due to the molecu-
lar weight addition effect of folate molecules (Mn of
folic acid: 441). This molecular weight increase in
GPC measurements is acceptable considering the
detection variation of GPC analysis. GPC measure-
ments with the UV detector did not detect a second-
ary peak in the chromatogram of the folate-conju-
gated copolymers (data not shown). Furthermore,
the amount of unattached folate molecules deter-
mined by HPLC measurement in these copolymers
is negligible (i.e. less than 0.9 wt % of the total
amount of folate in each sample). This small residual
amount of free folic acid should have little effect on
micelle targeting to KBv200 cells. On the whole, both
NMR and GPC measurements suggested that the
radical addition reaction of aminoethanethiol hydro-
chloride with the allyl-bearing copolymer did not
lead to a significant increase in copolymer molecular
weight, implying that radical polymerization of allyl
groups was suppressed to a great extent under our
modified reaction conditions.

The critical micellization concentration determined
by fluorescence measurements using pyrene as a
probe was 9.6 3 10�6 g/mL for folate-PEG3k-PCL1k,
and 3.8 3 10�6 g/mL for folate-PEG3k-PCL2k.

Micelle properties

Similar to the earlier observations for the doxorubi-
cin or paclitaxel-loaded PEG-PCL micelles,22,28 Figure 4

demonstrates that FG023026 was encapsulated inside
the PCL core of the core-shell-structural micelles.
In CDCl3, prominent resonance peaks (about 1.2,
2.08 ppm) of FG020326 were clearly observed in the
1H NMR spectrum, in addition to those of PCL and
allyl-PEG blocks, indicating that the micelle contains
both copolymer and FG020326. However, in D2O,
only the PEG resonance peaks were detected while
both the PCL and FG020326 resonance peaks were
hardly observed. Based on these phenomena, we rea-
soned that the micelle shells consisting of PEG blocks
were solvated in D2O and therefore showed clear 1H
NMR signals. In contrast, resonance peaks of PCL
blocks and FG020326 confined inside the solid micelle
core were hardly observed due to their insufficient
chain mobility in D2O.

As shown in Table II, micelles predominantly less
than 100 nm in diameter were successfully prepared,
and the micelle size appears to be dependent on
both copolymer composition and drug-loading. In
general, similar to the doxorubicin or paclitaxel-
loaded PEG-PCL micelles reported earlier,22,28 co-
polymers with longer PCL blocks formed larger mi-
celle particles. Folate functionalization of copolymers
does not lead to an obvious change in micelle size.
However, unlike the previously reported data for
the doxorubicin or paclitaxel-loaded PEG-PCL
micelles, where micelle size is mostly independent

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectra of NH2-PEG3k-PCL1k (a) and
folate-PEG3k-PCL1k (b) in DMSO-d6.

Figure 4. 1H NMR spectra of FG020326-loaded allyl-
PEG3k-PCL2k micelles in D2O (a) and CDCl3 (b).
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of drug-loading, FG020326-loading apparently led to
the increase in particle size for both folate-free and
folate-bearing micelles. FG020326-loading for the
most part did not change the narrow size distribu-
tions of micelles. In addition, the loading content of
FG020326 (DLC) in folate-PEG-PCL micelles in-
creased from 5.6% to 6.4% with an increase of PCL
molecular weight from 1 to 2 kDa, likely due to the
fact that longer PCL brings about more micellar
hydrophobic space for the drug to embed in, as well
as stronger hydrophobic interaction between copoly-
mer and FG020326.

In vitro FG020326 release properties

In the control experiments, free FG020326 quickly
diffused out of the dialysis bag at both pH values
[Fig. 5(a)]. The release of free FG020326 reached
100% in 3.5 h. The in vitro release profiles of
FG020326-loaded micelles in two different buffered
solutions (PBS at pH 7.4 and 5.0) were shown in Fig-
ure 5(b). The considerably slower release rate of mi-
celle encapsulated drug than that of the free drug
indicates the negligible effect of the dialysis bag on
the detected rate of drug release from the micelles.
The release behavior of FG020326 from the PEG-PCL
micelles is similar to that of doxorubicin from the
same type of micelles.22 Briefly, a relatively rapid
release in the first phase, followed by a sustained
and slower release over a prolonged time up to sev-
eral weeks, was observed in both solutions. Further-
more, in comparison with the release at pH 5.0,
FG020326 release from micelles at pH 7.4 was obvi-
ously slower (p < 0.05 for both formulations). It is
important to note that FG020326, like doxorubicin,
can be protonated at low pH resulting in an increase
of drug solubility in aqueous solutions. Indeed, we
determined the solubility values of FG020326 at pH5
and at pH7.4 to be 9.2 3 10�5 g/mL and 2.4 3
10�5 g/mL, respectively. Therefore, it is expected
that FG020326 can be released faster when the mi-
celle solution becomes acidic, e.g. at pH 5. Another
reason causing the faster release of FG020326 at pH
5 might be that the micelle core hydrolyzed faster at

lower pH. For our FG020326-loaded micelles, the
amount of released FG020326 for 24 h was about 15
wt % at pH 7.4, while it reached about 30 wt % at
pH 5.0. This type of pH-dependent releasing behav-
ior of drugs is of particular interest for tumor-tar-
geted drug delivery using polymeric micelles. In the
present case, a fast FG020326 release can be antici-
pated to occur once the micelle particles are internal-
ized inside the tumor cells via folate-mediated endo-
cytosis and trapped inside the lysosomal compart-
ments where the pH value is known to drop to
around 5.0.29 Consequently, much enhanced bioa-
vailability of the micelle-transported FG020326 is
likely to occur, which is essential for achieving the
desirable MDR reversal effect. FG020326 release rates

TABLE II
Influence of Copolymer Composition on

Micellar Properties

Copolymers

Micelle Size (nm)
Drug

Loading
Content (%)

FG020326
Unencapsulated

FG020326-
Loaded

Allyl-PEG3k-PCL1k 51.4 6 2 76.7 6 3 5.3 6 0.2
Allyl-PEG3k-PCL2k 82.4 6 2 98.8 6 3 6.1 6 0.3
Folate-PEG3k-PCL1k 54.1 6 2 73.6 6 2 5.6 6 0.2
Folate-PEG3k-PCL2k 81.8 6 3 117.8 6 4 6.4 6 0.4

Figure 5. (a) Release profiles of free FG020326 from satu-
rated solutions at pH 5.0 and pH 7.4. Data are presented
as mean 6 SD (n ¼ 3). (b) In vitro FG020326-release profiles
for two micelle formations, folate-PEG3k-PCL1k and fo-
late-PEG3k-PCL2k, at neutral (pH 7.4) and acidic (pH 5.0)
conditions at 378C. Data are presented as mean 6 SD (n ¼
3). *Denotes a significant difference between FG020326
release at that time point (p < 0.05, same formulation at
different pH).
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from the two micelles at pH 7.4 are similar within 35
h, which is to some extent consistent with the obser-
vation that CsA release from PEO-b-PCL micelles
was almost not affected by the PCL length.16 At pH
5, FG020326 release from the PEG3k-PCL2k micelle
appears to be slower than that from the PEG3k-
PCL1k micelle (p < 0.05 for most time points starting
from 24 h). At this condition, it is likely that
FG020326 traversing the larger micelle particle may
be retarded because of the longer diffusion path.30

Although polymeric micelles provide an effective
solution for the delivery of poorly soluble drugs, drug
leaking out from micelles at the initial hours after
injection is a commonly existing problem. Our
research indicates that, at pH 7.4, which is close to the
pH of normal biological fluids, the percentage of
FG020326 released in 24 h for both formulations is
about 15%, i.e. 85% of the encapsulated FG020326 is
still trapped in micelles after 24 h. Note that micelle in
solution can be freeze-dried to keep its intactness
before use and 24 h is considerably long compared to
the circulation time of small molecular drugs in blood.
Although not perfect, these micelle systems still pro-
vided a biologically meaningful platform for FG020326
delivery. Further research in our labs is underway to
get more desirable FG020326 release profile, i.e. reduc-
ing release at first hours and enhancing the release rate
in the following sustained release stage, by varying the
carrier polymer structure.

MDR reversal

A number of experimental and clinical approaches
have been studied to overcome MDR effects in can-
cer cells.31 For instance, either conjugating drug to a
soluble polymer carrier like N-(2-hydroxypropyl)me-
thacrylamide (pHPMA) or transporting drug with a
polymeric micelle was demonstrated as an effective

approach to overcome MDR. Unlike free drugs
which cross the membrane by diffusion, a pathway
that is affected by P-gp in MDR cells, polymer-drug
conjugates or drug-encapsulated polymeric micelles
are most likely transported into the cells via endocy-
tosis, which is not affected by P-gp.8,32,33 In addition,
the use of MDR modulators, e.g. cyclosporine A and
some surfactants such as Pluronic1 block copolymer
below the CMC, were demonstrated to be a common
and effective approach to inhibit P-gp-mediated
drug efflux.31,34 Passive targeting of P-gp inhibitor
Cyclosporin A by PEO-b-PCL micelles has been
reported recently by Lavasanifar and coworkers.
Their study focused on the pharmacokinetics and
biodistribution of micelle-transported drug, and no
information is available on the MDR reversal effect
of this system.16,17

In the present work, the MDR reversal potency
was evaluated by MTT assays that revealed the cyto-
toxicity of anticancer VCR with and without the
presence of FG020326 in the culture media. Previous
studies have demonstrated that Pluronic1 block
copolymers below the CMC, i.e. block unimers of
poly(polyethylene oxide) and poly(propylene oxide),
are very effective P-gp function inhibitors, and Plur-
onic micelles do not possess such function of P-gp
inhibition.31 To clarify whether PEG-PCL itself may
inhibit the P-gp function like Pluronic unimers do,
we tested the MDR reversal effect of these copoly-
mers without the presence of FG020326. Cells were
treated with copolymer solutions either above or
below the polymer CMC. Our results indicate that in
either case, above or below CMC, neither folate-
PEG3k-PCL1k nor folate-PEG3k-PCL2k obviously
improved the cytotoxicity of VCR to KBv200 cells [Ta-
ble III and Fig. 6(a,b)]. This implies that folate-PEG-
PCL alone cannot suppress the P-gp drug efflux
function of KBv200 cells regardless of whether it is in
unimer or micellar form. By contrast, FG020326 and

TABLE III
IC50 of VCR in KBv200 Cells Determined by MTT Assay

Modulator Used in VCR Toxicity Test IC50 6 SD

FG020326-loaded allyl-PEG3k-PCL1k micellea 0.0202 6 0.0051
FG020326-loaded allyl-PEG3k-PCL2k micellea 0.0207 6 0.0042
FG020326-loaded folate-PEG3k-PCL1k micellea 0.0046 6 0.0031b

FG020326-loaded folate-PEG3k-PCL2k micellea 0.0089 6 0.0022
Free FG020326a 0.0059 6 0.0013
None 0.3157 6 0.1102

FG020326-free unimers or micelles Folate-PEG3k-PCL1k 9.6 3 10�5 (>CMC) 0.3523 6 0.0923
1.0 3 10�6 (<CMC) 0.3489 6 0.1045

Folate-PEG3k-PCL2k 3.8 3 10�5 (>CMC) 0.3681 6 0.0758
1.0 3 10�7 (<CMC) 0.3315 6 0.0824

Various experiments were conducted to clarify the performance of the FG020326-loaded micelles in terms of the MDR
reversal.

aKBv200 cells were incubated at the same FG020326 concentration of 2 lmol L�1.
bp < 0.01 (folate-PEG3k-PCL1k vs. allyl-PEG3k-PCL1k).
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FG020326-loaded micelles showed significant MDR
reversal effect on KBv200 cells. It is known that
FG020326 re-sensitizes KBv200 cells by inhibiting the
function of P-gp associated with the resistance of
cancerous cells to anticancer drugs.6 As can be seen,
FG020326 transported by micelles functioned the
MDR reversal of KBv200 cells.

In the VCR concentration-effect curves shown in
Figure 6(c), the concentration yielding half-maximal
inhibition to cell growth (IC50) was detected at 0.316
lM for KBv200 cells not treated with FG020326 or
FG020326-containing micelles (i.e. the negative con-
trol group). In comparison, IC50 values lower than
0.021 lM were detected for cells treated with
FG020326 or FG020326-containing micelles, which is
at least one order of magnitude lower than that for
the negative control. Moreover, in comparison with
the cells exposed to the folate-free and FG020326-
loaded micelles, cells exposed to the folate-bearing
and FG020326-loaded micelles are apparently even
more sensitive to VCR treatment. For example, MTT
assays with the PEG3k-PCL1k micelles revealed a
significant IC50 decrease from 0.02 to 0.0046 lM
upon folate functionalization of micelles. A major
cause for this significant IC50 decrease of VCR in
MTT assay upon folate-functionalization of micelles
may be the augmented internalization of FG020326-
loaded micelles into KBv200 cells, which overexpress
the folate receptors on the cell membrane, i.e. more
FG020326 transported into the cells by targeting
micelles resulted in better suppression of the P-gp-
mediated drug efflux. This hypothesis was sup-
ported by the Rhodamine 123 efflux study as will be
discussed in the next section. In addition, cellular
attachment of drug-loaded micelles was enhanced
when the micelles were functionalized with folate.
Even if the micelles attached to KBv200 cells did not
undergo further endocytosis, enhanced cellular
attachment of micelles will still increase FG020326
amounts in the replaced culture media, which will
likely lead to better MDR reversal as well.

Although the strong MDR reversal activity of
FG020326 was demonstrated previously,6,7 the mech-
anism of this MDR modulator was not completely
understood. P-gp is a plasma membrane protein that
mediates the ATP-dependent efflux of cancer thera-
peutics. On the basis of its amino acid sequence, P-
gp is predicted to consist of two similar halves, each
containing six putative transmembrane segments
and a nucleotide-binding domain.34 In a previously
published report, an MDR modulator OC144-093,
which is a substituted diarylimidazole (M ¼ 495)
and structurally very similar to FG020326, was found
to inhibit the P-gp ATPase activity and block the
binding of [3H]azidopine to P-gp.35 Moreover,
[3H]azidopine was known to block the binding of
VCR to P-gp,36 and inhibition of the ATPase activity

Figure 6. (a, b) Effect of FG020326-free unimers (below
CMC) and micelles (above CMC) on the cytotoxicity of
VCR in KBv200 cells. Data are presented as mean 6 SD
(n ¼ 3). (c) Effect of FG020326 or FG020326-loaded poly-
meric micelles on the cytotoxicity of VCR in KBv200 cells.
Cells were incubated at the same FG020326 concentration
2 lmol L�1. Data is presented as mean 6 SD (n ¼ 3).
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means that higher concentrations of intracellular
ATP would be required for functioning of P-gp.31

Based on these literature reports, we assume that
there might exist two pathways that the internalized
FG020326 led to the MDR reversal of KBv200 cells.
First, FG020326, like [3H]azidopine, may share a
common P-gp binding site for VCR as well. Conse-
quently, FG020326 transported into the cells may
interact with this P-gp binding site and block the P-
gp binding of VCR from the cytoplasm. Second, like
OC144-093, FG020326 may inhibit the intracellular
ATPase activity resulting in the suppression of P-gp
functioning. FG020326 transported by micelles via
endocytosis are believed to release in the lysosome
and afterwards may act in the same way as free
FG020326 taken up by the cells. If this be the case, it
is not difficult to understand why the enhanced
endocytosis of micelles by attachment of a targeting
ligand would lead to better MDR reversal effects of
micelle-transported FG020326. However, future stud-
ies are needed to confirm these hypotheses, and it
must be noted that in our study, free FG020326 still
showed the best MDR reversal than any micellar for-
mulation in the present study.

It is noteworthy that, in the MTT assays, only
the folate-PEG3k-PCL1k micelle-delivered FG020326
resulted in a VCR cytotoxicity comparable to that in-
duced by free FG020326, and FG020326 transported by
other micelles appeared to be less effective [Fig. 6(c)].
One underlying reason for the lower reversal po-
tency of FG020326-loaded micelles compared to that
of free FG020326 is likely the sustained release of
FG020326 from micelles. Although FG020326 loaded
inside the PEG-PCL micelles is believed to release
quickly in acidic lysosomal compartments based on
the in vitro FG020326 release data, it still may not be
utilized as quickly as free FG020326 inside the cells.
Furthermore, we assume that the considerably high
VCR cytotoxicity induced by the folate-PEG3k-
PCL1k micelle-delivered FG020326 is that, in this
particular formulation, the cellular uptake of micelles
have been significantly enhanced due to the folate-
functionalization and relative small micelle size,
resulting in a strong compensation to the above
mentioned drawback in the bioavailability of the mi-
celle encapsulated drug.

Rhodamine 123 efflux studies

Rhodamine 123 has been known to be the P-gp
substrate, and MDR modulators could affect intra-
cellular Rhodamine 123 levels by inhibiting the
function of P-gp in human MDR cancer cells.37 Pre-
treatment of cells with blank copolymer in either
concentrations (above or below CMC) did not
increase the amount of Rhodamine 123 remaining in

KBv200 cells, which is in good agreement with the cy-
totoxicity data that blank copolymer did not improve
VCR cytotoxicity. The results shown in Figure 7(a)
demonstrate that the amount of Rhodamine 123
remaining in KBv200 cells was obviously increased
upon pretreatment of the cells with either FG020326
or FG020326-loaded micelles. Moreover, the accumu-
lation of Rhodamine 123 inside KBv200 cells was sig-
nificantly enhanced by attaching a tumor-targeting
ligand, folate, to the micellar delivery vehicles and
then using these FG020326-loaded targeting micelles
to pretreat the cells. Rhodamine 123 efflux appeared
unhindered when a large amount of free folate was
introduced to compete with the targeting micelles
containing FG020326, as evidenced in Figure 7(b).
Apparently, targeting micelles transport FG020326
more efficiently than their nontargeting counterparts.
Finally, the Rhodamine 123 fluorescence intensity
detected by flow cytometry when using FG020326-
loaded folate-PEG3k-PCL1k micelles rather than any
other micelle formula, including the FG020326-

Figure 7. (a) Effect of FG020326 and FG020326-loaded
polymeric micelles on Rhodamine 123 efflux in KBv200
cells, incubated at the same FG020326 concentration
2 lmol L�1. (b) Flow cytometry histogram of micelle
uptake in KBv200 cells implies that cell uptake of targeting
micelle is inhibited by the presence of free folate ligands
(10 mM) in solution. Fluorescence height represents the
Rhodamine 123 amounts remained in KBv200 cells. [Color
figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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loaded folate-PEG3k-PCL2k micelles, approached the
fluorescence intensity detected when using free
FG020326 [Fig. 7(a)]. These results, which are in
agreement with the cytotoxicity data discussed in
the previous section, indicate once again that, in
addition to the folate-induced targeting effect, mi-
celle composition is also decisive and thus must be
properly adjusted to achieve the highest FG020326
delivery efficiency.

CONCLUSION

Biodegradable diblock copolymers, folate-PEG-
PCL, of different molecular weights and composi-
tions were successfully synthesized by multistep
reactions. These copolymers self-assembled into tu-
mor-targeted core-shell micelle structures smaller
than 100 nm in diameter with a hydrophobic PCL
core capable of encapsulating FG020326, a potent
MDR modulator, at a DLC of up to 6.4 wt %. The
targeting micelles can deliver FG020326 into the
human MDR KBv200 cells more efficiently than their
nontargeting counterparts. FG020326 delivered by
the folate-encoded micelles demonstrates strong
MDR reversal activity, comparable to that of free
FG020326 in the KBv200 cells. Although preliminary,
our studies provide the first evidence of effectively
delivering a cancer MDR modulator using biode-
gradable and targeted polymeric micelles that can
recognize molecular signatures on cancer cells sur-
face. Because of their enormous therapeutic potential
in drug delivery, such as prolonged blood circula-
tion, EPR effect, and active targeting to tumor cells,
these MDR modulator-loaded and folate-encoded
micelles may find application in cancer chemother-
apy to overcome drug resistance. We are currently
conducting animal tests with these folate-functional-
ized and FG020326-loaded micelles to investigate
their in vivo antitumor efficacy.
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ABSTRACT: To address the need for minimally invasive treatment of unresectable
tumors, intratumoral polymer implants have been developed to release a variety of
chemotherapeutic agents for the locoregional therapy of cancer. These implants, also
termed ‘‘polymer millirods,’’ were designed to provide optimal drug release kinetics to
improve drug delivery efficiency and antitumor efficacy when treating unresectable
tumors. Modeling of drug transport properties in different tissue environments has
provided theoretical insights on rational implant design, and several imaging techni-
ques have been established to monitor the local drug concentrations surrounding these
implants both ex vivo and in vivo. Preliminary antitumor efficacy and drug distribution
studies in a rabbit liver tumor model have shown that these implants can restrict tumor
growth in small animal tumors (diameter<1 cm). In the future, new approaches, such as
three-dimensional (3-D) drug distribution modeling and the use of multiple drug-
releasing implants, will be used to extend the efficacy of these implants in treating
larger tumors more similar to intractable human tumors. � 2007 Wiley-Liss, Inc. and the

American Pharmacists Association J Pharm Sci 97:1681–1702, 2008
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INTRODUCTION

Cancer is an enormous health concern in the
United States and in recent years has surpassed
heart disease as the predominant cause of death
for all but the most elderly Americans.1 Currently,
the most curative treatment option for solid
tumors is surgical resection followed by adjuvant
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chemotherapy or radiation therapy to minimize
the risk of recurrence. Many cancers respond
well to this treatment strategy, but many patients
are not eligible for surgical resection. For exam-
ple, out of 70000 newly diagnosed colon cancer
metastases to the liver in the US per year, the
number of patients who are actually candidates
for surgery is disappointingly low at 2500–4500.2

Reasons limiting resection include tumor size,
involvement of more than one liver lobe, or a co-
existing liver condition (e.g., cirrhosis).2,3 In
addition, the overall survival rates for these
patients even after surgery are often low.4 Other
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abdominal cancers, such as those of the pancreas
and stomach, also have low resection rates and
poor overall patient survival.1 Intravenously
administered chemotherapy for these tumors also
has limited effectiveness. Since only a small
amount of the systemic blood flow is directed to
the tumor, only a fraction of the total dose reaches
the tumor site.5 The remainder of the dose is
distributed throughout healthy organs and tis-
sues, leading to a variety of undesirable side
effects ranging from neutropenia to cardiomyo-
pathy.6,7 Many chemotherapeutic drugs also have
very rapid plasma clearance, leading to short
tumor exposure times.8 To improve the outcome of
these cancer patients, a new paradigm of mini-
mally invasive and locoregional cancer therapies
has rapidly evolved and received considerable
attention in the recent years.9

Image-guided, minimally invasive techniques
for therapeutic interventions use regional tumor
destruction as an alternative to surgical resec-
tion.10 Strategies for tumor ablation include
thermal heating,11,12 cryosurgery,13,14 or chemical
ablation.15,16 In each of these techniques, an
interventional needle or electrode is inserted into
the tumor with image guidance.17,18 Then, the
ablation is applied to destroy the tumor and a
surrounding margin of normal tissue. Since they
can be applied percutaneously, these minimally
invasive treatments typically are viable alterna-
tives to surgery that can be used in patients with
poor overall health as an outpatient procedure.
Additionally, local administration of the treat-
ment maximizes destruction to the tumor target
while limiting damage to the surrounding normal
tissue. Ablation has been used for the treatment of
several unresectable cancers, including those in
the liver,19 prostate,20 and lung.21

Other attempts to improve treatment of unre-
sectable tumors have focused on means to
increase the tumor specificity of chemotherapeu-
tic drugs through locoregional delivery.22 Admin-
istering an anticancer drug either to the region
that contains a tumor or directly within the tumor
has the advantage of increasing tumor exposure to
a drug while limiting systemic toxicity. One
strategy for locoregional chemotherapy is to
infuse a solution of a chemotherapeutic agent
into the region of the malignancy. Intravesicular
chemotherapy has become a common treatment
for bladder tumors, and has been shown to be
associated with a reduced tumor recurrence rate
after surgery.23 Local chemotherapy infusion has
also been used with some success in the case of
JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008
advanced nonsmall cell lung cancer when patients
have a malignant pleural effusion.24 Additionally,
several studies have shown significant benefits in
treating ovarian cancers with intraperitoneal (IP)
infusions.25 All of these treatments require that
malignant cells be in close contact with the
surrounding space to which the chemotherapy
is administered.

For tumors that are not externally accessible,
local perfusion, or the administration of a
chemotherapeutic agent to a segment of the
circulation that preferentially perfuses the tumor,
is an alternative. Intra-arterial administration of
drugs can maximize drug delivery to blood vessels
supplying tumors. For example, transarterial
chemoembolization (TACE) benefits from the fact
that most hepatocellular carcinomas (HCCs)
receive the vast majority of their blood supply
from their hepatic artery while normal liver
receives its blood supply largely from the portal
vein.26 In this treatment, a catheter is selectively
placed in the branches of the hepatic artery which
feed the tumor. Once arterial selection has been
achieved, a solution of chemotherapeutic agents
dissolved in an oily solvents followed by embolic
agents is infused into the artery.26 This approach
has been shown to increase concentrations of
chemotherapy in the tumor by 10- to 100-fold26

and to improve 1-year survival of patients with
unresectable HCC by as much as 20%.27 As a
result, TACE has become a commonly adminis-
tered therapy for unresectable HCC.28 Another
strategy to improve delivery is through regional
perfusion, in which the portion of the systemic
circulation containing a tumor is isolated from the
rest of the circulation.29 Isolated thoracic perfu-
sion (ITP) is achievable by closing off the
descending aorta and vena cava with balloon
catheters, blocking blood flow to the arms with
inflated cuffs, and introducing chemotherapy into
the right atrium. This approach has been used to
increase the concentration of chemotherapy
delivered to lung cancers by 6- to 10-fold,30 and
an analogous approach exists for isolated abdom-
inal perfusion. Each of these locoregional che-
motherapy methods had been shown to increase
tumor exposure to drug while reducing systemic
toxicity.

Intratumoral cancer treatments extend the
locoregional treatment concept by attempting to
further limit the scope of chemotherapy exposure.
Treatments that have been studied extensi-
vely include intratumoral infusions, injections,
and implantable devices that deliver either
DOI 10.1002/jps
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chemotherapeutic drugs or other therapeutic
agents.22 Infusion of chemotherapeutic agents
has been heavily studied in the area of brain
tumors, where it has spawned a field known as
convection-enhanced delivery (CED).31 In CED, a
microcatheter is inserted into a tumor and the
therapeutic agent is slowly administered to the
surrounding tissue using positive pressure infu-
sion. Major advantages of CED to brain tumors
include bypassing the blood–brain barrier and
delivering drugs further from the infusion site due
to convection.32 CED has been used to deliver
conventional chemotherapeutic drugs33 but has
shown considerable promise for the delivery of
targeted bacterial toxins31 and therapeutic anti-
bodies.34 Intratumoral injections of therapeutic
solutions have also shown success in treating
tumors in locations other than the brain, such as
the lung,35 pancreas,36 and liver.37 Several
studies have been performed in an attempt to
determine optimal parameters for injection and to
determine which tumor features, such as collagen
content, contribute to the extent of drug deliv-
ery.38,39 Furthermore, recent studies have shown
that using intratumoral injection to deliver viral
gene therapy vectors minimizes nonspecific
expression of gene products.40,41 Since intratu-
morally injected liquids may distribute irregu-
larly and be cleared quickly, several investigators
have introduced injectable drug depots to prolong
the extent of drug release. Examples of intratu-
moral depots include PLGA,42–44 alginate,45 and
albumin46 microspheres as well as injectable
gels which solidify upon intratumoral injec-
tion.47–49 Injectable depots have the advantage
of easy administration and prolonged tumor
drug exposure.

Intratumoral, drug-releasing implants are a
subset of the intratumoral drug delivery paradigm
and have shown increasing promise in recent
years. Driven by developments for the treatment
of prostate50,51 and brain cancers,52,53 implanta-
ble devices containing either radioactive elements
or chemotherapeutic drugs have become viable
treatment options. The only clinically approved
chemotherapeutic implant for cancer treatment is
the Gliadel wafer, a carmustine(BCNU)-eluting
implant fabricated from a polyanhydride copoly-
mer, 1,3-bis-(p-carboxyphenoxy) propane/poly(se-
bacic acid) (pCPP:SA).54 These implants were
designed to treat glioblastoma multiforme, an
aggressive brain cancer with extremely limited
patient survival, through placement in the
surgical cavity after primary surgical resection.
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After placement, the implants release their drug
load over a period of approximately 5 days,55 and
drug has been shown to penetrate several milli-
meters into the brain parenchyma.56 A recent
long-term study showed that the Gliadel implant
placement after surgery increased patient survi-
val to 13.8 months versus 11.6 months for control
and maintained this survival advantage for at
least 3 years after initial treatment.57 Despite the
clinical success of the Gliadel implant, the use of
chemotherapeutic implants has yet to become
widespread in the treatment of other cancers,
such as those of the pancreas, liver, or lungs.
However, it is likely that future chemotherapeutic
implants can be optimized for use in a variety of
different tumors to maximize patient comfort and
survival.

This review article describes work in extending
the use of intratumoral implants to treat unre-
sectable liver tumors. The proposed treatment
strategy is primary treatment of the tumor bulk
with radiofrequency (RF) ablation followed by the
placement of drug-eluting polymer implants in
the ablated tumor region. These biodegradable
polymer millirods have been fabricated from
poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) to deliver
chemotherapeutic agents through and beyond
the RF ablated tumor, thus maximizing tumor
destruction and reducing the risk of tumor
recurrence. The first section describes the overall
goals that must be considered when developing
any local delivery device, including the use of
models to predict local drug transport. The second
section describes techniques for measuring local
drug concentrations and the use of these mea-
surements to customize drug release. In the third
section, this review describes the preliminary
results from using these implants to treat a rabbit
liver cancer model. Finally, the last section
presents some conclusions drawn from the early
use of these implants and some future goals to
facilitate using these implants to treat larger
tumors similar to unresectable human cancers.
OVERVIEW OF DRUG DELIVERY GOALS

Definition of Pharmacokinetic Goals for Local
Drug Delivery to Unresectable Tumors

In considering the use of an intratumoral implant
for tumor treatment, it is necessary to consider
the generic characteristics that would benefit the
device. First, the implant should be able to
OURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008



Figure 1. Scheme illustrating drug release and local
drug concentration from three theoretical implant
types. A zero-order release implant (A) releases drug
at a constant rate, but it may take a long period of time
to reach the therapeutic concentration. A burst-release
implant (B) releases large amounts of drug early, but
may not extended release to maintain a therapeutic
concentration. A dual-release implant (C) combines
an early burst of drug to accelerate the rise to thera-
peutic concentrations with sustained release to main-
tain therapeutic concentrations.
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minimize shortcomings associated with systemi-
cally administered chemotherapy. Second, it
should provide an optimal drug delivery profile
to the tumor, which is to say that it should be
able to provide effective drug concentrations to
the desired region over a prolonged period of
time. Third, the device should be part of a
comprehensive and complete treatment strategy
that is versatile and applicable in a wide range of
realistic situations. Achieving these goals should
maximize the treatment success of these intratu-
moral implants.

When delivering their drug cargo to tumors,
intratumoral implants must provide an optimal
drug release profile that is characterized by the
ability to deliver drug to a large volume, to rapidly
reach the therapeutic concentration, and to
maintain the therapeutic concentration for an
extended time. Previous studies have shown that
limited penetration distance is one of the major
restrictions on the efficacy of intratumoral treat-
ments.55,56 Any successful implant must be
designed in such a way that takes into considera-
tion ways to maximize the drug delivery distance.
Additionally, the implant must provide drug
to the surrounding tissue at an appropriate rate.58

A schematic of ideal drug release rates is shown in
Figure 1. Consider implant A, an implant which
releases drug at a constant rate somewhere above
the elimination rate. While local drug concentra-
tion will slowly rise, it may take too long to reach
tissue concentrations that are toxic to the
surrounding cancer cells. Alternatively, implant
B provides a rapid dose of chemotherapy that will
quickly surpass the effective concentration. How-
ever, the release rate after the initial burst is
insufficient to maintain this concentration for
any extended length of time. Such a release rate
is undesirable, as it could allow cancer cells
to recover, perhaps even with newly acquired
drug resistance.59 The ideal implant, implant C,
combines the best characteristics of both im-
plants: rapid ascent to the effective concentration
followed by a maintenance dose to remain at a
useful drug level. While this explanation is a
simplification (e.g., elimination is almost certainly
not constant, etc.), it serves as an example of how
different drug release rates might affect local drug
concentrations. Additionally, it offers some
insight on how the situation can be changed by
modifying the elimination rate or therapeutic
concentration. For the most part, however, local
drug concentrations surrounding implants must
be determined experimentally.
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The success of chemotherapeutic implants for
cancer treatment also depends on their inclusion
in a comprehensive tumor treatment strategy. As
an example, with the previously mentioned
Gliadel treatment, the tumor is first surgically
resected (‘‘debulked’’) followed by the placement of
multiple BCNU-impregnated implants in the
surgical cavity.52 The design of a liver cancer
treatment using polymer millirods proposes a
similar strategy to Gliadel treatment: using RF
ablation to destroy the majority of the tumor mass
followed by placement of polymer implants in the
tumor to kill any residual cancer cells and limit
tumor recurrence. RF ablation is already used
clinically to treat liver tumors, but tumor
DOI 10.1002/jps
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recurrence, particularly around the ablation
boundary, has greatly limited the clinical success
of tumor ablation.60,61 Using chemotherapeutic
implants with ablation may maximize the benefit
compared to using the implants alone. The
ablation destroys the majority of the tumor cells,
leaving the implants to kill only the remaining
cells, thereby reducing the risk of recurrence.
Furthermore, tumor ablation may facilitate drug
delivery from the implants by changing the
fundamental rates governing drug transport in
the tumors.58 To develop this strategy, drug-
impregnated, PLGA polymer millirods with dif-
ferent release rates were developed and tested in
animal models, first in nonablated and ablated
liver tissue62–65 and then in nonablated and
ablated liver tumors.66,67 Results from these
studies are described in ‘‘Measuring and Mod-
ulating Local Drug Pharmacokinetics’’ and
‘‘Treatment of Animal Tumor Models Sections.’’
Interstitial Drug Transport Models in Tumor
and Surrounding Tissues

In addition to generic considerations on drug
release from implants, the mechanisms of drug
transport and elimination in the surrounding
tumor tissue have a major effect on how an
implant delivers drug to the tumor.68 Drug
released locally into the tumor has several
possible fates that will ultimately affect the
outcome of the treatment. Primarily, drug mole-
cules can either move to another location through
a transport process or be eliminated such that
they no longer exert their desired effect.

Drug can typically be transported by two
mechanisms: diffusion and convection.55,69,70

In diffusion, free drug moves from a region of
higher drug concentration to an adjacent region of
lower drug concentration at a rate proportional to
the concentration gradient. Diffusion is a primary
mode of transport, particularly when drug is being
released from a local implant. Convection, on the
other hand, is the transport of drug along with the
bulk flow of a fluid. In organs that have a high rate
of interstitial fluid flow, convection is especially
important. Convection also has an significant role
in the flow of systemically administered che-
motherapeutic agents from the vascular space to
the tumor, where it travels along the same flow
that delivers nutrients to the tumor.68 The
relative importance of diffusion or convection in
drug transport depends on the delivery system
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and tissue type. For instance, in the brain, where
interstitial fluid constantly flows from the ven-
tricles to the surrounding parenchyma, convec-
tion has a significant effect on the extent of drug
penetration.71 In situations with small molecular
drugs where flow is more limited, diffusion is the
predominant mode of drug transport.

Drug elimination can occur through several
different mechanisms. One route of drug elimina-
tion is through metabolism. Once in a cell, drug
can be altered or bound in a variety of ways. Some
drug molecules, such as 5-fluorouracil, bind
irreversibly to their therapeutic target, after
which they are no longer in the population of
available drug.72 More generally, cells have a
variety of nonspecific methods for detoxification,
such as organelles for breaking down foreign
molecules through enzymatic or pH-mediated
degradation. Alternatively, cells contain protec-
tive molecules, such as glutathione, which are
designed specifically to bind foreign molecules and
render them more hydrophilic and less potent.73

Either of these metabolic pathways essentially
inactivates the drug. When considering implan-
table drug delivery systems, another mechanism
of drug loss is perfusion away from the target
region.58 In this situation, drug is transported by
either diffusion or convection into one of two
systemic circulations, the blood or the lymph. The
vasculature is a fast-moving circulation which
rapidly moves drugs away from the target region
and into other parts of the body. Since most
chemotherapeutic agents have short plasma half-
lives, once the drug reaches the plasma it is
unlikely to return to the target tumor, and for
practical purposes can be considered eliminated.
While the lymph is a slower-moving body of fluid
that can contribute to drug convection, its effects
are probably less influential than those of blood
because tumors are known to have limited and
poorly organized lymphatic drainage.70 Any drug
contained in lymphatic fluid eventually moves
into the venous circulation, where it undergoes
the same fate as drug that directly diffuses into
blood vessels.

Consider the example of drug transport shown
in Figure 2, in which drug is being delivered to a
liver tumor from a cylindrical implant in the
center of the tumor. Previous work has shown that
transport in liver can be reasonably approximated
without including convection.58 Drug leaving the
implant is transported away from the implant into
the tumor tissue based on a tumor diffusion rate,
Dtumor. Once in the tumor, drug can be eliminated
OURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008



Figure 2. Simplified scheme of drug transport from an implant centrally placed in a
liver tumor. Transport of the drug into the tumor tissue is governed by the diffusion
constant of drug in tumor (Dtumor), and two simultaneous modes of elimination: meta-
bolism to inactive forms in tumor cells (gtumor metabolism) or transport into nearby blood
vessels which wash drug out of the region (gtumor perfusion). Once drug reaches the
surrounding normal tissue, it continues to diffuse outward into liver tissue (Dliver),
where it has different rates of elimination by metabolism (gliver metabolism) or perfusion
(gliver perfusion).
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in one of two ways, through blood flow and
metabolism, proportional to two different con-
stants which sum to contribute to a total
elimination, gtumor. Once drug reaches the outer
boundary of the tumor, it can diffuse into the
surrounding normal liver tissue, where its fate is
again governed by new diffusion and elimination
rates. If elimination can be considered approxi-
mately first order, the drug transport in each
tissue is governed by the following equation:

@C

@t
¼ Dr2C� gC (1)

where C is the drug concentration, t the time, 5
the gradient operator, and D and g are the tissue-
specific rates of diffusion and elimination, respec-
tively. Drug transport properties in each tissue
can be estimated by solving this equation compu-
tationally and minimizing the error between
model output and experimentally collected data.

The use of such a model provides insight into
factors that can facilitate or impede drug trans-
port from a local implant. First, any factor that
increases the rate of drug transport or lowers the
rate of drug elimination will increase the permea-
tion of drug within the tissue. For instance, some
work in ex vivo tumors has shown that prolonged
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drug exposure raises drug diffusion coefficients,
presumably by killing cells and destroying overall
structure.74 Other work by Saltzman and cow-
orkers56 has shown that including high molecular
weight molecules, such as dextrans, can increase
transport away from implants by increasing the
convective fluid flow contribution while decreas-
ing blood perfusion. Similarly, it can be expected
that any factor that reduces elimination will also
have a beneficial effect, facilitating deeper drug
penetration into the tumor. On the other hand,
any action that decreases transport or increases
elimination will act as a barrier to drug delivery
that will effectively reduce the distance over
which an implant can be effective. Inflammation,
such as that occurring after RF ablation, may
raise blood flow and decrease drug diffusion rates
as a result of collagen deposition around the
wound.75 These side effects could certainly impede
successful drug transport from a local tumor
treatment. The distance at which an implant can
have an effect on a tumor depends on the drug
release rate from the implant as well as the
balance between local transport and elimination.
Unfortunately, several studies have indicated
that antitumor implants are likely only effective
for a few millimeters away from the implant
surface.76 Studies into local drug concentration
DOI 10.1002/jps
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and local transport mechanisms, however, have
provided useful information on ways to overcome
these limitations.
MEASURING AND MODULATING LOCAL
DRUG PHARMACOKINETICS

Overview of Methods to Investigate Local
Drug Release and Tissue Distribution

In developing an intratumoral chemotherapy
device, techniques for monitoring local drug
concentrations are necessary to optimize implant
design. Measuring drug concentration as a func-
tion of time provides a quantitative method to
compare multiple treatments. Many different
techniques can be used to monitor drug release
from intratumoral implants. While certain tech-
niques require extraction of tissue and measure-
ment of drug concentration ex vivo, alternate,
noninvasive imaging based-techniques can be
used to measure concentrations in vivo. New
implant designs or treatment conditions can be
tested by creating an implant that has the
ideal characteristics described in the Introduction
Section; a rapid ascent to and prolonged stay
above the therapeutic concentration. Addition-
ally, drug concentration information can then be
used as input to estimate tissue transport proper-
ties. Then, ideal implants can be created through
a combination of empirical testing and engineer-
ing design.

Considerable information has been obtained by
monitoring local drug concentrations using ex
vivo analysis of extracted tissues. Two main
categories of ex vivo analysis exist: bulk tissue
analysis by conventional spectroscopic methods or
tissue section analysis by imaging-based methods.
The key principle of bulk tissue measurements is
the removal of a sizeable piece of tissue followed by
the use of a spectroscopic method to determine the
average drug concentration in that tissue.77 For
targeted drug delivery to tumors, drug concentra-
tions in different tumor regions are the most
important, so these tissues are often removed in
different sections. To determine tissue drug
concentrations, tissues are weighed and either
mechanically or chemically homogenized accord-
ing to the desired detection mechanism. Examples
of techniques to measure drug concentration in
the extracted tissues include fluorescence detec-
tion, high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC),77,78 mass spectrometry, and atomic
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absorption spectroscopy (AAS).62 If the drug
target is radiolabeled, drug concentrations can
also be measured using liquid scintigraphy. Key
advantages of measuring drug concentrations in
removed tissues include definitive drug detection,
high sensitivity, and the ability to detect low drug
concentrations. However, these techniques are
restricted by low spatial resolution and accuracy,
as measurements are an average over an entire
piece of tissue. Achieving spatial measurements
depends on the size of pieces cut from the tissue,
which usually limits spatial resolution from these
techniques to the millimeter range.

Imaging of ex vivo tissues can help overcome the
spatial resolution limitations of bulk tissue
analysis methods. For imaging-based methods,
the tissue is removed and sliced into a thin piece
followed by drug detection through imaging the
slice. At least two techniques have been used for
imaging drug detection: autoradiography and
fluorescence.74 For autoradiography, the drug
target is radiolabeled and then detected by
exposing the tissue section to a flat panel detector
or X-ray film.56,74 Advantages of this technique
include high sensitivity, very low detection limits,
and high resolution, while the major limitation is
working with a radiolabeled drug. Fluorescent
detection of drug concentration in tissues is an
alternate strategy. In this method, tissue slices
are analyzed using a fluorescence scanner or
fluorescent microscope to detect drug.78 To use
this technique, the drug must either be intrinsi-
cally fluorescent or labeled with a fluorescent tag,
such as fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC).79 While
also offering low detection limits, reasonable
sensitivity, and good resolution, only a few small
molecule drugs are fluorescent, and labeling of
drugs inevitably modifies their transport and
efficacy, unlike radiolabeling methods. For large
molecules, such as protein drugs or antibodies,
fluorescent labeling may have only a minimal
effect on the overall drug properties and may not
adversely affect the delivery system, making the
approach more tenable. Ex vivo drug detection is a
major tool in developing local drug delivery
methods, but temporal information is limited
because every time point requires animal eutha-
nasia and removal of tissue.

Noninvasive imaging methods for measuring
local drug concentrations represent a growing
trend in attempts to address the temporal
limitations of ex vivo approaches. Driven by
advances in imaging technology as well as
proliferation of scanner availability, noninvasive
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Figure 3. Computed tomography (CT) scan of rat
with a polymer millirod containing the anticancer agent
carboplatin placed in a region of liver treated by radio-
frequency ablation. A: Oblique slice through the rat
showing the general location of the polymer implant
in the liver (black square). B: Enlargement of the
implant region showing the ablated region and implant.
Drug concentrations can be approximated by measur-
ing the image intensity arising from carboplatin as a
function of distance, R, from the implant surface.
Adapted from Reference88 with permission.
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imaging methods likely hold the future for
monitoring drug concentrations from local deliv-
ery strategies. With noninvasive imaging, a single
subject can be imaged several times throughout
the study period, greatly increasing the data
available from a smaller number of animal
subjects. The most straightforward extension of
previous detection technologies is use of radi-
olabeled drugs coupled with positron emission
tomography (PET)80 or single photon emission
tomography (SPECT) for drug detection.5 These
detection methods have existed clinically for
several years, but recent development of specia-
lized small animal scanners, often coupled with
CT for anatomical information, has improved
resolution and usability, making nuclear medi-
cine techniques key for development of targeted
therapies. Additionally, these techniques can be
easily translated to clinical use for monitoring of
clinical trials of newly developed devices or
treatment strategies. Other imaging techniques,
such as in vivo fluorescence imaging, have been
specifically developed for use in small animals and
can contribute primarily to small animal studies.
With in vivo fluorescence imaging, fluorescently
labeled molecules are imaged directly in the
animal.81 Most fluorescent imaging suffers
from greater background noise than radiographic
imaging and limitation to two dimensions, but
developments in tomographic fluorescence offer
the potential to reduce noise and provide three-
dimensional (3-D) localization of drug.82 Beyond
radiolabeling and fluorescence, magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) detection of drugs or drug
carriers labeled with an MRI contrast agent, such
as gadolinium or superparamagnetic iron oxide
(SPIO), also offers the potential to noninvasively
image anatomical detail and drug concentrat-
ions simultaneously.83–85 Recent advances and
the benefits afforded by noninvasive imaging
make it likely that these techniques will dominate
the future landscape of monitoring local drug
delivery strategies.

A novel noninvasive method used in the
development of polymer millirods for liver cancer
treatment is drug detection using X-ray computed
tomography (CT).86–88 Polymer implants were
loaded with the anticancer drug carboplatin and
tested in both normal and ablated rat liver tissue.
Carboplatin has a unique property among cancer
drugs in that it contains the heavy metal platinum
(Z¼ 78), which has high X-ray attenuation and
provides inherent CT contrast. Polymer millirods
containing carboplatin were implanted in non-
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ablated or RF ablated rat livers, and carboplatin
was detected by performing CT scans at multiple
time points after implantation.88 A representative
CT scan of one of these rats is shown in Figure 3.
Slices perpendicular to the long axis of the
implant clearly show the higher absorption of
the implant compared to the surrounding tissue.
By comparing the intensity of the implant to
premeasured implants with known concentra-
tions, the remaining carboplatin in the implant
was determined. The drug concentrations in the
implants and surrounding tissue were determined
by subtracting the background signal and con-
verting to drug concentrations based on scans of
DOI 10.1002/jps



Figure 4. Carboplatin distribution in normal (^) and ablated (~) liver tissue mea-
sured by CT. Values reflect mean�SD between animals. Atomic absorption spectro-
scopy (AAS) measurements confirm drug concentrations in tissue sections 2 mm wide
from both ablated (white rectangle) and normal (gray rectangle) liver tissue. AAS data
represent the average drug concentration determined over a tissue sample the width of
the rectangle. Adapted from Reference88 with permission.

Table 1. Doxorubicin Transport Properties in Rat
Liver

Normal Liver Ablated Liver

Apparent diffusion,
D*, (cm2�s�1)

6.7� 10�7 1.1� 10�7

Apparent elimination,
g�, (cm2�s�1)

9.6� 10�4 n/a
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premeasured standards. Tissue concentrations of
carboplatin determined from CT images are
shown in Figure 4 along with validation measure-
ments determined using AAS of platinum con-
centration in extracted tissues. CT provided
higher spatial resolution than AAS and revealed
differences in drug distribution in nonablated and
ablated tissues not appreciated by AAS. Ablated
tissue retained carboplatin for longer times and at
greater distances from the implant than non-
ablated tissue, illustrating a fundamental differ-
ence between drug transport in these tissue
environments. Additionally, these results vali-
dated the use of a noninvasive imaging strategy to
monitor local drug release from implants.

Further studies of local drug concentration
around implants using fluorescent imaging
allowed for greater quantification of the differ-
ences between ablated and normal tissue.89

Doxorubicin, a topoisomerase II inhibitor com-
monly used in liver cancer treatment,3 also has
the fortuitous property of natural fluorescence.
Polymer millirods containing doxorubicin were
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implanted in nonablated and RF ablated rat
livers.90 Liver tissues were removed at various
times after implantation, and local doxorubicin
concentrations were determined by measuring the
fluorescence of the extracted slices. Average
doxorubicin concentrations at time points ranging
from 1 h to 4 days after implant placement were
used to estimate the transport properties of liver
tissues within the framework of a theoretical
model of drug distribution as described in the
Overview of Drug Delivery Goals Section.58 The
resulting estimates are shown in Table 1. These
studies established the baseline transport proper-
ties of doxorubicin in normal rat liver as well as
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how ablation modifies them. Ablation reduced the
diffusion coefficient, perhaps by destroying cell
structure and making more sites available for
drug binding. Even more notably, ablation vir-
tually abolished elimination, which is sensible
since RF ablation might be expected to reduce
elimination both due to metabolism in cells (by
killing them) and perfusion related losses (by
coagulating and destroying blood vessels). This
reduction in drug elimination can largely explain
why drug penetration distances and retention
were higher in ablated liver tissue.

In summary, techniques for measuring local
drug concentrations surrounding implants are
fundamentally important for the development of
a local drug delivery system for tumors. Many
methods exist for measuring drug concentrations,
each with advantages and disadvantages, and it is
likely that a combination of methods provide the
best overall information about drug delivery.
After obtaining local drug concentrations, they
can be compared empirically to determine quali-
tative differences in delivery or interpreted
through the use of a model to obtain quantitative
transport information. Both sets of data can then
be used to modify implant properties to provide
the best drug coverage to the tumor.
Controlling Drug Release and Local
Pharmacokinetics from Polymer Implants

Development of techniques to monitor local drug
pharmacokinetics allows for the design and
assessment of different implant types. As
described in the Overview of Drug Delivery Goals
Section, an ideal implant should provide a rapid
ascent to the therapeutic concentration and
maintenance of this dose for as long as possible.
The first generation polymer millirod provided
rapid release of a drug mimic, largely within the
first few days.65 However, through modification of
the implant design it is possible to customize the
delivery profile of the implants. Consequently,
local drug concentrations arising around the
implants can be compared and evaluated based
on overall tissue drug exposure.

Several modifications to the initial compres-
sion-heat molded millirods can either prolong
drug release or change the timing of the released
dose. One modification is the addition of a semi-
permeable membrane around the outside of the
implant, which can be made either by wrapping
the cylindrical device with a membrane63 or by dip
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coating the implant.64 Using these methods,
polymer membranes containing NaCl (10–50%
w/w) or poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) (5–20% w/w)
were placed around monolithic millirods. When
placed in an aqueous environment, the water-
soluble component of the outer membrane rapidly
dissolved, leaving a semi-permeable membrane
with porosity that could be modulated by control-
ling the water-soluble fraction. These membrane-
encased millirods substantially prolonged the
drug release from the resulting implants over a
period as long as 5 weeks.63,64

By further modifying the polymer millirods, it is
possible to create an implant that adds an
additional burst dose to the millirods with
sustained drug release. As discussed in the Over-
view of Drug Delivery Goals Section, the tissue
surrounding a sustained release implant may not
reach the therapeutic concentration for some
time, delaying the onset of action of the drug.
To accelerate the rise to the therapeutic concen-
tration, a burst dose can be added to the implant to
act as a loading dose. Dual-release implants
combining the benefits of a drug burst followed
by sustained release were then created by
supplementing the implant with two drug coat-
ings.58 Monolithic millirod implants were first
created by compression molding followed by the
addition of two subsequent coatings. To sustain
the release of drug from this implant, it was dip
coated with a layer of PLA/PEG as described
above. Then, a second coating consisting of
doxorubicin and PEO was added to provide an
additional burst dose. The total burst dose of drug
could be controlled by applying multiple coatings
to increase the thickness of the burst layer. The
resulting implants, termed dual-release millirods,
released a burst dose of doxorubicin followed by a
sustained dose of doxorubicin for as long as
10 days.58 In this manner, polymer millirods that
could release doxorubicin into tumors with
different dose timings were created.

To evaluate the differences in local drug
distribution generated by different implant types,
these burst, sustained, and dual-release millirod
formulations were tested in vivo.64 In the rat
model, liver tissue was ablated for 2 min at 908C
to create an ablation region 8–10 mm in diameter.
Subsequently, polymer millirods of each type were
placed in the ablation needle tract and sutured
into place. At specified time points, the rats were
euthanized, and the polymer implants and sur-
rounding liver tissue were extracted. Doxorubicin
remaining in the implant was quantified by an
DOI 10.1002/jps



Figure 5. In vivo relationship between drug release
rate and local tissue concentrations. A: Average rate of
drug release from two implant formulations in vivo in
ablated rat livers. B: Doxorubicin concentration at the
outer edge of the ablated region for the same two implant
formulations. Adapted from Reference64 with permission.
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extraction procedure and used to calculate
average release rates, which are shown in
Figure 5A. As expected, the dual-release implants
released a higher amount of drug in the first 24 h,
Figure 6. Fluorescence imaging comparing
due to two implant formulations (sustained-rel
liver over 8 days. The dotted line is the ablati
Adapted from Reference64 with permission.
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but after this time the drug release rates were not
statistically different. Tissue doxorubicin concen-
trations were determined using fluorescence
scanning of sliced tissues, and the doxorubicin
concentration at the outer ablation boundary is
shown in Figure 5B. The dual-release implants
provided a more rapid ascent to therapeutically
relevant concentrations that was statistically
different from the sustained-release implants.
The similarity between the experimental results
and the desired theoretical profiles shown in
Figure 1 (panel 2, curves A and C) is notable. More
detailed fluorescent images of tissues that confirm
this finding are shown in Figure 6. Dual-release
implants led to local doxorubicin concentrations
as high as 1000 mg/g within 1 day, while it took
nearly 4 days for the drug distributions around
the sustained implant to reach this extent. This
study established that differences in implant
formulation could have a substantial impact on
local drug concentrations.
Controlling Host Tissue Response in
Local Drug Therapy

Histology studies of treated tissue from ablated
livers were performed to provide a more detailed
understanding of the effect of changing tissue
properties on drug transport.75 Ablated rat livers
were treated with doxorubicin-containing poly-
mer implants, and tissues were subsequently
removed at time points ranging from 1 h to 8 days
after ablation. Throughout the first 4 days after
ablation, an area of coagulation necrosis sur-
rounding the implant was gradually infiltrated by
inflammatory cells, particularly neutrophils and
the rate of local doxorubicin accumulation
ease and dual-release millirod) in ablated
on boundary, and the scale bar is 5 mm.
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Figure 7. Masson’s trichrome stained histology
images of ablated liver samples 8 days after RF ablation
and millirod implantation. A: Ablated liver receiving
control PLGA millirod. B: Sample that received a con-
trol PLGA millirod and intraperitoneal (IP) injection of
DEX. C: Ablated liver receiving DEX-loaded millirod.
The arrows point to the center of the liver ablation/
millirod implantation site. All scale bars are 0.5 mm.
Adapted from Reference91 with permission.
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monocytes. By 8 days after ablation, fibroblasts
and the formation of a dense, collagenous fibrous
capsule were evident at the ablation boundary.
Furthermore, it was found that doxorubicin
concentrations leading up to the fibrous capsule
were high but dropped precipitously in the
nascent fibrous capsule. From these results, it
appeared that the wound healing response after
ablation could have a major role in drug diffusion,
acting as a barrier to transport outside the
ablation region.75 This finding reiterates the
importance of considering the tissue surrounding
the implant not as a static environment, but
instead as a dynamic milieu that can ultimately
affect the success of the treatment itself.

Since the tissue surrounding the implant has a
large impact on the efficacy of drug therapy, one
strategy to overcome this is to modify the response
of the surrounding tissue in a way that favors
effective drug dispersion. One way to modify the
properties of ablated tissue is to moderate the
ensuing inflammatory response with an anti-
inflammatory agent. To test this hypothesis, the
potent corticosteroid dexamethasone (DEX) was
loaded into PLGA millirod implants.91 To facil-
itate the subsequent release of DEX, a highly
hydrophobic drug, a more water soluble DEX
formulation complexed with hydroxypropyl b-
cyclodextrin (HPb-CD) was incorporated in the
implants. These implants were tested for their
ability to reduce fibrous capsule formation follow-
ing liver ablation in rats. Histology with Masson’s
trichrome stain showed that the DEX-impreg-
nated implants drastically suppressed the thick-
ness of the collagen fibrous boundary compared to
a control ablation treatment (Fig. 7). The average
thickness of the fibrous capsule was 0.04�
0.01 mm in subjects receiving a DEX implant,
reduced both compared to a control ablation
(0.29� 0.08 mm) or ablation followed by an IP
DEX injection (0.26� 0.07 mm).91

In addition to enhancing drug delivery by
reducing fibrous capsule formation, DEX admin-
istration after ablation may have other beneficial
effects as well as some disadvantages. DEX is
expected to reduce chemokine and growth factor
production and angiogenic processes that have
been implicated in tumor growth and recurrence
after ablation.92–94 At least one report has
suggested that liver tumor recurrence after
ablation is potentiated by inflammation,60 which
may allow DEX to improve the primary outcome of
ablation. On the other hand, the inflammatory
state of the tissue following ablation may con-
JOURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008 DOI 10.1002/jps
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tribute to tumor destruction. In several reported
studies, considerable damage has been found to
occur following the initial thermal damage.95,96

The authors have speculated that this progressive
ablation damage could be a result of inflamma-
tory activation or altered cytokine expression
after ablation. If this process is interrupted, DEX
could adversely affect the therapeutic outcome of
ablation. This complication might be avoided by
stopping revascularization using more specific
drugs, such as a new class of drugs known as
vascular disrupting agents.97 Future study of
implants containing multiple agents should allow
for specific modification of tissue properties after
ablation to achieve the most favorable tumor
destruction with the combined treatment.
Summary

Several different implant types were developed
and evaluated in thermal ablation models of rat
and rabbit livers. Two factors appeared to have a
role in the extent of drug delivery: the rate of drug
release and the properties of the surrounding
tissue. Dual-release implants, consisting of two
dip-coated layers, provided the fastest ascent to
therapeutic concentrations and maintained local
concentrations for at least 8 days. RF ablation, by
destroying the surrounding vasculature, poten-
tiated drug release into the surrounding tissue
but may have ultimately restricted it by instigat-
ing the encapsulation of the ablated region within
a thick fibrous shell. One approach, including
DEX complexed with b-cyclodextrin in the
implants, showed the potential to overcome this
limitation. Overall, studies of drug release from
implants demonstrated that PLGA implants are a
versatile platform for drug delivery that is capable
of different release kinetics and local pharmaco-
kinetics following RF ablation.
TREATMENT OF ANIMAL TUMOR MODELS

Drug Distribution and Antitumor Efficacy from
Liver Tumor Treatment with Polymer Implants

After extensive pharmacokinetic study of polymer
millirods in normal livers, preliminary studies of
drug distribution and treatment efficacy in tumor
tissue were performed. One study assessed the
use of implants alone for treatment and local
control of small liver tumors;66 the second study
explored drug distribution and therapeutic effects
DOI 10.1002/jps J
of an approach combining RF ablation followed by
implant placement.67 Both of these studies were
performed using the rabbit VX2 model of liver
carcinoma, which has been widely used in the
assessment of new interventional therapies and is
considered a realistic model of human HCC.98–100

Together, these studies provide insight on the
efficacy of liver tumor treatment with implantable
polymer devices.

The first study established the use of polymer
millirods as a standalone strategy for the treat-
ment of small, unresectable liver cancers.66 The
primary goal of this work was to determine the
drug distribution and the resulting treatment
efficacy from using polymer implants to treat
tumors smaller than 1 cm in diameter. Such a
scenario might be encountered in humans in
advanced HCC, when multiple small tumors
might be found throughout the liver. In this case,
surgery is often excluded because of insufficient
liver function or the involvement of both liver
lobes.101 Small VX2 liver tumors (diameter¼
8 mm) in New Zealand White rabbits were treated
with the implantation of a burst-release doxor-
ubicin millirod into the center of the tumor.66 On a
gross level, the implants demonstrated consider-
able tumor control at both time points, as tumors
were 50% and 90% smaller than their respective
controls. The treated tumors had a substantially
different morphology than controls, showing
considerable necrosis and cell damage. Drug
penetration was seen at distances of 2.8 mm
(day 4) and 1.3 mm (day 8) away from the implant.
A plot of day 4 drug concentrations within the
tumor as a function of distance from the implant is
shown in Figure 8. Outside the tumor, drug
concentrations dropped sharply and were below
the detectable levels of drug. Furthermore,
untreated tumor cells, which are likely to grow
into recurrent tumors over time, were found
outside the main tumor boundary. This study
established that the polymer implants could be
used to treat small tumors in a palliative or
neoadjuvant role. Future studies with larger
numbers of animal subjects will be further
pursued to establish treatment success rates.
Drug Distribution and Antitumor Efficacy from
Combined Liver Tumor Treatment with
Radiofrequency (RF) Ablation and Polymer Implants

After demonstrating the drug coverage and
treatment effects provided by the implants alone,
OURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008



Figure 8. Average doxorubicin concentration in nonablated (	) or ablated (&) rabbit
liver tumors as a function of distance from the implant 4 days after tumor treatment.
Error bars show 95% confidence interval of the mean.
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polymer millirods containing doxorubicin were
tested as part of a combined liver cancer treat-
ment.67 The combined treatment consisted of RF
ablation of the center of the tumor followed by the
placement of a doxorubicin-containing implant.
For liver tumor treatment, this approach has two
distinct advantages. First, the RF treatment
destroys the majority of the tumor mass, leading
to a considerable reduction of viable tumor.
Remnant tumor cells may also have increased
susceptibility to drug because of their sublethal
hyperthermia exposure. Second, RF ablation of
the tumor mass facilitates drug distribution to
greater distances from the implant, an effect
established in earlier studies in normal liver.62,90

This property should provide greater drug expo-
sure to the tumor, and hence, a greater degree of
success, than either treatment alone. Addition-
ally, the combined treatment may be more
clinically relevant, as combined treatments for
human tumors are often regarded as more
effective than single treatments.102

RF ablation followed by polymer implant
placement was also tested in the VX2
liver carcinoma model in rabbits.67 VX2 tumors
of 1.1 cm in diameter were treated with RF
ablation insufficient to destroy the entire tumor to
mimic the human scenario in which a tumor is not
completely treated. Following ablation, doxorubi-
cin-containing polymer millirods were implanted
into the ablation tract in the center of the tumors.
Results from the combined treatment allowed
for comparison of drug distribution properties
between nonablated and ablated tumors. Radially
averaged drug concentrations from the ablated
tumors on day 4 are shown compared to those in
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nonablated tumors in Figure 8. In both cases, drug
concentrations in the center of the tumor are over
1000 mg/g at the implant tissue interface. How-
ever, the drug penetrates more deeply into ablated
tumor tissues, providing greater drug coverage to
the tumor 4 mm away from the implant boundary.
Doxorubicin penetration distances in the ablated
tumor tissue were found to be 3.7 mm on day 4 and
2.1 mm on day 8 (compared to 2.8 and 1.3 mm
on day 4 and day 8 in nonablated tumors,
respectively). Ablation almost tripled the total
mass drug estimated to be in the tumor on day 4,
increasing the value from 210� 120 mg without
ablation to 590� 300 mg with ablation. The overall
half-life of drug removal from the tumor volume
was found to be 2.0� 0.1 days, slower than the
1.6� 0.2 days seen in nonablated tumor. These
results support the conclusion that tumor ablation
provides a reduction in drug elimination similar to
that found in ablated normal liver, leading to
greater penetration into the tumor tissue, and
ultimately, greater coverage of the tumor with
therapeutic drug values. Such data were qualita-
tively confirmed in images of drug distribution,
which showed greater amounts of drug further
from the tumor.

Gross pathological and histological observa-
tions after the combined treatment also allowed
for preliminary assessment of the success of the
combined treatment. The total area of coagulation
necrosis and inflammatory tissue surrounding the
ablated area was similar regardless of which type
of implant was used. Totaling both time points,
two out of seven animals treated with ablation and
a control implant were found to have significant
regions of residual tumor; similarly, two out of
DOI 10.1002/jps



Figure 9. A: Masson’s trichrome stained images of
the ablation boundary 8 days after treatment. Ablated
tissue is on the right and normal tissue on the left, with
the boundary marked by the black arrow. A thick
fibrous capsule was found at the ablation boundary.
B: Fluorescent microcopy image of the matching regions
showing doxorubicin accumulation just inside the abla-
tion boundary. Scale bars are 200 mm. Adapted from
Reference67 with permission.
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seven animals treated with ablation and a
doxorubicin implant had residual tumor. None
of the animals (0/3) in the 8 day ablation plus
implant group had areas of residual tumor,
indicating a possible, although not statistically
significant improvement in this group. Consider-
able knowledge on why the residual tumors
remain untreated was determined from histolo-
gical assessment. In the two residual tumors in
the treatment group, areas of residual tumor
began on average 4.1 mm away from the implant
location, with 50% of the viable tumor found
within 7.9 mm. Some residual tumor cells were
found as far as 12.0 mm away from the implant.
Comparison of tumor histology with fluorescence
microscopy images provided further insight into
why the treatment did not reach the entire tumor.
Starting at day 4 and more considerable by day 8,
fibrous capsule formation around the coagulated
zone was evident. Fluorescence attributed to
doxorubicin was seen up to the fibrous boundary
on day 8, but little fluorescence was seen beyond
this barrier, suggesting that collagen deposition in
the boundary may have inhibited drug transport
to untreated regions outside the ablated region
(Fig. 9). The two main barriers to treatment
success revealed by this study were drug penetra-
tion distance from the millirod implant and the
formation of a fibrous barrier to drug transport.67

Together, the two studies of liver tumor treat-
ment with polymer millirods provide several
interesting findings about the probability of
success for tumor treatment with implantable
polymer devices. With doxorubicin containing
millirods alone, relatively small lesions (<1.0 cm
diameter) were controlled in terms of tumor size
but may not have been ultimately cured because of
the presence of residual cells around the periph-
ery.66 However, these results suggest that these
implants may be successful in reducing tumor
load and could serve as a palliative and life-
prolonging strategy in patients who are not good
candidates for surgical resection. For instance,
patients with multiple small metastatic lesions to
the liver could be treated with percutaneous,
image-guided placement of an implant in each
lesion. The study of the combined treatment was
unable to elicit statistically significant values in
likelihood of remnant viable tumor, but did reveal
that fibrous capsule formation and therapeutic
distance from the implant limit treatment of
residual tumor.67 Future studies can now address
these issues, perhaps by including DEX in the
implants to reduce fibrous capsule formation91
DOI 10.1002/jps J
and using multiple polymer millirods placed
peripherally around the tumor to minimize the
distance between the implants and risk areas for
tumor recurrence.
Three-Dimensional Modeling of
Intratumoral Drug Delivery

Current research is focusing on the development
of a 3-D finite element model to evaluate the
effects of different implant designs and treatment
strategies, such as the incorporation of an anti-
inflammatory agent and the use of multiple
millirods, on local cancer therapy. This approach
limits the number of animal experiments and
allows for rapid prototyping of different treatment
OURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008
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strategies. To model drug distribution into ablated
tissues, transport properties of nonablated and
ablated tumor were estimated. The resulting
properties were then used to simulate drug
distribution to ablated tumors with different
types or arrangement of implants.

Tumor drug transport parameters were esti-
mated by minimizing the error between a finite
element solution to the transport mass balance
equation and experimental data previously deter-
mined.66,67 Nonablated tumor was found to have
drug diffusion slightly less than normal liver
tissue and elimination considerably less than
normal liver tissue. Ablated tumor, on the other
hand, had a doxorubicin diffusion rate higher
than either normal liver or nonablated tumor. As
was found in normal liver, ablation completely
stopped drug elimination for 4 days, but due to
reperfusion of the ablated tumor areas elimina-
tion returned to values similar to that in normal
tumor between day 4 and day 8. This finding
Figure 10. Simulated three-dimensional (3
containing a central RF ablated region of diam
central implant (A) or four peripheral implan
center (B). Model predicted doxorubicin conce
(C) and four implant (D) scenarios.
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indicates that much as in normal liver tissue,
ablation provides a clear window for improved
drug delivery that lasts 4–8 days.

The estimated tissue parameters were then
used to simulate 3-D drug distribution profiles
using multiple, peripherally placed implants to
treat larger tumors. Exemplary scenarios using
RF ablation followed by placement of 1 or 4 burst-
release doxorubicin polymer millirods to treat a
single tumor are shown in Figure 10. In this
instance, a tumor measuring 2 cm in diameter has
been treated with RF ablation insufficient to treat
the entire tumor (1.8 cm ablation diameter). Drug
transport was then simulated using a finite
element solution to determine the drug concen-
trations throughout the tumor over an 8-day
period. The resulting model predicted drug con-
centrations on day 8 are shown in Figure 10C,D.
The drug distributions from four peripheral
implants show considerably higher drug concen-
trations, particularly in the nonablated tumor
-D) geometry of a 2 cm diameter tumor
eter 1.8 cm and treated with either one

ts at a radius of 0.7 cm from the tumor
ntrations on day 8 for the single implant
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around the periphery of the lesion, where the
tumor is most likely to recur. The four periph-
erally placed implants maintained the entire
tumor volume at greater than two times the
therapeutic concentration (>12.8 mg/g) for 74 h,
while the single implant never reached 100%
tumor coverage during the simulated 8 days.
These findings indicate that a multiple implant
strategy may be advantageous over a single,
centrally placed implant. However, this strategy
could be limited by the ability of a physician to
easily place multiple solid implants into a tumor.
An alternative method is to use an injectable
polymer gel that forms a solid depot in situ. The
advantage of this strategy is that these depots can
be injected as a liquid through a smaller needle,
allowing for easier administration of drug in
multiple positions. Several types of in situ forming
implants are available, with their precipitation
triggered by pH,103 temperature,104 or solvent
exchange.47 Future studies could be used to
establish the benefits of using one of these delivery
systems along with RF ablation.

Using drug distribution simulations, many
different treatments can be rapidly compared to
determine which has the maximum likelihood of
success. Future extensions to this model can be
used to predict how implants with different
release profiles, such as dual-release doxorubicin
implants, could improve tumor coverage. Addi-
tionally, the model will be able to evaluate how
other changes to implant design that modify
tissue properties, such as including DEX within
the implants, can affect drug distribution in the
tumors. Ultimately, a drug transport model may
be used as part of a comprehensive treatment
planning tool. Image-based data obtained from CT
or MRI could be used to determine tumor
geometry. Subsequently, ablation treatment could
be planned using a thermal damage model,105

after which drug coverage in the ablated tumor
could be predicted using this 3-D finite element
model. Using a computational tool to plan
combined treatment would allow assessment of
the best ways to treat complex lesions and
extension of the findings from smaller tumors
already reported into larger, more clinically
relevant tumor models.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

Conventional systemic chemotherapy for tumors
is restricted by lack of tumor specificity and severe
DOI 10.1002/jps J
side effects associated with intrinsic drug toxi-
city.5–7 With the emergence of minimally invasive,
image-guided interventional technology, tumor
chemotherapy is at the threshold of a major
breakthrough because of such technological
advances in targeting strategies that overcome
the previous limitations. Tumor-directed thera-
pies, such as focal ablation and locoregional
chemotherapy, are being developed to increase
the specificity of tumor destruction and reduce
undesired side effects. Intratumoral implants
reduce systemic drug exposure by using image-
guided placement directly into the target region,
thus delivering the entire drug dose with reduced
systemic exposure. The key consideration with
intratumoral chemotherapy is to design an
implant system that provides optimal drug dis-
tribution and therefore maximal tumor destruc-
tion.

Polymer millirod implants were specifically
designed to treat unresectable liver tumors in
conjunction with RF ablation. Implants with
different drug release rates have been developed
and extensively studied in both nonablated and
ablated liver tissues, where they effectively
delivered drugs into the surrounding tissue.
Particularly, dual-release implants combining a
burst of drug release with sustained drug release
maximized drug coverage in the ablated region.64

Modeling of tissue properties using a pharmaco-
kinetic transport model emphasized the impor-
tance of tumor pretreatment with RF ablation,
which facilitated drug delivery to tissues further
away from the implant by preventing drug
elimination. Polymer millirods were further
tested in a rabbit model of HCC. Tumor control
was achieved within a limited distance from the
implant, but several of the treated animals had
regions of viable tumor just beyond the boundary
of the ablation. The success of the tumor treat-
ment appeared to be limited by two factors: drug
transport distance from the implant and the
formation of a fibrous capsule that restricted drug
transport.

The future of polymer millirods for tumor
treatment depends on optimizing drug delivery
efficiency to the tumor periphery. One way of
achieving this goal is to include an anti-
inflammatory agent and doxorubicin in a single
implant. DEX-containing polymer millirods have
already been shown to prevent fibrous capsule
formation and decrease new blood vessel forma-
tion after ablation.91 These effects should promote
drug delivery by increasing doxorubicin diffusion
OURNAL OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, VOL. 97, NO. 5, MAY 2008
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and reducing elimination. Another anticipated
improvement is placing multiple implants around
the periphery of a larger tumor to improve the
probability of treatment success. Placing implants
closer to the boundary increases the likelihood of
drug exposure at and beyond the ablation
periphery, where recurrence is most likely to
occur. The focus of a multiple implant strategy
will be maximizing drug coverage of the tumor
periphery while maintaining a reasonable and
safe number of implants and total drug dose. 3-D
modeling will be an essential tool for rapidly
evaluating different treatment protocols as well as
gaining mechanistic insights to optimize dosage
regimen design. The integrated modeling and
experimental approach should greatly assist the
clinical translation of polymer implants as a viable
option for locoregional chemotherapy of unresect-
able tumors.
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Abstract. Polymer micelles are rapidly becoming a powerful nanomedicine platform for cancer

therapeutic applications due to their small size (10Y100 nm), in vivo stability, ability to solubilize water

insoluble anticancer drugs, and prolonged blood circulation times. Recent data from clinical trials with

three micelle formulations have highlighted these and other pharmacokinetic advantages with reduced

systemic toxicity and patient morbidity compared to conventional drug formulation. While the initial

anti-tumor efficacy of these systems seems promising, a strong research impetus has been placed on

micelle functionalization in order to achieve tumor targeting and site-specific drug release, with the hope

of reaching a more pronounced tumor response. Hence, the purpose of this review is to draw attention to

the new developments of multi-functional polymer micelles for cancer therapy with special focus on

tumor targeting and controlled drug release strategies.

KEY WORDS: active targeting; cancer nanomedicine; micelle pharmacokinetics; polymer micelles;
responsive drug release.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, polymer micelles have gained considerable
attention as a versatile nanomedicine platform with greatly
improved drug pharmacokinetics and efficacious response in
cancer treatment. Typical chemotherapeutic agents have low
water solubility, short blood half-lives, narrow therapeutic
indices, and high systemic toxicity, which lead to patient
morbidity and mortality while compromising the desirable
therapeutic outcome of the drugs. Polymer micelles have
been shown to increase the aqueous solubility of chemother-
apeutic agents and prolong their in vivo half-lives with
lessened systemic toxicity. This is demonstrated in early
phases of clinical trials in Japan, Korea, and the United
States (1Y3).

Several excellent reviews are currently available in the
literature on micellization behavior, drug encapsulation, and
general use of micelles as drug delivery systems (4Y13). The
purpose of this review is to provide an updated, comprehen-
sive review on recent breakthroughs and applications of
polymer micelles for tumor-specific therapy. First, a brief
overview on micelle structure and composition will be
presented, followed by a summary on the clinical pharmaco-
kinetics of Bstealth^ micelles. This will be followed by a
comprehensive review of micelle systems consisting of

additional functionality. Special emphasis will be placed on
micellar systems that exploit unique molecular signatures on
cancer cells for active targeting applications or responsive
mechanisms (e.g. pH, temperature) for site-specific drug
release.

MICELLE STRUCTURE AND COMPOSITION

Polymer micelles are composed of amphiphilic macro-
molecules that have distinct hydrophobic and hydrophilic
block domains, with the structure of the copolymers usually
being a di-block, tri-block, or graft copolymer. Within each
copolymer system, aqueous exposure induces the hydropho-
bic and hydrophilic segments to phase separate and form
nanoscopic supramolecular core/shell structures (Fig. 1).
Depending on the relative size of the hydrophobic and
hydrophilic segments and solvent conditions, Eisenberg et
al. have demonstrated the formation of structures of many
morphologies, including spheres, rods, vesicles, tubules, and
lamellae (14Y17). Although aggregates of different morphol-
ogy may provide drastically different pharmacokinetic prop-
erties, as in the case of filamentous nanocarriers which can
provide different flow behavior over spherical particles due
to anisotropic alignment (18Y20), most current applications
have focused on spherical micelles and thus will be the
subject of this review.

Many types of copolymers have been used for micelle
formation, but the requirements of biocompatibility and
oftentimes biodegradability have limited the choice of
copolymers in clinical applications. Table I provides the
names and structures of common copolymers for drug
delivery applications. For the hydrophilic segment, the most
commonly used polymer is polyethylene glycol (PEG) with a
molecular weight of 2Y15 kD. PEG is completely water
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soluble, non-toxic, and uncharged, the latter property serving
to lessen the possibility of undesired electrostatic interactions
with plasma proteins. Other hydrophilic polymers such as
poly(N-vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) (21) or poly(N-isopropyl
acrylamide) (pNIPAM) (22Y24) have also been used to form
the micelle corona layer. For the hydrophobic segments, the
most common materials are hydrophobic polyesters, but
other materials, such as polyethers, polypeptides, or poly(b-
amino ester) have also been used. Polyesters and polyamides
can undergo hydrolytic and enzyme-catalyzed degradations,
respectively, and are considered biodegradable. As an
example of a micelle forming copolymer, Pluronic is a
ternary copolymer of PEG and poly(propylene oxide)
(PPO) oriented in a PEG-PPO-PEG configuration. Upon
micellization, the hydrophobic PPO segments form the core
while the PEG segments form the corona.

The core-shell structure of polymer micelles affords
several advantages for drug delivery applications. Firstly,
drug encapsulation within the micelle core allows for
solubilization of water insoluble drugs. For example, the
water solubility of paclitaxel can be increased by several
orders of magnitude from 0.0015 to 2 mg/ml through micelle
incorporation (25). Secondly, micelles have prolonged blood
half-lives because PEG prevents opsonization, effectively
reducing micelle uptake by the reticuloendothelial system
(RES) (26,27). Thirdly, their small size (10Y100 nm) makes
them suitable for injection and enhanced tumor deposition
due to the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect
stemming from the leakiness of tumor vasculature (28).
Finally, their chemistry allows for the development of
multifunctional modalities that can enhance micelle accumu-
lation in cancerous tissues and facilitate drug internalization
inside cancer cells.

CLINICAL PHARMACOKINETICS OF STEALTH
MICELLES

Currently, clinical data on three polymer micelle sys-
tems, SP1049C, NK911, and Genexol-PM have been reported
(1Y3). All three are Fstealth_ micelle formulations, i.e. they all
have stabilizing PEG coronas to minimize opsonization of
the micelles and maximize blood circulation times. SP1049C
is formulated as doxorubicin (DOX)-encapsulated Pluronic
micelles, NK911 is DOX-encapsulated micelles from a
copolymer of PEG and DOX-conjugated poly(aspartic acid),

and Genexol-PM is a paclitaxel-encapsulated PEG-PLA
micelle formulation. The pharmacokinetic results of the
three formulations are summarized in Table II. These data
were compared to free DOX (doxorubicin hydrochloride)
(29) as well as liposome-delivered DOX (Doxil\) (30) and
Cremophor\ EL-delivered paclitaxel (31).

Comparison among the various formulations of doxoru-
bicin reveals several distinguishing characteristics. Free DOX
has an elimination phase half-life (t1=2;�), or physiological
excretion half-life, of 48 min. Both polymer micelle formu-
lations roughly triple the half-life, bringing it to a range of
2.3Y2.8 h whereas the liposomal form greatly increases the
half-life to 45.9 h. Since different formulations are evaluated
using differing compartmental models, quantitative compar-
ison of half-lives between formulations can be difficult.
However, comparison of the common parameters, such as
clearance rates, is more illustrative. The drug clearance rates
(CL) from different formulations serve to highlight further
differences. The CL of the free DOX is 14.4 T 5.6 ml/(min kg),
while pluronic micelles did not significantly improve the CL

value (12.6 ml/(min kg)), presumably due to the low stability
of Pluronic micelles which may rapidly dissociate upon
dilution. In contrast, DOX encapsulation within the more
stable NK911 micelles reduced the clearance rate by almost
half (6.7 T 1.1 ml/(min kg)). Liposomal DOX has a remark-
ably decreased clearance rate (0.02 ml/(min kg)), which is
two orders of magnitude smaller than either micellar
formulation. This very slow clearance rate may at first appear
ideal, however several factors indicate otherwise. Firstly, the
extremely low volume of distribution (Vss = 0.08 l/kg) sug-
gests that liposomal DOX may remain in the bloodstream
and not extravasate into tumor tissue as widely as compara-
ble micelles. Micelles, on the other hand, have been shown
to accumulate more readily inside tumors compared to
liposomes, primarily due to the smaller micellar size (32).
Interestingly, another study found that the high blood
residence times of liposomally formulated DOX may cause
increased levels of stomatitis (33).

The other major chemotherapeutic drug which has been
clinically used in micelles is paclitaxel (Taxol\), a potent
anticancer drug with very low water solubility (1.5 mg/cc). As
a result, this agent already requires administration with a
surfactant carrier. Currently, the clinically approved carrier
to solubilize the drug is Cremophor\ EL, a polyethylene
glycol modified castor oil. Though useful in drug
administration, the delivery agent itself has negative side
effects such as hypersensitivity reactions (HSR) and
neuropathy. To overcome this limitation, an alternate
delivery system using PEG-PLA micelles, Genexol-PM, has
been developed.

Cremophor\ EL and Genexol-PM formulations have
similar drug pharmacokinetics at 230 mg/m2 dose (Table II).
Both have similar half-lives (8.9 T 1.8 and 11.0 T 1.9 h from
Cremophor\ EL and Genexol-PM, respectively), and
clearance rates (3.9 T 1.1 and 4.8 T 1.0 ml/(min kg), re-
spectively). However, the Genexol-PM formulation shows
marked improvement in patient morbidity. None of the
patients observed in the Genexol-PM trial showed HSRs.
Moreover, a lower degree of myelosupression was observed
in the Genexol-PM formulation than in the conventional one.
Consequently, the PEG-PLA micelles allow for a consider-

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the core-shell structure of a polymer

micelle with intended functions of each component.
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Table I. Commonly Used Block Segments of Copolymers used in Micellar Drug Delivery

Copolymers Abbreviations Repeating Unit Structure 

Corona segment  
Poly(ethylene glycol) PEG, PEO O

    Poly(N-vinyl pyrrolidone) PVP 

N
O

    Poly(N-isopropyl    
    acrylamide) 

pNIPAM, NIPAM 

O NH

Core segment 
Polyethers

Poly(propylene oxide) PPO O

Polyesters 
    Poly(L-lactide), 
    Poly(D, L-lactide) 

PLA, PDLLA*  

O
OH

O

    Poly(lactide-co-glycolide)  PLGA 

O
O

O

O

OH

    Poly(ε -caprolactone) PCL 
O

H

O

    Poly(β -amino ester) 

R1

O N

R2

O

O

O

Polyamides 
     Poly(L-histidine) pHis N

O

NH
N

H

    Poly(L-aspartic acid)  
      derivatives 

pAsp 
N

O

O

OR

H

Poly(L-glutamic acid) 
derivatives 

pGlu 
N

O
H

ORO

* Depending on stereochemistry 
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able increase in maximum tolerated dose (MTD) with an
MTD of 390 mg/m2 compared to 230 mg/m2 for Cremophor\

EL. A final interesting note is that in the Genexol-PM trial,
two patients showed tumor response despite previous
paclitaxel failure in their treatments (3).

Clinical data demonstrates the distinct pharmacokinetic
advantages of micelle-delivered drugs over free drugs. All of
the doxorubicin micelle formulations show improved half-
lives, slower clearance rates and increased area under plasma
concentration (AUC) values over unencapsulated doxorubi-
cin. Polymer micelles have also shown advantages in
paclitaxel delivery in that they minimize toxicity associated
with more traditional delivery systems. These data under-
score the therapeutic potential of polymer micelles to
improve cancer therapy.

FUNCTIONALIZED POLYMER MICELLES

Although stealth micelles allow for passive accumulation
inside tumors with leaky vasculature, the majority of these
nanoparticles are still cleared by the RES system, resulting in
short half lives and unwanted micelle deposition in the liver
and spleen. Development of multifunctional micelles, either
through conjugation of targeting ligands on the micelle
surface or a triggered release mechanism, can lessen these
problems by increasing particle/drug exposure to the tumor.
Fig. 2 illustrates the different types of functionality that have
been introduced to micelle structures.

LIGAND-TARGETED POLYMER MICELLES

Targeting ligands are conjugated to the corona of the
micelle in order to induce specific targeting and uptake of
the micelle by tumor cells. These ligands tend to fall into the
categories of small organic molecules, carbohydrates, anti-
bodies, and aptamers. Table III provides an overview of
reported ligand-targeted micelle formulations.

Micelles with small organic molecules as targeting

ligands. The receptor for folic acid is a cell-proliferation
protein that is over-expressed in many types of cancer cells
including ovarian, breast, brain, and lung (34Y36). The
expression levels in tumors have been reported to be
100Y300 times higher than those observed in normal tissue
(37). It is a glycosyl-phosphatidylinositol-anchored glycopro-
tein that has high binding affinity to folic acid (Kd 10j10 M).
Yoo and Park exploited the folate receptor by functionalizing
folic acid onto DOX-loaded PEG-PLGA micelles by
covalently conjugating the ligand via its g-carboxyl group
(38). In vitro cytotoxicity studies of the folate-micelles
against KB cells (human nasopharyngeal epidermal
carcinoma cell line) showed enhancement in cell uptake
and cytotoxicity over non-targeted micelles, with the IC50

of DOX/FOL micelles, DOX micelles and free DOX being
50, 70 and 75 mM, respectively. Despite this small increase in
in vitro cytotoxicity, the targeted micelles showed marked
improvement in in vivo antitumor efficacy with two times
decrease in the growth rate compared to non-targeted micelle
control. Folate targeting was also used by these researchers to
produce a DOX-based micellar system that did not contain
polymer in the core (39). These targeted micellar nano-
aggregates are based on a folate-PEG-DOX system which is
self-assembled through hydrophobic doxorubicin association.
This strategy leads to larger particles of approximately 200 nm
in diameter with drug loading content as high as 57% since the
majority of the nanoparticle is constructed from drug. Similar
to the PLGA system, the folate-PEG-DOX nanoaggregate
system showed twofold increased cytotoxicity over non-
targeted aggregates, and an improved anti-tumor efficacy by
a 40% decrease in tumor volume over free drug administration.

Park et al. also used folic acid as a targeting ligand but
with a different folate conjugation strategy. In this case, folic
acid was attached to the hydrophobic end of PEG-PCL block
copolymer. Paclitaxel was then encapsulated (40,41). While it
is unusual to couple a targeting ligand to the hydrophobic
portion of the micelle, the authors reported folate to be

Table II. Comparison of Clinical Pharmacokinetics for Different Micellar Nanocarriers and Corresponding Commonly Used Formulations

Formulation Free DOXa SP1049Ca NK911a Doxil\b Taxol\c Genexolc

Drug DOX DOX DOX DOX Paclitaxel Paclitaxel

Carrier DOX-HCl in

0.9% NaCl

Pluronic micelles,

mixture of L61

and F127

PEG5k-pAsp30-

(DOX)45micelles

PEG-stabilized

liposome

Cremophor\

EL

PEG-PLA

Diameter (nm) Y 22Y27 40 80Y90 Y 20Y50

No. Patients 8 26 23 14 34 21

t1=2;� (min) 2.4 T 0.9 6.0 T 2.7 7.5 T 0.7 84 21.8 T 13.9 Y
t1=2;� (h) 0.8 T 1.1 2.4 T 2.1 2.8 T 0.3 45.9 8.9 T 1.8 11.0 T 1.9

t1=2;� (h) 25.8 T 11.4 50.2 T 29.2 64.2 T 8.9 Y Y Y
Vss (L/kg) 24 T 12 Y 14.9 T 3.6 0.08 Y Y
CL (ml/(min kg)) 14.4 T 5.6 12.6 T 0.6 6.7 T 1.1 0.02 3.9 T 1.1 4.8 T 1.0

MTD (mg/m2) 50 70 67 50 230 390

AUC mg h/ml 1.6 T 1.1 1.8 T 0.3 3.3 T 0.4 902 25 T 6.5 27.5 T 8.2

Reference (29) (1) (2) (30) (31) (3)

a Reported pharmacokinetic data at dose of 50 mg/m2 .
b Only two doses were tested in this trial, 25 and 50 mg/m2 , the reported values are at 50 mg/m2 .
c Reported pharmacokinetic data at 230 mg/m2 .
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present at the surface of the micelles via X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) studies. These folate-encoded micelles
were tested against non-malignant human fibroblasts and two
cancer cell lines (MCF-7 and HeLa 229 cells). While non-
targeted PEG-PCL micelles did not show significant toxicities
in all three cell lines (15Y22% cell death), the folate-encoded
micelles increased toxicity in the two cancer cell lines (44Y45%
cell death) with folate receptor expression, but not in the
normal fibroblasts (20%). Side-by-side comparisons of folate
conjugation through hydrophilic PEG vs. hydrophobic PCL
terminal ends should provide useful insight on the ligand
functionalization strategy.

Micelles functionalized with peptide ligands. Small, tightly
binding peptides have also been utilized for cancer-targeted
drug delivery. The polypeptide nature of these ligands allows
for optimization of ligand behavior via adjustment of the
peptide sequence or conformation. One example of this is the
cRGD peptide which targets the avb3 integrin. This integrin is
a cellular transmembrane protein that has not only been
shown to greatly affect tumor growth, local invasiveness, and

metastatic potential, but is also not readily detectable in
quiescent vessels (42Y44). Moreover, this membrane receptor
is highly expressed in angiogenic vessels, making it a target for
treating tumors, which are in a constant state of new
vasculature growth. Cyclic(Arg-Gly-Asp-D-Phe-Lys) (cRGD)
peptides have been developed by Kessler et al. to provide
specific binding to avb3 integrins, proving to be 170 times more
active than the linear form with an IC50 of 8 nM (45Y49).
Cheresh et al. have used ligands targeting the avb3 integrin to
induce complete tumor regression via targeted gene delivery
(50). Previous work in our lab has established the formation of
cRGD-labeled polymer micelles and micelle targeting to avb3-
overexpresing tumor endothelial cells (SLK cells) (51).
Maleimide-terminated poly(ethylene glycol)-poly((-caprolactone)
(MAL-PEG-PCL) copolymer was synthesized and conjugated
to cRGD ligand after micelle formation. Doxorubicin was
encapsulated inside the micelle core and its intrinsic fluores-
cent properties (lex = 485 nm, lem = 595 nm) permit for the
study of cell uptake by flow cytometry and confocal laser
scanning microscopy. Flow cytometry studies show that the
percentage of cell uptake increased with increasing cRGD
density on the micelle surface. With 5% cRGD surface
density, a modest threefold increase of cell uptake was
observed, while a more pronounced 30-fold increase was
observed by flow cytometry with 76% cRGD attachment. In
the presence of excess free RGD ligands, the avb3-mediated
cell uptake can be completely inhibited (51).

Micelles functionalized with carbohydrate ligands. Asia-
loglycoprotein receptor (ASGPR) is a membrane lectin
receptor that is commonly found in liver cells (52). Carbo-
hydrate molecules such as galactose and mannose are found
as specific ligands to this receptor (53,54). As it is relatively
particular to the liver, ASGPR-based strategies have been
used to target drugs for treatment of liver diseases (55). In
addition to being present in normal liver cells, ASGPR is also

Table III. Ligand-targeted Micelle Formulations

Ligand Type Ligand

Polymer

Composition

Micelle Size

(nm) Drug

In Vitro

Model

Animal

Model Ref

Small Organic

Molecule

Folic Acid PEG-PLGA 105 DOX KB cell KB in nu/nu

mouse

(38)

Folic Acid PEG-Dox 200 DOX KB cell, A549 KB in nu/nu

mouse

(39)

Folic Acid PEG-PCL 50-130 Paclitaxel MCF-7, HeLa (40,41)

Peptide cRGD peptide PEG-PCL 20-40 DOX SLK (51)

Carbohydrate Galactose poly(L-benzyl

l-glutamate)-

PEG

104 Paclitaxel P388, SK-Hep 01,

HepG2

(57)

Lactose, Galactose,

Mannose,

Glucose

PEG-PLA 38Y42 (58)

Galactose PEG-PLA 32 (59)

Lactose PEG-PLA 20Y40 (60,61)

Antibody Anti-GFA Ab Pluronic Not reported Haloperidol Mouse (62)

mAb 2C5 mAb 2G4 PEG-PE 20 Paclitaxel LLC, EL4 T,

BT20

LLC in C57BL/

6J mice

(63)

RNA Aptamer Anti-PSMA

aptamer

PEG-PLA 168 Docetaxel LNCaP LNCaP in

BALB/c

mouse

(66,67)

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of functionalized polymer micelles with

active targeting to tumors and responsive drug release properties.
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overexpressed in hepatocellular carcinoma (56), which makes
it a useful target for liver-specific chemotherapy. Cho et al.
synthesized galactose-conjugated poly(ethylene glycol)-co-
poly(g-benzyl L-glutamate) block copolymer (gal-PEG-b-
PBLG), and loaded paclitaxel inside the micelles (57). In

vitro cytotoxicity studies showed that an ASGPR-expressing
cancer cell line had greater uptake of these micelles with a
30% increase in cytotoxicity compared to an analogous non-
ASGPR expressing cell line SK-Hep01.

Kataoka et al. developed carbohydrate-conjugated
PEG(4.9 kD)-b-PLA(4.5 kD) micelles and evaluated their
binding affinity to a representative cell surface receptor,
ricinus communis lectin in vitro (58Y61). First, galactose and
glucose were attached to a PEG-PLA copolymer (58). The
chemistry is of note since the ligand was used as the initiator
from which the PEG-PLA was synthesized through ring-
opening polymerization. The high reaction efficiency and low
polydispersity of the resulting copolymer allowed for the
formation of micelles with up to 90% of the PEG chains
functionalized with ligands.

The carbohydrate lactose was also used to produce
targeted PEG-PLA micelles (60,61). In this case, a different
but equally noteworthy chemistry was used to make the
micelles, 3, 30 diethoxypropanol (DEP) was used to initiate
the ring opening polymerizations and the resulting acetal-
PEG-PLA was then self-assembled into micelles and incu-
bated at pH 2 whereupon the acetal converts to an aldehyde.
The aldehyde end groups on the micelle were then reacted
with an amine-containing lactose via Schiff base formation,
which was then reduced using NaH3BCN. This chemistry has
the advantage of creating low polydispersity block copoly-
mers while keeping the versatility of allowing any amine-
containing ligand to be attached to the micelles. Lectin
binding studies of the resulting micelles demonstrated
multivalent advantage of micelles over ligand-conjugated
small molecules (60,61). As an example, 80% functionalized
lactose-encoded micelles were found to bind in a trivalent
manner with fast association kinetics (ka = 3.2� 104 Mj1sj1)
but very slow dissociation constants (kd = 1.3� 10j4 sj1). This
multivalent effect increased the association constant by over

Fig. 3. Confocal laser scanning microscopy of DOX fluorescence of SLK cells after incubation for 1 h with a 0%, b 50% pre-, and c 50% post-

micelle ligand attachment, respectively. DOX fluorescent images were obtained with lex = 485 nm, lem = 595 nm. The scale bars are 20 mm in

all three images. d Relative mean fluorescence intensity of 50% cRGD-DOX micelle with pre- and post-micelle ligand attachment in SLK

tumor endothelial cells as measured by flow cytometry. *Fluorescence intensity corrected for non-targeted DOX-containing micelles.
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twofold while decreasing the main dissociation constant by
145-fold compared to the 20% functionalized micelles, which
behaved like monovalent systems. This was attributed to the
additional ligands being able to bind to additional surface
receptors after initial binding. This additional binding helps
micelles to remain attached to receptor covered surfaces and
prevents detachment.

Micelles with monoclonal antibodies as targeting ligands.
Another promising class of tumor targeting ligand is cancer-
specific monoclonal antibodies. These large (õ150 kD) and high
affinity (Kd õ 0.1 nM) ligands have the advantage of being able
to be customized to bind specifically to a large variety of targets
such as cancer cell specific antigens. These were among the first
ligands used for micelle targeting, with Kabanov et al. using
them to target haloperidol loaded pluronic micelles (the major
application proposed was for psychiatric treatment). Brain
specific antibody conjugation increased the neuroleptic action
of the loaded micelles by fivefold over non-targeted micelles and
20-fold over free drug (62).

Torchilin et al. developed these ligands to target micelles
to lung cancer cells. Diacyllipid-PEG-conjugated polymer
(PEG-PE) micelles were functionalized with one of two
antibodies, either an anti-cancer monoclonal antibody (mAb
2C5), or an anti-myosin mAb 2G4 (63). Both antibodies
retained their ability to bind to their substrates after
conjugation to micelles. Moreover, the 2C5 antibody targeted
micelle was loaded with paclitaxel and induced a fourfold
increase in drug accumulation at the tumor after 2 h, with a
corresponding increase in anti-tumor efficacy. Another
advantage of the use of antibodies is their high binding
affinity that can result in improved behavior with as few as
ten antibody ligands per micelle. As high levels of surface

modification can lead to unintended non-specific uptake of
micelles, it is a great advantage to be able to target micelles
with small levels of surface modification. These immunomi-
celles illustrate this, showing increased tumor accumulation
and anti-tumor efficacy but no significant change in blood
clearance rate from the non-targeted control samples (63).

Micelles functionalized with aptamers. Aptamers are
DNA or RNA oligonucleotides that can be identified from
screening a random library to specific molecular targets
(64,65). These agents are stable in vitro, tumor specific,
generally considered non-immunogenic and provide a new
targeting platform for micellar drug delivery applications.
Farokhzad et al. used an RNA aptamer for the prostate-
specific membrane antigen (PSMA) to target PEG-PLA
micelles to prostate tumors (66,67). These nanoparticles
showed specific binding to PSA-expressing cancer cells, with
the aptamer inducing a 77-fold increase in binding versus the
control group (66), and were subsequently loaded with
docetaxel and examined in prostate cancer treatment (67).
In vitro assays using LNCaP prostate cancer cells demon-
strated that aptamer-encoded micelles had a significantly
increased cytotoxicity over non-targeted counterparts (the
targeted particles showing roughly 50% greater lethality). In

vivo studies were carried out via intra-tumoral injection of
the micelle nanoparticles into LNCaP xenografts in a nude
mouse model. The targeted nanoparticles were able to not
only show significant increase in anti-tumor efficacy over
their non-targeted control, but they were also able to induce
total tumor regression in five of the seven mice in the group
(in comparison, the non-targeted nanoparticles resulted in
only two of the seven mice). In addition, the surviving mice
also showed lesser levels of systemic toxicity as determined

Fig. 4. Scheme showing hypothesized ligand availability through ligand attachment before (top path) or after micelle formation (bottom path).
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by weight loss, than the mice treated with non-targeted
counterparts. The presence of DNA or RNA degrading
enzymes in the blood may prevent the use of these ligands
during intravenous administration, however their initial
promise warrants exploration of methodologies (such as
development of aptamer analogues) that can increase the in

vivo stability.

Strategies to optimize ligand presentation. Ligand target-
ing strategies have had mixed results, with some instances of
striking success (38,39,68,69) as well as some with less than
successful outcome (70,71). In the latter cases, lack of ligand
binding had been attributed to the dynamic nature of the
PEG corona which can take on conformations that buries
the ligand within the hydrophilic chains (70). Moreover, the
polydisperse nature of the PEG chains contributes to this
problem as ligands can attach to shorter PEG chains and end
up shielded by longer chains. These factors indicate that
components within the micelle design can have a negative
impact on the binding of attatched targeting ligands to cell
surfaces. These considerations have led to a series of studies
and micelle designs aimed at optimizing the binding efficien-
cy of the targeted micelles, focusing on methods that
minimize the shielding effects of the PEG corona and
maximize the chemical availability of the targeting ligand.

Ligand optimization strategies have been explored
experimentally by our laboratory. In this case, a single
ligand/micelle system was used, but two different strategies
were applied for ligand attachment to the micelle. In one
case, the cRGD ligand was attached to the PEG-PLA
copolymer before micelle self assembly. In the second case,
the micelles were assembled first, and the ligand attached
afterwards, a method that would ensure that the ligand was
attached to chemically available sites on the micelle surface.
In both cases, doxorubicin was loaded into the micelles and
uptake measured by doxorubicin fluorescence. As shown in
Fig. 3, ligand attachment before micelle assembly (Fig. 3b)
led to only a modest increase in cellular uptake when
compared to a non-targeted micelle control (Fig. 3a).
However, cRGD attachment to already formed micelles
resulted in a marked increase in uptake (Fig. 3c), suggesting
that the alternate ligand attachment route aided ligand
availability. Confocal microscopy demonstrated this as well
as flow cytometric studies (Fig. 3d). Although the two
methods would appear to be similar, they are different upon
consideration of the polydisperse nature of the PEG corona.
As Fig. 4 illustrates, when the ligands are attatched to the
copolymer before micelle formation, they are likely conju-
gated to the shorter PEG chains within the population and
suffer from shielding effects (Fig. 4, top path). This may be
worsened by higher chemical reactivity of shorter polymer
chains, which induces an additional selection pressure for
ligands to be tethered to the short chains. There is also the
possibility that some hydrophobic ligands may have aggre-
gated inside the micelle core rather than being presented at
the surface. In contrast, the post-micelle ligand addition
strategy would select for ligands attaching to longer PEG
chains which aids in ligand presentation for subsequent
binding to cell surfaces (Fig. 4, bottom path).

Computer modeling has also been used to investigate
ways to optimize ligand presentation to improve targeting.
Chen and Dormidontova explored ligand valency and

bidisperse PEG layers as methods to increase ligand presen-
tation (72) (Fig. 5). As cells are very large (õ10 mm in
diameter) in comparison to micelles (10Y100 nm), the cell
surface was modeled as a flat plane and the micelle corona
modeled as a polymer brush with surface binding ligands on
the chain ends. In this case, it was found that multivalency
did aid in binding ability, but only when the receptors were
closely packed on the cell surface. This can also be used to
aid in ligand choice, as some ligand receptors, such as the
avb3 integrin, are known to cluster together upon binding
(73), bringing the receptors closer together and aiding in the
efficacy of multivalent ligands. Moreover, use of a bidisperse
corona design where the ligand is conjugated on the terminal
end of longer PEG chains but the corona is composed of
shorter PEG chains, also leads to a theoretically increased

Fig. 5. a Schematic describing the tetravalent/monovalent ligand

design and bidisperse PEG corona layers to enhance ligand

presentation. See reference (72) for more details. b Free energy

diagram describing the binding energy profile for the ligand/corona

types (72).
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binding affinity (as calculated via free energy minimum in
Fig. 5b). In this case, the shorter PEG chains provide a steric
barrier preventing the ligand from curling back into the
micelle corona layer.

The use of ligand targeting strategies in micelles has
enabled the development of site-specific nanodevices with
improved uptake and efficacy. Advances in the understand-
ing of tumorigenesis have led to the discovery of a growing
number of unique surface markers whose expression differ-
entiates tumor from normal tissue and provides a means of
achieving active targeting to tumors. This variety of ligands
allows for the customization of micelles to a diverse number
of cancer types.

SITE-SPECIFIC DRUG RELEASE

Drug encapsulation inside polymer micelles will considerably
alter drug pharmacokinetics leading to an increase in drug tar-
geting to tumor tissues. After reaching the targeted site, efficient
drug release from micelle carriers becomes critically important to
ensure drug bioavailability, and hence achieve the desired
cytotoxic effect. In the section below, we review the various
engineering strategies concerning the tailoring of micelle struc-
tures to trigger drug release at the tumor site. Table IV provides
an overview of micelles designed for site-specific drug release.

pH sensitive drug release. Despite the general impres-
sion that the body has a uniform pH of 7.4, intravenously

Table IV. Micelle Formulations that Allow for Site-specific Drug Release

Polymer Composition Release Mechanism Size (nm) Drug Cancer Cell Line Animal Model Ref

pH Sensitivity

Acid Labile Bonds

(Covalent)

PEG-PLA-DOX Acid Labile Bond 89 DOX HSB-2 (75)

PEG-p(Asp-Hyd-

DOX)

Acid Labile Bond 65 DOX SBC-3, KB cells,

C26

Mouse (76Y78)

PEG-Acetal Linked

Dendritic Polyster/

Polylysine

Acid Labile Bond 35 Nile red, DOX MDA-MB-231 (79Y81)

Non-covalent pH Sensitivity

Hydrophobic Core

Cationic Porphyrin

Dendrimer, PEG-

pAsp

Charge Neutralization 55 Porphyrin

dendrimer

LLC (82Y83)

PEG-DMA-DEA Amine protonation 30Y50 Dipyridamloe (84)

PLA-PEG PHis-PEG Histidine protonation 50Y114 DOX MCF-7 BALB Mice (85,87,88)

Pluronic+ b-amino ester Beta amino ester

protonation

130 Paclitaxel BT-20, MDA-

MB-231

Nu/Nu Mice (90Y92)

pNIPAM Coplymer Protonation of

Undecanoate

160Y200 DOX (93)

pNIPAM coplymer Protonation of

Undecanoate

35 AlClPc EMT-6 (94Y96,129)

Hydrophillic Core

PEG-EAMA Nanogel Swelling 49Y681 (97)

PEG-PMA Nanogel Swelling 130 Cisplatin (98)

Temperature Sensitivity

PNIPAM- LCST Transition 12Y31 DOX Bovine Aorta

Endothelial

(23)

PNIPAM-PLA LCST transition 40Y65 DOX Bovine Aorta

Endothelial

(105)

PNIPAM-PBMA LCST Transition 338 DOX Bovine Aorta

Endothelial

(24)

PNIPAM-copol-PLGA LCST Transition 85Y120 Paclitaxel MDA-MB-435S (103,105,107)

Cholesterol Endcapped

Acrylamides

LCST Transition 100Y200 Pyrene (103)

Ultrasound Activation

Pluronic, PEG-lipid Ultrasound 12.9 DOX, Ruboxyl HL-60, A2780,

A2780/ADR,

MCF-7

Nu/Nu mice (115Y120)

NNDEA Pluronic Ultrasound 50Y100 DOX HL-60, DHD/

K12/TRb

BDIX Rat (121Y124)

Enzyme Response

PEG-Peptide

pNIPAM

Phosphorylation 50Y100 (125)

Oxidation

PEG-Polysulphide Sulphide Oxidation 75 (126)
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administered nanodevices can encounter several instances of
pH change that can facilitate drug delivery. Firstly, tumors
tend to have lower pH values (as low as 5.7) than normal
tissue environment (pH 7.4) (74). This acidification is due to
the general characteristic of cancer cells to rely on glycolysis
for metabolism. Changes in pH are also encountered once
nanodevices enter cells via endocytosis. Endocytosis is the
sequestration of the nanocarriers into an early endosome,
which is accompanied by an increase of acidity inside the
vesicle as it matures into late endosomes and heavily
degradative lysosomes (pH 5.0Y5.5). Both the acidic nature
of tumor tissue and endocytosis provide ample applications
for pH responsive micelles which release their contents upon
exposure to acidic environments. Two strategies are general-
ly used to induce pH sensitivity into a micellar system. The
first is a covalent strategy involving the use of acid-labile
bonds, while the second is a non-covalent strategy involving
the selective protonation of pH-sensitive components inside
the micelle.

Acid-labile bonds. pH sensitivity can arise from the
creation of an acid labile linkage between the drug and the
polymer forming the micelle (75Y78). Covalent modification
of the polymer with the drug allows for extremely high
loading since the drug is itself an integral part of the micelle
rather than merely an encapsulated agent during micelle
formation. However, the main disadvantage of this method is
the requirement of functional groups on the drug molecule
that can be covalently modified, and since not all drugs are
capable of being conjugated to a polymer in such a way, the
scope of this method is limited. The most effective uses of
acid labile bonds have been the direct conjugation of
doxorubicin to the hydrophobic portion of a micelle forming
block copolymer. Initially this was demonstrated by Park et
al., who used either a hydrazone or cis-acotinyl bond to link
doxorubicin to the PLA end of PEG-PLA micelles (75).
Although the cis-acotinyl linkage has a greater level of pH
sensitivity in drug release with a roughly tenfold increase in
release rate at pH 5.0 over 7.4, the cis-acotinyl linkage results
in the release of a chemically modified drug whereas the
hydrazone linkage, with a roughly fourfold increase in release
rate, degrades cleanly and releases unmodified drug. The
hydrazone linked micelles also have a fivefold greater
cytotoxicity than free drug, given that endocytosis leads to
greater uptake in the micellar DOX than passive diffusion
does of the free drug. Though the PEG-PLA end modifica-
tion in this case leads to favorable results, drug conjugation
solely on the end group leads to a functional micelle with a
relatively low loading (3.7%).

Kataoka et al. took a different approach and conjugat-
ed the drug to the aspartic acid residues of a polyethylene
glycol poly (aspartic acid) (PEG-pAsp) copolymer via a
hydrazone linkage (76Y78). Though the precursor block
copolymer is fully hydrophilic, the bonding of doxorubicin
to the aspartic acid residues induces hydrophobicity in the
pAsp segments. The resulting micelles achieved a DOX
loading content as high as 42.5%; to date the highest drug
loading content reported in a micelle of this size (less than
100 nm). These micelles had almost no release of drug at pH
7.4 (less than 3% after 48 h) but released drug in solutions of
pH 5.5 with 25% of the drug released after 48 h. Near
complete release of drug was observed at pH 3.0, with HPLC

analysis demonstrating release of functional drug. Though
these micelles have less in vitro cytotoxicity than unconju-
gated drug (the IC50 of micelles being tenfold that of DOX),
it was demonstrated via fluorescence microscopy that the
micelles were indeed taken up by the cells after 3 h of
exposure and drug released to the nucleus. In vivo studies
demonstrated the utility of this micellar system. Biodistribu-
tion studies showed that while only 2% of free drug deposits
in the tumor, micellar encapsulated drug improves this value
to 10%. This additional tumor deposition was accompanied
by a great increase in the tolerance for drug (15 mg/kg
for free drug, compared to 40 mg/kg for micelle encapsu-
lated drug). The micelles were then able to not only
demonstrate greater tumor growth inhibition in mice, as
well as induce complete tumor regression in 50% of the
mice tested, outperforming the highest tolerated doxorubi-
cin dose which only resulted in a complete cure in 17% of
the mice (78).

Acid-labile bonds have also been used as a structural
component of the micelle polymer backbone (79Y81). In this
way, the micelle itself can degrade as a function of pH
resulting in a micelle that should be pH sensitive regardless
of the drug used. These micelles are designed to release drugs
as a result of acid catalyzed polymer degradation. Frechet
and co-workers achieved this in a micellar system using
hydrophobic groups attached to the hydrophobic dendrimer
ends of a PEG-dendritic polylysine or PEG-dendritic poly-
ester copolymer. These terminal hydrophobic trimethoxy
benzyl groups were linked to the dendrimer via acid-sensitive
acetal linkages. These unusual copolymers self-assembled
into small micellar nanoparticles of between 20 and 50 nm
with cores designed to degrade via acid catalyzed hydrolysis.
Hydrolysis of the structures could be directly followed by
UV/Vis spectrometry due to trimethoxybenzaldehyde resi-
dues that are released from the micelles upon degradation.
The acetal group is easily hydrolyzed under acidic conditions
and the resulting micelles show pH dependent degradation
that is alterable via the change of the characteristics of the
non-acetal portion of the hydrophobic dendrimer, with more
hydrophilic cores degrading more quickly than more hydro-
phobic ones. In most cases, the amount of degradation seen at
pH 7.4 was negligible (less than 5%) after 24 h, but high levels
of degradation (80Y100%) could be observed under pH 5.0
conditions for the same time period (79,81). In order to
explore the use of this system for drug delivery, doxorubicin
was loaded into these micelles. The DOX loaded micelles
showed favorable size and loading (35 nm, 12% loading) and
excellent pH sensitivity in their release, with a tenfold
increase in release rate at pH 5.0 over pH 7.4. In order to
account for innate DOX pH sensitivity, controls were
performed by releasing DOX from a comparable non-pH
responsive micellar assembly which showed only a twofold
increase in release at acidic pH.

Non-covalent strategies. The other commonly used
method to achieve pH sensitivity is a non-covalent strategy
whereupon an ionizable component within the micelle
structure alters conformation upon protonation. As an
example, Kataoka et al. used chargeYcharge interactions to
build a micelle core carrying a positively charged zinc
porphyrin dendrimer. The core of the micelle in this case is
composed of a positively charged porphyrin dendrimer which
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has been neutralized by the negatively charged residues of a
PEG-poly(L-aspartic acid) copolymer. This micelle is stable
at neutral pH, but at pH above 8 or below 6, these micelles
destabilize due to loss of charge balance in their core. This
pH dependent stability results in a system which will remain
stable until it is taken up by cells, whereupon the micelle will
degrade after cellular uptake. These spherical 55 nm particles
demonstrated roughly one third the uptake of non-encapsu-
lated photosensitizer due to charge neutralization of the
porphyrin preventing chargeYcharge interactions of the
positively charged porphyrin with negatively charged cell
membranes. While the uptake of the porphyrin was impeded
by micelle encapsulation, the photodynamic efficiency of the
micelles was 40 times higher than that of free porphyrin, a
result of the micelle preventing porphyrin aggregation (82,83).

Whereas the above system uses a polyanion in the
micelle, it is more common to build pH responsive micelles
based on hydrophobic polycationic systems. Tang et al. de-
signed a triblock polymer of PEG, poly (2-(dimethylamino)
ethyl methacrylate) (DMA), and poly(2-diethylamino)ethyl
acrylate (DEA) resulting in a system that dissolves completely
in acidic solution but forms micelles at high pH (pH 8.0).
Pyrene exclusion studies demonstrated that these micelles
reversibly form at pH 7.0 and above, and break apart when the
pH is less than 6.0. This group used the acid sensitivity of this
copolymer alongside an acid sensitive model drug (dipyrida-
mole) to make a high loading micelle (19%) without a
requirement for organic solvent. Acid sensitive release of the
agent was observed with a 50% increase of drug release at pH
3.0 over that at pH 7.4 (84).

Bae et al. used a block copolymer of polyethyelene
glycol and poly(L-histidine) (PEG-pHis) to fabricate pH
sensitive micelles (85Y88), where the histidine residues are
hydrophobic at neutral pH (histidine has a pKa of 6.1) but
protonate at the endosomal pH (5.5), resulting in a buffering
effect that can induce micelle destabilization (85,87,88).
Titration studies confirmed that the polyhistidine residues
retained their buffering capacity within the physiologically
relevant range between pH 8.0 and 6.0. Variable protonation
of the histidine residues resulted in a copolymer whose CMC
was tenfold greater at pH 5.0 than 7.4. Pyrene exclusion
assays and light transmittance studies both confirmed that the
micelles underwent dissociation when suspended in buffers
with pH below 7.4. PEG-pHis micelles are unstable at pH 7.4
(85), but inclusion of a more stable PEG-PLA component to
the micelle formulation resulted in micelles stable enough for
clinical use (88). The inclusion of the second component also
brings the activation pH to between 6.6 and 7.2, making these
micelles viable for tumor targeting via pH changes. These
micelles were further functionalized with folate targeting
ligands and are more comprehensively discussed in the
section on Fmultifunctional micelles._

Recently, the pH dependent solubility of poly(b-amino
ester) (89) has been established for the creation of pH-
sensitive micelles (90Y92). These biodegradable polymers are
hydrophobic at neutral pH but can become fully soluble at
pH below 6.1. This pH dependent solubility can lead to
almost instantaneous release of their contents from micro-
particles upon acidification (89). Amiji et al. used a strategy
of surrounding a hydrophobic poly(b-amino ester) core with
a PEG corona from the pluronic copolymer F108 (90Y92) in

order to fabricate nanoparticles. These resulting micellar
nanoparticles were loaded with paclitaxel (90) and found to
form particles between 100 and 150 nm in diameter with
loading content of 1% but a remarkable loading efficiency of
97%. In vitro microscopy studies using FITC encapsulated
particles were used to demonstrate intracellular release. The
pH sensitive particles showed release of FITC into the
cytoplasm of the cells while a non-pH sensitive FITC
nanoparticles control showed punctate fluorescence indica-
tive of no release (91). In vivo studies demonstrated that the
pluronic modified b-amino ester nanoparticles shared the
long residence times and improved half-life that is seen in
similar nanoparticles, but shows improved drug deposition in
the tumor over not only free drug (23-fold improvement) but
also over non-pH sensitive pluronic PCL nanoparticles
(threefold improvement) (92).

To a lesser extent, poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (pNI-
PAM) has been used in the design of pH sensitive micellar
systems. Although pNIPAM is most known for its lower
critical solution temperature (LCST) behavior in water, the
temperature of the LCST can be adjusted by the incorpora-
tion of hydrophobic groups and titratable moieties such as
undecanoic acid (93) or methacrylic acid (94Y96) to the
backbone. In the undecanoic acid case, copolymerization into
a poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) backbone in order to act as a
titratable group results in a temperature sensitive polymer
becoming pH sensitive one. At physiological pH (7.4), the
acid is deprotonated and the resulting polymer has a higher
than body temperature LCST (38-C), however at lower pH
(4,5), the acid becomes neutral and lowers the LCST (29-C).
The resulting polymer can have an LCST above 37-C which
will shift below this point in response to pH. As a result, it is
believed that these polymers will become hydrophobic inside
the endosome and disrupt the endosomal vesicle in the cell.
Polymer micelles containing DOX were fabricated and a
threefold increase of DOX release was observed upon a very
sharp pH change of 6.6 over 7.4.

More extensive exploration has been done using pNI-
PAM with methacrylic acid and octadecylacrylate as the
titratable moieties (94Y96). This strategy allowed for the
customization of the polymer solubility to be water insoluble
above pH 6.0, but to solubilize completely at pH below 5.5.
Despite the random copolymer structure, these polymers
were able to form small nanoparticles of 35 nm. The small
size, lack of surfactant required in creation, and critical
aggregation concentration suggest micellar characteristics,
such as a hydrophilic corona preventing aggregation, leading
to the conclusion that these nanoparticles are indeed
micelles. The photosensitizer aluminum chloride phthalocy-
anine (AlClPc) was incorporated into these micelles for
applications involving photodynamic therapy against tumors.
In vitro studies demonstrated the efficacy of this encapsulat-
ed photosensitizer against EMT-6 mouse mammary cells with
the micelles showing no toxicity unless exposed to light, after
which the LD90 was found to be 6 mm after 24 h of light
exposure (94). Subsequent studies demonstrated these mol-
ecules were effective in vivo in EMT-6 flank tumors, with the
micellar formulation providing complete tumor regression
observed at a dose of 0.25 mmol/kg (95).

Hydrophilic core micellar systems have also been
developed for the purpose of pH sensitive drug release.
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These systems function by creating a cross-linked hydrophilic
core which swells and contracts in response to pH much like
a hydrogel. Hayashi et al. used emulsion polymerization of a
PEG-vinyl benzene with 2-(diethylamino)ethyl methacrylate
using a diacrylate as a crosslinker to design such a system
(97). These nanogels could be as small as 49.5 nm but
swelled to over double their previous size within a very small
and biologically relevant pH range (7.4Y6.0). Kabanov_s
group used a similar strategy in his crosslinked PEG-
poly(methacrylic acid) micelles (98). First calcium was used
to induce micellization followed by crosslinking with a
diamine. These micelles swelled under basic conditions as
the acidic residues would deprotonate and a negative charge
would build up within the micelle core, almost doubling the
micellar size from 170 to 290 nm. Cisplatin could also be
loaded into these cross-linked micelles with a 55% loading
efficiency. And while the nanogel strategy for cancer targeted
micelles is currently in its infancy, the large pH induced size
variations suggest this strategy has a bright future.

Temperature sensitive drug release. The ability to raise
local temperatures inside the body makes temperature trig-
gered drug release a viable strategy in site-specific drug release
(99). Additionally, tumors have been shown to be more
vulnerable to hyperthermia than normal tissue as a result of
their chaotic vasculature (99). These two factors give temper-
ature sensitive nanosystems the capability of providing a
synergistic therapy, whereupon the elevated temperature not
only causes local drug release but also serves to inflict
additional damage to tumor cells. Elevated temperatures have
also been proposed as a way to induce micellar aggregation at
the tumor site, improving biodistribution of the administered
agent. In the case of the creation of temperature sensitive
micelles, the most common technique is the use of an LCST
behavior polymer as the corona of the micelle (23,24,100Y104).
The most extensively used polymer for this purpose is Poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide), or pNIPAM. Pure pNIPAM homopoly-
mer has an LCST of 32-C which can be adjusted by random
copolymerization with monomers such as dimethylacrylamide
in order to obtain LCST values within a desired range. The
resulting micelles are stable below the LCST, but temperature
increase above the LCST induces the entire system to be
hydrophobic and precipitate out of solution.

Okano et al. initially used polystyrene (PS) to form the
hydrophobic core while pNIPAM was used for the thermo-
sensitive corona (23). The resulting micelles had a transition
temperature of 32-C and did indeed show reversible aggre-
gation behavior as shown by optical transmittance. Unfortu-
nately, they did not show temperature-triggered drug release.
An alternative was later found by this group in a hydrophobic
core of poly(D,L-Lactide) (105). The pNIPAM/PLA micelles
also showed reversible aggregation behavior, but again had a
transition temperature that was too low for immediate in vivo

use (32-C). This group developed a temperature responsive
release system by using a low Tg hydrophobic polymer such
as poly(butyl methacrylate) (PBMA) (24) as the core-
forming segment. pNIPAM-bPBMA micelles showed revers-
ible aggregation at a transition temperature of 34-C, and
could be loaded with doxorubicin with a pronounced
temperature release sensitivity, only 15% of the drug was
released after 15 h at 30-C, as compared to a temperature to
37-C, where 90% drug release in the same time period. The

release could also be conditionally switched on and off using
temperature cycling. Additionally, these micelles demon-
strated temperature sensitive cytotoxicity, since the loaded
micelles showed almost no toxicity at a 0.1 mg/ml dose at
29-C (less than 5% cell death) but greatly increased toxicity
when the temperature was increased to 37-C (65% cell
death). In order to determine the mechanism for release,
fluorescent probes were incorporated into these micelles,
revealing alterations in the core micropolarity upon heating
despite the fact that the core itself is not thermoresponsive. It
was proposed that a low Tg polymer core (PBMA has a Tg of
20-C) is more subject to core deformation than a high Tg core
upon temperature transition of the corona forming polymer.
Side-by-side comparisons with an analogous system using a
high Tg core (polystyrene core, Tg = 105-C) confirmed this
hypothesis, as the higher Tg core micelles were designed to
have the same LCST corona behavior as the lower Tg system,
but showed little or no temperature dependent cytotoxicity or
drug release (106). This group refined the design further by
incorporating hydrophobic dimethylacrylamide (DMA) into
the pNIPAM segment in order to raise the LCST tempera-
ture (105,107). These resulting systems were able to show
biologically relevant transition temperatures as high as 42.5-C.
The core polymer used, in this case, was PDLA, chosen for its
low Tg (35-C). The DOX loaded pNIPAM-coDMA-bPDLA
micelles was sufficiently mobile for temperature sensitive
doxorubicin release (4Y5-fold faster release at 42.5-C over
37-C), and temperature sensitive cytotoxicity was retained
despite the higher Tg core.

pNIPAM/PLGA micelles have also been reported
(93,108) by Yang et al. In this case, pNIPAM copolymeriza-
tion with dimethylacrylamide (DMMAAm) resulted in
materials with a desirable LCST of 39-C. The low Tg core
of these micelles was also able to be sufficiently deform for
temperature sensitive drug release, in particular when the
PLGA segment length was short when compared to the
hydrophilic region. This demonstrates a balance that must be
considered when designing these systems, for longer hydro-
phobic segments appear to result in larger drug loading
contents but a lesser intensity of temperature sensitivity to
the release kinetics. In this case, paclitaxel was loaded in the
micelles, rather than DOX. The more hydrophobic nature of
paclitaxel allowed for very high loading (20%) and functional
loading efficiency (50%). Fine tuning of the temperature
sensitive and hydrophobic segment lengths allowed for the
creation of a system which showed temperature sensitivity
over a very tight range, with a fourfold increase in paclitaxel
release and eightfold increase in cytotoxicity at 39.5-C over
those at 37-C.

Other methods have been used to adjust the LCST
behavior of pNIPAM. Hydrophobic grafting and end capping
also results in polymers capable of temperature sensitive
micellar systems (103). These systems tend to produce larger
micellar particles than block copolymer strategies, but
manipulation of the LCST behavior of the materials simply
consists of adjusting graft density or copolymer content. Liu
et al. attached cholesterol onto a pNIPAM copolymer in this
fashion, resulting in an amphiphillic polymer capable for
forming micellar constructs and encapsulating drug (103).
Cholesterol end-capping resulted in a polymer with an LCST
too low for use in vivo (33-C), but the grafting strategy
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resulted in a material with LCST in the desirable range of
slightly above body temperature (38-C). In spite of this,
temperature increase only induced a roughly 50% increase in
drug release, possibly due to the inability of the pNIPAM
transition to sufficiently deform the micelle core.

Ultrasound-triggered drug release. Ultrasound is used in
medicine for diagnostic and therapeutic applications and has
proven to be a non-invasive method to access and treat many
problems including strokes, osteoporosis, and cardiovascular
disease (109). This method is also currently being explored as
a trigger for drug release for either implanted drug depots
(110) or injected nanodevices such as liposomes (111). The
complexity of interactions of tissue with ultrasound gives
insight as to the utility of this method for drug delivery. The
most immediate effect is the local increase in temperature of
the exposed tissue as a result of ultrasound waves which was
shown to be sufficient to induce drug release in appropriately
designed micelles. Cavitation also occurs, where small
oscillating bubbles are rapidly produced and collapsed. This
exposure has been shown to induce shear forces on tissue and
has many effects including increasing the permeability of the
cell membrane (112) and increasing the uptake of gene
delivery vectors (109). Finally, ultrasound treatment produ-
ces small amounts of highly reactive free radical species
which could possibly serve as a chemical trigger to an ably
designed system.

To date, the most extensive exploration of ultrasound
triggered drug release in polymer micelles has been done with
pluronic micelles. As mentioned previously, pluronic is a
ternary copolymer of PEG and PPO that has been shown to
have little cytotoxicity and has been used for many biological
applications including as a bioadhesive, hydrogel matrix (113),
and in gene delivery (7). The polymer also appears to have a
synergistic effect with some chemotherapeutic agents and has
been proposed to inhibit the p-glycoprotein that causes multi-
drug resistance in many cancer cells (114). Pitt et al. explored
ultrasound as a means to induce drug release of doxorubicin
from pluronic micelles (115,119). Even without ultrasound,
pluronic has a synergistic effect with the doxorubicin, increas-
ing the toxicity of the chemotherapeutic agent twofold in spite
of decreased uptake of the doxorubicin into the cells.
Ultrasound treatment further increased the toxicity of the
drug containing micelles another sixfold (118). In order to
explain this, it was proposed that the presence of pluronic
unimers aided the toxicity of the drug (119) but the micelles
actually sequestered drug away from the cells until ultrasound
induced drug release (115,119). The presence of sequestered
drug inside the hydrophobic core was determined fluorescently
using a doxorubicin analogue, ruboxyl, and it was found that
up to 70% of the ruboxyl was sequestered inside of the
micelles (118). This hypothesis was further confirmed upon
exploration of DNA damage to the treated cells, where
micelle encapsulated doxorubicin did not show detectable
DNA damage (via Comet assay) unless ultrasound was
applied. Flow cytometric exploration suggested that ultra-
sound also increased the permeability of the cell membrane as
well as induced DOX release from the micelles (119). The
frequency of ultrasound was also found to affect drug release
from pluronic micelles, with an increase of the ultrasound
frequency from 67 kHz to 1 MHz lessening the degree of drug
release from the micelles by threefold. Despite the decrease in

drug release, the increased frequency did increase cell uptake,
suggesting that the ultrasound increased cell permeability.

Pluronic micelles have the disadvantage of being less
stable upon dilution than most other polymer micelle
systems, with micelle degradation being reported upon
injection (120). As a result, this group incorporated a PEG-
phospholipid (PEG-DSPE) making a mixed, stabilized mi-
celle for use in animal studies (120). This system was used in
extensive in vivo tests exploring anti-tumor efficacy and flow-
cytometric biodistribution studies. In these studies, micelles
were administered to mice followed by removal of the organs
and flow cytometric characterization of the DOX uptake
within the tissues. Ultrasound was found to improve the anti-
tumor efficacy of both free DOX and micelle incorporated
DOX. In the latter case, the ultrasound was able to delay
tumor growth an additional 2.6 days over micelles without
ultrasound. The biodistribution studies also demonstrated
advantages to ultrasound mediated release, with application
of ultrasound not only increasing the level of drug accumu-
lation in the tumor (as measured by flow cytometry of
recovered tissue), but also lowering the level of drug
accumulation in the kidneys. This lower level of kidney
exposure, as compared to tumor exposure, was attributed to
released drug being eliminated by the kidney rather than
micelles, which could be retained. Heart exposure was also
lessened, an important result as cardiotoxicity is a major side-
effect of traditional doxorubicin administration. In this study,
DOX loaded PEG-pAsp(Z) micelles were also studied, and
found to convey the same levels of biodistribution improve-
ment as the stabilized pluronics.

Another way to stabilize pluronic micelles is to use an
interpenetrating poly(diethylacrylamide) (NNDEA) network
inside the micelle core (121Y124). These plurogel micelles are
equally able to encapsulate doxorubicin, release it upon
ultrasonic stimulation, and show the same synergistic effects
with drug toxicity as unstabilized pluronics. The plurogels
are, however, much more stable upon dilution, with a half-
life of roughly 17 h whereas unstabilized micelles rupture
almost immediately upon dilution (122). The ability to
remain stable upon dissolution allowed these micelles to be
used in vivo with success. A mouse animal model was
implanted with two tumors and given these core-stabilized
pluronic micelles loaded with doxorubicin. One of the tumors
was sonicated while the other was not and it was demon-
strated that the sonicated tumors showed greater response to
the chemotherapeutic treatment (124). It is difficult to
determine the exact mechanism by which the ultrasound
aided the pluronic micelles in vivo. The improvement can be
due to increased release of the drug at the site, improved
extravasation of the micelles as a result of ultrasound
exposure to the angiogenic vessels, or a complex interplay
of the two effects.

Drug release due to chemical sensitivity. Attempts have
been made in micellar systems that respond to more
specialized chemical stimulus than pH, temperature, or
ultrasound. Although these are in the minority of the
functionalized micelle research, they are worth noting.

An enzyme responsive system was designed based on a
polypeptide that is a substrate of protein kinase A (125). This
polypeptide was linked to pNIPAM and PEG moieties
resulting in a micelle-forming polymer at 36-C. These micelles
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had a core of pNIPAM and peptide with a PEG corona. Upon
exposure to the protein kinase, the peptide portion of the micelle
became phosphorylated and hydrophilic, driving the LCST to
40-C, and disintegrating from 200 nm particles to 100 nm, with a
corresponding change of the aggregate mass of the nanoparticles
from 10 to 2 million Daltons. This is the first report of an attempt
at a protein kinase responsive micelle system.

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and superoxide radicals are
reactive oxygen species that are present in many cancer cells.
One system sought to use these as a trigger for a responsive
system by creating large polymer vesicles that collapse into
smaller micelles upon H2O2 exposure (126). These vesicles
were based on polymers with a poly(propylene sulphide)
hydrophobic segment and a PEG hydrophilic segment.
Presence of H2O2 oxidizes the sulphide residues into more
hydrophilic sulphoxide residues disrupting the vesicles
(200Y500 nm) that result in formation of much smaller
wormlike micelles (õ20 nm), the structures and sizes of
which were observed via TEM. These nanosystems required
an unusually high H2O2 concentration (3%) for this conver-
sion to happen, but this method of micelle stimulus shows
promise and may yet prove to be more applicable once it has
become more finely tuned.

Multi-functional micellar systems. The newest genera-
tion of cancer-targeted polymer micelles is based on systems
with multiple functionalities. The architecture of a micelle
with distinguishable surface, corona, and core allows for the
customization of each region to provide functionality. These
novel systems use the synergy of receptor mediated endocy-
tosis and pH sensitivity to result in systems that both show
enhanced tumor targeting as well as enhanced intracellular
drug bioavailability.

Kataoka_s group used folic acid to enhance their pre-
vious PEG-p(Asp-Hyd-Dox) micelles. As mentioned earlier,
the untargeted formulation does show anti-tumor efficacy,
but the micelle formulation appears to lessen the cytotoxicity
of the encapsulated DOX. The folic acid ligand was linked to
the micelle surface in order to selectively increase the uptake of
the micelles, increasing their cytotoxicity while retaining low
toxicity to non-folate receptor expressing tissues. Ligand target-
ing improved the cytotoxicity of the micelles, roughly doubling
the toxicity of the micelles to KB cells after a 3 h exposure.
Given a 24 h exposure, the targeted micelles showed to be
equally as cytotoxic as free DOX and tenfold more cytotoxic
than the untargeted formulation. Flow cytometry confirmed
that the enhanced toxicity is a result of increased uptake of the
ligand targeted micelles (77).

Bae et al. expanded on their PEG-pHis pH sensitive
system (85,87,88) by adding ligand targeting function. Folic
acid was conjugated to the pH sensitive micelles resulting in a
multi-functional system which incorporated both ligand
targeting for enhanced cell uptake and pH sensitivity for
enhanced intracellular release. This system performed well
in vitro, showing equal cytotoxicity as free DOX against
MCF-7 cells (88). Further studies on multi-drug resistant
MCF-7 cells showed this system to be more than 90%
cytotoxic at a concentration of 10 mg/ml while free DOX
shows only 10% cytotoxicity (87). This overcoming of the
MDR phenotype may have resulted from the alteration of
the mechanism of DOX uptake, with the folate targeted
micelles being taken up via receptor mediated endocytosis, as

opposed to free drug passively diffusing across the mem-
brane. The authors hypothesized that folate mediated
receptor endocytosis may overcome the multi-drug efflux
pumps. The in vivo efficacy was evaluated in mice bearing
normal MCF-7 and drug resistant MCF-7 xenografts, with the
pH sensitive folate-DOX-micelles showing a 3.6Y4.5-fold and
a 2.7-fold lesser tumor growth than free drug administration,
respectively. Biodistribution studies also showed a much
longer circulation time of DOX in blood for both folate and
folate-free micelles compared to free DOX. Tumor distribu-
tion studies showed that folate-micelles allowed for 20 times
more accumulation of DOX in solid tumors than free DOX
and three times more than folate-free micelles, which corre-
lates with the improved tumor efficacy with folate-micelles.

Bae et al. have also added a previously unsuggested
aspect of pH sensitive ligand presentation to the above
system. In this case, the targeting ligand was linked to a short
block of histidine residues. At neutral pH, the hydrophobic
histidine chain draws the ligand near the core of the micelle.
Upon acidification, the protonated histidine chain brings the
ligand out to the corona where it can be presented to
receptor sites (86). These micelles showed pH sensitive cell
uptake over a narrow pH change from 7.2 to 7.0, with a
tenfold increase in cell uptake at pH 7.0 over that at 7.2. This
functionality results in a micellar system that could travel
though the bloodstream, specifically present its binding
ligands to cells in acidic tumor environments, undergo
receptor mediated endocytosis, selectively release drug inside
the cell, while preventing non-specific uptake.

Torchilin et al. also designed a pH-controlled targeted
micelle system via a multidisperse pH sensitive corona design
(127). In this system, two targeting ligands are employed on
PEG-phospholipid micelles. The first is an antibody attached
to the end of a long PEG chain (Mw 3400). The second is a
secondary targeting ligand, such as TAT peptide, which is
attached to the micelle core via short PEG chains (Mw 2000).
The majority of the corona, in this case, is composed of
intermediate length PEG chains tethered to the micelle core
via pH sensitive hydrazone linkages. Under neutral pH, these
7Y15 nm micelles can bind tightly to cell surfaces via the
antibody targeting, aiding in micelle accumulation at tumor
sites. At low pH environments, shedding of many of the PEG
chains led to Fde-shielding_ the secondary ligand, which
induces delivery of the payload to desired sites within the
cell, such as the nucleus. Chemical availability of the
antibody was preserved at both pH 8.0 and 5.0 as determined
by ELISA assay. Biotin was used as a model Fhidden
function,_ and micelle retention in an avidin column showed
the shielding effects. These dual-targeted micelles showed
small amounts of retention in avidin columns (15%),
however, when incubated at pH 5.0 for 15 min before column
exposure, micelle retention increased to 75%, demonstrating
deshielding of the biotin allowing for binding. Similar
experiments using the TATp moiety as a hidden ligand
demonstrated this effect in cancer cell lines. In both the cases
of micelles and liposomes, little or no cell uptake was
observed with the shielded systems, but short incubations
(30 min) at pH 5.0 resulted in de-shielding and visible
increase in uptake as detected by fluorescence microscopy.

A tri-functional micelle design has also been recently
published (128). This design carries ligand targeting, pH
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sensitivity, and image contrast. Gao et al. incorporated super-
paramagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) nanoparticles into a doxoru-
bicin loaded, cRGD targeted, PEG-PLA micelle. The
resulting 46 nm micelles enhanced cell specificity and uptake
due to the cRGD ligand, demonstrated pH-triggered release
of doxorubicin, and achieved MRI ultrasensitivity. In this case,
increased cell uptake could be measured via flow cytometry, a
method that can only be used in vitro, as well as via magnetic
resonance imaging in tumor-bearing animals in vivo. This
micelle design has the capability of not only treating tumors,
but also being imaged non-invasively in vivo, so that micelle
deposition can be correlated to tumor regression.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Polymer micelles are becoming a powerful nanothera-
peutic platform that affords several advantages for cancer-
targeted drug delivery, including increased drug solubilization,
prolonged blood half-lives, preferential accumulation in
tumor sites, and a decrease in toxic side effects. Even in their
simplest form, when a chemotherapeutic agent is solubilized in
the micelle core, micelles have shown marked benefits to
cancer therapy. However, the technology is still lacking in
tumor specificity and controlled release of the entrapped
agents. Hence, the focus has gradually shifted from passive
targeting micelles to active targeting and responsive systems
that carry additional mechanisms to aid in micelle accumula-
tion at the site of action as well as site-specific release. The
picture of the ideal micelle delivery system harkens back to
the original vision of Paul Ehrlich_s Fmagic bullet_ more than
100 years ago, where an agent introduced into the blood-
stream is able to selectively target diseased tissue while
leaving healthy tissue untouched. Great strides in cancer
biology have yielded numerous new cancer-specific molecular
targets that distinguish tumors from normal tissue. Despite
these advances, cancer is an extremely heterogeneous disease
and its treatment will likely involve a multifaceted approach
rather than a single functionality. The previously discussed
ligand targeted, pH sensitive formulations are promising
examples of how micelle multifunctionality can lead to a
fusion of chemical customization with biological insight so as
to exploit multiple routes for tumor treatment. In the years to
come, it is expected that knowledge gained in cancer biology
and polymer chemistry will catalyze the further development
of novel multifunctional micellar systems with greater cus-
tomization to achieve more efficacious anti-tumor response.
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Abstract

β-Lapachone (β-lap) is a novel anticancer agent that is bioactivated by NADP(H): quinone oxidoreductase 1 (NQO1), an enzyme
overexpressed in a variety of tumors. Despite its therapeutic promise, the poor aqueous solubility of β-lap hinders its preclinical evaluation and
clinical translation. Our objective was to develop β-lap-containing poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(D,L-lactide) (PEG–PLA) polymer micelles
for the treatment of NQO1-overexpressing tumors. Several micelle fabrication strategies were examined to maximize drug loading. A film
sonication method yielded β-lap micelles with relatively high loading density (4.7±1.0% to 6.5±1.0%) and optimal size (29.6±1.5 nm). Release
studies in phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4) showed the time (t1/2) for 50% of drug release at 18 h. In vitro cytotoxicity assays were performed in
NQO1-overexpressing (NQO1+) and NQO1-null (NQO1−) H596 lung, DU-145 prostate, and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells. Cytotoxicity
data showed that after a 2 h incubation with β-lap micelles, a marked increase in toxicity was shown in NQO1+ cells over NQO1− cells,
resembling free drug both in efficacy and mechanism of cell death. In summary, these data demonstrate the potential of β-lap micelles as an
effective therapeutic strategy against NQO1-overexpressing tumor cells.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: β-Lapachone; Polymer micelles; Cancer nanomedicine; Poly(ethylene glycol)–poly(D,L-lactide) (PEG–PLA); Drug delivery
1. Introduction

Presently, the development of integrated cancer nanomedi-
cine, which consists of drugs that exploit cancer-specific
molecular targets combined with effective carriers for tumor-
targeted drug delivery, has shown significant promise in
expanding therapeutic indices for chemotherapy. β-Lapachone
(β-lap) (Fig. 1A) is a novel, plant-derived anticancer drug
whose cytotoxic effect is significantly enhanced by NAD(P)H:
quinone oxidoreductase 1 (NQO1), a flavoprotein found
overexpressed (up to 20-fold) in a variety of human cancers,
including those of the lung [1], prostate [2], pancreas [3], and
breast [4]. Upon β-lap administration, NQO1 induces a futile
cycling of β-lap, wherein the compound cycles between its
⁎ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 214 648 9278; fax: +1 214 648 0264.
E-mail address: jinming.gao@utsouthwestern.edu (J. Gao).

0168-3659/$ - see front matter © 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.jconrel.2007.04.014
hydroquinone, semiquinone, and quinone forms, depleting the
cell of NAD(P)H in the process and leading to the generation of
DNA damaging hydroxyl radicals [5]. Additionally, β-lap
treatment leads to an NQO1-dependent rise in cytosolic Ca2+

that results in the loss of mitochondrial membrane potential,
ATP depletion, unique substrate proteolysis, DNA fragmenta-
tion, and cell apoptosis [6]. The mechanism of action is
independent of caspases, p53 status, and cell cycle stage [7].
Given its central role in β-lap-mediated lethality, NQO1 is a
vital, exploitable target for the treatment of cancer cells that
overexpress this enzyme.

While β-lap proves to be a very promising agent from a
pharmacodynamic standpoint, several factors hinder conven-
tional intravenous administration for preclinical evaluation and
clinical translation. Firstly, its non-specific distribution can lead
to low tumor concentrations and systemic toxicity [8].
Moreover, its polycyclic nature makes it highly hydrophobic,

mailto:jinming.gao@utsouthwestern.edu
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jconrel.2007.04.014


Fig. 1. (A) Chemical structure of β-lap (MW=242 Da). (B) Schematic of a
β-lap-containing polymer micelle and constituent components.
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with an aqueous solubility of 0.04 mg/mL [9]. Prior work by our
laboratory focused on attempts to increase the aqueous
solubility of β-lap through its complexation with hydroxypro-
pyl-β-cyclodextrin (HPβ-CD) [9]. However, the fast dissocia-
tion of β-lap and cyclodextrin makes the drug susceptible to
aggregation and rapid clearance, warranting the use of an
effective nanotherapeutic delivery vehicle that can efficiently
solubilize the drug and deliver it to solid tumors.

Polymer micelles are spherical, nanosized (10–100 nm)
supramolecular constructs that are garnering significant atten-
tion as a versatile drug delivery platform for cancer therapy
[10–12]. Polymer micelles have a unique core-shell structure as
a result of the self-assembly of amphiphilic block copolymers in
aqueous environments (Fig. 1B). The hydrophobic core acts as a
solubilizing reservoir for water insoluble drugs, such as β-lap,
providing protection from enzymatic degradation and inactiva-
tion [13]. The hydrophilic micellar corona, in turn, forms a
hydrating layer on the surface of the micelle that hinders plasma
protein adsorption and subsequent rapid phagocytic clearance
by the reticuloendothelial system (RES) [14]. Additionally,
small micellar size, along with low critical micelle concentra-
tions (CMCs), results in long-circulating, stable constructs that
do not easily dissociate in vivo [15], and contributes to the
preferential accumulation of micelles in tumor tissue through
the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect [16,17].

To exploit these numerous advantages of polymer micelles,
our objective was to develop β-lap-containing micelles for an
NQO1-specific therapy. In this study, we report the develop-
ment of a film sonication method to fabricate β-lap micelles
with relatively high loading of the drug, adequate micelle size,
core-shell formation, and favorable release characteristics.
Using three different cancer cell lines, β-lap micelle treatment
showed a substantial increase in cytotoxicity in NQO1+ cells
over NQO1− cells, highlighting the system as a potential
treatment strategy against NQO1-overexpressing tumors.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

β-lap was synthesized following a previously reported pro-
cedure [18]. PEG5k–PLA5k block copolymer (Mn=10,000 Da)
was synthesized utilizing a ring-opening polymerization procedure
published previously [19]. Poly(D,L-lactide) (PLA)
(Mn=27,344 Da) was purchased from Birmingham Polymers
(Pelham, AL). All organic solvents were of analytical grade. H596
non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) cells, DU-145 prostate,
andMDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells, were grown inDMEMwith
10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, 100 units/mL
penicillin, and 100 mg/mL streptomycin at 37 °C in a humidified
incubator with a 5% CO2–95% air atmosphere. All cells were
routinely found free of mycoplasma infection.

2.2. β-Lap micelle fabrication

Three distinct micelle preparation methods (dialysis, solvent
evaporation, film sonication) were used to encapsulate β-lap
within PEG–PLA micelles. For all preparation methods a 10%
theoretical loading (e.g. 1 mg of β-lap and 9 mg of PEG–PLA
diblock copolymer) was used unless otherwise stated. In the
dialysis method, the drug and polymer were dissolved in
acetone, placed within a dialysis bag (MW cutoff=2000 Da),
and dialyzed against water overnight at 4 °C. The solvent
evaporation method consisted of dissolving β-lap and PEG–
PLA in acetone and adding the mixture dropwise to water under
sonication by a Fisher Scientific Sonic Dismembrator 60
(Hampton, NH) with an output power of 0.010 W, after which
the solvent was allowed to evaporate overnight. Finally, the film
sonication procedure involved the dissolution of β-lap and
PEG–PLA in acetone and evaporation of the solvent, yielding a
solid film. Water was then added to the film and sonicated for
5 min. In each case, drug-loaded polymer micelles were filtered
through 0.45 μm nylon filters to remove non-encapsulated drug
aggregates in solution, and all micelle preparations above were
stored immediately at 4 °C to hinder premature drug release.

Drug loading was determined using a method previously
established by Shuai et al. [19]. Briefly, 0.5 mL of micelle
solution was centrifuged at a rotational speed of 2000 RPM for
30 min at 4 °C (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5804 R) using Amicon
Ultra Centrifugal Filter Devices (MW cutoff=100,000 Da).
Absorbance of β-lap in the resulting filtrate was measured
(λmax=257.2 nm, ε=105 mL/(cm·mg β-lap) using a Perkin
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Elmer Lambda 20 UV–Vis Spectrophotometer (Fremont, CA).
Micelle solutions were then lyophilized overnight and the
resulting freeze-dried powder was accurately weighed, dis-
solved in chloroform, and analyzed via UV–Vis spectropho-
tometry to provide the total amount of β-lap (free and micelle
encapsulated). Yield, loading efficiency, and loading density of
β-lap were then determined utilizing the following set of
equations:

k yield ¼ total micelle amount� free h�lap amount
theoretical total micelle amount

� 100

ð1Þ
k drug loading efficiency
¼ amount h�lap in micelles
initial amount of h�lap in system

� 100 ð2Þ

k drug loading density
¼ amount h�lap in micelles
amount of micelles� free h�lap� 100

ð3Þ

Micelle fabrication experiments were conducted in triplicate
and following data tabulation, statistical analyses between
different groups were performed using a Student's two-tailed t-
test (Pb0.05).
2.3. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis

DSC measurements of the solid-state solubility of β-lap in
PLA were performed using a Shimadzu Differential Scanning
Calorimeter (DSC-60, Columbia, USA) with samples under a
nitrogen atmosphere. The procedure was adapted from a
method published by Panyam et al. [20] and previously utilized
by our laboratory to determine the solid-state solubility of β-lap
in poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) [21]. Briefly, known
quantities of β-lap (13 mg) and PLA (27.8 mg) were separately
dissolved in acetone. Different amounts of drug were mixed
with polymer, and transferred to aluminum pans. The solvent
was then evaporated, and pans were crimped and weighed.
Samples were heated to 180 °C at a rate of 10 °C/min. The heats
of melting of β-lap were obtained using the peak integration
calculation method provided by the DSC software. The solid-
state solubility value of β-lap was determined by plotting
enthalpy values as a function of the percentage of β-lap loading.
The X-intercept resulting from a linear regression of the data
represents the solid-state solubility value of β-lap in PLA.

2.4. β-Lap micelle characterization

Following fabrication, micelle size was determined using a
Viscotek Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) instrument (Houston,
TX). Scattered light was detected at a 90° angle. Data was
obtained from 10 measurements of 5 s duration and averaged
utilizing the instrumental software to determine micelle size and
size distribution.

Micelles were analyzed by 1H NMR to verify core-shell
architecture. β-Lap-loaded PEG–PLA micelles were prepared
using the film sonication technique at 10% w/w theoretical drug
loading. Following micelle fabrication and filtration, the micelle
solution was split among two Amicon Ultra Centrifugal Filter
Devices (MW cutoff =100,000 Da) and concentrated by
centrifugation at a speed of 2000 RPM at 4 °C to minimize
premature drug loss. Micelles were then washed with water to
remove free drug. Once the absorbance of both supernatants
was well below a value of 0.1, micelles were freeze-dried. One
batch of micelles was resuspended in D2O, while another batch
was dissolved in deuterated chloroform. The two samples were
then analyzed utilizing a 400-MHz Varian NMR spectrometer
(Palo Alto, CA) and the resulting spectra were compared to
spectra obtained from β-lap dissolved in D2O and PEG–PLA
dissolved in chloroform.

Release studies of β-lap-containing PEG–PLA micelles
were performed to examine β-lap release kinetics. Approxi-
mately 100 mg of β-lap-loaded polymer micelles were prepared
utilizing the film sonication technique at a theoretical loading of
10% w/w. After micelle fabrication, the amount of loaded drug
and micelles was determined, and equal amounts of micelles
were aliquoted among Spectrum Float-A-Lyzer dialysis devices
with a molecular weight cutoff of 100,000 Da. Release studies
were conducted in triplicate in PBS at a pH of 7.4 at 37 °C. At
predetermined times, the buffer solution (12 mL) was removed
and replaced with an equal amount of fresh buffer solution. The
amount of β-lap released from micelles was determined by
measuring the absorbance of the dialysis medium at 257.2 nm
via UV–Vis spectrophotometry.

2.5. Modeling of β-lap release kinetics from micelles

Theoretical models were developed to simulate the drug
release profiles from polymer micelles. Previous work has
shown that drug release from a micelle core occurs in two
successive stages: early release that can be well described by a
Higuchi dissolution model (Eqs. (4) and (5)) and late release
that is well approximated by Fickian diffusion (Eq. (6)) [22]:

M tð Þ
M lð Þ ¼ 1

� aV
a0

� �3

þ 1
2
cs
c0

aV
a0

� �
þ aV

a0

� �2

�2 aV
a0

� �3
 !" #

ð4Þ
c0 a30 þ 2aV3 � 3a0aV2
� �

� �

þ cs 4aV2a0 þ a30 ln

a0
aV
� a30 � a20aV� 2aV3

¼ 6Dcsa0t ð5Þ

M tð Þ
M lð Þ ¼ p 1� 6

k2
exp

�k2Dt

a20

� �� �
ð6Þ

where M(t) is the mass of drug released at time t and M(∞) is
the amount of drug released as time approaches infinity. The
Higuchi model approximates drug release as a steadily moving
front of dissolving drug moving inward from the periphery of
the micelle core, where the drug is contained [23]. This model
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has five parameters: the radius of the micelle core, a0; the
distance of the moving front from the center of the core at time
t, a′; the initial micelle drug loading, c0; the solubility of drug in
solution, cs; and the diffusivity of the drug in the micelle core,
Dh. Later drug release was shown to be correctly approximated
by Fickian diffusion out of a sphere, which has three
parameters: the fraction of the drug released at infinite time,
p0; the radius of the micelle core, a0; and the diffusivity of drug
in the micelle core, Df [24,25]. β-Lap solubility and micelle
loading were known: cs=0.04 mg/mL and c0=8.68 mg/mL.
The radius of gyration of the 5 kD PEG corona (6.16 nm) was
subtracted from the hydrodynamic micelle radius (14.6 nm) to
determine the size of the micelle core, a0=8.44 nm, as reported
previously [22]. The drug released by 360 h was used as the
drug released at infinite time, p0. Estimates of the two remaining
unknowns, the rates of β-lap diffusion, Dh and Df, were then
calculated using non-linear least squares parameter estimation
(Matlab 7.1). Dh and Df were estimated using release data from
0–18 and 18–360 h, respectively.

2.6. Cytotoxicity of β-lap micelles in vitro

Relative survival assays based on DNA content were
performed in three different cancer cell lines with isogenic
expression (or inhibition of enzyme activities with dicoumarol)
of NQO1 as previously described [5]. H596 non-small cell lung
cancer and MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells contain homozy-
gous ⁎2 NQO1 polymorphisms and thereby lack NQO1
expression. Isogenic NQO1+ counterparts were generated and
characterized for β-lap free drug responses as described [5,26].
In contrast, DU-145 human prostate cancer cells endogenously
over-express NQO1, and its enzyme activity can be blocked by
coadministration of dicoumarol, mimicking an NQO1-deficient
cell. Briefly, NQO1+ or NQO1−H596 and MDA-MB-231 cells
were seeded (10,000 cells/well) into each well of 48-well plates.
DU-145 cells were seeded similarly. On the following day,
media were removed, and media containing predetermined
doses of free β-lap drug (dissolved in DMSO) or β-lap micelles
(prepared via the film sonication method) were added for a
duration of 2 h. For DU-145 cells, dicoumarol at a concentration
of 40 μM was coadministered to cells to inhibit NQO1. After
2 h exposures, media were then removed, control growth media
added, and cells were allowed to grow for an additional 7 days.
DNA content was determined by DNA fluorescence Hoescht
Table 1
β-Lapachone micelle size, yield, and drug loading parameters from different
fabrication procedures

Micelle
fabrication
method

Theoretical
loading
(%)

Micelle
size
(nm)

Yield
(%)

Loading
efficiency
(%)

Loading
density
(%)

Dialysis 10 23.3±1.2 36.3±3.4 0.08±0.04 0.02±0.01
Solvent
evaporation

10 17.3±0.2 95.0±1.8 4.1±0.6 0.4±0.1

Film
sonication

5 28.4±2.7 88.6±3.7 39.8±1.0 2.2±0.1
10 29.6±1.5 85.3±6.7 41.9±5.6 4.7±1.0
20 26.8±3.2 85.2±3.0 32.9±5.9 6.5±1.0
dye 33258, using an adaptation of the method of Labarca and
Paigen [27]. Samples were read in a Perkin Elmer HTS 7000
Bio Assay Reader (Waltham, MA) and data were expressed as
means±SE relative growth and graphed as treated/control (T/C)
values from six wells per treatment.

2.7. DNA damage and cell death assays

Distinct biological assays were conducted in NQO1+ and
NQO1− H596 cells to corroborate the mechanism of action of
β-lap-mediated cell death via micellar drug delivery versus
responses known for free drug [7,26,28,29]. The first consisted
of reactive oxygen species (ROS) analyses. Following β-lap
micelle exposure to cells, ROS formation was ascertained using
the conversion of non-fluorescent 5, 6-Chloromethyl-2V, 7V-
dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (CM-H2DCFDA) to its
fluorescent derivative (DCF) by flow cytometry (FC-500 flow
cytometer, Beckman Coulter Electronics, Miami, FL) as
described [30].

DNA damage analyses, or alkaline comet assays, were also
performed. DNA lesions, including DNA single and double
strand breaks (SSBs, DSBs, respectively), as well as DNA base
damage, were assessed in single cells treated with β-lap
micelles using alkaline comet assays as previously described
[28,31]. Slides were stained with SYBR-green and visualized
using a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-E fluorescence microscope
(Melville, NY), after which digital photomicrographs were
taken.

Lastly, nucleotide analyses were conducted, where changes
in intracellular nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+)
levels were measured in cells after β-lap micelle exposure as
described [28]. Intracellular NAD+ levels were expressed as
percentage of treated divided by control (%T/C).

3. Results

3.1. Effect of different micelle fabrication methods on drug
loading

Several different micelle fabrication techniques were exam-
ined with the purpose of generating β-lap micelles with an
adequate size, yield, and drug loading density and efficiency.
Table 1 depicts the size, yield, and loading values obtained from
the three different fabrication methods. As shown in the table,
from an initial 10% theoretical loading, the dialysis method
produced micelles with an extremely low drug loading at 0.02±
0.01%, as well as a poor loading efficiency (0.08±0.04%) and
micelle yield (36.3±3.40%). The solvent evaporation procedure
provided a marked improvement in β-lap loading over the
dialysis method, with a loading percentage of 0.39±0.05%, but
with a low loading efficiency of 4.12±0.64%. Conversely, the
film sonication method produced the highest β-lap loading of
micelles among all three fabrication methods, with a 4.7±1.0%
drug loading at a theoretical loading of 10%, a loading
efficiency of 41.9±5.6%, and a high micelle yield of 85.3±
6.7%. With a subsequent increase in theoretical drug loading to
20%, β-lap loading in micelles increased to 6.5±1.0%.



Fig. 2. Solid-state solubility studies ofβ-lap in PLA polymer. Fig. 2Adepictsβ-lap
melting enthalpy (▵Hm) as a function ofβ-lap loading percentage. TheX-intercept
indicates the solubility limit of β-lap in PLA. Fig. 2B represents images of β-lap
and PLA films at different loading percentages for qualitative comparison.
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Meanwhile, a lowered loading efficiency to 32.9±5.9% was
observed at this composition. Taken together, these data
highlight the effectiveness of the film sonication method at
producing higher loaded β-lap micelles over other micelle
fabrication methods, with differences in loading percentage
values being statistically significant (Pb0.05).
Fig. 3. 1H NMR spectra of β-lap-loaded PEG–PLA micelles in (A) deuterated
chloroform (CDCl3) and (B) deuterated water (D2O). Figure insets represent
magnifications of the aromatic protons from β-lap.
3.2. Solubility of β-lap in PLA polymer

In order to gain insight into interactions between β-lap and
the core-forming material (i.e. PLA), solid-state solubility
studies were performed using DSC. Values of ▵Hm (J/g) were
plotted as a function of β-lap loading percentage (Fig. 2A). The
X-intercept, provided by linear regression of the data, yields the
solid-state solubility of β-lap in PLA at 31%. The dissolution
behavior of β-lap within PLA helps to explain discrepancies in
drug loading among the different micelle fabrication proce-
dures. Close inspection of images of β-lap/PEG5k–PLA5k
films at different loading percentages illustrates the dissolution
of drug within the polymer (Fig. 2B). At levels below the solid-
state solubility value, the drug and polymer appear as a
continuous film. However, at higher loading percentages (20%),
β-lap crystals appeared in the film, indicative of drug loading
above the solubility threshold of β-lap in PLA core.

3.3. β-Lap micelle characterization

Drug-loaded micelle size was determined utilizing dynamic
light scattering (DLS) for each of the fabrication methods
examined (Table 1). The three different methods all produced
micelles of an adequate size (e.g. 10–100 nm), with the dialysis
and solvent evaporation procedures yielding micelle sizes of
23.3±1.2 nm and 17.3±0.2 nm, respectively. The film
sonication procedure produced micelles with a slightly greater
average diameter (29.6±1.5 nm), possibly due to the increased
loading of the drug within the micelle core [32].

Encapsulation of β-lap inside micelle cores was demon-
strated by comparing 1H NMR spectra of micelle samples in
deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) and deuterated water (D2O)
(Fig. 3). In CDCl3, prominent resonance peaks of β-lap were
observed in addition to those of PLA and PEG blocks,
indicating that the micelle contains both copolymer and β-lap.
In contrast, only the PEG resonance peaks were detected in
D2O, while both the PLA and β-lap resonance peaks were
absent. The micelle shells consisting of PEG blocks were well
solvated in D2O and therefore showed clear 1H NMR signal. In
contrast, when β-lap was encapsulated inside micelle cores,
Fig. 4. In vitro β-lap release profiles from PEG–PLA polymer micelles in PBS
at pH 7.4 and 37 °C. The error bars were calculated as standard deviation from
triplicate samples.



Fig. 5. Long-term, relative survival assays of (A) H596 lung, (B) DU-145
prostate, and (C) MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells treated with β-lap at
indicated doses for 2 h. In the figures, –□– corresponds to NQO1− cells treated
with β-lap micelles, –■– represents NQO1− cells treated with free β-lap, –○–
corresponds to NQO1+ cells treated with β-lap micelles, and –●– represents
NQO1+ cells treated with free drug.
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resonance peaks of PLA blocks and β-lap were not observed
due to their insufficient mobility in D2O, consistent with the
core-shell structure of polymeric micelles [33,34].

The release kinetics of β-lap from PEG–PLA polymer
micelles were examined in vitro (Fig. 4). As can be seen from
the figure, the time for 50% of drug release (t1/2) is 18 h, with the
majority of the drug (∼75%) being released over the course of
4 days. Alonso and coworkers have demonstrated that PEG–PLA
nanoparticles do not undergo significant degradation over two
weeks incubation in PBS buffer (pH 7.4) at 37 °C [35,36]. Based
on these and other findings, drug is released primarily via
diffusion processes, and was modeled as such. Simulated model
drug release is shown along with experimentally measured
cumulative release data. The Higuchi based model [23] output
was successfully fit to the experimental measurements from 0–
18 h. Dh had an estimated value of 4.2×10−17 cm2/s (95%
confidence interval: 4.0–4.4×10−17 cm2/s). After 18 h, the
Fickian [24,25] diffusion approximation begins to fit the data and
continues to fit the data until the end of the study. For the Fick
approximation, the value of diffusion, Df, is 2.3×10

−19 cm2/s
(95% confidence interval: 2.0–2.5×10−19 cm2/s), almost 200
times slower than drug transport for the first 18 h. The quality of
the model fits and low error of the parameter estimates indicate
that both models well approximate the drug release data at
different times of drug release. However, the diffusion rates at
each stage of drug release differed considerably, suggesting that
two different processes may be taking place. In the first 18 h, drug
release occurs relatively quickly through a Higuchi-like mecha-
nism. Drug released in this period of time could be precipitated in
and around the micelle core but may have good access to the
surrounding aqueous environment through micelle surface. How-
ever, diffusion after 18 h is dramatically slower, whichmay reflect
drug that has less access to the surrounding hydrophilic corona.
This fraction of the drug loading could be entrapped in or even
dissolved in dense solid regions of the hydrophobic core, where
polymer entanglement serves as a much greater impediment to
drug transport.

3.4. Mechanism of action of cell death induced by β-lap
micelles

Growth assays were performed to examine the mechanism
of action of β-lap micelles on NQO1-overexpressing tumor
cells compared to NQO1-null tumor cells. NQO1− cells also
serve to mimic normal tissues that are NQO1 deficient. Fig. 5
depicts relative survival curves (%T/C) in vitro of three
different tumor cell lines (lung, prostate, and breast) treated
with free β-lap and β-lap micelles at different drug doses.
Results show that after a 2 h incubation with β-lap micelles, a
significant increase in cytotoxicity can be observed in NQO1+
over NQO1− cells in all three cell lines. In H596 cells, a 26%
loss in survival in NQO1+ cells following 5 μM β-lap micelle
administration was noted, and at 10 μM an approximate 85%
loss in survival was observed. Values for β-lap micelles were
consistently less cytotoxic than for free drug exposures. β-Lap
micelle cytotoxicity was equal to that of free β-lap drug
administration at 10 μM, with the difference in cytotoxicities at
smaller doses attributed to a delay in drug release from the
micelles. Finally, while free β-lap leads to an approximate 25%
loss in survival in NQO1− cells at a 15 μM dose, β-lap
micelles have minimal toxicity in NQO1− cells (∼7% loss in
survival at 20 μM dose).

The same pattern of cell cytotoxicity for the NQO1+ cells
and survival in the NQO1− cells was evident in human prostate
and breast cancer cells. In DU-145 and MDA-MB-231 cells, β-
lap micelles killed more than 50% of NQO1+ cells at a dose of
6 μM. At further dose increases, β-lap micelle cytotoxicity
approached that of free β-lap. NQO1− cells were resistant to β-
lap micelles. In DU-145 cells, there was less than a 10% loss in
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cell survival after coadministration of dicoumarol (NQO1
inhibitor) with β-lap micelles. Similarly, NQO1− MDA-MB-
231 cells were resistant to β-lap micelles. Importantly drug-free
micelles were shown to have no cytotoxic effect on tumor cells
(data not shown).

In attempts to elucidate whether the unique mechanism of
action of β-lap was preserved through micellar delivery of the
drug, several key biological assays were performed in H596
cells to identify vital components of β-lap-mediated cell death
in NSCLC, as reported by Bey et al. [26]. Fig. 6 shows the
results of the three biological assays (ROS analysis, comet
assays, and NAD loss) conducted to examine vital character-
istics of β-lap-induced cell death. Administration of β-lap
micelles at a dose of 10 μM leads to oxidative stress in NQO1+
cells in a manner identical to that of free β-lap drug
administration. In contrast, β-lap-induced oxidative stress was
absent in NQO1− cells. In the NQO1− cells, no DNA damage
was evident after exposure with free β-lap drug or β-lap
micelles. However, in the NQO1+ cells, extensive comet tail
formation can be observed, indicating DNA damage. Lastly,
Fig. 6C shows NAD loss associated with β-lap micelle
administration to H596 cells at the 10 μM dose. As can be
observed from the figure, no NAD loss occurs in the NQO1−
cells, while an exponential decrease in NAD is observed with
increasing time of exposure to micelles. Taken together, these
results serve to show that the unique mechanism of action of β-
lap is preserved through micellar delivery.

4. Discussion

The objective of the present study was to develop polymer
micelles that can effectively encapsulate β-lap with adequate
loading density and minimal loss of drug and polymer. Of the
three methods examined in this study, film sonication yielded
micelles with the highest loading density and loading efficiency.
The dialysis method has been shown to be effective in cases
where the encapsulated agent is very water insoluble. Despite
the low water solubility (0.04 mg/mL) of β-lap, this value is still
much higher compared to agents such as paclitaxel (0.34 μg/
mL) [37]. Hence, the majority of β-lap can still be lost to the
surrounding aqueous medium during dialysis, leaving only a
very minimal amount (0.02±0.01%) within the micelles. The
solvent evaporation technique is another widely used method
for micelle formation, and we have successfully formed PEG–
PLA polymer micelles with high doxorubicin loading [38].
However, this method also proved inefficient at loading β-lap
within micelles (loading density=0.39±0.05%), mainly be-
cause of the crystallization behavior of β-lap. Both the dialysis
and solvent evaporation methods have slow processes of
Fig. 6. Cell death and DNA damage assays conducted in NQO1+ and NQO1−
H596 NSCLC cells at a dose of 10 μM of free β-lap or β-lap-containing
micelles. (A) Induction of ROS in H596 cells incubated for 20 min with CM-
H2DCFDA and then treated with the dose and assessed at the times indicated.
(B) Alkaline comet assays of H596 following a 2 h exposure. Vehicle alone
(DMSO), micelles alone, and H2O2 (for NQO1 independent DNA damage)
served as controls. (C) Nucleotide loss following exposure and assessed at the
times indicated.
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micellar formation, requiring time for organic solvent to
exchange with an aqueous environment or evaporate organic
solvent, respectively. In contrast, β-lap crystallization is a faster
kinetic process, which can result in the loss of the majority of
drug to crystal formation.

The film sonication method proved effective at achieving
higher drug loading density within micelles. This increased
loading can be best explained by the formation of a molecular
level mixture between β-lap and PLA. During the film
formation process, β-lap dissolves within the PLA core at a
solid-state solubility of 31% (Fig. 2A). At values below this
limit, β-lap forms a homogeneous molecular-level mixture with
the PLA matrix. The dissolution of drug within the polymer
matrix prevents β-lap from crystallizing during micelle
formation, leading to higher drug loading density within the
micelles. Similar phenomenon was observed previously by
Panyam et al. where an increase in drug loading correlated with
increases in solid-state solubility [20]. While the film sonication
method led to a significant increase in drug loading density, the
loading efficiency was only approximately 40%. We hypoth-
esize that β-lap mixed with PEG chains in the film may not be
efficiently loaded inside the micelle core upon sonication. One
possible strategy to overcome this limitation is to use longer
core forming blocks as demonstrated by Allen et al. [39], or the
addition of PLA within the film.

The film sonication method leads to micelles with an
increased amount of β-lap encapsulated within the core (4.7±
1.0% to 6.5±1.0%). Additionally, the hydrodynamic diameter
of the micelles (29.6±1.5 nm) as measured by DLS also proves
adequate for future in vivo delivery applications. Micelles of
similar diameters (e.g. SP1049C and Genexol) have shown
prolonged blood circulation times [40]. 1H NMR studies clearly
demonstrated the core-shell structure of the polymer micelles
produced by the film sonication procedure. The results indicate
that the drug is encapsulated within the PLA micelle core and
the micelle surface is stabilized with a mobile PEG corona. Such
core-shell structure has the potential advantage in the protection
of the drug from enzymatic degradation while the PEG layer
hinders plasma protein adsorptions and particle aggregation.
Gref et al. found that reduced protein adsorption depended
greatly on PEGmolecular weight (∼5000 Da) and density at the
surface (∼2–5%) [41]. In a different study, Hsiue and
coworkers found that PEG–PLA micelles were stable in bovine
serum albumin (BSA) for incubation timepoints of up to 25 h, as
evidenced by minimal change of particle size [42]. Reduction in
plasma protein interaction should translate into very stable
micelles following IV injection, as shown by Kataoka and
coworkers, who demonstrated that 25% of injected PEG–PLA
micelles were found to be stably circulating in blood vessels
24 h after injection [43]. The aforementioned Genexol®, a
paclitaxel-containing PEG–PLA micelle formulation currently
in phase I clinical trials, was shown by Bang and coworkers to
have a blood elimination half-life of approximately 11 h. This
same study showed that the micelle formulation had significant
increase in MTD, and improved antitumor efficacy when
compared to a traditional paclitaxel formulation, consistent with
stable drug encapsulation in micelles in vivo [44].
In vitro growth inhibition assays demonstrate that β-lap
micelles effectively kill a variety of tumor cells overexpressing
NQO1 while sparing NQO1− cells. Close examination shows
that micelle-delivered β-lap is less toxic to both NQO1+ and
NQO1− cells compared to the free drug (Fig. 5). Several
reasons may explain this discrepancy. Firstly, the actual
intracellular concentration of β-lap may be smaller in cells
incubated with β-lap micelles than those with free drug. This is
possible since most anticancer agents are lipophilic (as well as
hydrophobic) and can easily cross cell membranes. PEG-
stabilized nanoparticles are typically internalized through
fluidic phase endocytosis [14], and PEG shielding can
effectively reduce cell uptake, leading to a smaller drug
concentration inside the cells. Secondly, after cell internaliza-
tion, micelle-delivered β-lap may not be immediately available
due to micelle encapsulation. In vitro drug release studies
showed the value of t1/2 is 18 h (Fig. 4). This delayed drug
availability may also contribute to a lesser cytotoxicity as shown
in both NQO1+ and NQO1− cells. Despite reduced in vitro
toxicity, the value of β-lap micelles will likely result in the
increased drug solubility and improved pharmacokinetics over
free drug during in vivo applications. In polymer–drug
conjugate systems developed by Li et al. [45] and Ulbrich
et al. [46] for the delivery of paclitaxel and doxorubicin
respectively, the conjugated drugs showed less in vitro
cytotoxicity compared to the free drugs, however, their
antitumor efficacy responses were considerably higher due to
increased accumulation in tumors.

Comprehensive biological studies show that the unique
mechanism of action of β-lap, as shown previously by Bey et al.
[26] is preserved through micellar drug delivery. In NQO1-
overexpressing tumor cells incubated with β-lap micelles,
reactive oxygen species (ROS) were generated (Fig. 6A) as a
result of NQO1-dependent futile cycling of the β-lap and
subsequent depletion of NAD(P)H from the cell (Fig. 6C).
Accumulation of ROS such as hydroxyl radicals causes massive
DNA damage as shown in comet assay for β-lap micelles as
well as the free drug (Fig. 6B). This NQO1-specific cytotoxicity
combined with micellar drug delivery bodes well for in vivo
translation of the platform, where upon administration, β-lap
micelles will accumulate in tumor tissue through passive
targeting and release β-lap, which will only be bioactivated in
the presence of high levels of NQO1. Concurrently, normal
healthy tissues will be spared from the cytotoxic effect of β-lap
due to lack of NQO1 expression and reduced micelle uptake.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we have successfully developed β-lap-PEG–
PLA polymer micelles with adequate loading density, optimal
size, core-shell structure, and diffusion-based release kinetics.
Upon administration to NQO1+ and NQO1− cells, we were
able to show an NQO1-dependent cytotoxicity that resembles
that of free drug administration, where NQO1+ cells are
effectively killed and NQO1− cells are spared. Future studies
will focus on the preclinical evaluation of these micelles in
NQO1-overexpressing animal tumor models.
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Abstract: Previously, biodegradable polymer implants
(polymer millirods) to release chemotherapeutic agents
directly into tumors have been developed. The purpose of
this study is to evaluate local drug distribution from these
implants in liver tumors treated with radiofrequency (RF)
ablation and determine if the implants provide a therapeu-
tic improvement over RF ablation alone. Cylindrical
implants were fabricated using 65% poly(D,L-lactide-co-gly-
colide) (PLGA), 21.5% NaCl, and 13.5% doxorubicin. Con-
trol or drug-containing millirods were implanted inside
VX2 liver tumors (11 mm diameter) in rabbits after RF
ablation. Therapeutic efficacy was assessed 4 and 8 days
after treatment using tumor size, histology, and fluores-
cence measurement of drug distribution. Tumors in both
test groups recurred at the boundary of the ablated region.
Therapeutic doxorubicin concentrations were found in

more than 80% of the ablated area, but concentrations
declined rapidly at the boundary between normal and
ablated tissue. This region was characterized by a develop-
ing fibrous capsule with resolving inflammation, which
restricted drug transport out of the ablated zone. The
intratumoral doxorubicin implants delivered high concen-
trations of drug within the ablated region but only limited
amounts outside the ablation zone. Future studies will
focus on overcoming the fibrotic transport barrier and
enhancing drug delivery to the periphery of the ablation
region to prevent tumor progression. � 2006 Wiley Period-
icals, Inc. J Biomed Mater Res 81A: 205–213, 2007

Key words: biodegradable polymer; polymer implants;
intratumoral drug delivery; VX2 tumor; minimally inva-
sive therapy

INTRODUCTION

Minimally invasive cancer treatments have been a
topic of much investigation in recent years. Many
types of cancer, such as hepatocellular carcinoma,
are difficult to treat surgically because of limited an-
atomical access or poor overall patient health.1 Addi-
tionally, these cancers do not respond well to sys-
temically administered chemotherapy, with patient
response rates less than 30%.2 With significant adv-
ances in image-guided technology, the ability to per-
cutaneously administer treatments locally to tumors
has improved dramatically. These percutaneous
treatments have used a variety of ablative methods
including ethanol3 or acetic acid injection4; heating

with radiofrequency (RF),5 laser,6 or microwave7

energy; and cryoablation.8 Among these, RF ablation
has shown particular promise in treating liver dis-
ease because of high response rates and relatively
low incidence of major side effects.9 However, tumor
recurrence, particularly at the boundary of RF abla-
tion, has been found as a major limitation of this
treatment.10

Much research has attempted to improve the out-
come of RF ablation for cancer treatment. One fre-
quently employed strategy has been through techno-
logical improvement of ablation techniques aimed at
achieving larger and more consistent treatment re-
gions. These improvements, such as water-cooled
tips, multitined electrodes, and saline injections prior
to the procedure11,12 have led to overall increases in
the size of tumors that can be successfully treated.
An alternative adjuvant strategy used in animal and
human trials has been the combination of RF abla-
tion with chemotherapy. Several studies have shown
increases in the size of treatment regions when com-
bined with intravenous administration of liposomal
doxorubicin.13,14 Furthermore, direct intratumoral
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injections of liposomal doxorubicin have also shown
benefit in the size and extent of ablation-treated tis-
sue.10 A recent study demonstrated improved tumor
treatment response from RF ablation followed by 5-
FU impregnated polyanhydride implants compared
to RF alone.15 These results underscore the potential
for improving RF ablation by supplementing it with
systemically or locally administered drugs.

As a means of providing locally controlled delivery
of drugs to tumors after RF ablation, we have previ-
ously reported on the development of cylindrical pol-
ymer implants (polymer millirods) designed for use
in conjunction with the ablation procedure.16–18 These
implants were fabricated using poly(D,L-lactide-co-gly-
colide) (PLGA) and were manufactured to deliver
several different chemotherapeutic agents, including
5-fluorouracil,19 carboplatin,20 and doxorubicin21. Their
cylindrical design (diameter 1.6 mm; length 8–
10 mm) was specifically tailored such that the
implants could be delivered in a image-guided, min-
imally invasive fashion through the bore of a modi-
fied 14-gauge biopsy needle, which is already com-
monly used in image-guided biopsy procedures.22

Polymer millirods with different drug release kinetics
have been developed, including rapid release (several
days),18 sustained release (as many as 21 days),19 and
dual-release (burst release followed by sustained
release).21 Most recently, we demonstrated the antitu-
mor effect of rapid release doxorubicin implants
alone in treating small (8 mm diameter) VX2 liver
tumors in rabbits.23 Data showed that doxorubicin
implants led to significant tumor shrinkage over
drug-free implants; however, limited drug penetra-
tion distance (�2 mm) was not sufficient to adequately
eliminate all VX2 tumor cells.

The goal of the current study is to determine
whether combined treatment with RF ablation and
drug implants improves treatment outcome over RF
ablation alone. We chose a VX2 liver carcinoma
model in New Zealand White rabbits for these stud-
ies. The tumors were first treated with purposely
insufficient RF ablation to simulate incomplete treat-
ment followed by the implantation of a doxorubicin-
impregnated implant. Doxorubicin was used in the
implants because of its previously reported success in
combination with RF ablation13,14 and clinical use in
liver cancer therapy.24 The drug also has natural fluo-
rescence, which allows for characterization of local
drug distribution in tumor/liver tissues. In this study,
we assessed tumor treatment four and eight days af-
ter the procedure by measuring gross tumor size,
local drug distribution, and histology. Our hypothesis
was that the doxorubicin-containing implants with RF
ablation would facilitate drug retention and penetra-
tion inside tumor tissues, thereby increasing treat-
ment efficacy over RF ablation or millirod therapy
alone.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA, 1:1 lactide:glycolide,
inherent viscosity 0.65 dL/g) was obtained from Birmingham
Polymers (Birmingham, AL). Tris-buffered saline (TBS, pH
7.4), hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide, N,N-dimethylfor-
mamide (DMF), and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were pur-
chased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburg, PA). Methylene
chloride, poly(vinyl alcohol) (MW 13,000–23,000 Da, 87–
89% hydrolyzed), and Hank’s balanced salt solution
(HBSS) were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
Doxorubicin HCl (DOX) (2 mg/mL) in saline (9 mg/mL)
was acquired from Bedford Laboratories (Bedford, OH).
Teflon tubes (i.d. 1.6 mm) and stainless steel plungers (o.d.
1.6 mm) were purchased from McMaster-Carr Supply
Company (Cleveland, OH). Fetal bovine serum (FBS) was
obtained from Cambrex (East Rutherford, NJ).

Implant fabrication

Implants were produced by a compression molding pro-
cedure described previously.18,23 Briefly, PLGA micro-
spheres (�4 mm in diameter) were produced using a sin-
gle-emulsion procedure. DOX in solution was concentrated
by raising the pH to 9.0 with sodium hydroxide, washing
with water, resuspending, and returning the solution pH
to 3.0 with hydrochloric acid. The resulting concentrated
solution was combined with doxorubicin in saline and ly-
ophilized to yield a final powder containing 38.5% doxoru-
bicin and 61.5% NaCl (w/w). To produce the implants,
65% PLGA microspheres, 21.5% NaCl, and 13.5% doxoru-
bicin (w/w) were mixed with a mortar and pestle, packed
into a Teflon tube, and compressed with steel plungers at
908C for 2 h. Previous studies have shown that these
implants release the majority of their doxorubicin loading
in vitro within 24 h.23 Control implants were produced
using a similar procedure with 100% PLGA.

Animals and tumor model

Adult New Zealand White rabbits (n ¼ 16; Covance,
Princeton, NJ) weighing 2.8–3.2 kg were used. Studies with
these animals were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee at Case Western Reserve Univer-
sity and carried out according to its guidelines. All surgi-
cal procedures were performed under intramuscular anes-
thesia with ketamine (40 mg/kg), acetylpromazine (5 mg/
kg), and xylazine (5 mg/kg).

The tumor model used in this study was the VX2 carci-
noma in rabbit liver, which has been widely used in studies
of minimally-invasive and image-guided procedures.25,26

VX2 cells were first grown for 4 weeks in the thigh muscle
of a donor rabbit. This tumor was harvested, cut into small
pieces 1.5 mm on each side, and frozen in FBS containing
10% DMSO in a liquid nitrogen storage tank. Before im-
plantation, the tumor pieces were thawed and washed three
times in HBSS. Liver tumors were generated in the livers of
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the study rabbits by implanting a small piece of frozen tu-
mor tissue in the rabbit liver. The abdomen of the recipient
rabbit was shaved and a midline incision just distal to the
sternum was made. The anterior surface of the middle liver
lobe was perforated to a depth of 5 mm with the outer can-
nula of a 22-gauge angiocatheter, and a piece of tumor
measuring approximately 1 mm3 was placed into the punc-
ture. The tumor piece was secured in place with a small
piece of gelatin foam and a single biodegradable suture.
The tumors were then allowed to grow in the liver for 18
days until they reached an approximate diameter of 11 mm.

Tumor treatment procedure

All tumors were treated with RF ablation, and rabbits
were randomly assigned to two groups. Control group sub-
jects (n ¼ 8) received a drug-free implant, and treatment
group subjects (n ¼ 8) received a doxorubicin-contain-
ing implant after RF ablation was performed. For treatment,
the abdomen was opened and the liver tumor located by
palpation. A 17-gauge, 1 cm exposed tip ablation probe
(Radionics, Burlington, MA) was inserted into the center of
the tumor perpendicular to the surface of the liver. The tu-
mor tissue was then ablated to a temperature of 808C for
2 min, a condition sufficient to create an ablated region
approximately 8 mm in diameter. Following ablation, a con-
trol or doxorubicin-containing millirod was placed into the
electrode tract and secured again using a small piece of gel-
atin foam and a single suture. Half of the animals in each
group were euthanized with a barbiturate overdose at 4
and 8 days after the treatment. Doxorubicin content remain-
ing in the implants was measured by dissolving the implant
in 2 mL DMF and extracting the remaining doxorubicin.17

The solution was diluted to 20 mL with TBS and centri-
fuged to remove precipitated polymer. Doxorubicin concen-
tration of the solution was then determined by measuring
the absorption at 480 nm on a spectrophotometer (Perkin
Elmer Lambda 20).

Tumor analysis

Tumors were removed from the surrounding liver tissue
and sliced in half at an orientation perpendicular to the
implant track. The halves of the tumor were photo-
graphed, and one half of the tumor was placed in 10%
buffered formalin solution, while the other half of the tu-
mor was frozen at –208C. The fixed tissue was embedded
in paraffin, sliced, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E), or Masson’s trichrome (MTC). Unstained sections
were analyzed qualitatively with fluorescence microscopy.
Maps of the entire stained histology slices at 40� magnifi-
cation were generated at using a video microscopy system
consisting of a light microscope (Olympus BX60), video
camera (Sony DXC-390), position encoded motorized stage
(Prior Scientific ProScan), and software (Media Cybernetics
Image-Pro).27 Ablated tissue, viable tumor, and inflamma-
tory regions on these image maps were identified and
manually segmented using the ImageJ (NIH) software.

Quantitative fluorescence analysis

We modified a previously established fluorescent imag-
ing technique for measuring the fluorescent doxorubicin in
tissue slices28 to include subtraction of an ablated tissue
background. Frozen tissue samples were sliced to 100-mm
thick sections on a cryostat microtome (Microm 505E) and
scanned with a fluorescent imager (Molecular Dynamics
Fluorimager SI) with the following conditions: pixel size,
100 mm; bit depth, 16; photomultiplier gain, 850; and high
sensitivity mode. An average ablation background was
generated from slices of the control-treated tumors because
the fluorescence of the ablated tissue varied with distance
from the ablation probe. Each point within the ablated
region was assigned a location between 0 and 1, according
to its relative distance between the ablation center and the
ablated/normal tissue interface. Fluorescence values were
binned and averaged by their location to obtain a curve of
background fluorescence as a function of distance from the
ablation center. For each treated tissue slice, every point
within the ablation was similarly assigned a location based
on the fractional distance between the ablation center and
ablation boundary, and the net fluorescence intensity (NFI)
was calculated by subtracting the background value that
corresponded to that location. NFI was converted to dox-
orubicin concentration using a previously published equa-
tion, NFI ¼ 194�[Dox]0.67, where [Dox] is the doxorubicin
concentration in mg/g.23 This empirical equation was
acquired by imaging weighed slices of liver containing known
quantities of doxorubicin. Average drug distribution pro-
files were calculated by finding the mean of 4 profiles
evenly spaced by 908 around the fluorescence image. Val-
ues were binned in increments of 0.2 mm to decrease
noise. The drug penetration distance was calculated as the
average distance between the implant boundary and the
point where the drug concentration dropped below 64 mg/g,
which is 10 times the therapeutic drug concentration.29,30 To
estimate the total mass of drug remaining in the tumor, we
determined the average drug concentration within 4 mm of
the implant surface (the approximate size of the ablated
area) and multiplied this value by the tissue volume.

RESULTS

Tumor treatment results

VX2 tumors were implanted in the middle liver
lobe of 16 rabbits, 8 each in the control and treat-
ment categories. At the time of treatment, one ani-
mal in the day 4 control group did not appear to
have a tumor. In a second animal in the day 8 treat-
ment group, the tumor was significantly adhered to
the lateral peritoneal wall such that the tumor could
not be safely ablated. These subjects were excluded
from further study. The remaining 14 rabbits had
tumors in the middle lobe that were treated with RF
ablation followed by the implantation of a drug-free
or doxorubicin-containing implant. A summary of
the treatment outcomes is shown in Table I. Livers
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with viable tumor were found in 3 out of the 4 treat-
ment groups. The presence of residual tumor cells in
these livers was confirmed by histology. Viable tu-
mor was not detected in any of the rabbits in the
day 8 treatment group. Grossly, the treated tissues
were all characterized by a single, spherical region
of ablated tissue. Livers with residual cancer con-
tained tumor nodules outside the region of ablation-
induced necrosis.

Tumor histology

Tissue histology was used to further assess the out-
come of different treatment groups. Typical images of
H&E-stained tissue section from an RF ablated liver
on day 8 are shown in Figure 1. Figure 1(A) is a low
magnification overview of the entire treated region,
showing the ablation-treated region (dashed line),
outside of which are two nodes of recurrent tumor
(asterisks). A lighter staining region characterized by
a moderate inflammatory response, infiltrating fibro-
blasts, and mild collagen deposition was found to cir-
cumscribe the ablation-treated region. The ablated
region shows typical coagulative necrosis from RF
ablation, and a greater magnification of this region is
illustrated in Figure 1(B). The outlines of pretreated
cells are somewhat visible, but most cytoplasmic and
nuclear details are lost. Necrotic debris and partially
staining cells are contained throughout the area. In
contrast, the tumor region outside the ablated zone
shown in Figure 1(C) is filled with viable tumor cells,
which appear relatively unaffected by the nearby
ablation 8 days before. The cells in this region have
all of the common characteristics of VX2 cells: dense
packing, low differentiation, high nuclear to cyto-
plasm ratio, and the presence of mitotic figures. This
pattern of recurrence, a treated region bounded by
untreated areas of tumor, was found in all of the liver
samples with incompletely treated tumors.

Closer inspection of the doxorubicin-treated slides
is shown in Figure 2. MTC-stained images are
shown alongside fluorescent microcopy images from
the same region. In the MTC stain on day 4 [Fig.
2(A)], the boundary between ablated and normal tis-
sue is subtle and characterized by the presence of

inflammatory cells. Fluorescence from that region
[Fig. 2(B)] shows doxorubicin fluorescence that grad-
ually tapers across the ablation boundary. In con-
trast, by day 8 [Fig. 2(C)], the boundary has become
much more evident and is clearly demarcated by a
blue-staining boundary approximately 200 mm thick,
showing moderate collagen deposition. The corre-
sponding fluorescent image [Fig. 2(D)] shows doxo-
rubicin in the ablated region that drops off abruptly
at the ablation boundary.

Region quantification

To further quantify the effects of ablation alone and
the combined treatment, areas of ablation necrosis,
inflammatory tissue, and, when present, viable tumor,
were calculated using regions of interest manually
segmented on histology. The results are shown in Ta-
ble I. The mean sizes of all 14 ablated regions and
inflammatory regions were 0.80 6 0.32 and 0.22 6
0.10 cm2, respectively. There were no statistically sig-
nificant differences found between any of the groups.
The individual areas of recurrent tumors are also
shown in the table, but again, no major differences
between groups are readily apparent. From the tumor
images, it was also possible to calculate distances from
the ablation center. In the day 4 tumors receiving
RF ablation followed by doxorubicin-containing im-
plants, the two residual tumors began on average
4.1 mm from the ablation electrode location, 50% of
tumor was found within 7.9 mm, and 100% of the tumor
area was within 12.0 mm. These distances provide valu-
able information about what drug distribution would
be necessary to limit tumor regrowth.

Drug release in vivo

Several values quantifying drug release in vivo are
shown in Table II. Doxorubicin masses in the origi-
nal implant, the extracted implant, and in the sur-
rounding tissue as measured by fluorescence are
shown along with the values as a percentage of the
original doxorubicin loading. After 4 and 8 days, an
insignificant amount of drug remained in the im-

TABLE I
Summary of Tumor Treatment Outcome after RF Ablation and Implantation

of a Drug-Free or Doxorubicin-Containing Millirod

Livers with
Viable Tumor

Ablation
Area (cm2)

Inflammatory
Area (cm2)

Residual Tumor
Area (cm2)

Day 4 Control 1/3 0.89 6 0.54 0.29 6 0.04 0.89
Treatment 2/4 0.71 6 0.30 0.15 6 0.14 2.11, 0.75

Day 8 Control 1/4 0.81 6 0.31 0.23 6 0.10 0.57
Treatment 0/3 0.82 6 0.28 0.21 6 0.07 n/a

All values are shown as 6 Standard Deviation.
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plants. The drug penetration distances, defined as
the average distance from the implant at which the
drug concentration dropped below 64 mg/g, were
3.7 mm on day 4 and 2.1 mm on day 8. In addition

to critical drug concentrations being found 1.6 mm
further from the implant on day 4, the tissue on day
4 retained significantly more of the original drug
(20.4% of loading) than tissue on day 8 (3.8%).
Apparent elimination rate from the tumor tissue and
local half life were determined by fitting a decaying
exponential of the form D(t) ¼ D0 exp(�kt) to the
known drug masses in tissue. The elimination rate
from the tumor area was k ¼ 0.35 6 0.02 day�1 and
apparent elimination half-time from tumor was of
t1/2 ¼ 2.0 6 0.1 days.

Local drug distribution

Fluorescent imaging of tissue slices from the tu-
mors revealed local drug concentrations in the
extracted tissue. Two-dimensional doxorubicin distri-
bution maps from these tissue sections are shown in
Figure 3. Slices perpendicular to the long axis of the
implant as well as parallel to the implant are shown
for day 4 and day 8. Drug concentrations on day 4
exceed 2,000 mg/g and extend completely to the abla-
tion boundary [Fig. 3(A)]. Day 8 tissue drug concen-
trations are characterized by lower drug concentra-
tions (�1,000 mg/g) and a different distribution pat-
tern [Fig. 3(C)]. This pattern consists of two regions
of high drug concentration, within 2 mm of the
implant boundary and a ring at the periphery of the
ablated region, separated by a cleared zone contain-
ing much less drug. Slices parallel to the long axis of
the implant show drug concentrations radiating from
the flat end of the cylindrical implant on day 4 [Fig.
3(B)] and day 8 [Fig. 3(D)]. These distributions have
similar properties but feature slightly lower drug con-
centrations and a less conspicuous clearing between
the implant and the ablation boundary. The drug
does not accumulate substantially beyond the ablation
boundary.

Drug distribution profiles

To quantitatively display the drug distribution data,
drug concentrations were binned and averaged in
0.2 mm increments for all animals from each time
point. The resulting radial distribution profiles are
shown as a function of the implant boundary in Fig-
ure 4. The figure numerically corroborates the obser-
vations from the 2D drug distributions. Drug con-
centrations are significantly higher on day 4, where
significant amounts of drug extend roughly to the
ablation boundary found at approximately 4 mm.
On day 8, average concentrations dip to near 0 by
2 mm, but rise again slightly from drug observed
at the ablation boundary. On average, significant

Figure 1. Representative H&E histology of tumor pro-
gression after RF ablation in a day 8 control subject. A:
Overview of tumor region showing ablation treatment
boundary (dashed line), two nodules of viable tumor (*),
and regions magnified below. B: High magnification image
of ablation-treated necrotic region. C: High magnification
region of viable tumor cells untreated by the ablation.
Scale bars are 2 mm in (A) and 200 mm in (B) and (C).
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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amounts of doxorubicin do not extend beyond the
ablation boundary.

DISCUSSION

In this study, tumors were treated by RF ablation
supplemented with doxorubicin-containing PLGA
implants. Local drug distributions were monitored,
and therapeutic efficacy was compared against tumor
treatment with RF ablation alone. Previous studies
have shown that intratumorally administered drugs
have a maximum effect on enlarging the treatment
area when administered within 30 min after ablation,

with much of the effect lost after 48 h.10 The rapid-
releasing implants used in this study seek to maxi-
mize tumor drug exposure during the narrow time
window of drug sensitivity while minimizing the risk
of drug resistance, which could occur if tumor cells
were treated with drug concentrations below the
therapeutic level for long periods of time. To simu-
late a clinical situation in which ablation incompletely
treats cells at the tumor periphery, VX2 tumors in rab-
bit liver were treated with an ablation intensity not
expected to completely eradicate the tumors.

Measurements of local doxorubicin concentrations
around the implants revealed elevated drug concen-
trations in the ablation-treated region throughout the
study. On day 4, more than 80% of the ablation coa-

Figure 2. MTC-stained images of the ablation boundary on day 4 (A) and day 8 (C). Fluorescent microcopy images of
the matching regions on day 4 (B) and day 8 (D). Ablated tissue is on the right and normal tissue on the left of each slide,
with the boundary marked by the black arrows. Scale bars are 200 mm. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

TABLE II
Summary of Millirod Implant and Drug Release Properties

Drug Release Characteristics Day 4 Day 8

Original drug loading (mg) 2990 6 200 3080 6 120
Drug remaining in extracted implant (mg) 190 6 50 200 6 30
Drug released (mg) 2800 6 200 2880 6 90
Drug released (% of original loading) 93.7 6 1.6 93.6 6 0.8
Drug in tissue (mg)* 590 6 300 120 6 100
Drug in tissue (% of original loading)* 20.4 6 11.6 3.8 6 3.0
Drug penetration distance (mm)* 3.7 6 1.3 2.1 6 0.3
Ablation region with [DOX] > 64 mg/g (% of area) 81.4 6 13.8 39.9 6 28.1

Percentages shown are based on the original drug loading. All values are shown as 6 Standard Deviation.
*p-value of <0.1.
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gulated zone contained drug at concentrations
greater than 64 mg/g, or 10 times higher than the
accepted therapeutic concentration. Although this
coverage dropped to 40% by day 8, drug concentra-
tions as high as 1,000 mg/g were still seen adjacent
to the implant and just inside the ablation boundary.
Ablation of the tumor tissue facilitated the spread
of drug from the implants, as the doxorubicin pene-
tration distance (3.7 mm) and total doxorubicin con-
tained in the tumor (20.4%) at day 4 were substan-
tially higher than values previously reported for
nonablated tumors (2.8 mm, 6.3%).23 Furthermore,
the apparent elimination half-life from ablated tumor
(2.0 6 0.1 days) is longer than previously found in
nonablated tumors (1.6 6 0.2 days), indicating that
drug is eliminated more slowly from ablated tumor

than from normal tumor.23 This may arise because
ablation destroys tumor vasculature, halts mecha-
nisms for drug metabolism, and increases drug bind-
ing to macromolecules.16 These data demonstrate the
advantage of using RF ablation to improve drug
delivery efficiency from millirod implants inside VX2
tumors. Meanwhile, despite high drug concentrations
within the ablated area, concentrations dropped steeply
to undetectable levels outside the ablation boundary.
Viable tumor cells were found beyond the ablation
boundary in both groups on day 4 (1/3 control vs.
2/4 treatment) but only in the control group on day
8 (1/4 control vs. 0/3 treatment). While the results
represent a possible improvement in the day 8 treat-
ment group, concluding that the treatment is better
than the control is limited by small group sizes and
experimental variability among rabbits.

Detailed results from histological analysis of the
treated tissue sections provide insight about possible
limitations of this treatment strategy. Tumors recurred
outside the ablation area, where doxorubicin was
not seen in substantial amounts at either time point.
Doxorubicin transport to the cells outside the ablated
region was limited by the formation of an inflamma-
tory region around the ablated tissue. At day 4 this
boundary consisted largely of neutrophils and mono-
cytes typical of the chronic stages of inflammation,
but by day 8 the boundary contained predominantly
fibroblasts and moderate collagen deposition charac-
teristic of fibrous capsule formation. Formation of
this boundary has been previously noted in ablated
normal liver tissue, where it was noted as a potential
barrier to drug transport.31 The inflammatory tissue
may act as a transport barrier in two ways. First, fi-
brous capsule formation with collagen deposition
may create a boundary that is denser and more tor-
tuous than ablated tumor or normal liver, which

Figure 3. Doxorubicin concentration distribution maps
from fluorescent imaging. Day 4 slices through the tumor
center perpendicular to the implant axis (A) and slices
through the end of the tumor parallel to the implant (B).
Corresponding slices through the center of the tumor (C)
and the end of the tumor (D) on day 8. The white cylindri-
cal outlines indicate the approximate orientation of the
implants in the parallel slices before removal. Scale bars
are 5 mm. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]

Figure 4. Average doxorubicin concentration plotted
against distance from the implant boundary for day 4 and
day 8. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.
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may result in slower diffusion through this area. Sec-
ond, the boundary may have a higher rate of drug
clearance and metabolism due to a high fraction of
vascular tissue and large number of cells that may
take up and metabolize drugs and debris. A combi-
nation of these two effects limited drug exposure
outside the ablation boundary, where tumor cells
were found at distances ranging from 3.5 to 10.9 mm
away from the implant location.

Overall, the potential benefit of combined therapy
using RF ablation and chemotherapeutic implants is
high despite some challenges. Doxorubicin infiltrated
the tumor tissue to a greater distance and was
retained in the tissue to a greater extent than when
these implants were used in tumors without abla-
tion.23 Drug concentrations throughout the ablated
region exceeded therapeutic values throughout the
8-day study period. On the other hand, untreated tu-
mor cells persisted outside the ablated area, where
drug was not found in substantial quantities. Identify-
ing the role of fibrous capsule development in re-
stricting doxorubicin delivery to tumor cells beyond
the periphery of the ablated region is a key finding of
this study. Future attempts at combining RF ablation
with drug releasing implants must consider this chal-
lenge in their design.

Several improvements to the combined treatment
strategy could maximize the therapeutic efficacy of
these implants. Previous work has found that implants
that sustain their drug release over several days pro-
vide greater drug coverage and penetration distan-
ces.17 However, since the fibrous boundary becomes
progressively denser and less permeable to drug re-
leased at a later time, sustained drug release might
not improve the treatment outcomes. Three other alter-
native strategies could overcome the fibrous boundary
and improve treatment effectiveness. First, incorpora-
tion of an anti-inflammatory drug such as dexametha-
sone has been shown to markedly reduce the forma-
tion of the fibrous capsule after ablation32 and could
be incorporated along with an anticancer drug such as
doxorubicin. Second, alternative implant placements
closer to the periphery of the ablated zone could
reduce the drug transport distance to the viable tumor
cells. Third, concurrent administration of systemic
therapy targeted to the tumor periphery, such as nano-
particles targeted to tumor vasculature, may more
effectively deliver drugs to the tumor cells most likely
to survive ablation. Each of these approaches could
maximize the therapeutic impact of local implants for
tumor treatment in future studies.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the use of RF ablation fol-
lowed by doxorubicin-containing PLGA implants to

treat liver tumors. Despite the presence of therapeu-
tic doxorubicin concentrations in the majority of the
ablated region, tumors recurred around the bound-
ary of the ablated zone where little drug was found.
The distance of residual tumor from the implant and
the extensive transport barrier posed by fibrous cap-
sule formation after ablation restricted drug transport
beyond the ablated region, thereby limiting treatment
effectiveness. Nonetheless, the potential clinical bene-
fits of implants for use in combined treatments are
significant and future improvements to implant
design and treatment strategies could lead to more
ideal treatment.
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the
antitumor efficacy and local drug distribution from do-
xorubicin-containing poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA)
implants for intratumoral treatment of liver cancer in a
rabbit model. Cylindrical polymer millirods (length 8 mm,
diameter 1.5 mm) were produced using 65% PLGA, 21.5%
NaCl, and 13.5% doxorubicin. These implants were placed
in the center of VX2 liver tumors (n ¼ 16, ~8 mm in diam-
eter) in rabbits. Tumors were removed 4 and 8 days after
millirod implantation, and antitumor efficacy was assessed
using tumor size measurements, tumor histology, and fluo-
rescent measurement of drug distribution. The treated
tumors were smaller than the untreated controls on both
day 4 (0.17 6 0.06 vs. 0.31 6 0.08 cm2, p ¼ 0.048) and day

8 (0.14 6 0.04 vs. 1.8 6 0.8 cm2, p ¼ 0.025). Drug distribu-
tion profiles demonstrated high doxorubicin concentrations
(>1000 mg/g) at the tumor core at both time points and
drug penetration distances of 2.8 and 1.3 mm on day 4
and 8, respectively. Histological examination confirmed ne-
crosis throughout the tumor tissue. Biodegradable polymer
millirods successfully treated the primary tumor mass by
providing high doxorubicin concentrations to the tumor
tissue over an eight day period. � 2006 Wiley Periodicals,
Inc. J Biomed Mater Res 81A: 161–170, 2007

Key words: biodegradable polymer; polymer implants;
intratumoral drug delivery; VX2 tumor; minimally invasive
therapy

INTRODUCTION

Minimally invasive, intratumoral strategies for the
treatment of solid tumors promise to substantially
improve the therapeutic outcomes for many cancers.
Systemic chemotherapy is often limited by severe
toxicity and patient morbidity,1,2 and local cancer
therapy can overcome this limitation by maximizing
drug delivery to malignant tissues while minimizing
systemic exposure to chemotherapeutic drugs.3 Recent
progress in imaging technology has created an unprec-
edented opportunity for minimally invasive treatment
of solid tumors.4 With image guidance, radiologists
can pinpoint the spatial location of solid tumors and
use percutaneous procedures to administer local treat-
ments.5–7 Combining minimally-invasive treatment

with controlled release technology provides opportu-
nities for treating cancers in a safe and effective man-
ner by placing drug-loaded implants directly into
solid tumors.8 However, many studies are still needed
to understand the local distribution of drugs released
from intratumoral implants as well as their efficacy in
treating the desired volume of tumor.

Several strategies for local chemotherapy of tumors
have been developed as reviewed recently by Gold-
berg et al.9 Regionally administered chemotherapy
schemes, such as intrahepatic artery infusion for liver
cancer3 or intrapleural infusion for lung cancer,10,11

have improved clinical patient outcomes by changing
drug pharmacokinetics to provide increased drug con-
centrations to tumor tissues while minimizing toxicity
associated with treatments. To further increase the
specificity of chemotherapy, other studies have imple-
mented direct injections of anticancer agents into
tumors.12,13 Irregular distribution of the drug and
rapid clearance from the tumor site results in treat-
ments that are highly dependent on the timing and
frequency of the drug injections, which must be cho-
sen to maximize tumor exposure to drug. These stud-
ies point to the utility of a controlled release device,
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which can ensure the drug is properly localized and
can release drug in a desired amount of time, maxi-
mizing the effect of drug on the tumor tissue.14

Drug-containing devices such as polymer im-
plants,15,16 hydrogels,17,18 and injectable microparti-
cles19,20 provide additional options for controlling drug
release to tumors. Polyanhydride wafers have been
studied extensively for the delivery of anticancer agents
and are clinically approved (Gliadel1) for the delivery
of BCNU to malignant gliomas.21 Multiple formulations
of drug-containing microspheres have been shown to
have antitumor effects both in animal studies and pre-
liminary clinical trials.14,22 Despite these successes, drug
distribution from these devices is often limited to only a
few millimeters away from the device.23,24 Moreover,
these implant strategies have only been attempted in a
small subset of tumor types, and further studies are nec-
essary to understand their drug release and its effects
on treated tumor cells.

With the goal of developing a minimally invasive
treatment strategy for liver cancer, we have designed
doxorubicin-containing, biodegradable polymer
implants for intratumoral drug delivery. These poly-
mer implants were designed as cylindrical rods, or
millirods (diameter 1.6 mm, length 8.0 mm), com-
posed of poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA), which
can be administered with image-guidance through the
bore of a 14-gauge biopsy needle. Previous studies
have established the release properties of these im-
plants in both normal and radiofrequency (RF) ablated
liver tissues,25–27 modeled the transport of drug
through these tissues,28 and established techniques for
customizing the release rate of these millirods.29,30

However, the drug distribution from and efficacy of
these implants in tumor tissue, which is considerably
different from normal tissue in vascularity and trans-
port properties,31 is currently unknown. In this study,
we chose doxorubicin as the therapeutic agent because
of its wide use in the treatment of primary and meta-
static liver cancers.32,33 In addition, its natural fluores-
cence permits quantitative measurement of drug con-
centration in tissue slices from the tumor.

While other studies have established the initial
proof of concept for minimally invasive, intratu-
moral chemotherapy,34 few studies of intratumoral
therapies have simultaneously measured local drug
concentration and tumor histology to correlate tumor
response to drug exposure. Targeting this goal, we
selected an aggressive, realistic model of hepatic can-
cer (rabbit VX2 tumor) that has been widely used in
studies of minimally invasive tumor treatments.35,36

A rapid delivery implant was chosen to provide the
highest possible drug concentrations early in the study
to maximize the initial tumor kill from the treatment
and minimize the amount of time in which tumor
cells might become doxorubicin resistant. Treatment
effects were gauged by monitoring tumor size

through gross tissue measurements, drug distribu-
tion through fluorescent imaging of tissue slices, and
cell morphology through histology. Using adjacent
tumor sections for histology and fluorescent drug
measurement allowed for direct correlation of drug
concentrations with drug effects. Results from this
study provide considerable insights for the future
development of intratumoral implants as part of
clinical cancer therapy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA; 1:1 lactide/glyco-
lide; inherent viscosity 0.65 dL/g) was obtained from
Birmingham Polymers (Birmingham, AL). Tris-buffered sa-
line (TBS, pH 7.4), hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide,
acetonitrile, and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were pur-
chased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburg, PA). Ammonium
formate, methylene chloride, poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA,
MW 13,000–23,000 Da, 87–89% hydrolyzed), and Hank’s bal-
anced salt solution (HBSS) were acquired from Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Doxorubicin HCl (DOX) (2 mg/mL)
in saline (9 mg/mL) was acquired from Bedford Laborato-
ries (Bedford, OH). Teflon tubes (i.d. 1.6 mm) and stainless
steel plungers (o.d. 1.6 mm) were purchased from McMas-
ter-Carr Supply Company (Cleveland, OH). Fetal bovine se-
rum was obtained from Cambrex (East Rutherford, NJ).

Implant fabrication

Polymer millirod implants were produced as reported
previously37 and described briefly below. PLGA micro-
spheres (*4 mm in diameter) were produced using a sin-
gle-emulsion procedure. Doxorubicin/NaCl powder mix-
ture was prepared as follows. The acidic doxorubicin solu-
tion (pH 3.0) was basified to pH 9.0 by adding sodium
hydroxide, leading to doxorubicin precipitation. The pre-
cipitated drug was washed, resuspended, and lowered to
pH 3.0 using hydrochloric acid. The resulting concentrated
solution was combined with doxorubicin in saline and ly-
ophilized to yield a final powder containing 38.5% doxoru-
bicin and 61.5% NaCl (w/w). To produce the implants,
65% PLGA microspheres and 35% doxorubicin/NaCl pow-
der were mixed with a mortar and pestle, packed into a
Teflon tube, and compressed with steel plungers at 908C
for 2 h. The resulting millirods had a composition of 65%
PLGA, 21.5% NaCl, and 13.5% doxorubicin (w/w). Control
implants were produced using a similar procedure with
100% PLGA microspheres.

Drug release measurement

An in vitro release study was performed in TBS (pH 7.4)
at 378C. Millirods (n ¼ 3) were placed in vials containing
5 mL of TBS in an incubator/shaker rotating at 100 rpm.
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To maintain sink conditions, the implants were moved into
a fresh vial of TBS at each sampling point, and the doxoru-
bicin concentration of the solutions was determined by
measuring the absorbance at 480 nm (Perkin Elmer
Lambda 20 Spectrophotometer) and determining doxorubicin
concentration using an extinction coefficient of 17.62 mL/
(cm mg). Explanted rods were dissolved in acetonitrile to
extract the remaining doxorubicin, and the concentrations of
the resulting solutions were measured using HPLC on a
C-18 column (150 � 4.6 mm, 5.0 mm particle size) with a mo-
bile phase consisting of 35% acetonitrile and 65% ammo-
nium formate buffer (0.1% w/w) at pH 4.0.

Animals and tumor model

Adult New Zealand White rabbits (n ¼ 16; Covance,
Princeton, NJ) weighing 2.8–3.2 kg were used. All animal
studies were approved by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee at Case Western Reserve University
and carried out according to its guidelines. For surgical
procedures, animals were anesthetized with intramuscular
ketamine (40 mg/kg), acetylpromazine (5 mg/kg), and
xylazine (5 mg/kg).

The tumor model used in this study was the VX2 carci-
noma in rabbit liver. To implant the VX2 cells into the
liver, the tumor was first grown for 4 weeks on the hind
limb of a donor rabbit. The donor rabbit was euthanized,
and the tumor was removed and dissected into small
pieces of *2–3 mm3. Tumor pieces were stored in fetal bo-
vine serum with 10% DMSO in a liquid nitrogen storage
tank. Prior to liver tumor implantation, the tumor pieces
were rapidly thawed and washed three times with HBSS.

The implantation surgery was modified from a published
procedure38 and was performed on day �12. The abdomens of
the recipient rabbits were shaved and prepped with betadine,
after which a midline subxyphoid incision was made. The ante-
rior surface of the middle liver lobe was perforated to a depth
of 5 mm with the outer cannula of a 22-gauge angiocatheter,
and a piece of tumor measuring *1 mm3 was placed into the
puncture. Small pieces of cotton and abdominal fat were
secured over the puncture site using a single biodegradable
suture. This method allows for the growth of a single, well
demarcated tumor in the liver of each rabbit. The tumors were
then allowed to grow in the liver for 12 days until day 0, when
they reached an approximate diameter of 8 mm.

Tumor treatment procedure

For tumor treatment, the rabbits were randomly divided
into two groups, a treatment group (n ¼ 8) and a control
group (n ¼ 8), receiving 13.5% and 0% (w/w) doxorubicin
implants, respectively. On day 0, the rabbits’ abdomens were
reopened as described before, and the tumor was located by
palpation. The tumor was punctured through the center and
perpendicular to the liver surface with an 18-gauge needle.
The implant was inserted into the center of the tumor and
sutured in place with a piece of cotton and fat on top of the
liver. Using sodium pentobarbital euthanasia, half of the ani-
mals from each group were then euthanized on day 4, and
the remaining half were euthanized on day 8.

Tumor analysis

After tissue removal, tumors were hemisected perpendic-
ular to the implant track and photographed. One half of the
tumor was placed in 10% buffered formalin solution and
subsequently embedded in paraffin. Alternating slices of
paraffin embedded tissue were stained with hematoxylin
and eosin (H&E) or left unstained and observed qualita-
tively with fluorescence microscopy. The other half of the
tumor was frozen at �208C for use in fluorescent imaging
analysis. The size of the tumors was evaluated by comput-
ing the area of the elliptical cross section through the center
of the tumor, which is given by the equation A ¼ pRlRs,
where Rl and Rs are the long and short radii of the ellipse,
respectively. Statistical comparison was performed using a
two-tailed, unpaired t-test with a significance level of 0.05.

Quantitative fluorescence analysis

To determine the amount of drug present in the tissue
surrounding the implant, we used a previously established
fluorescence imaging technique that takes advantage of
doxorubicin’s natural fluorescence.39 Frozen liver sections
of 100 mm thick were sliced from each tumor using a cryo-
stat microtome (Microm 505E) and then scanned with a
fluorescent imager (Molecular Dynamics Fluorimager SI)
using the following conditions: pixel size, 100 mm; bit
depth, 16; photomultiplier gain, 850; and sensitivity, high.
A calibration between net fluorescence intensity (NFI), the
fluorescence minus the liver background fluorescence, and
doxorubicin concentration was established by imaging
weighed slices of normal liver to which known amounts of
doxorubicin were added. This empirical relationship, NFI ¼
194[Dox]0.67, where [Dox] is the doxorubicin concentration
in mg/g, was then used to convert fluorescence intensities
to doxorubicin concentrations. Mean drug distribution pro-
files were calculated by averaging 8 profiles evenly spaced
by 458 around a fluorescence image. The drug penetration
distance was calculated as the average distance between
the implant boundary and the point where the drug con-
centration dropped below 64 mg/g, which is 10 times the
therapeutic drug concentration.40,41 To estimate the total
mass of drug remaining in the tumor, we determined the
average drug concentration within 4 mm of the implant
surface (the approximate size of the original tumor) and
multiplied this value by the tissue volume.

RESULTS

Implant properties

The implants used in this study had an average
length of 8.0 6 0.3 mm and an average diameter of
1.49 6 0.04 mm. In vitro the doxorubicin-containing
implants were found to release a total of 2.07 6 0.05 mg
of drug over the 8 day period, corresponding to (71.3 6
1.7)% of the total drug loading. The release half-time
was *4 h, and the vast majority of doxorubicin, 1.98 6
0.03 mg, was released in the first 24 h.
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Tumor size

After tumor removal and sectioning, the VX2 tumors
were observed qualitatively and photographed. The
tumors were largely spherical, but most of the cross
sections were found to be slightly elliptical. Photo-
graphs of control and treatment tumors taken on day
8 are shown in Figure 1(A,B), respectively. The control
tumor seen in Figure 1(A) is a large and well-circum-
scribed tumor. The boundary of the tumor is a solid
mass of dense tumor tissue, while the center of the tu-
mor is necrotic and consists of a mixture of necrotic
cells, inflammatory debris, red blood cells, and edema.
Because the center of the tumor was liquid filled, the
original location of the implant which was placed in
the center of the tumor is not visible in the photo-
graph. The treated tumor seen in Figure 1(B) is also
well-circumscribed but considerably smaller than the
untreated tumor. The doxorubicin containing millirod
was removed from the cavity seen in the center of the
tumor, and the remaining tumor is seen as a small,
hard shell only a few millimeters in thickness sur-
rounding the implant location.

Tumor measurements taken from the photographs
were used to assess the effect of the implant on the
growth of the tumor. An example of how the meas-
urements were taken is seen from the white arrows in
Figure 1(A). The resulting measurements of cross sec-
tional area were then averaged for all the animals
in each group, and the resulting data is shown in
Figure 1(C). On day 4, the treatment tumors (0.17 6
0.06 cm2) were approximately half the size (p ¼ 0.048)
of the comparable controls (0.31 6 0.08 cm2). The con-
trol tumors were also slightly smaller than the 8 mm
diameter on day 0, which may be attributed to a
response to placement of the drug free implant. By
day 8, the size difference was significant, as the treat-
ment tumors (0.14 6 0.04 cm2) were more than
10 times smaller (p ¼ 0.025) than the controls (1.77 6
0.78 cm2). Notable variation in tumor size, especially
in the untreated tumors on day 8, is evident, but there
is a statistically significant difference in treated and
control tumors on both day 4 and day 8.

Drug release in vivo

A summary of the drug release properties of the
implants in vivo is shown in Table I. Doxorubicin masses
in the original implant, the extracted implant, and in the
surrounding tissue as measured by fluorescence are
shown along with the values as a percentage of the origi-
nal doxorubicin loading. For implants extracted on both
day 4 and day 8, *87% of the original drug was
released, suggesting that little additional drug was
released after day 4. A greater fraction of the drug was
released in vivo than in vitro. Two notable differences are

Figure 1. Photographs of a control (A) and a treated (B)
tumor cross section on day 8. The boundary between the
tumor and normal liver tissue is indicated with a white dot-
ted outline, and the arrows indicate two directions along
which the tumor dimensions would be measured to calcu-
late the cross sectional area. The scale bars are 1 cm. Bar
graph showing the mean cross sectional area of the treated
and control tumors after 4 and 8 days (C). The error bars
indicate the standard deviation of each measurement (n ¼ 4).
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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present between the two time points: the tissue at day 4
retains 50 mg more doxorubicin and the doxorubicin pen-
etration distance at day 4 is 1.5 mm further from the
implant boundary. Of these differences, however, only
the increase in the drug penetration distance is statisti-
cally significant (p ¼ 0.004). From these measurements, it
is also possible to estimate the apparent elimination rate
from the tumor tissue by fitting a decaying exponential
of the form D(t) ¼ D0 exp(�kt) to the known concentra-
tions of drug present in tissue at each time. Using this
method, the elimination rate constant from the tumor
area was calculated to be k ¼ 0.42 6 0.06 day�1, which
corresponds to an apparent elimination half time from
tumor of t1/2¼ 1.66 0.2 days.

Fluorescent doxorubicin distribution

Local drug distributions from the treated tumors on
both day 4 and day 8 were used to evaluate the overall
drug exposure to each tumor region. Representative
doxorubicin distributions from tumor sections on day
4 and day 8 are shown in Figure 2(A,B), respectively.
At both 4 days and 8 days after the millirod implanta-
tion, concentrations of drug higher than 1000 mg/g
were found in a band surrounding the implant loca-
tion. These concentrations are considerably higher
than the previously reported effective concentration
for doxorubicin, 6.4 mg/g.40,41 Additionally, it can be
observed that the band of drug around the implant
location appears to be both more intense and thicker
in the day 4 distribution as compared to the day 8 dis-
tribution. Another characteristic of interest is the large
degree of asymmetry in the distributions, which is
more pronounced than in previous studies in normal
and RF ablated liver tissues.25 This asymmetry likely
reflects the inhomogeneity of the doxorubicin trans-
port properties inside VX2 tumor tissues. Average
drug concentration profiles for the distributions in Fig-
ure 2(A,B) are shown in Figure 2(C). These profiles
quantitatively reaffirm that average concentrations

TABLE I
Summary of Drug Quantities In Vivo

Day 4 Day 8

Original drug loading (mg) 3150 6 110 3000 6 190
Drug remaining in

extracted implant (mg) 400 6 40 390 6 90
Drug released (mg) 2750 6 130 2610 6 120
Drug released (%) 87.2 6 1.5 87.2 6 2.3
Drug in tissue (mg) 210 6 120 160 6 70
Drug in tissue (%) 6.7 6 3.7 5.5 6 2.8
Drug penetration

distance (mm)* 2.8 6 0.5 1.3 6 0.4

Percentages shown are based on the original drug load-
ing. All values are shown 6 standard deviation.
*Statistically significant difference between days.

Figure 2. Doxorubicin concentration distribution maps
derived from fluorescent imaging of representative tumor
sections from the treated group on day 4 (A) and day 8 (B).
Before removal, the implant was located in the small clear-
ing found in the center of the image, and the scale bars are
2 mm. From these two distributions, concentration profiles
plotting the average doxorubicin concentration against the
distance from the implant boundary are shown for both
times (C). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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near the implant are higher and the drug penetrates to
a greater distance in the day 4 distribution. The aver-
age doxorubicin concentration within 0.5 mm of
the implant boundary in these slices is 1870 6 60 and
1380 6 110 mg/g for day 4 and day 8, respectively. In
contrast, little to no fluorescence was seen in the con-
trol tissue (data not shown).

Histological comparison of tumors

Representative H&E sections of a control and
treated tumor on day 8 are shown in Figure 3. The

control tumor [Fig. 3(A)] is large and has a boundary
of darkly staining viable tumor cells surrounding a
core comprised of viable tumor cells mixed with ne-
crotic debris, while the treated tumor [Fig. 3(B)] has a
smaller boundary of largely necrotic tumor cells. The
higher magnification image from the core of the
control tumor [Fig. 3(C)] reveals clusters of large,
irregularly shaped tumor cells with darkly staining
nuclei interspersed with lighter regions of necrosis
and cellular debris. In contrast, the treated tumor
core [Fig. 3(D)] is heavily necrotic and contains few
viable cells. Cells lack discernible boundaries and
have no distinct nuclei, and basophilic remains

Figure 3. H&E stained sections of control (A, C, E) and treated (B, D, F) tumor sections on day 8. Low magnification
images of the control (A) and treated (B) tumors indicate with lower case letters the regions from which the high magnifi-
cation images are taken. The scale bars are 1 cm. High magnification images of the tumor core for control (C) and treated
(D) tumors as well as the tumor/normal liver interface for control (E) and treated (F) tumors are also shown. The clearing
on the right side of slide (D) is the original implant location. In (E) and (F), normal liver is found to the left of the panel
while tumor is found to the right. All high magnification images (C–F) have scale bars of 100 mm. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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have aggregated. Similar differences are visible in the
high magnification images of the tumor boundaries
[Fig. 3(E,F)]. Again, the control tumor is filled with
viable tumor cells while the treated tumor is largely
necrotic. Both tumors are separated from normal tis-
sue by a lighter staining fibrous region containing a
mixture of tumor and inflammatory cells. Histological
comparison of the tumors reveals marked differences
between the regions exposed to doxorubicin from the
implant and the untreated controls.

H&E histology [Fig. 4(A)] and fluorescent micros-
copy [Fig. 4(B)] from the same tissue area after 8 days
allow for explicit localization of the doxorubicin into
three main regions of the treated tumor. Region 1,
closest to the implant location, contains dense baso-
philic and eosinophilic necrotic debris accompanied
by high doxorubicin concentrations. Region 2 is filled
with less dense necrotic debris characterized by a lack
of nuclei and has detectable but considerably smaller
amounts of fluorescence. Finally, Region 3 contains
the fibrous band separating tumor from normal tissue,
which is marked by a dotted band of fluorescent cells
skirting the outer tumor boundary. Enlargement of
this region [Fig. 4(C)] shows an area of enhanced cellu-
lar uptake of doxorubicin. Particularly, the nuclear
detail visible in the image indicates the presence of
drug in cell nuclei, the primary location of action for
doxorubicin. These images indicate that even those
cells at the tumor/normal tissue interface have signifi-
cant doxorubicin exposure over the 8 day period of
treatment. Fluorescence in this region was not ob-
served in drug-free controls (data not shown).

While the main tumor mass in the treated animals
is necrotic and exposed to high drug concentrations,
there is histological evidence that residual viable tu-
mor cells still exist on day 8. An H&E stained sec-
tion shows cords of tumor cells extending *1–2 mm
from the tumor/normal tissue boundary (Fig. 5).
These cells appear to be viable and are far enough
from the implant location that they are unlikely to
be exposed to therapeutic drug concentrations.

DISCUSSION

In this study, doxorubicin-containing PLGA im-
plants were used to treat VX2 carcinomas in rabbit
liver, and the response to treatment was simultane-
ously evaluated using tumor size, fluorescence drug
distribution, and histology. The treated tumors were
significantly smaller than the untreated controls at
both day 4 and day 8. Histological analysis confirmed
the tumor response to drug treatment at cellular level,
where regions of viable tumor cells in untreated tumor
were replaced by broad regions of necrosis in tumor
implanted with doxorubicin millirods. Both macro-

scopic and microscopic analyses indicate the overall
success of the implant for tumor treatment.

A rapidly releasing implant was chosen in this
study to maximize drug effect immediately after im-
plantation while still preventing the immediate drug
clearance that occurs after direct injection of drug
solutions.14,42 Doxorubicin concentrations greater

Figure 4. H&E stained and fluorescent micrographs of a
treated tumor on day 8. The H&E section (A) illustrates
the different tissue regions moving outward from the
implant location (*): (1) a dense necrotic region, (2) a
sparse necrotic region, and (3) the inflammatory boundary
of the tumor. An aligned fluorescence micrograph (B) illus-
trates the pattern of doxorubicin distribution throughout
the tumor regions. A higher magnification image (C) of the
area indicated with a white box in (B) shows significant
cellular uptake of doxorubicin in the inflammatory bound-
ary of the tumor. All scale bars are 100 mm. [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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than 100 times the therapeutic level were observed
in tumor tissues surrounding the implant even after
8 days. In comparison, intravenously administered
doxorubicin is typically eliminated from the plasma
with a half-life of *10 min.43 Cellular uptake, drug
binding to extracellular proteins, and limited perfu-
sion in the necrotic tumor core may each contribute
to prolonged drug retention from these intratumoral
implants. Qualitatively, the pattern of distributions
revealed a greater degree of asymmetry than previ-
ously observed in either normal or ablated liver.28

The irregular drug distribution patterns may be
attributed to the inhomogeneity of tumor vascula-
ture31 and greater drug clearance in highly perfused
areas. Overall, the doxorubicin-containing implants
provided high drug concentrations for a prolonged

exposure time, albeit to only a limited region sur-
rounding the implant.

The most surprising aspect of this study is that ne-
crosis extends to the tumor boundary despite the lim-
ited drug penetration distance. While the initial
tumors had a radius of *4 mm, the maximum drug
penetration distance was less than 3 mm on both day
4 and day 8. These data would suggest that the tumor
periphery would not receive adequate doxorubicin to
kill the VX2 cells. To the contrary, microscopic exami-
nation of histology slides showed that doxorubicin
was present at the tumor boundary and necrotic
tumor abutted the surrounding normal liver tissue,
demonstrating the treatment of entire tumor volume.
Two plausible mechanisms could explain this contra-
diction. In one scenario, doxorubicin may successfully
treat the tumor mass without reaching 4 mm from the
implant. Rapid release of high drug concentrations
eliminates the VX2 cells closest to the implant, caus-
ing the tumor shrinkage observed in the study. The
collapse of the tumor core subsequently brings the
outer tumor boundary closer to the implant interface.
Continued diffusion of drug away from the implant
simultaneously moves the front of drug penetration
outward, where it eventually meets the inwardly
moving tumor boundary by day 4. Alternatively, dox-
orubicin may reach the therapeutic level at 4 mm but
be undetected by this study for various reasons. First,
the time points in this study were chosen to maximize
the information available from drug distribution, tu-
mor pathology, and histology. Peak drug concentra-
tions likely occur earlier, as soon as 24 h after implan-
tation, when doxorubicin may reach the 4 mm tumor
boundary.28 By day 4, drug penetration distances
decrease through clearance and tumor shrinkage as
described earlier. Second, doxorubicin may be present
at undetectable and yet therapeutic levels beyond the
measured penetration distances in this study. While
previous studies have established an effective doxoru-
bicin concentration at 6.4 mg/g,40,41 this number was
calculated for a transient exposure to a systemically
administered treatment. For a prolonged exposure
such as that provided by this implant, the effective
drug concentration is expected to be even lower.
Future studies that differentiate the above two mecha-
nisms will provide significant insights to fundamen-
tally understand drug transport in tumor tissues and
their effects on tumor treatment.

Although this study illustrates considerable prom-
ise of polymer millirods for local treatment of VX2
tumors, these implants are not without limitations.
Viable tumor cells were observed advancing beyond
the main front of the tumor (Fig. 5), potentially by
lymphatic spread, which is a known mode of metas-
tasis for the VX2 tumor cells44 as well as many
human tumors.45–47 Although it cannot be assured
that these cells would have developed into a recurrent

Figure 5. H&E stained micrograph of a treated day 8 tumor
showing potential spread of the tumor beyond its circum-
scribed boundary. A low magnification image (A) indicates
the implant location (*) and viable tumor cells (black box),
which are magnified in (B). The two arrows indicate cords
of viable tumor cells that appear to be spreading beyond
the treated zone. The scale bars are 100 mm. [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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tumor, future development of intratumoral treatments
should actively focus on successfully delivering drug
to a margin of safety beyond the main tumor mass to
minimize the risk of recurrence.48

On the other hand, combined treatment strategies
with these implants offer a number of opportunities
for complete tumor eradication. For example, radiofre-
quency (RF) ablation has been shown to facilitate drug
distribution and retention in normal tissues through
destruction of the tumor vasculature,28 which makes it
a particularly attractive candidate for use with these
implants. In a combined therapy, RF ablation could
destroy the vast majority of the tumor volume and
surrounding vasculature, allowing greater delivery of
doxorubicin to the tumor periphery. Other strategies
such as systemically administered targeted nanopar-
ticles49–51 that have demonstrated effective targeting
to the well perfused tumor periphery52 may also prove
synergistic to the millirod therapy. Alternatively, these
implants could also be used as a neoadjuvant treat-
ment prior to resection. Tissue conserving surgical re-
moval of the smaller, post-treatment tumor could then
be performed, minimizing the risk of local recurrence
from residual cancer cells. Irrespective of the com-
bined methods, the described polymer implants pro-
vide a versatile platform for minimally invasive, intra-
tumoral chemotherapy, and this study provides de-
tailed insight about drug distribution and antitumor
efficacy that can be used in their further development.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, doxorubicin-containing millirods have
shown considerable success in treating small but ag-
gressive liver tumors in rabbits. The treated tumors
were significantly smaller than the control tumors af-
ter both 4 and 8 days, and areas adjacent to the im-
plant contained high concentrations of doxorubicin
throughout the study. Although the implants were ca-
pable of treating larger tumors than expected, the
exact mechanism for this success remains incom-
pletely understood. These promising results will open
a variety of opportunities to investigate several com-
bined treatment approaches to achieve complete tumor
eradication.

BW is supported by DOD predoctoral fellowship
BC043453.
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ABSTRACT: b-Lapachone (b-lap) is a novel anticancer agent that kills tumors over-
expressing the NADP(H): quinone oxidoreductase enzyme. However, poor aqueous
solubility and low bioavailability hinder its therapeutic applications. Herein we describe
the development of poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) polymer millirods for local
delivery of b-lap. The objective was to investigate the use of b-lap inclusion complexes
with cyclodextrins (CDs) to control b-lap release kinetics from PLGA millirods.
Differential scanning calorimetry was performed to measure drug/polymer interactions,
complexation efficiencywithdifferentCDs, and complex/polymer interactions.b-Lapwas
found to have a solid-state solubility of 13% in PLGA. b-Lap dissolution in PLGAmatrix
lowered the glass transition temperature of PLGA from 44 to 318C, and led to a slow
release of b-lap (8.8� 1.2% release after 22 days). For b-lap and CD interactions,
increasing complexation efficiency was observed in the order of a-CD, g-CD, and b-CD.
b-Lap complexation with hydroxypropyl-b-cyclodextrin (HPb-CD) prevented drug
dissolution in PLGA, and led to fast release (79.6� 2.1% after 2 days). Sustained drug
release was achieved when b-lap was complexed with a-CD or g-CD. These data
demonstrate the ability to tailor b-lap release kinetics via CD complexation, providing
exciting opportunities for the use of b-lap-millirods for intratumoral drug delivery.
� 2006Wiley-Liss, Inc. and theAmericanPharmacists Association J PharmSci 95:2309–2319, 2006

Keywords: cyclodextrin inclusion complexation; b-lapachone; drug-polymer interac-
tions; poly(lactic/glycolic) acid (PLGA); drug delivery

INTRODUCTION

A rising trend in cancer chemotherapy involves
site-specific, controlled release of cytotoxic agents
from biodegradable polymer depots. This strategy
often proves advantageous when compared to
traditional administration regimens, such as

intravenous injection of drugs, where low water
solubility of many anticancer drugs limits their
bioavailability and anticancer efficacy in vivo.
Controlled release strategies are superior since
tumors are exposed to therapeutic levels of drug
for a prolonged time period, all the while reducing
toxicity to healthy cells.1 Drug inclusion in a
polymer depot also allows for potential tailoring of
release kinetics, adding the benefit of being able
to design the most efficacious delivery regimen.
Taking these advantages into consideration, our
laboratory developed a polymeric drug depot in
the form of a cylindrical millirod composed of
poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA), designed
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specifically for intratumoral delivery of antic-
ancer agents. Research efforts have been devoted
to the fabrication and mechanical characteriza-
tion of drug-loaded polymer millirods,2 as well
as the control of drug release characteristics from
these devices.3,4 Direct implantation of doxorubi-
cin-millirods has shown successful antitumor
efficacy in rabbit VX-2 liver tumors in vivo.5 In
addition, local delivery of dexamethasone through
millirod implants considerably improved drug
effectiveness in decreasing fibrous capsule forma-
tion in ablated liver tissues compared to a
systemic delivery of the drug.6

b-Lapachone (b-lap) is a novel antitumor agent
with specific anticancer activity against human
lung, prostate, and breast tumors.7 b-Lap has a
unique mechanism of action, which relies on
bioactivation by the cytosolic enzyme, NAD(P)H:-
quinone oxidoreductase-1 (NQO1).8 This enzyme
is endogenously elevated in tumor cells (up to
20-fold) compared to adjacent normal cells.9

Furthermore, b-lap has distinct advantages over
other chemotherapeutic agents in that it kills
tumors independent of p53 status, cell cycle state,
caspases, all the while inducing a novel m-calpain-
mediated apoptotic response.8,10,11 In spite of the
therapeutic potential of b-lap, its low solubility
(0.04 mg/mL12) severely limits its applications
in vivo. Moreover, our initial work with b-lap and
other hydrophobic agents (e.g. dexamethasone6)
have shown that direct incorporation of hydro-
phobic drugs into PLGA matrices leads to an
extremely slow release of small quantities of drugs
that may limit drug availability throughout the
tumor treatment.

Research from many groups has shown that
drug complexation with cyclodextrins (CDs) can
effectively enhance the solubility and bioavail-
ability of otherwise water insoluble drugs.13,14

CDs are cyclic oligosaccharides in the form of
truncated cones consisting of a hydrophobic core
and a hydrophilic outer surface.15,16 These oligo-
saccharides have the ability to form inclusion
complexes with drug molecules (Fig. 1), which
subsequently increase the apparent water solubi-
lity of the drug. CDs are differentiated mainly in
the number of glucopyranose units (6, 7, and 8 for
a,b, and g-CD, respectively).15–17 Hydroxypropyl-
bcyclodextrin (HPb-CD) is obtained by treating a
base-solubilized solution of b-CD with propylene
oxide, resulting in a CD with greater solubility
(�500 mg/mL vs. 18.5 mg/mL for b-CD). Our
laboratory recently utilized CDs to solubilize
b-lap in aqueous solutions, and we were able to

determine the binding affinities of the drug with
the different CDs.12 HPb-CD and b-CD had the
highest binding affinity to b-lap (Kc¼ 1.1� 103/M),
followed by g-CD and a-CD (160/M and 20/M,
respectively). In the case of b-lap complexed with
HPb-CD, a 400-fold increase in drug solubility was
observed (16.0 mg/mL compared to 0.04 mg/mL),
with increased b-lap solubility also arising
through complexation with g-, b-, and a-CD.12

In the present work, we formed solid-state
inclusion complexes of b-lap with different CDs
and examined the interaction of free drug (as well
as complexed b-lap) with PLGA. We hypothesized
that CDs with different complexation affinities
toward b-lapwould provide an effective strategy to
modulate the release kinetics of b-lap from PLGA
millirods. To test this hypothesis, differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) experiments were

Figure 1. Schematic of b-lap �CD complexation, and
incorporation of b-lap and b-lap �CD complex into the
polymer millirod.
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performed to determine the degree of interaction
between the polymer and drug in the presence and
absence of different types of CDs. Release studies
of various b-lap �CD complex formulations were
then conducted to examine the influence of
different polymer-drug interactions on release
kinetics. Data from this study show that drug
incorporation within the CD core prevents the
drug from molecular dissolution within the PLGA
matrix, which in turn, results in a dramatic
increase in release from the polymer depot.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

PLGA (lactide:glycolide¼ 50/50, MW 50000 Da,
inherent viscosity 0.65 dL/g) was purchased from
Birmingham Polymers, Inc. (Birmingham, AL).
b-Lap was synthesized following a previously
reported procedure.10 a-CD, b-CD, gCD, and
HPb-CD were obtained from Cyclodextrin
Technologies Development, Inc. (CTD, High
Springs, FL) with >98% purity. Glucose anhy-
drous was obtained from Fisher Scientific
(Pittsburgh, PA).

Preparation of b-lap �D Inclusion Complexes

Accurately weighed quantities of CDs (a-CD,
g-CD, and HPb-CD) and b-lap were dissolved in
a methanol/water mixture (3/1 v/v). The b-lap �
b-CD complex was prepared by dissolving the
drug and b-CD in a 1/2 methanol/water mixture
(v/v). Following solvent evaporation, the mixture
was resuspended in deionized water, stirred for
24 h, and lyophilized. The drug �CD complex was
then ground to produce a fine powder and filtered
through a 100 mesh sieve.

Preparation of b-Lap-Loaded PLGA Millirods

b-Lap-containing millirods were prepared by
means of a compression-heat molding procedure
previously described.2 Briefly, the b-lap �CD com-
plex powder and PLGA microspheres (5 mm) were
accurately weighed and mixed with a mortar and
pestle. The contents were then inserted into a
Teflon tube with an inner diameter of 1.6 mm. The
Teflon tube was placed inside a stainless steel
mold, which was placed in an iso-temp oven at
908C� 28C (Fisher Model 282A) for 2 h to allow for
PLGA polymer annealing. A compression pres-

sure of 4.6 MPa was applied by means of a copper
weight during the annealing process. After 2 h,
the polymer millirod was removed from the Teflon
tubing and cut to a length of 10 mm for
subsequent analyses. A schematic diagram of
the complex formation and millirod preparation
is shown (Fig. 1).

To examine the effect of formation of inclusion
complex on b-lap release kinetics, millirods of four
different formulations were fabricated. Formula-
tion 1 consisted of a millirod composed of 40%
b-lap �HPb-CD complex (1.2% b-lap) and 60%
PLGA with a molar ratio of b-lap and HPb-CD of
1:5.5. Formulation 2 consisted of 1.2% b-lap mixed
with 38.8% HPb-CD (physical mixture from b-lap
particles and HPb-CD powder) and 60% PLGA,
while Formulation 3 consisted of 1.2% b-lap mixed
with 38.8% glucose and 60% PLGA. The final
formulation, Formulation 4, consisted of millirods
composed of 1.2% b-lap and 98.8% PLGA. To
examine the effect of different CDs on release
kinetics, millirods that consisted of b-lap com-
plexed with a-CD, b-CD, g-CD, and HPb-CD were
produced. All millirods share the same composi-
tion of 40% b-lap �CD complex (1.8% b-lap) and
60% PLGA. The molar ratios of b-lap and CD are
1:5, 1:4.5, 1:4, and 1:3.5 for a-CD, b-CD, g-CD, and
HPb-CD, respectively.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) Analysis

DSC measurements of the solid-state solubility of
b-lap in PLGA were performed using a Shimadzu
Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC-60,
Columbia, MD) with samples under a nitrogen
atmosphere. The procedure was adapted from a
method previously published by Panyam et al.18

to determine the solid-state solubility of dexa-
methasone in PLGA. Briefly, known quantities of
b-lap (10.8 mg) and PLGA (19.5 mg) were
separately dissolved in methylene chloride. Dif-
ferent amounts of drug were mixed with polymer,
and transferred to aluminum pans. The solvent
was then allowed to evaporate, and the pans were
crimped and weighed. Samples were heated to
1808C at a heating rate of 108C/min. The heats of
melting of b-lap were obtained using the peak
integration calculation method provided by the
DSC software. The solid-state solubility value of
b-lap was determined by plotting enthalpy values
as a function of b-lap loading percentage. The
X-intercept resulting from a linear regression of
the data represents the percentage solubility
value of b-lap in PLGA.
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DSC analyses of CD �drug complex or physical
mixture, as well as drug or drug � complex powder
with PLGAmicrospheres, were carried out using a
Perkin Elmer Differential Scanning Calorimeter
(DSC-7, Boston, MA) with samples under a
nitrogen atmosphere. Contents were weighed
(approximately 10mg) and placed in an aluminum
pan. For analysis of the CD/drug complex or
physical mixture, data was recorded from 208C
to 1808C at a rate of 108C/min. In drug or
drug � complex powder mixed with PLGA micro-
spheres, the samples were pretreated at 908C for
2 h before DSC analyses to mimic the millirod
fabrication process. The samplewas cooled to 208C
before a subsequent heating run from 20 to 1808C
at a rate of 108C/min. Values for glass transition
temperature (Tg) and melting enthalpy were
obtained using a half Cp extrapolation method
and peak integration calculation method, respec-
tively.

In vitro Release Characterization of b-lap from
Polymer Millirods

Millirods were placed in glass scintillation vials
that contained 10 mL phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) at 378C. The sample vials were placed in
an orbital shaker (C24 model, New Brunswick
Scientific, Edison, NJ) with a rotating speed of
100 rpm. At different times, the millirod was
removed from the solution and placed into a new
scintillation vial containing 10 mL of fresh PBS
at 378C. The concentration of released b-lap was
measured using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer
(PerkinElmer, Lambda 20 model, Boston, MA) at
the maximum adsorption wavelength of the drug
(lmax¼ 258.0 nm). The percentage of cumulative
b-lap released was obtained by normalizing the
released amount to the total amount loaded in
the millirods. All experiments were performed in
triplicate (n¼ 3).

SEM Analysis of Millirod Microstructure

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to
characterize b-lap-loaded millirod morphology.
Millirods pertaining to all three previously men-
tioned formulations were placed in 10 mL of
distilled water at 378C for 12 h, after which time
they were freeze-dried overnight. Millirods were
then cut into two sections for both lateral and
cross-sectional analyses. A thin film of palladium
(Pd,� 2 nm in thickness) was sputter-coated to
minimize electron charging on the sample sur-
face. A voltage of 5 kV was used during sample

examination with a Hitachi S-4500 scanning
electron microscope (Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).

RESULTS

DSC Characterization of b-lap �CD Complexes

Figure 2A shows the DSC thermograms of b-lap
complexed with HPb-CD. Pure b-lap had a
melting point of 159.78C, with a melting enthalpy
(DH�m) of 94.1 J/g. When b-lap was complexed with
HPb-CD at molar fractions of b-lap ranging from
67% to 33%, a decrease in melting enthalpy was
observed (Fig. 2B). At 67% and 50% molar
fraction, lower melting points were also observed
at 156.38C and 155.58C, respectively. The values

Figure 2. DSC thermograms of b-lap complexed or
physically mixed with CDs. Figure A depicts DSC
thermograms of b-lap complexed or mixed with HPb-
CD at various molar fractions of b-lap. Figure B shows
b-lapmelting enthalpy (DHm),when complexed ormixed
with CDs, as a function of drug molar fraction.
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of DHm for b-lap recorded at these two molar
fractions were 48.1 and 29.2 J/g, respectively, and
were used to determine the percentage of b-lap in
crystalline form (wb-lap) using the following equa-
tion:

wb�lap ¼
DHm

DHo
m

� 100 ð1Þ

where DHm is the recorded enthalpy of the b-lap
when complexed with CD and DH�m is the
enthalpy of b-lap alone. Utilizing Eq. 1, we found
that the percentage of b-lap in the crystalline form
at 67% and 50% molar fractions was 51% and
31%, respectively. Also evident in Figure 2A was
the disappearance of the b-lap crystalline peak at
a molar fraction of 33%. In stark contrast to the
b-lap �HPb-CD complex, the physical mixture of
the drug with HPb-CD at a b-lap molar fraction of
67% had an enthalpy similar to that of pure b-lap
(Fig. 2A), with the drug melting peak occurring at
the same temperature (159.28C for the mixture
compared to 159.78C for the pure drug). In fact,
the values of DHm for the b-lap and HPb-CD
mixture remain constant at varying molar frac-
tions of the drug, with approximately 100% of the
drug in the crystalline form (Fig. 2B).

The enthalpy data for inclusion complexes
formed with a and g-CD is shown in Figure 2B.
Similar to the HPb-CD �drug complex, the values
of DHm decreased with decreasing molar fraction
of the drug, with the b-lap � g-CD complex showing
a larger decline in drug crystallinity than the
b-lap � a-CD complex. At a molar fraction of 20%,
50% of b-lapwas in crystalline form in the b-lap � a-
CD complex, whereas there was no drug in the
crystalline form in the b-lap � g-CD complex. Taken
together, at the same molar fraction, the normal-
ized enthalpy follows the order: HPb-CD< g-
CD< a-CD.

Solubility of b-Lap in PLGA Polymers

In order to gain insight into interactions between
b-lap and the PLGA polymer, solid-state solubility
studies were carried out using DSC. Figure 3A
plotted the values of DHm (J/g) as a function of
b-lap loading percentage. The X-intercept, pro-
vided by the linear regression of the data, yields
the solid-state solubility of b-lap in PLGA, which
was 13%. It should be noted that the b-lap melting
temperatures were lower than that of pure drug
alone (data not shown). The dissolution behavior
of b-lap within the PLGA helps to explain the

change in thermal properties of the polymer, and
more importantly, discrepancies in subsequent
release studies.

DSC Characterization of b-Lap Interactions with
PLGA Polymer

As previously described, the millirod fabrication
process involves heat treatment in order to allow
for polymer annealing. This process may lead to
interactions between drug and various compo-
nents of the millirod, specifically between the
polymer and the drug. To determine these inter-
actions, the millirod preparation process was
mimicked and DSC analyses conducted.

The PLGA polymer has a glass transition
temperature of 448C,19 observed in thermogram
II in Figure 3B. However, when 10% b-lap was

Figure 3. (A) b-Lap melting enthalpy (DHm) as a
function of b-lap loading percentage. The X-intercept
indicates the solubility of b-lap in PLGA. (B) Effect of
HPb-CD complexation on the b-lap interactions with
PLGA matrix. Thermograms representing the follow-
ing: (I) b-lap alone; (II) PLGA alone; (III) 10% b-lap in
PLGA; (IV) 20% b-lap in PLGA; and (V) b-lap �HPb-CD
complex (5.7% b-lap, 34.3% HPb-CD) in PLGA.
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physicallymixedwithPLGA, theTg of the polymer
decreased to 35.48C (III). A further decrease in
glass transition occurred when drug loading was
increased to 20%, yielding a Tg of 31.78C (IV).
Since a b-lap loading of 20% surpassed the solid-
state solubility limit in PLGA, the drug melting
peak shifted to a lower temperature (Tm¼ 1388C)
as observed in the endotherm. When b-lap (5.7%)
was complexedwithHPb-CD (34.3%), theTg of the
PLGAwasnot affected as shown in thermogramV,
in which the glass transition of the polymer was
approximately 448C.

b-Lap Release from Polymer Millirods

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of formation of
inclusion complexes on b-lap release kinetics from
PLGA millirods. First, release of free b-lap from
PLGA millirods was extremely slow, with only
8.8� 1.2% of the drug released after 22 days
(Fig. 4A). When an excipient molecule, such as
glucose, was added to the polymer millirod, the
release of drug was faster, but the amount
released was not dramatically increased
(37.0� 2.0% after 22 days). Significant facilitation
of b-lap release was observed when the drug was
either physically mixed or complexed with HPb-
CD. Approximately 55� 2.2% of the drug was
released after 2 days when HPb-CD was included
in the millirod as an excipient molecule (Fig. 4A).
In comparison, when b-lap was complexed with
HPb-CD, 79.6� 2.1% of the drug was released
after the first 2 days, yielding the fastest release
among the different formulations. Figure 4B
highlights the difference in average release rates
among the different millirod formulations. In the
first two time periods, the average b-lap release
rate was significantly faster for millirods contain-
ing b-lap complexed with HPb-CD, with the
release rate decreasing during the 12–48 h time
period. Average release rates from millirods
composed of b-lap mixed with HPb-CD, as well
as from millirods containing glucose as an
excipient, remained fairly constant throughout
the time periods, demonstrating a more sustained
pattern of release. The release rate of millirods
with drug alone was minimal throughout the time
periods, reflecting the slow release of b-lap from
these millirods.

b-Lap complexation with different CDs leads to
modulated differences in drug release kinetics
(Fig. 5). While all the release profiles showed a
noticeable improvement over free b-lap (Fig. 5A),
a-CD provides the slowest release rates among all

the CDs. After 22 days, 66� 4.6% of the drug was
released, which was less than the amount of drug
released (�90% after 22 days) when b-lap was
complexed with g-, b-, or HPb-CD. Figure 5B
compares average drug release rates during
different initial time periods. b-Lap complexed
with HPb-CD demonstrated the fastest release
rate in the first 3 h. When b-lap was complexed
with b-CD, drug release lacked the initial high
burst with approximately half the release rate in

Figure 4. (A) Cumulative release of b-lap from milli-
rods that contained b-lap (1.2%) either complexed or
physically mixed with HPb-CD, and in the absence or
presence of glucose. (B) Average release rates of b-lap
from the millirods in (A) during various time periods.
Error bars were calculated from triplicate samples.
Statistical analysis between groups was performed
using a Student’s two-tailed t-test (*p< 0.05).
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the initial 0–3 h-period. The release kinetics from
b-lap � g-CD millirods was much more sustained
(38.8� 4.0% of the b-lap released after 48 h) than
in the previous examples.

Morphology Studies of Millirods before and after
b-Lap Release

In an effort to examine the disparity in b-lap
release from different millirod formulations as
shown in Figure 4, SEM images were obtained
from millirods that were incubated in PBS for
12 h. Following incubation in PBS, the cross-

sectional morphology of a millirod containing b-
lap alone appeared very smooth (Fig. 6A). In
contrast, when b-lap was complexed with HPb-CD
and incubated for 12 h, there was a significant
formation of pores in the millirod microstructure
(Fig. 6B), a result akin to millirods containing
noncomplexed b-lap, glucose, and PLGA (Fig. 6C).
As observed from these figures, the latter two
millirod formulations were both morphologically
similar, with comparable porosity in the PLGA
matrix.

DISCUSSION

Solid-State Inclusion Complex Formation Highlights
Differences in Complexation Efficiency among CDs

Inclusion complexes of b-lap and four CDs (a-CD,
b-CD, g-CD, and HPb-CD) in aqueous solution
were investigated previously by our laboratory. In
the previous report, we demonstrated the forma-
tion of a 1:1 inclusion complexes through hydro-
phobic binding of the dimethyl moiety of b-lap
inside the CD cavity.12 More importantly, an
enhanced water solubility of b-lap (16 mg/mL as
compared to 0.04 mg/mL) was observed following
HPb-CD complexation. In order to incorporate
these complexes into PLGA millirods, it was
necessary to form solid-state inclusion complexes
of the drug with CD. In the present study, we
demonstrated that b-lap and CD physical mix-
tures showed almost no interaction, as evidenced
by the presence of a drug melting peak and near
100% crystallinity of drug (Fig. 2B), even at high
molar fractions of CD. Upon formation of a solid-
state complex, a decreased drug melting peak
appeared, indicating a decline in melting
enthalpy and loss of b-lap in its crystalline phase.
This phenomenon was apparent at 67% and 50%
molar fractions of b-lap (Fig. 2A). Moreover, at
lower molar fractions of b-lap (33%), the drug’s
melting peak disappeared altogether, indicating
inclusion of the drug within the CD cavity and
formation of the complex. These data agreed well
with previously published reports by Manosroi
et al.20 and Jug et al.,21 in which the absence of
melting endothermic peaks of azelaic acid and
piroxicam, respectively, indicated the incorpora-
tion of these agents within the HPb-CD cavity.

From the DSC data, a significant difference in
solid-state binding affinities with b-lap was
demonstrated by different CDs. These differences
in interactions observed between b-lap and the

Figure 5. (A) Cumulative release of b-lap from milli-
rods when the drug (1.8%) was complexedwith different
types of CDs at the same CD loading density (38.8%).
(B) Average release rates of b-lap during various time
periods. Error bars were calculated from triplicate
samples. Statistical analysis between groups was
performedusing aStudent’s two-tailed t-test (*p< 0.05).
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distinct CDs were previously observed,12 and are
due primarily to the cavity size of the CD. b-Lap
has a low binding affinity to a-CD mainly because
the drug molecule cannot fit in the small hydro-
phobic cavity (diameter� 5́ Å). Increased binding
affinities are observed in b- and g-CDs because of
their larger cavity size (diameter� 6.25´Å and
7.9́ Å, respectively). HPb-CD and b-CD are better
hosts than g-CD for b-lap because their cavity size
is small enough to allow for intramolecular bond-
ing, which in turn endows the CDs with more
rigidity (i.e., a more suitable host environment).
g-CD, on the other hand, has a larger cavity size
and ismore flexible, and binding of b-lap inside the
hydrophobic cavity leads to decreased solubility of
the inclusion complex.12 In summary, HPb-CD
and b-CD had a higher efficiency of forming a
complex with b-lap, followed by g-CD, which in
turn was superior to a-CD.

b-Lap Complexation with CDs Led to Modulation of
Release Kinetics

DSC analysis showed that b-lap had a solid-state
solubility of 13% in PLGA matrix (Fig. 3A). Below
this limit, b-lap forms a homogeneous molecular-
level mixture inside the PLGA matrix. For b-lap
and many other hydrophobic drugs, this formula-
tion from a binary mixture typically leads to
extremely slow drug release kinetics due to
limited water penetration into the hydrophobic
millirod (as corroborated by the limited porosity
observed by SEM analyses in Figure 6A), favor-
able drug/polymer interactions, and low aqueous
solubility of the drug (therefore a small concen-
tration gradient across the polymer/solution
interface). The above factors provide a reasonable
explanation for the slow release of b-lap from
PLGA millirods, where only 8.8� 1.2% of drug
was released after 22 days.

Pore-forming hydrophilic molecules (e.g., glu-
cose, NaCl) have been frequently used to facilitate
drug release frompolymerdepot.22,23 In this study,
water dissolution of glucose led to an increase in
porosity inside the PLGA matrix as evidenced by
SEM analysis (Fig. 6C). Increased porosity effec-
tively enlarged the aqueous contact surface area
for b-lap release from the PLGAmatrix, leading to
faster release kinetics over the b-lap-loaded milli-
rods without glucose. In spite of this increased
porosity, favorable hydrophobic interactions
between b-lap and PLGA matrix as well as the
low water solubility of b-lap are still limiting
factors for a facile drug release, where only

37.0� 2.0% of b-lap was released after 22 days.
The remainder of the drug was released when the
PLGA matrix was clearly degraded (data not
shown), leading to a ‘‘dose dumping’’ of drugs that
is frequently observed with polyester-based drug
delivery systems.24–26

Drug complexationwith different CDmolecules
provides a useful strategy to control the release
kinetics of hydrophobic drugs from a polymer
depot. The faster release of the drug from

Figure 6. SEM analyses of microstructures of b-lap-
loaded polymer millirods following 12 h incubation in
PBS. Cross sections represent the following (A) b-lap
alone (1.2% b-lap in 98.8% PLGA); (B) b-lap �HPb-CD
complex (1.2% b-lap, 38.8% HPb-CD, 60% PLGA);
(C) 40% glucose excipient (1.2% b-lap, 38.8% glucose,
60% PLGA). Figure insets represent SEM micrographs
of the entire cross section of the millirod.
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b-lap �HPb-CDmillirods can best be explainedby a
combination of factors. Due to the lack of interac-
tions with the PLGA, the hydrophilic CD readily
dissolves in aqueous environments given its
solubility of 500mg/mL.12 After rapid release from
the millirod, the CD leaves behind pores in the
matrix, which facilitates water permeation into
the PLGA matrix. This increased water permea-
tion into the millirod results in a more rapid
release of b-lap from the b-lap �HPb-CD mixture
millirods due to the increased porosity of the
matrix. In addition to pore formation and rapid
release of CD, instant in situ formation of drug
inclusion complexes with the CD increases the
water solubility of b-lap, enhancing drug release
from millirods containing a mixture of b-lap and
HPb-CD.This release rate ismuch faster than that
from glucose-loadedmillirods despite their similar
matrixmorphology.However, the fastest release is
seen in millirods containing drug that is com-
plexed with HPb-CD, due to rapid dissolution and
the prevention of the formation of a molecular-
level mixture between the drug and PLGA, as
previously demonstrated by DSC. This solid-state
solubilization of free b-lap in PLGA would other-
wise hinder the drug from diffusing out of the
hydrophobic environment provided by the PLGA
microstructure. Panyam et al.18 showed that
dexamethasone was soluble in PLGA nanoparti-
cles, which in turn increased drug encapsulation
but decreased release kinetics. Previous studies by
Miyajima et al.27 also showed that basic drugs
interacted with PLGA by shielding the carboxyl
residues of the matrix, making the millirod more
rigid and less hydrophilic, affecting both polymer
erosion and drug diffusion. Therefore, the rapid
solubilization and diffusion of the b-lap �HPb-CD
complex, as well as the absence of drug interaction
with PLGA, leads to a faster release of b-lap from
millirods.

It is important to note that the rate of drug
release was also determined by CD complexation
efficiency and the solubility of the CD. The fastest
release occurred when the drug was complexed
with HPb-CD, while the slowest release occurred
when b-lap was complexed with a-CD, which had
the lowest binding affinity with the drug. The
lower drug release rate resulting from the b-CD
formulation compared to the HPb-CD formulation
stems primarily from its considerably lower water
solubility (18 mg/mL for b-CD vs. 500 mg/mL for
HPb-CD). The slower drug release kinetics
observed in the g-CD formulation is most likely
caused by its lower binding constant (�160/M),

whichmay lead to an increase in themolar fraction
of the drug ‘‘dissolved’’ in the polymer matrix.

A more comprehensive understanding of the
different kinetic processes during drug release is
necessary to rationally design optimal millirod
formulations with controllable release kinetics.
Key factors may include distribution of drug
among different states (e.g., ‘‘dissolution’’ state
withinPLGAmatrix, complexed statewithCDs, or
crystalline state), drug binding constants with
different types of CDs, solubility and diffusivity of
drug �CD complexes, dissolution kinetics of drug
and drug �CD complexes, pore formation, and
water permeation rates inside the polymer. This
is clearly a complex system and a mathematical
model that incorporates the aforementioned pro-
cesses is currently under development in order to
provide a quantitative understanding of the drug
release behavior from the polymer implant sys-
tem.

Implications for Intratumoral Drug Delivery

The long-term goal of this research is to design
b-lap-loaded polymer millirods with optimal
release rates of b-lap for intratumoral drug
delivery applications. Based on the results from
this study, we found that an effective modulation
of b-lap release rates was achieved through
complexation with different CDs. For therapeutic
applications where an initial ‘‘burst’’ release is
desirable, a millirod formulation with b-lap �HPb-
CD complex can be implemented to provide a
maximal drug release rate in the first 3 h (Figs. 4B
and 5B). In contrast, to examine the influence of
prolonged drug release on therapeutic efficacy,
the use of other CD molecules (e.g., g-CD or a-CD)
can provide a more moderate, sustained release of
drug. In addition to their abilities in modulating
drug release kinetics, CD complexation may also
prove advantageous in that they it may facilitate
drug penetration inside tumor tissues. A high
initial drug concentration will bring about tumor
cell apoptosis more rapidly, reducing the cell
density and increasing subsequent drug distribu-
tion.28 Additionally, b-lap is a small and hydro-
phobic molecule such as carmustine (BCNU) that
can be easily eliminated by blood perfusion
through capillaries in solid tumors.29 A stable
inclusion complex with a hydrophilic excipient,
such as CD, may prevent this loss through an
increase in molecular weight.29 This would lead
to longer retention times in the tumor and
longer penetration distances. Current work is in
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progress to evaluate the antitumor efficacy of
PLGA millirods with different b-lap-CD com-
plexes in solid tumors.
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Abstract: Recent studies show that after radiofrequency
(RF) ablation, fibrosis occurs at the ablation boundary, hin-
dering anticancer drug transport from a locally implanted
polymer depot to the ablation margin, where tumors recur.
The purpose of this study is to investigate strategies that can
effectively deliver dexamethasone (DEX), an anti-inflamma-
tory agent, to prevent fibrosis. Polymer millirods consisting
of poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) were loaded with
either DEX complexed with hydroxypropyl �-cyclodextrin
(HP�-CD), or an NaCl and DEX mixture. In vitro release
studies show that DEX complexed with HP�-CD released
95% of the drug after 4 days, compared to 14% from milli-
rods containing NaCl and DEX. Rat livers underwent RF
ablation and received either DEX-HP�-CD-loaded millirods,

PLGA millirods with an intraperitoneal (i.p.) DEX injection,
or control PLGA millirods alone. After 8 days in vivo, height-
ened inflammation and the appearance of a well-defined
fibrous capsule can be observed in both the control experi-
ments and those receiving a DEX injection (0.29 � 0.08 and
0.26 � 0.07 mm in thickness, respectively), with minimal
inflammation and fibrosis present in livers receiving DEX
millirods (0.04 � 0.01 mm). Results from this study show
that local release of DEX prevents fibrosis more effectively
than a systemic i.p. injection. © 2005 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
J Biomed Mater Res 76A: 174–182, 2006

Key words: dexamethasone; fibrous capsule formation; in-
flammation; polymer implant; radiofrequency ablation

INTRODUCTION

Presently, an immense amount of research efforts
have been devoted to the development of minimally
invasive strategies for the treatment of liver cancers.
Chief among the techniques is radiofrequency (RF)
ablation, which consists of applying a high-frequency
alternating current, that results in tissue destruction
by frictional heat.1 The potential benefits of RF abla-
tion are easily appreciated: complete destruction of
the tumor within the ablation radius, short recovery
times, and minimal morbidity to the patient. How-

ever, local tumor recurrence at the outer periphery of
ablation limits its widespread clinical application.2–4

Hence, many research laboratories have suggested us-
ing RF ablation in a multimodality approach for the
treatment of tumors, combining the strategy with al-
ternative remedial options such as the systemic deliv-
ery of chemotherapeutic drugs5 and radiotherapy.6

In lieu of the above strategies, our laboratory has
proposed a combination therapy involving RF abla-
tion and the local delivery of a chemotherapeutic
agent. Briefly, the combined strategy involves using
RF ablation to destroy the tumor by heat, followed by
the implantation of a doxorubicin-loaded polymer
millirod at the site of ablation to eliminate residual
malignant cells. In our laboratory, research has been
carried out in the fabrication and mechanical charac-
terization of drug-loaded polymer millirods,7 modu-
lation of release characteristics of doxorubicin from
the millirods,8 and study of doxorubicin distribution
in liver tissue after RF ablation and subsequent milli-
rod implantation.9 Previous research by our labora-
tory has also shown that postablated liver is time
variant and that the inflammatory response caused by
tissue charring is significant. The result is the forma-
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tion of a thick, well-defined fibrous capsule at the
boundary of ablation.10

The appearance of a fibrous capsule is widely re-
garded as favorable and crucial in the walling off of an
injurious site during the wound-healing process.
However, fibrosis also poses a significant barrier to
molecular transport, limiting the clinical acceptance of
several implantable biomedical applications. Drug
transport hindrance results from the avascularity of
the tightly packed collagenous matrix, as well as from
the lower diffusion coefficient through the fibrous cap-
sule, arising from the decrease in fluid volume and
increase in tortuosity.11 Altogether, drug released
from a polymer depot will reach the tissue immedi-
ately beyond the fibrous capsule only in small quan-
tities, because most of the drug will be encapsulated
within the implant site.

The local release of dexamethasone (DEX), a potent
and synthetic anti-inflammatory glucocorticoid, is be-
ing investigated in attempts to prevent fibrosis sur-
rounding devices such as implantable glucose sen-
sors12 and pacemaker leads.13 Although several
mechanisms are involved in the down-regulation of
inflammation after glucocorticoid administration, it is
known that DEX blocks the production and secretion
of various chemokines, diminishes the release of in-
flammatory cells to injured sites, and suppresses fibro-
blast proliferation, ultimately leading to reduced fibro-
sis.14 Although the anti-inflammatory advantages of
DEX prove appealing, DEX is highly water-insoluble,
which proves inconvenient in controlled release applica-
tions. Currently, DEX can be complexed with cyclodex-
trins, which are cyclic oligosaccharides in the form of
truncated cones consisting of a hydrophobic core and a
hydrophilic outer surface.15,16 Cyclodextrins have the
ability to entrap drug molecules within the hydrophobic
core, thereby increasing water solubility and bioavail-
ability of the drug, which in turn can allow for the
potentiation of the anti-inflammatory effects of DEX.

The objective of this study is to prevent fibrosis
resulting from RF ablation through DEX administra-
tion. Millirods composed of poly(D,L-lactide-co-gly-
colide (PLGA) and containing either sodium chloride
and DEX or DEX complexed with HP�-CD, were
tested in vitro to determine release characteristics. Sub-
sequently, millirods containing DEX complexed with
HP�-CD were examined in an in vivo rat model. We
hypothesize that the local release of DEX from poly-
mer millirods will effectively prevent fibrous capsule
formation at the ablation boundary. To test this hy-
pothesis, RF ablated rat livers received either PLGA
control millirods, PLGA control millirods and an in-
traperitoneal (i.p.) injection of DEX, or a DEX-loaded
millirod. Results from this study show that the local
release of DEX is effective at preventing fibrous capsule
formation after 8 days and more effective at preventing
fibrosis than a systemic administration of the drug.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

PLGA (lactide/glycolide � 1:1; MW 50,000 Da; inherent
viscosity 0.65 dL/g) was purchased from Birmingham Poly-
mers, Inc. (Birmingham, AL). Hydroxypropyl �-cyclodex-
trin (HP�-CD) was purchased from Cyclodextrin Technolo-
gies Development, Inc. (CTD). DEX and DEX-cyclodextrin
complex (DEX-HP�-CD, 70 mg DEX per gram of complex)
were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS; pH 7.4) was purchased from Fisher
Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA).

Polymer millirod fabrication and in vitro release
characterization

Polymer millirods were fabricated by using a previously
established compression-heat molding procedure.7 To sum-
marize, millirod components were weighed separately,
placed in a mortar, and well mixed by using a pestle. The
contents were inserted into a Teflon tube (1.6 mm I.D.)
within a stainless steel mold. The mold was then placed in
an oven (Fisher Model 282A) at 90°C for 2 h with a com-
pression pressure of 4.6 MPa. The resulting cylindrical poly-
mer millirod, with a diameter of 1.6 mm, was cut to a length
of 8 mm. Millirod Formulation 1 consisted of 24% DEX-
HP�-CD complex (1.7% DEX), 16% HP�-CD, and 60% PLGA.
Formulation 2 consisted of 1.7% DEX, 38.3% NaCl, and 60%
PLGA, and control millirods consisted of 100% PLGA.

To characterize the in vitro release of DEX-loaded polymer
millirods, millirods (n � 3) were placed in a glass scintilla-
tion vial that contained 5 mL of PBS at 37°C. A separate
study of DEX release from Formulation 2 millirods was
conducted in PBS solution containing 1% HP�-CD. Sample
vials were placed in an orbital shaker (C24 model, New
Brunswick Scientific) with a rotating speed of 100 rpm. At
various time points, the millirod was removed from the
solution and placed into a new scintillation vial containing 5
mL of fresh buffer at 37°C. The concentration of released
DEX was measured by using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer
(Perkin-Elmer Lambda 20 model) at the maximum adsorption
wavelength of the drug (�max � 242 nm). The percentage of
cumulative DEX released was obtained by normalizing the
released amount to the total amount loaded in the millirods.

Scanning electron microscopy analysis of millirod
microstructure

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to charac-
terize the morphology of DEX-loaded polymer millirods.
Millirods were placed in 5 mL of PBS buffer at 37°C for 24 h,
after which they were freeze-dried overnight. The millirods
were then cut into two parts for both lateral and cross-
sectional analysis. A thin film of palladium (Pd; ca. 2 nm in
thickness) was sputter-coated to minimize electron charging
on the sample surface. A voltage of 5 kV was used during
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sample examination with a Hitachi S-4500 scanning electron
microscope (Hitachi, Ltd., Japan).

RF ablation of rat livers and millirod implantation

Animal procedures adhered to the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) guidelines and followed an approved protocol
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) at Case Western Reserve University. Male
Sprague-Dawley rats weighing approximately 300 g were
anesthetized by using an i.p. injection of sodium pentobar-
bital. A small midline incision was made, through which the
medial lobe of the liver was exposed for RF ablation and
millirod implantation. Ablation was induced by using RF-
generated current (0.09–0.12 A) from a 19-gauge needle
electrode (Radionics�, Burlington, MA) at 90 � 2°C for 2
min. After the electrode was removed, a millirod was in-
serted into the electrode tract.

The in vivo experiments consisted of three study groups
(n � 4). The first group received control millirods composed
completely of PLGA. The second group also received a
control PLGA millirod, as well as a 1-mL i.p. injection of
DEX-HP�-CD complex in saline (1.25 mg of DEX-HP�-CD/
kg). The third group consisted of animals that received a
DEX-releasing implant (Formulation 1).

Histological analysis of ablated livers

At 4- and 8-day time points, animals were sacrificed, livers
were removed, and polymer millirods were retrieved. After the
liver was sectioned, it was fixed in 10% formalin solution,
embedded in paraffin, and sliced to a thickness of 5 �m.
Samples were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and
Masson’s trichrome (MTC) stains. The H&E stain provided for
appreciation of cellular detail, whereas the MTC stain facili-
tated the examination of collagen fibers (stained blue) and
overall fibrous capsule formation. Histological images were
taken by using a Nikon Eclipse TE300 microscope with a SPOT
RT Slider camera. Masson’s trichrome stained samples (n � 3)
were used in quantifying the thickness of the fibrous capsule,
with measurements obtained by averaging from eight radial
directions around the ablation boundary. Statistical analysis
between groups consisted of two-tailed t-tests of unequal vari-
ances, with a significance level of 0.05.

RESULTS

In vitro release of DEX from polymer millirods

The in vitro release characteristics of DEX from poly-
mer millirods of two different formulations are shown
in Figure 1. In Formulation 1, the DEX is complexed
with HP�-CD, whereas in Formulation 2, DEX is un-
complexed in the presence of a salt excipient. Both

formulations contain the same loading percentage of
DEX (1.7% or 0.5 mg per implant), with differences in
release characteristics stemming from whether the
DEX is complexed with cyclodextrin.

Data show that the release of DEX from polymer
millirods pertaining to Formulation 1 is much faster
than that from Formulation 2. After 6 h, approxi-
mately 80% DEX has been released when the drug is
complexed with HP�-CD, whereas only 4% release
was observed with millirods pertaining to Formula-
tion 2 at the same time point. Four days into the
release study, approximately 95% of the drug has been
released from Formulation 1, whereas the percentage
of cumulative release from Formulation 2 has only
reached roughly 14%. To determine the solubilization
effect of cyclodextrin on the release kinetics of dexa-
methasone, a release study was conducted in PBS
containing 1% HP�-CD. Figure 1 shows that the re-
lease of DEX in PBS containing 1% HP�-CD is similar
to that in regular PBS, with approximately 19% of the
drug released after 96 h. Given the faster release of
DEX from Formulation 1, millirods composed of 24%
DEX-HP�-CD complex, 16% HP�-CD, and 60% PLGA
were used in subsequent animal experiments.

SEM analyses of DEX-loaded millirods

To further examine the disparity in DEX release
from two different formulations, SEM analyses were

Figure 1. In vitro release profiles of DEX-loaded millirods
of varying formulations. Formulation 1 is composed of 60%
PLGA, 16% HP�-CD, and 24% DEX complexed with
HP�-CD (1.7% total DEX). Formulation 2 is composed of
60% PLGA, 38.3% NaCl, and 1.7% uncomplexed DEX. The
error bars were calculated from triplicate samples.
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performed on millirods that had been immersed in PBS
for 24 h. Figure 2(A,B) represents cross-sectional images
of millirod from Formulations 1 and 2, respectively.
Closer examination reveals that the pores in Formulation
1 are spherical, whereas the pores in Formulation 2 are
polyhedral, reflecting the original shapes of salt crystals
within the polymer matrix. As can be observed from the
figure insets, the two millirod formulations are morpho-
logically similar, with comparable porosity throughout
the millirod cross sections.

Fibrous capsule formation after RF ablation and
millirod implantation

Four days after RF ablation, the inflammatory re-
sponse remains in its early stages, and although col-

lagen deposition exists at the ablation boundary, ex-
tensive fibrous capsule formation has not yet
occurred. A thin layer of blue-staining collagen fibers
is present to a moderate degree at the ablation bound-
ary in livers receiving a PLGA control millirod, her-
alding the initiation of fibrous capsule formation (data
not shown). A similar pattern of collagen deposition
can be observed in RF ablated livers that received a
PLGA millirod and an i.p. injection of DEX. Negligible
amounts of collagen deposition were observed in liver
samples that received DEX-loaded millirod implants.

Eight days after RF ablation, one can observe the
formation of a thick, well-defined fibrous capsule at
the ablation boundary, easily discernable in Figure
3(A). A dense, collagen-rich layer exists at the ablation
boundary separating the ablated and nonablated re-
gions. The pattern of fibrous capsule formation in
animals receiving a PLGA millirod and an i.p. injec-
tion of DEX mimics that of the control experiments,
and this is evident in Figure 3(B). As in the control
experiment, there is a dense fibrous capsule present at
the ablation boundary, evidenced by the substantial
amount of blue-staining collagen fibers. These figures
show that i.p. injected DEX has minimal effect on
prevention of fibrosis. When liver samples undergo
RF ablation and the implantation of a DEX-loaded
millirod, minimal fibrosis is present. As can be seen in
Figure 3(C), only minute amounts of collagen fibers
are present at the ablation boundary. A distinct
boundary separates the ablated and nonablated re-
gions.

Fibrous capsule thickness 4 and 8 days after
ablation

Although histological examination of ablated liver
samples provided for qualitative insight into the ex-
tent of fibrous capsule formation, a quantitative com-
parison displaying disparities in fibrosis among the
experimental groups is shown in Figure 4. The simi-
larity in fibrous capsule formation after 4 days be-
tween ablated livers receiving DEX as an injection and
ablated livers receiving no DEX is further highlighted
by the equivalent thickness measurements at the 4-day
time point, with both groups containing a layer of
fibrosis measuring 0.13 � 0.01 mm. The quantitative
measurement of fibrous capsule thickness in animal
livers receiving DEX-loaded millirods, 0.02 � 0.01
mm, confirms the minimal fibrosis visible after 4 days.
The calculated p-value (p � 10�5) shows a statistical
significance when comparing the DEX-loaded millirod
sample to the control sample.

Eight days after RF ablation and millirod implanta-
tion, histological analysis shows the presence of a
dense, well-formed fibrous capsule at the ablation

Figure 2. SEM analysis of polymer millirod microstructure
after 24-h immersion in PBS buffer. (A) A magnified image
of the cross section of a millirod pertaining to Formulation 1.
(B) A cross-sectional magnification of a millirod from Formu-
lation 2. The insets in (A) and (B) represent low-magnification
images of the cross sections of the respective millirods.
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boundary. In ablated liver samples receiving control
millirods, extensive fibrosis measuring 0.29 � 0.08 mm
occurs after 8 days, which is twice the thickness mea-
sured at the 4-day time point. The average fibrous
capsule thickness measurement in ablated livers re-
ceiving a PLGA millirod and an i.p. DEX injection was
0.26 � 0.07 mm, further confirming the inefficacy of
the DEX injection in preventing fibrosis. On the other
hand, ablated liver samples receiving a DEX-loaded
millirod had minimal collagen deposition and the ab-
sence of a fibrous capsule at the 8-day time point, with
the average thickness measurement being 0.04 � 0.01
mm. As in the 4-day time point, the p-value (p � 10�6)
shows statistical significance between control samples
and livers receiving DEX-loaded millirods.

Inflammatory response at the ablation boundary
after RF ablation

Fibrous capsule formation represents one of the
most distinguishable characteristics of the inflamma-
tory response, arising from processes such as leuko-
cyte extravasation to the injured site and fibroblast
migration. In an attempt to discern the prevalence of
inflammatory processes that might give rise to fibro-
sis, H&E histology was compared for each of the
animal groups at 4- and 8-day time points. The inflam-
matory response at the ablation boundary is in the
acute phase 4 days after ablation, with most cells in the
region consisting primarily of monocytes (data not
shown). A similar inflammatory response was ob-
served in RF-ablated liver samples that received an i.p.
DEX injection. In sharp contrast to the acute inflam-

Figure 3. Histology images of liver samples 8 days after RF
ablation and millirod implantation (all MTC stained; origi-
nal magnification �4). (A) Postablated liver receiving a con-
trol PLGA millirod. (B) A sample that received a PLGA
millirod and an i.p. injection of DEX. (C) Ablated liver that
received a DEX-loaded millirod. The arrow points in the
direction of the site of liver ablation/millirod implantation.
The scale bars in the images � 0.5 mm. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.
interscience.wiley.com.]

Figure 4. Measurements of fibrous capsule thickness in
liver samples 4 and 8 days after RF ablation and millirod
implantation in three different animal groups. The p-values
are shown to highlight statistical differences between the
groups.
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matory response observed in the previous animal
groups, ablated livers receiving a DEX-loaded millirod
showed no signs of inflammation.

By the 8-day time point, the inflammatory response
has progressed and yielded the formation of a thick
fibrous capsule. Now in the chronic inflammatory
stage, a greater number of inflammatory cells, mainly
macrophages, can be found at the ablation boundary17

[Fig. 5(A)]. Also apparent from the figure is the height-
ened number of fibroblasts, aligned circumferentially
around the ablation tract, and the presence of new
blood vessels, another hallmark of wound healing. Rat
livers that received PLGA millirod implants and an
i.p. injection of DEX show the same extent of inflam-
mation as controls after 8 days, as evidenced by Figure
5(B). After DEX-loaded polymer millirod implanta-
tion, the inflammatory response at the ablation bound-
ary is minimal after 8 days [Fig. 5(C)]. Negligible
amounts of inflammatory cells and fibroblasts can be
observed, explaining the lack of collagen deposition at
this time point.

DISCUSSION

The objective of this study was to prevent fibrous
capsule formation after RF ablation through the local
release of DEX. Results from the study show that a
site-specific, local release of DEX complexed with
HP�-CD was effective in preventing fibrous capsule
formation up to 8 days.

Complexing DEX with HP�-CD facilitates DEX
delivery

The cascade of events leading to fibrous capsule
formation occurs rapidly after the charring event pro-
duced by RF ablation. The rapidity of the inflamma-
tory response warrants a fast release of DEX to counter
the extravasation of neutrophils and monocytes to the
site of injury, which would otherwise initiate fibro-
blast migration to the ablation boundary.12 Results
from this study show that DEX complexed with cy-
clodextrin (Formulation 1) releases much faster from
polymer millirods than uncomplexed DEX (Formula-
tion 2).

One potential explanation for the faster release of
DEX from Formulation 1 could be the increased water
solubility of the otherwise water-insoluble DEX when
it complexes with HP�-CD. DEX has a solubility in
water of 0.1 mg/mL,18 whereas DEX-HP�-CD has a
solubility of 25 mg/mL, an elevated solubility that
would create a higher concentration gradient for faster
release. If the slow release of the drug is indeed a

Figure 5. Histological representation of liver samples 8
days after RF ablation and millirod implantation (all H&E
stained; original magnification � 10). (A) A control liver
sample receiving a PLGA millirod. (B) A sample that re-
ceived a PLGA millirod and an i.p. injection of DEX. (C)
Ablated liver that received a DEX-loaded millirod. The ar-
row points in the direction of the site of liver ablation/
millirod implantation. The scale bars in the images � 0.1
mm. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which
is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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solubility issue, then the release of DEX from Formu-
lation 2 in PBS solution containing 1% HP�-CD would
have been much faster and would have approximated
the release of millirods containing DEX-HP�-CD.
However, the release of DEX is akin to that of Formu-
lation 2 in regular PBS solution. On qualitative exam-
ination of the millirod microstructure with SEM, it
was also found that the faster release of DEX was not
due to an increase in the presence and size of pores in
the polymer matrix. Morphologically, both formula-
tions are comparable in terms of porosity, excluding
differences in tortuosity as a cause for the discrepan-
cies in release kinetics.

In light of these findings, the most likely explana-
tion for the slow release of DEX from Formulation 2
millirods is the dissolution of DEX in PLGA matrix.
During the annealing process at 90°C, the hydropho-
bic drug dissolves in the hydrophobic PLGA, leading
to a molecular-level mixture with much slower release
of the drug. Panyam et al.19 observed this phenome-
non in DEX-releasing PLGA nanoparticles and noted
that the solid-state solubility of DEX exists up to 6.7%,
considerably higher than the DEX loading in these
millirods. The faster release of the drug from Formu-
lation 1 can best be explained by the fact that DEX is
encapsulated within the core of the cyclodextrin,
which in turn prevents drug dissolution in the poly-
mer. The faster release and heightened bioavailability
of the drug provided by millirods containing DEX
complexed with HP�-CD resulted in the use of these
millirods in thermoablated rat livers, in hopes of pre-
venting the early onset of wound healing.

Locally released DEX from polymer implant
prevents fibrosis

Previous studies showed that ablated liver tissue
undergoes wound-healing processes, such as inflam-
matory cell extravasation, fibroblast migration, and
collagen secretion, which eventually culminate in fi-
brosis. This leads to the presence of various different
zones in postablated liver, composed of a zone of
viable hepatocytes, a region of fibrosis, an area of
cellular debris, a zone of migratory inflammatory
cells, and a necrotic core. In this study, through the
local delivery of water-soluble DEX from a polymer
millirod implanted at the ablation site, postablated
liver tissue did not undergo inflammation 8 days after
ablation. Inflammatory processes, such as cellular mi-
gration and collagen deposition, were found only to a
minimal degree, and no signs of fibrous capsule for-
mation were evident. This resulted in the presence of
two zones in postablated liver: an ablated, necrotic
region and a nonablated region consisting of viable
hepatocytes.

Systemic administration of glucocorticoids for the
management of highly localized inflammatory states
proves disadvantageous because of harmful side ef-
fects (e.g., hypertension, increased susceptibility to
infection), as well as the failure to achieve adequately
high drug concentrations at the intended site of ac-
tion.20 For our purposes, we want to prevent fibrous
capsule formation at the boundary of ablation, with
the hypothesis being that a local controlled release of
DEX from a polymer millirod at the ablation site
would be more effective than a systemic (intraperito-
neal) injection of the drug. The results from this study
show that in RF-ablated livers receiving a systemic
DEX injection, fibrous capsule formation is similar to
that in control-ablated livers. Inflammatory processes,
including fibroblast migration and collagen deposi-
tion, can be seen to the same degree in both animal
groups, yielding fibrous capsule thicknesses whose
difference is not statistically significant at 4 and 8
days. Contrary to these results, DEX released locally at
the site of ablation was able to prevent fibrosis up to 8
days after RF ablation, with negligible wound healing.
The disparity in fibrosis between the systemic admin-
istration of DEX and the local delivery of the drug
arises from the fact that the tissue immediately sur-
rounding the injured site is exposed to higher doses of
the drugs for longer periods of time when the admin-
istration is site-specific. The one-time systemic admin-
istration of DEX is rapidly cleared by the body, and
the ablated region is not exposed to adequate levels of
DEX.

Implications for intratumoral drug delivery

Previous work by our laboratory led to the devel-
opment of a combination therapy for the treatment of
liver cancer that involves destroying the tumor by RF
ablation, followed by the implantation of a doxorubi-
cin-loaded polymer millirod to eliminate recurrent
malignant cells at the outer margin.7 Detrimental to
the success of the combination therapy is the forma-
tion of a thick, well-defined fibrous capsule at the
boundary of ablation that hinders drug transport past
the ablated region.10 The intricate architecture of the
fibrous capsule consists of tightly packed collagen
fibers that give rise to a highly tortuous matrix with
minimal fluid volume, which encapsulates most of the
drug within the ablated region. Thus, arresting fibrous
capsule formation after RF ablation through the local
release of DEX should prove beneficial for intratu-
moral drug delivery.

Fibrous capsule formation, however, is not the only
inflammatory process that can interfere with drug
transport to the intended site of action. An essential
component of the wound-healing process is the for-
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mation of new blood vessels, occurring at later stages
of inflammation, parallel with fibrosis. Several growth
factors associated with wound healing contribute to
angiogenesis, with vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) playing an important role.21 In the results
obtained in this study, new blood vessel formation
was shown to occur at the boundary of ablation
(within the granulation tissue) in control livers 8 days
after ablation. Contrary to these results, ablated livers
receiving DEX polymer millirods showed no signs of
angiogenesis at the ablation boundary. Angiogenesis
at the ablation boundary can act in an unfavorable
fashion, mainly because the new blood vessels in-
crease local drug clearance. In numerous studies, DEX
has been shown to exhibit antiangiogenic effects.22,23

Hence, the local release of DEX may enhance the
effects of the intratumorally delivered chemothera-
peutic agent.

Because DEX is an anti-inflammatory agent, it may
also aid in preventing tumor recurrence at the ablation
boundary. It is well known that an inflammatory state
is critical for tumor potentiation. In and around a
developing tumor, inflammatory cells secrete growth
factors that in turn promote angiogenesis and remodel
the extracellular matrix to facilitate metastasis.24,25 Fi-
broblasts and infiltrating inflammatory cells, such as
monocytes/macrophages, granulocytes, and mast
cells, produce enzymes, chemokines, and cytokines
that are mitogenic for the tumor.26 Postablated liver
tissue exists in a highly inflammatory state, especially
at the boundary of ablation, which may help explain
the propensity for tumor recurrence. In light of the
causal relationship between inflammation and tumor
recurrence, Harrison et al.27 suggested targeting the
postinflammatory state as a potential follow-up to RF
ablation to prevent tumor recurrence. In this study, we
have shown that the local release of DEX was able to
prevent inflammation at the ablation boundary. This
deterrence of inflammation after RF ablation may po-
tentially help decrease the risk of locoregional tumor
recurrence.

CONCLUSIONS

Results from this study show that local delivery of
DEX, complexed with HP�-CD and released from a
polymer millirod after RF ablation, is capable of pre-
venting fibrous capsule formation. Compared with
ablated livers receiving a systemic DEX injection, liv-
ers receiving DEX-loaded polymer implants showed
minimal inflammation and fibrosis. Future studies
will focus on designing polymer millirods that release
an anticancer agent concomitantly with DEX, in hopes
that the anti-inflammatory effects of DEX will enhance
drug transport and efficacy in tumor treatment.
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Abstract: In this study, we report the histological findings
of a combined therapy using radiofrequency ablation and
intratumoral drug delivery in rat livers, with special atten-
tion to wound-healing processes and their effects on drug
transport in post-ablated tissue. Doxorubicin-loaded milli-
rods were implanted in rat livers that had undergone medial
lobe ablation. Millirods and liver samples were retrieved
upon animal sacrifice at time points ranging from 1 h to 8
days. Results demonstrate a clearly defined area of coagu-
lative necrosis within the ablation boundary. The wound-
healing response, complete with the appearance of inflam-
matory cells, neovascularization, and the formation of a
fibrous capsule, was also observed. At the 8-day time point,
fluorescence imaging analysis showed a higher concentra-
tion of doxorubicin localized within the ablation region,

with its distribution hampered primarily by fibrous capsule
formation at the boundary. Given the variant nature of
ablated liver, a mathematical model devised previously by
our laboratory describes the data well up to 4 days, but loses
reliability at 8 days. These results provide useful mechanistic
insights into the wound-healing response after radiofre-
quency ablation and polymer millirod implantation, as well
as the impact this natural corollary has on drug distribution.
© 2004 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Biomed Mater Res 69A:
398–406, 2004

Key words: radiofrequency ablation; doxorubicin transport;
wound-healing response; intratumoral drug delivery; poly-
mer implants

INTRODUCTION

Although surgical excision remains the most cur-
able option in treating hepatic cancer, only a handful
of liver cancer patients are candidates for resection.
Presently, several obstacles including anatomical inac-
cessibility of the tumor and the coexistence of various
tumor nodule sites have led to a burgeoning focus on
less invasive and more patient-compliant treatment
modalities such as cryotherapy,1–3 high-intensity fo-
cused ultrasound,4 and radiofrequency (RF) abla-
tion.5–8 The latter technique, which utilizes heat sup-
plied by a needle electrode to eliminate tumors, has
proven effective in destroying cancerous cells within
the heat burst radius, but fails to eliminate remnant
and viable malignant cells found at the periphery of
ablation.9–11 In an attempt to improve this technical
shortcoming, our research laboratory proposes a com-

bination therapy consisting of the following: 1) image-
guided RF ablation of solid tumors, followed by 2) the
implantation of a polymer millirod drug delivery de-
vice, which permits intratumoral delivery of doxoru-
bicin, an anticancer drug, so as to eradicate any resid-
ual cancer cells.12–16 Hence, vital to the efficacy of the
aforementioned combined strategy is the knowledge
that RF ablation can drastically alter the liver tissue
environment, potentially modifying the means of
drug transport from the millirod implant to the sur-
rounding liver parenchyma.

Fortunately, many recent studies have been devoted
to the advancement and the establishment of RF abla-
tion as a promising application for cancer therapy. As
a result of the intense research and practice over the
years, it is now well known that RF ablation causes
coagulative necrosis of tissue because of the local pa-
renchyma surpassing temperatures of up to 100°C.
Destruction of tissue microvasculature accompanies
the phenomenon, and peripheral small-diameter
venules become thrombotic. The consequential burn
wound produced by RF ablation elicits a wound-heal-
ing response from the host, brought about by the
release of inflammatory mediators. Although the
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pathophysiology of the inflammatory response caused
by physical injury, burns, and the implantation of
foreign materials in the body has been extensively
documented,17–20 to the best of our knowledge, the
wound-healing response in liver tissues after RF abla-
tion and its effect on drug distribution has not been
reported.

Previous research conducted by our laboratory has
led to the rational design of dose formulations, char-
acterization of drug distribution, and mathematical
modeling of transport within the ablated liver tissue
environment.13,15 The mathematical model in its
present form assumes that drug diffusivities and drug
elimination coefficients remain constant throughout
the duration of the polymer millirod implantation, as
the environment is considered time-invariant. Al-
though the model does provide acceptable approxi-
mations up to 4 days after implantation,15 the effect of
the wound-healing response on drug transport at later
times has not been fully examined.

The objective of this work is to histologically mon-
itor the wound-healing response in ablated and non-
ablated liver tissue with implanted polymer millirods
over an 8-day period of time. We hypothesize that
structural changes resulting from wound healing, es-
pecially fibrous capsule formation, will greatly affect
the drug transport properties in vivo. Such structural
changes need to be taken into consideration for the
future design of polymer millirods for liver cancer
treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

Poly(D,L-lactide) (PLA, inherent viscosity 0.67dL/g) and
poly(D,L-lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA, lactide/glycolide �
1:1, MW 50,000 Da, inherent viscosity 0.65 dL/g) were pur-
chased from Birmingham Polymers, Inc. (Birmingham, AL).
Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG, Mn 4600 Da) was obtained from
Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI). Doxorubicin HCl solution was
purchased from Bedford Laboratories (Bedford, OH). Tris-
buffered saline solution (1X) was purchased from Fisher
Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA).

Animals

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (350–450 g) were obtained
from Charles River Laboratories (Boston, MA). Animal pro-
cedures were adhered to the National Institutes of Health
Guidelines and an approved protocol by the Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee at Case Western Reserve
University.

Fabrication and in vitro characterization of
sustained-release millirods

The doxorubicin HCl solution was desalted by dialysis in
distilled water. The purified doxorubicin solution was then
lyophilized to provide a fine powder. Monolithic PLGA
millirods containing 5% doxorubicin, 25% NaCl, and 70%
PLGA were fabricated by a compression-heat molding pro-
cedure.12 The cylindrical millirods, measuring 1.6 mm in
diameter, were cut to a length of 8 mm.

Sustained-release millirods were fabricated following a
published procedure.16 First, the monolithic PLGA millirods
were dipped into PEG/PLA solution in CH2Cl2. The total
polymer concentration was 200 mg/mL and the PEG in PLA
percentage was 10%. The dipping speed was controlled by a
vertically placed syringe pump at 2 mm/s. The millirods
were then air-dried for 24 h followed by another round of
dip-coating at the alternate end. The resulting membrane-
encased millirods provide a total sustained-release phase of
doxorubicin over 7 days at approximately 0.4 mg/(day � cm
millirod) in Tris buffer (pH 7.4, 37°C).16

RF ablation and millirod implantation

Male Sprague-Dawley rats were anesthetized with an in-
traperitoneal injection of sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg).
The abdomen was shaved and prepped with Betadine and
alcohol. A local anesthetic, Marcaine, was injected subcuta-
neously just before skin incision. The medial lobe of the liver
was then exposed through a small midline incision and
exteriorized for RF ablation and millirod placement. Liver
tissue ablation was produced using RF-generated current
(0.09–0.12 A) from a 19-gauge needle electrode (Radionics�,
Burlington, MA) at 90° � 2° C for a duration of 2 min. The
ablated region extended approximately 4–5 mm from the
electrode source. After the removal of the electrode, a mil-
lirod was inserted within the electrode tract and a small
piece of cotton was sewn at the top. After the ablation
procedure, 5 mL of saline solution was poured into the
abdomen to assist in animal recovery, and the abdomen was
then sutured. The animals were kept alive for predeter-
mined periods of 1, 4, and 7 h, as well as 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 days,
with retrieval of polymer millirods occurring after animal
sacrifice. The liver was recovered and cut perpendicular to
the long axis of millirod implantation. Half was fixed in 10%
formalin solution for future histological analysis, whereas
the other half was preserved for doxorubicin concentration
analysis.

Histology and fluorescence imaging analysis

After fixation in 10% formalin solution, the liver samples
for histology analysis were embedded in paraffin, sliced to a
thickness of 5 �m, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E) and Masson’s trichrome (MTC) stains. Histology im-
ages were taken using a Nikon Eclipse (TE300 model) mi-
croscope.
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Frozen liver samples set aside for fluorescence microscopy
analysis were mounted on a cryostat microtome with O.C.T.
embedding medium (Miles Inc., Elkhart, IN), sectioned at
�15°C to a thickness of 100 �m, and placed on a glass slide.
Given that doxorubicin is a fluorescent molecule with exci-
tation and emission wavelengths of 488 and 580 nm, respec-
tively, the fluorescence microscopy images were captured
using a rhodamine filter on the Nikon Eclipse microscope.
For quantitative fluorescence imaging studies, the liver
slices were scanned using a fluorescence imager (FluoroIm-
ager™ SI model; Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA). Flu-
orescence images were saved in TIFF format and fluores-
cence intensity in the images was converted to drug
concentration using MatLab software (version 5.3) and a
previously determined calibration curve.15 Image J software
(provided free of charge by the National Institutes of Health)
was used to calculate the doxorubicin concentrations span-
ning radially outward from the millirod implantation site.
The concentration–distance profiles were then averaged
from eight radial directions, with an approximate separation
of 45° between each direction.

RESULTS

Gross and histological analysis of liver samples

Gross examination of rat livers

Figure 1 compares the gross images of rat livers
before and immediately after RF ablation of the medial
lobe of a rat liver. As depicted in Figure 1(A), the
medial lobe of the liver displays a glossy, smooth, and
bright red external surface before ablation, character-
istics indicative of a healthy liver. However, subse-
quent to ablation, the liver displays a pale circular
region of tissue shrinkage surrounded by a hemor-
rhagic rim that delineates the radius of ablation, aver-

aging 3–5 mm. The central cavity visible in Figure 1(B)
corresponds to the ablation probe insertion site, serv-
ing furthermore as the site for millirod implantation.

One hour to 4 days after ablation

Within a matter of hours after RF ablation and mil-
lirod implantation, a clear distinction between ablated
and nonablated zones becomes apparent in the liver
samples. Figure 2(A) shows the immediate post-ab-
lated environment, composed of a region within the
radius of ablation akin to a coagulative, necrotic
core—an area lacking well-defined sinusoidal and nu-
clear structure. The highly porous interstitial space
owes itself mainly to tissue shrinkage during the char-
ring process. The nonablated region, however, dis-
plays the characteristics of normal liver tissue mor-
phology, including intact sinusoidal structure and
undamaged hepatocytes with integral nuclear fea-
tures. The results obtained are consistent with a pre-
vious short-term histological study of ablated rat liv-
ers.15 Given the short time lapse after ablation, events
characteristic of the acute inflammatory response can-
not yet be discerned. Inflammatory cell migration, the
initial stage of the acute wound-healing process, is
well underway 2 days after RF ablation and millirod
implantation. A clearly defined zone of inflammatory
cells, predominantly neutrophils and monocytes, is
present in Figure 2(B), and the cells are shown accu-
mulating at the ablation boundary, separating the ne-
crotic core from the nonablated region in the process.
MTC-stained images at the 2-day mark (data not
shown) do not illustrate any indication of collagen
deposition by fibroblasts, and no fibrous capsule for-
mation can be seen.

Four days after RF ablation, the inflammatory re-

Figure 1. Medial lobe of rat liver before and immediately after RF ablation. The arrows point to the hemorrhagic rim formed
as a result of ablation. The scale bars represent 5 mm. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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sponse has progressed and become quite extensive,
yielding five distinct zones in the ablated and adjacent
nonablated tissue, as is evident in Figure 2(C). The
first zone consists of viable, nonablated hepatocytes,
located well outside of the ablation radius. The second
zone is characterized by fibroblast activity, whereas
the third zone represents an area of cellular debris left
behind by the migration of inflammatory cells, which
in turn comprise the fourth zone. The fifth zone, and
that closest to the ablation and millirod implantation
site, represents the necrotic core.

Close observation of the distinct zones at higher
magnifications yields insight into their various char-
acteristics (data not shown). Analysis of the first zone
at a higher magnification shows that this nonablated
region is composed mainly of viable and healthy
hepatocytes that have well-defined cytoplasms and
nuclear structure. The sinusoidal morphology of nor-
mal liver tissue is also noticeable in this region. Addi-
tionally apparent in Figure 2(C) is the migratory action
of inflammatory cells. At the 2-day mark, the inflam-
matory cells were found concentrated at the ablation
boundary. However, at the 4-day mark, the inflamma-
tory cells have moved from the ablation boundary into
the necrotic zone, an event that has left an area of

cellular debris that is easily discernible by the lack of
nuclei. The inflammatory zone, however, can be easily
recognized by the dark stained nuclei of the mono-
cytes, predominant cell types at this stage.19 At the
ablation boundary, a fibroblast zone does exist, al-
though an obvious and well-defined fibrous capsule is
still lacking. This observation is supported by Figure
2(D), in which MTC stains show the presence of a
small amount of extracellular collagen deposition ar-
ranged in a random manner.

Eight days after ablation

The inflammatory response due to tissue injury
has progressed to the chronic stage 8 days after RF
ablation and millirod implantation, and the forma-
tion of an extensive fibrous capsule, along with the
appearance of new blood vessels, was observed. As
is evident in Figure 3(A), a tight, dense layer of
granulation tissue, averaging 1 mm in thickness, has
formed adjacent to the ablation boundary, an event
confirmed by the light blue staining region in the
MTC image of Figure 3(C). Close examination of the
fibrous matrix encapsulating the ablation region

Figure 2. Histology analysis of liver samples 1 h, 2 and 4 days after RF ablation and millirod implantation. (A) One-hour
H&E stained sample at original magnification of 4�. (B) Two-day H&E stained sample (original magnification 4�). The
triangle in (B) points to the sharply defined zone of inflammatory cells at the ablation boundary. (C) and (D) H&E and
MTC-stained samples, respectively, 4 days after RF ablation (original magnification 4�). Black arrows in all images point to
the millirod implantation and ablation probe insertion site. The scale bars in all four images represents 1 mm. [Color figure
can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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[Fig. 3(B,D,E)] yields the presence of a high density
of fibroblasts and a significant amount of collagen
fibril deposition. Figure 3(A) also displays the pres-
ence of the five zones seen in samples collected 4
days after ablation. At the 8-day time point, the
fibrous capsule layer has become broader than in the
4-day samples, and the zone of migrating inflamma-
tory cells, amplified in Figure 3(F), has developed
into a more massive aggregation that has come to
include macrophages.

Apart from showing the extent of the dense collagen
fibril layer, Figure 3(B) and (D) also shows neovascu-

larization, or the formation of small new blood vessels,
within the granulation tissue. As shown in the MTC-
stained image [Fig. 3(D)], the endothelial tissues of the
blood vessel wall are quite evident and stained red,
whereas the surrounding fibrous capsule was stained
light blue.

In two separate sets of control studies, the wound-
healing response was examined after the implanta-
tion of doxorubicin-loaded millirods in nonablated
livers, and the implantation of drug-free millirods in
ablated livers (data not shown). In the sets of exper-
iments conducted involving the implantation of

Figure 3. Liver tissue images 8 days after RF ablation and millirod implantation. (A) H&E image showing the distinct zones
of ablation (original magnification 4�). (B) H&E magnification of new blood vessel formation (original magnification 60�).
(C) MTC stain highlighting fibrous capsule formation in blue (original magnification 4�). (D) MTC magnification of
fibroblasts within the fibrous capsule layer (original magnification 40�). (E) and (F) H&E magnifications of fibroblasts and
inflammatory cells, respectively (original magnification 60�). The dashed lines in (A) and (C) delineate the ablation boundary,
whereas the arrows in (A) and (C) point to the site of ablation probe insertion/millirod implantation. The scale bars in (A)
and (C) represent 1 mm, whereas the scale bars in (B), (D), (E), and (F) represent 50 �m. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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doxorubicin-loaded millirods in nonablated livers,
the same wound-healing processes such as inflam-
matory cell migration and fibrous capsule formation
were observed. However, the location of the fibrous
capsule was localized around the site of implant,
due mainly to the tissue injury resulting from punc-
turing the liver and from the presence of a foreign
material. When drug-free control millirods were im-
planted in ablated livers, the five distinct zones
presented above were readily identifiable, and a
thick fibrous capsule engulfing the ablation region
was observed after 8 days.

Doxorubicin distribution analysis

Fluorescence microscopy analysis: A qualitative
approach

Figure 4 consists of fluorescence microscopy images
obtained 2, 4, and 8 days after RF ablation, which
provide insightful qualitative information on the effect
of the fibrous capsule on doxorubicin distribution in
RF-ablated livers. Although no morphological or nu-
clear detail can be discerned in these images, certain

Figure 4. Fluorescence microscopy images of liver samples at various time points. (A), (C), and (E) Liver samples after RF
ablation and millirod implantation at 2, 4, and 8 days, respectively (original magnification 4�). The boxed areas in (A), (C),
and (E) are presented at higher magnifications (original magnification 10�) in figures (B), (D), and (F), respectively. The
arrows point in the direction of the ablation probe insertion/millirod implantation site, with the letter X marking the site. The
scale bars in (A), (C), and (E) are 1 mm, whereas the scale bars in (B), (D), and (F) are 0.5 mm. [Color figure can be viewed
in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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features such as the millirod implantation site, the
porous necrotic core, and the nonablated region with
an intact sinusoidal network can be perceived. In Fig-
ure 4(A), a greater concentration of doxorubicin can be
seen closer to the millirod implantation site 2 days
after ablation, with the intensity waning throughout
the necrotic core as it reaches the boundary. The mag-
nification of the 2-day sample presented in Figure 4(B)
allows for the appreciation of a sharp distinction be-
tween the ablated and nonablated regions; a higher
concentration is shown to be localized within the ne-
crotic core, with trace amounts of intensity appearing
within sinusoids in the nonablated region.

Figure 4(C) and (D) shows fluorescence microscopy
images of a liver sample 4 days after RF ablation.
According to the histological findings presented in
Figure 2(C) and (D), fibroblast activity occurs at this
stage of the wound-healing response, as well as the
early onset of collagen deposition, which will eventu-
ally yield a fibrous capsule adjacent to the ablation
boundary. Figure 4(C) and (D) shows the presence of
a dark, discontinuous region between the ablated and
nonablated zones, a region with minimal to hardly
any fluorescence intensity. Given its location, discon-
tinuity, and lack of doxorubicin concentration, the
zone labeled “fibrous” in Figure 4(D) is highly analo-
gous to the fibroblast zone, and is assumed to be the
early stages of fibrous capsule formation.

As shown in Figure 3, a dense and clearly defined
fibrous capsule was shown to appear at the 8th day
time point. Figure 4(E) shows the presence of a more
extensive and well developed layer, the fibrous cap-
sule, separating the ablated and nonablated regions,
ranging from 0.5 to 1 mm in width. Of significant
importance in the figure is the stark increase in doxo-
rubicin concentration confined within the ablated re-
gion, a fluorescence intensity found to be in sharp
contrast to the images obtained for the 2- and 4-day
time points. The fibrous layer, better appreciated in
magnification in Figure 4(F), shows low doxorubicin
retention when compared with the adjacent ablated
and nonablated regions.

Fluorescence imaging analysis: A quantitative
approach

Fluorescence microscopy analysis provides a quali-
tative description of the doxorubicin distribution in a
local region such as the ablation boundary. However,
because of the potential photo bleaching effect, this
method cannot provide reliable quantitative informa-
tion on drug distribution in ablated and nonablated
liver tissue. Instead, a fluorescence imaging method
was used to obtain the quantitative macroscopic con-
centration–distance relationships for doxorubicin.

Figure 5 shows the doxorubicin concentration-ver-

sus-distance profiles for the 4- and 8-day time points.
Although a slight increase in the doxorubicin concen-
tration exists at the 4-day time point, the concentration
is shown to decrease gradually with increasing dis-
tance from the millirod implant [Fig. 5(A)]. The figure
inset in 5(A), a representative TIFF image whose flu-
orescence intensity has been converted to doxorubicin
concentration using MatLab, qualitatively supports
the general trend of the 4-day data, showing a slight
accumulation of doxorubicin close to the millirod im-
plantation site, with the concentration steadily de-
creasing at distances farther away from the implant. In
Figure 5(B), the experimental data display a height-
ened doxorubicin concentration within the ablated re-
gion. The concentration remains roughly stable be-
tween 700 and 750 �g/g for a distance of 1 mm away
from the millirod tissue interface, with concentration

Figure 5. Doxorubicin concentration distribution in ab-
lated liver tissues 4 days (A) and 8 days (B) after RF ablation
and millirod implantation. The solid lines represent the ex-
perimental data obtained from fluorescence imaging analy-
sis. The dashed lines represent the computer-predicted con-
centration–distance curves, using the following values for
the constants Da*, Dn*, �*: 1.1 � 10�7 cm2s�1, 6.7 � 10�7

cm2s�1, 9.6 � 10�4 s�1, respectively. The bars in (B) repre-
sent the fibrous capsule zone. The figure insets represent
fluorescent images of liver samples. The scale bars in the
insets represent 5 mm. The color bar represents doxorubicin
concentration. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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decreasing gradually upon the presence of the fibrous
capsule and the nonablated region. The respective
figure inset depicts the elevated doxorubicin concen-
tration within the ablated region, an elevation that can
best be explained by the invariant nature of ablated
liver tissue, which at the 8-day time point has yielded
a thicker encapsulating fibrous capsule.

Mathematical modeling of doxorubicin transport

Previously, we developed a mathematical model to
quantitatively describe the drug transport processes in
ablated and nonablated tissue.15 The mathematical
model in its present form assumes that there is a
coexistence of drug in the free and bound forms in
both ablated and nonablated regions, and that free
drug concentration distribution in ablated tissue
changes by diffusion and drug binding, and not by
perfusion or metabolism. In nonablated tissue, drug
will be lost because of perfusion and/or metabolism in
addition to diffusion and binding processes. Based on
the above transport processes, we developed steady-
state concentration distributions in both regions:

Ca �
rp

Da*
J � ln�rs

r� � Cs (1)

Cn � Cs

K0��r	
K0��rs	

(2)

Equation 1 describes the drug concentration in ablated
tissue (Ca) as a function of radius (r) from the millirod
implant (radius rp). The release flux J represents the
diffusion flux at the polymer–millirod interface (r �
rp),

J � � Da*

Ca


r (3)

The variable rs is the distance from the millirod to the
ablation boundary, and the term Da* is the apparent
diffusivity in ablated tissue. Equation 2 describes the
drug concentration in nonablated tissue (Cn) as a func-
tion of drug concentration (Cs) at the ablation bound-
ary, with K0(�r) serving as a modified Bessel function
of zero order. The parameters Dn* and �*, included in
the Bessel functions �� � ��*/Dn*	, are the apparent
drug diffusivity in nonablated tissue and the apparent
drug elimination coefficient, respectively. The appar-
ent diffusivities Da*, Dn*, and apparent drug elimina-
tion coefficient �* are assumed to be invariant of time,
and were previously found to be 1.1 � 10�7 cm2s�1,
6.7 � 10�7 cm2s�1, and 9.6 � 10�4 s�1, respectively, for
doxorubicin.16

The model simulation curves for doxorubicin con-
centration versus distance are depicted in Figure 5.
Figure 5(A) shows that the simulated model predic-

tion curve correlates well with the experimental data
obtained at the 4-day time point, corroborating the
gradual decrease in drug concentration. However, in
Figure 5(B), the model simulation curve does not ad-
equately fit the experimental data at the 8-day time
point, due primarily to the heightened doxorubicin
concentration within the ablation boundary, itself an
effect of the fibrous capsule.

DISCUSSION

The main purpose of this study was to examine the
wound-healing response in RF-ablated rat livers and
to evaluate whether the natural healing sequelae have
an effect on drug distribution from the polymer mil-
lirod implant. The results from this study demonstrate
that the ablated liver tissue is a time-variant system
consisting of inhomogeneous zones spanning from the
millirod implantation site to the outer periphery of the
ablation boundary (Figs. 2 and 3).

Previously, we developed a mathematical model to
describe the drug transport processes in ablated tis-
sues. The model simplified the ablated liver tissue as a
time-invariant system with two zones of homoge-
neous properties, the ablated and nonablated re-
gions.15,16 Within each region, the drug transport pa-
rameters (e.g., drug diffusivities and drug elimination
coefficients) were assumed to be constant over time.
Although this is a reasonable assumption to begin
with, histology results in the current work demon-
strate that the ablated liver tissue environment is
much more complex, inhomogeneous in space and
time. This premise is much more evident 4–8 days
after ablation when extensive migration of inflamma-
tory cells, proliferation of fibroblasts, formation of fi-
brous capsule, and neovascularization were observed.

Although the model predicts that the drug concen-
tration should steadily decrease with increasing dis-
tance from the millirod at the 8-day time point, a
significant deviation is observed in Figure 5(B). Fluo-
rescence imaging analysis showed the appearance of a
plateau in the drug concentration–distance curve,
which demonstrates a pronounced increase in drug
concentration within the ablated region. This increase
in drug concentration correlates spatially with the lo-
cation of the fibrous capsule [Fig. 5(B)] and is also
supported by fluorescence microscopy results [Fig.
4(E,F)]. The excessive accumulation of connective tis-
sue around the ablation boundary, consisting of
highly organized and tightly packed collagen fibers,
has led us to believe that this fibrous capsule acts as a
barrier to drug transport. This barrier encapsulates the
majority of the drug released from the millirod within
the ablated region. These results agree fairly well with
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the existing literature on drug transport deterrence
with the emergence of collagenous tissue.21–24

In parallel with the formation of the fibrous capsule,
neovascularization was also observed at the 8-day
time point (Fig. 3). Previous studies showed that the
implantation of millirods in nonablated livers had lim-
ited drug penetration because of the drug perfusion
loss through sinusoidal vasculature.15 Given that tu-
mor recurrence was mostly observed at the ablation
boundary,25 neovascularization may present a chal-
lenge for local drug therapy. We hypothesize that the
formation of new blood vessels may carry doxorubicin
away from the ablation boundary, reducing drug ex-
posure to residual cancer cells.

CONCLUSION

Results from this study illustrate that the wound-
healing response after RF ablation has a significant
impact on local drug pharmacokinetics. Perhaps the
most significant finding is the obstructing nature of
the fibrous capsule at the ablation boundary to drug
transport. Current work is in progress to examine the
incorporation of anti-inflammatory drugs (e.g., dexa-
methasone) within the polymer millirods with the
hope of retarding the fibrous capsule formation, which
in turn should facilitate drug delivery to the ablation
boundary.

E. Blanco is grateful for the support of a National Insti-
tutes of Health minority supplement grant.
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